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To Our Readers

The Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship encourages and supports research on the Book of Mormon, the Book of
Abraham, the Bible, other ancient scripture, and related subjects. The
Maxwell Institute publishes and distributes titles in these areas for
the benefit of scholars and interested Latter-day Saint readers.
Primary research interests at the Maxwell Institute include the
history, language, literature, culture, geography, politics, and law rele
vant to ancient scripture. Although such subjects are of secondary importance when compared with the spiritual and eternal messages of
scripture, solid research and academic perspectives can supply certain
kinds of useful information, even if only tentatively, concerning many
significant and interesting questions about scripture.
The Maxwell Institute makes reports about this research available widely, promptly, and economically. These publications are peerreviewed to ensure that scholarly standards are met. The proceeds from
the sale of these materials are used to support further research and
publications.
The purpose of the FARMS Review is to help serious readers make
informed choices and judgments about books published on the Book
of Mormon and associated topics, as well as to publish substantial
freestanding essays on related matters. We hope, thereby, to encourage reliable scholarship with regard to such subjects.
Most reviews and articles are solicited or assigned. Any person interested in writing a specific article or review should send a proposal
to the editor. If the proposal is accepted, the Review style guidelines
will be sent with the acceptance.
The opinions expressed in these reviews and articles are those
of the authors. They do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
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Maxwell Institute, its editors, Brigham Young University, the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, or the authors’ employers. No por
tion of the reviews or articles may be used in advertising or for any
other commercial purpose without the express written permission of
the Maxwell Institute.
The FARMS Review is published semiannually. See the Web site
at maxwellinstitute.byu.edu for reviews and articles appearing in the
FARMS Review.
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Debating Evangelicals

Louis Midgley

M

y first skirmish with one who might now be described as a “debating evangelical” took place in 1951 while I was a missionary
in New Zealand. The pastor of a small Baptist church in Point Chevalier, a suburb some six kilometers west of the center of Auckland, had
been surveying my missionary companion and me as we went about
our activities, including our travel on the tram then connecting Point
Chevalier, where we lived, with Queen Street in the center of Auckland. Eventually he introduced himself and invited us to his home
so that he could, he explained, learn more about our faith. I was, of
course, delighted. But his invitation was a subterfuge. I anticipated a
civil conversation. I was mistaken. As soon as I began describing the
recovery of the Book of Mormon, this fellow launched into a blistering attack on me and my faith. I faced someone barely civil and fully
confrontational. I was discombobulated, stunned, and on the ropes,
and this preacher knew it. He showed no mercy; he pounded away,
even boasting that, unlike him, I had not been properly trained for the
ministry. He was not interested in learning a thing about the faith of
Latter-day Saints. He was, instead, eager to bash our beliefs, which he
was confident he already understood. Savoring his triumph, he invited
us back for a second bout. Since I suspected that he had been bluffing
and wrong on some of what he had claimed, I accepted his invitation.
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Though I had earlier, as a student at the University of Utah, encountered secular critics of the faith of the Saints, this was my initial introduction to sectarian anti-Mormonism. In an effort to prepare for the
second round in this debate, I visited a large Christian bookstore then
located on Queen Street, where I purchased some leaflets and a pamphlet attacking the Church of Jesus Christ. This was my first encounter
with sectarian anti-Mormon literature. Since I was already in the habit
of looking for information in books, I also visited the little library in
Point Chevalier, which is still there, as well as the much larger Auckland Public Library. I discovered that our host had made assertions that
were flatly wrong. At our second match, I was ready to respond to this
preacher, who seemed to have relied on muddled anti-Mormon literature. The debate ended in a draw, and the preacher knew it.
With what I had discovered in those libraries, I was able to expose some bluffing and mistakes on several key issues. I testified to
the truth of Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims and to the gospel
of Jesus Christ. I came away from that exchange with no information
about the grounds or content of that preacher’s faith. There was something odd about his mode of “witnessing.” I have never lost interest in
the literature sectarian critics produce, distribute, or rely upon. I have
discovered that some Protestant preachers, especially those involved
in or influenced by the countercult movement, have a proclivity for
denigrating the faith of the Saints; they operate in a confrontational,
attack mode.
Shifting Ideological Sands
Much has changed in the Protestant world since my first encounter with a “debating evangelical.” In the 1950s that Baptist pastor in
Point Chevalier would not have thought of himself as an evangelical.
The reason is that the label evangelical did not then distinguish conservative from liberal Protestants. He might, however, have thought of
himself as a fundamentalist. Why? The first step in the emergence of
what we now know as the evangelical movement came in 1941, when
those who initially called themselves neo-evangelicals formed the
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National Association of Evangelicals.1 When viewed as the primary
contemporary conservative Protestant movement, instead of merely
the traditional name for the Lutheran rather than the Calvinist side of
the Protestant Reformation, what is now commonly known as evangelicalism gained prominence only following World War II. In addition, those involved in this embryonic neo-evangelical movement
sought to distinguish themselves from fundamentalists and also from
other much earlier brands of conservative Protestantism reaching
back to the Great Awakening and to even earlier sectarian movements
in Europe.
The great leap forward for the evangelical movement came in
1956, when Billy Graham (1918–) founded the magazine Christianity
Today. With the help of some wealthy friends, he soon had in place
what quickly became the flagship evangelical publication.2 From that
point on, the word evangelical has identified an alliance of a host of
somewhat different and even competing ideologies. The original socalled neo-evangelicals set in place a kind of umbrella under which
thrived some increasingly sophisticated alternatives to the then dominant cultural or liberal Protestantism.
As previously mentioned, in 1951 I did not debate a preacher
who thought of himself as an evangical. He was merely some sort of
Baptist who had been influenced by the fundamentalist movement.
In addition, the sectarian anti-Mormon literature he seemed to have
consulted can best be described as a product of Protestant fundamentalism. The newer and much less thorny evangelical movement
is clearly more diverse and also more intellectually sophisticated than
the older fundamentalism, which Carl F. H. Henry (1913–2003) and
1. The National Association of Evangelicals drew some unwanted attention when its
recent president, the Reverend Ted Haggard, the founder of the huge evangelical megachurch in Colorado Springs, Colorado, was exposed and deposed as a moral hypocrite.
2. For an easily accessible treatment of this most recent manifestation of a much
older and very diverse evangelical movement, and its close and competitive relationship to the earlier fundamentalism, see Douglas A. Sweeney’s “Standing on the Promises
through Howling Storms of Doubt: Fundamentalism and Neoevangelicalism,” which
is chapter 7 of his The American Evangelical Story: A History of the Movement (Grand
Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2005), 155–80, 195–99. See also the comments on Sweeney’s
remarkable book in the FARMS Review 20/1 (2008): 254–58.
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subsequent editors of Christianity Today have striven to marginalize,
repress, and replace with something a bit more winsome.
Remnants of the older fundamentalist ideology are, however, still
alive, if not exactly well, on the margins of the now larger, more sophisticated evangelical movement. The bizarre countercult religious
industry is closely allied with Protestant fundamentalism. The countercult, with its anti-Mormon component, was launched by the notorious “Dr.” Walter Martin (1928–1989) in the 1960s.3 It took Martin
decades to describe himself as an evangelical. Much of sectarian antiMormonism seems to have fundamentalist roots. In addition, sectarian anti-Mormonism is now primarily, though not entirely, the work
of the countercult movement, which consists of an enormous variety of often competing “ministries” or “outreaches,” as well as a host
of Web sites, publishers, and parachurch agencies, and even the top
echelons of the wealthy and powerful Southern Baptist Convention.4
My first encounter with sectarian anti-Mormonism was an indication of the proclivity I would later encounter from some Protestant
preachers, and also, unfortunately, a harbinger of many later wearisome conversations with sectarian critics of the Church of Jesus Christ.
It is clear that debating with our sectarian critics, though amusing or
perhaps exhilarating, may turn out to be a mistake. Debating evangelicals may not be a useful way of witnessing either in word or deed
to our own faith in the Holy One of Israel and the redemption from
both sin and death that he has made possible. And yet I am confident
that we must defend the faith.
Providing an Apology for the Faith of the Saints
The Greek word apologia (often translated into English, depending
on the context, as either “vindication” or “defense”) appears either as a
3. See Louis Midgley, “A ‘Tangled Web’: The Walter Martin Miasma,” FARMS
Review of Books 12/1 (2000): 371–434; for additional details and context, see Midgley,
“Anti-Mormonism and the Newfangled Countercult Culture,” FARMS Review of Books
10/1 (1998): 271–339 at 286–93, 329–31.
4. For details, see Louis Midgley, “Orders of Submission,” FARMS Review 18/2
(2006): 189–228 at 189–97, 203–7.
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noun or as a verb (apologeomai) in eight passages in the New Testament
(see Acts 22:1; 25:16; 1 Corinthians 9:3; 2 Corinthians 7:11; Philippians
1:7; 16; 2; 2 Timothy 4:16; 1 Peter 3:15). In what is perhaps the most
famous of these passages, most of which have a judicial context, Peter
urged the Saints to “always be ready to make your defense to anyone who
demands from you an accounting for the hope that is in you” (1 Peter
3:15 New Standard Revised Version, emphasis added). But it should be
noted that those early Saints were also admonished to respond to such
demands and hence defend their faith “with gentleness and reverence,”
so that when “maligned, those who abuse you for your good conduct in
Christ may be put to shame” (1 Peter 3:16 NSRV).
We should also remember that to defend (L. defendere, meaning
“to beat off”) involves, among other things, building a protective fence
around something we genuinely value and wish to preserve. This is required by our scriptures. Latter-day Saints are told, for example, that
it is an imperative duty that we owe to all the rising generation,
and to all the pure in heart—for there are many . . . among all
sects, parties, and denominations, who are blinded by the subtle
craftiness of men, whereby they lie in wait to deceive, and who
are only kept from the truth because they know not where to
find it—therefore, that we should waste and wear out our lives
in bringing to light all the hidden things of darkness, wherein
we know them; and they are truly manifest from heaven—these
should then be attended to with great earnestness. Let no man
count them as small things; for there is much which lieth in
futurity, pertaining to the saints, which depends upon these
things. (Doctrine and Covenants 123:11–15)
I read this language as a call to assemble, identify, and respond to
the calumny crafted and circulated by our critics. How should this be
done?
By Debating Evangelicals?
It is clearly neither wise nor necessary to negotiate with our sectarian or secular critics. In addition, our scriptures do not necessarily
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require us to appear in public debates, either acrimonious or civil, with
our enemies to thrash out our differences. A fruitful conversation is
perhaps possible with sectarian critics of the Church of Jesus Christ, if
they are not in an attack mode and also when they are genuinely willing to listen and learn.5 However, evangelical critics of the Church of
Jesus Christ are often eager to debate, and sometimes they even insist
that we must debate them.
Engaging in debates with evangelicals may tempt us to make at
least two mistakes. First, our own opinions, whatever they might be,
are often among our most prized properties. They define, as much or
more than anything, who and what we are. Hence we tend to hold
passionately to our opinions come what may. And when our opinions
are challenged, we fight back and may even desire revenge or succumb
to the urge to counterattack. We can easily be induced into seeing the
Other as a Diabolical Monster and ourselves as a Holy Knight fighting
the good fight against evil and error. We also may find it useful to rationalize our words and deeds. Likewise, when we confront those with
different opinions, we may end up in verbal or written strife, competition, or combat over our opinions. We may also make the mistake
of not really desiring to understand the opinions of the Other. One
reason for this is that debates take place before real or imagined audiences and hence in a kind of theater in which points are scored or
awarded. The “winner” in a debate often succeeds by the crafty use
of rhetoric. The goal easily becomes winning or appearing to win a
contest. Clever, quick, confident responses are at a premium in such
exchanges. And often biased, poorly informed audiences serve as the
judge and presumably determine a winner. Why is this so?
We are, I am confident, familiar with debates among those seeking public office or with the polemics of those seeking to advance an
ideology. Debates often dwindle into a kind of theater where the mob
takes over. To debate, either formally or informally, is not necessarily
to inform or to discover truth but to convince an audience functioning as either judge or jury, or perhaps even ourselves, in a strife for
5. I have dealt with this issue previously. See, for example, Midgley, “Orders of
Submission,” 189–228.
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superiority between adversaries. The word debate (L. de, down, + battuere, beat) has always carried the pejorative meaning of beating down
an opponent in what amounts to a war of words.
Even our English word discuss once identified something violent—
a shaking apart (L. dis, apart, + quatere, to shake), a shattering as something is dashed to pieces. We can see this intensity in words related to
discussion such as repercussion, percussion, and concussion. Even the
word argue has a kind of negative ambience since it can identify attempts to baffle, foil the plans of, or hoodwink someone, rather than
inform and clarify, though it also may identify that endeavor as well.
Arguments pull apart or separate; they also tend to arouse or generate
violent passions. Even or especially when arguments are set out, debates can be contentious. An argumentative person is not necessarily
seen as the most civil or trustworthy. The master debater may preen
and pose while slashing and battering down an adversary or manipulating an audience with buttery smoothness. And debates are seemingly won or lost on the basis of sets of skills and personality features
that have little to do with truth or even academic competence.
No doubt with good intentions, a few Latter-day Saints have engaged in public debates with our critics. In the inevitable commotion
of quarreling with the Other, we may fail to inform or instruct, and we
may target or appeal to audiences not disposed to hear or genuinely
understand our message. While such debates are perhaps unavoidable, they may be the wrong way for a Latter-day Saint to display or
sustain faith in the restored gospel. I can imagine my by now petulant
reader remembering that earlier I had insisted that the Saints must defend their faith. How should this be done, since our scriptures call for
an apology—that is, vindication or defense—of our faith? Is it possible
to have debates with evangelicals where there is at least a somewhat
level playing field? Put another way: do not the so-called interreligious
debates that some evangelicals have sponsored manage to avoid the
excesses common to debates?
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A “Lesson of Moderation”
Both Plato (427–347 bc) and Aristotle (384–322 bc), each in his
own way, extolled the properly educated habits that they believed make
one virtuous—that is, an excellent, fine, or genuinely cultured human
being. They argued in various ways that this happens if and only if we
have somehow managed to win a victory over the base desires warring within our own souls. They both employed the Greek word sophrosyne, whose subtle primary meaning is something like “prudence”
or “temperance,” to identify this control over mere bodily pleasures
(and hence self-restraint in words and deeds) but also, by extension,
mastery over all other violent passions. Cicero (106–43 bc) then seems
to have used the word temperantia to translate sophrosyne into Latin.
He was not, however, aiming necessarily at sobriety, a meaning that
the word temperance takes on only later. The English word moderation now most often identifies what Plato and Aristotle had in mind
when they used the word sophrosyne. Along with justice, courage,
and wisdom, moderation is one of the so-called cardinal virtues. To
moderate is to give a proper measure to things, as one ought to strive
to do in music. We should all attempt to reduce, abate, control, and
thereby render our desires or appetites less excessive or violent. When
we moderate, we limit or repress. We also learn to conform to the
rules that restrain desires or appetites and thereby make possible a
civilized society. Hence even a virtue like courage is self-defeating if it
is not tamed by moderation.
James Madison (1751–1826), following David Hume (1711–1776),
once strove to teach a “lesson of moderation.”6 It can even be said that
6. For the expression “lesson of moderation,” as well as supporting homilies on
this virtue, see James Madison and Alexander Hamilton (1757–1804) writing under the
pseudonym Publius in The Federalist, ed. Jacob E. Cooke (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan
University Press, 1961), 4–5 (Federalist No. 1, on the wisdom and necessity of learning a
“lesson of moderation”), 17 (Federalist No. 3, praising “moderation and candour”), 231
(Federalist No. 37, on the “spirit of moderation”), 298 (Federalist No. 43, extolling “moderation . . . and prudence”), and 595 (Federalist No. 85, after quoting David Hume, noting
that “these judicious reflections contain a lesson of moderation” that should be learned if
we seek a civil society). Publius borrowed the expression “lesson of moderation” and the
architecture of much of his argument contrasting it with zeal and factional or party spirit
from David Hume, who once wrote that he would “always be more fond of promoting
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one ought to have a zeal for moderation. How can this be? Zeal is genu
inely praiseworthy if and only if it is an enlightened zeal.7 The apostle
Paul indicated that there is trouble when zeal is unenlightened—that
is, when it is without proper understanding or knowledge. Zeal without this necessary enlightenment, and hence lacking moderation,
can easily result in various asperities—that is, among other things, a
rough or severe manner of address, harshness, and even churlishness.
This is the zeal often manifested in debates where points are being
scored against the Other. Or it can be found in the tricks and excesses
of sophistry and in the action of partisans, factions, gangs, or mobs.8
To avoid such excesses, we all need to learn to invoke what are sometimes called the calm rather than the immediate and violent passions;
otherwise we may end up, in our zeal, indulging in a torrent of angry
and malicious words, as well as mendacious, malevolent deeds.
When we surrender to the desire to debate, we may risk losing a
battle within our own souls with appetites and desires over which,
with the assistance of the Holy Spirit, we should seek to gain a victory.
The desire to thrash an opponent in a debate, especially while drawing on an arsenal of rhetorical or other tricks, could be an indication
of the absence of an appropriate and necessary moral discipline. Put
another way, until or unless we manifest an appropriate moderation,
we do not represent well the faith we seek to proclaim. It is a mistake to fall into anything like the pattern commonly found among
moderation than zeal; though perhaps the surest way of producing moderation in every
party [faction] is to increase our zeal for the public. Let us therefore try, if it be possible,
from the foregoing doctrine, to draw a lesson of moderation with regard to parties, into
which our country is at present divided; at the same time, that we allow not this moderation to abate the industry and passion, with which every individual is bound to pursue
the good of his country.” David Hume, “That Politics May be Reduced to a Science,” in
his Essays Moral, Political, and Literary (Indianapolis, IN: Liberty Classics, 1985), 27;
compare his comments on moderation on pp. 15, 45, 149, 168, 201, 273, and elsewhere.
7. In The Federalist and Hume’s Essays, both cited above, there is much said about
zeal, its destructive force, and the possibility of disciplining or restraining it through
calm passions and hence enlightenment.
8. It should not be necessary to trace the arguments on the evils of faction that are
found in James Madison’s contribution to The Federalist, other than to again point out
that one of his prime examples of the evils of faction was drawn from the annals of religious controversy. For some of the details, see Midgley, “Orders of Submission,” 223–26.
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our critics who often insist on an essentially abrasive, confrontational
mode of discourse. Currently the absence of moderation can be seen
on blogs, lists, and boards. In some of these venues, diseases of the
soul are nourished and spread, rather than assistance being provided
to aid in the recovery of sometimes severely spoiled souls.
The Saints seem to me to be facing a growing wave of mindless
though also calculated hostility and misrepresentation. Given the
abundance of provocations, we must respond, but before launching rebuttals, we should seek to learn the lesson of moderation as we
opine—especially on the Internet. While we certainly must defend
our faith, this does not entail descending into the rhetorical gutter
with our critics. When confronted by countercult calumny, it is painful to see signs of malevolent passions or unenlightened zeal at work
among the Saints or within my own soul.
Much, but not all, of the hostility towards the faith of the Saints
is peddled by countercult anti-Mormons. Some loathing of the Saints
is also found, unfortunately, among academics and others who, one
might suppose, are not fond of such excesses. In facing the current
avalanche of anti-Mormon prejudice and propaganda, we should
strive to rise above the violent passions and hence those commonly
exacerbated in or heightened by debating and disputing.
Responding While Avoiding the Rhetorical Gutter
Latter-day Saints do not have a history of bashing or demeaning
the faith of others. We have not persecuted, but have proselyted. We
have not been in an attack mode. When we have been assailed and assaulted, our responses have been defensive and rather mild, especially
given the sometimes extreme provocations. We have no ministries,
outreaches, or other agencies dedicated to attacking evangelicals or
the faith of others. Unlike the Southern Baptist Convention, which has
an elaborate and expensive agency that targets the faith of the Saints,
the Church of Jesus Christ has no office or employees busy hounding
and harassing those who are not Latter-day Saints. We publish no literature attacking the faith of anyone. Nor have we sought confrontations with evangelicals. We have, instead, sought to defend ourselves
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from the onslaught of uninformed, distorted, and intemperate attacks
on our faith.
We may not, of course, entirely avoid all the evils associated with
confrontation, contention, and disputation. Why? We must have the
courage, skill, and knowledge essential to defending the kingdom of
God. We need not be bullied by bigots. But, in setting forth the reasons for the faith that is in us, we must strive to do so with moderation—with as much gentleness as we can muster, given the onslaught
we face from a growing number of critics. Elder Dallin Oaks recently
observed that
we live in a time when some misrepresent the beliefs of those
they call Mormons and even revile us because of them. When
we encounter such misrepresentations, we have a duty to speak
out to clarify our doctrine and what we believe. We should be
the ones to state our beliefs rather than allowing others the
final word in misrepresenting them. This calls for testimony,
which can be expressed privately to an acquaintance or publicly in a small or large meeting. As we testify of the truth
we know, we should faithfully follow the caution to speak “in
mildness and in meekness” (D&C 38:41). We should never be
overbearing, shrill, or reviling. As the Apostle Paul taught, we
should speak the truth in love (see Ephesians 4:15).9
Our primary and immediate audience is not those who rant outside general conference, or who turn up at candlelight protests, or who
harass our missionaries, or who post up a storm on lists, boards, and
blogs. Nor is it the authors of criticism of our faith, whether academic
or otherwise; nor is it those who write tracts, pamphlets, or books or
give seminars in Protestant churches. We seek to inform both those
within and without the community of Saints who are or might become
“blinded by the subtle craftiness of men,” and hence those caught in
a snare fashioned by those who “lie in wait to deceive.” Our primary
audience includes those honest in heart who are “kept from the truth
because they know not where to find it” (D&C 123:12), or those among
9. Dallin H. Oaks, “Testimony,” Ensign, May 2008, 26–29 at 28, emphasis added.
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us who may not realize that there are competent answers to genuine
concerns and answers to what may seem like difficult questions.
Public confrontations with debating evangelicals, especially when
they set the agenda, provide or constitute the audience, or exercise
some measure of partisan control, and especially when they insist that
our faith must be measured against or assessed by some standards they
set, are not likely to be productive; they may not even be appropriate.
But the Saints should respond to critics and criticisms. This has
been at least part of what has been done in the FARMS Review since
1989, when it was begun. Daniel Peterson has invited and encouraged
efforts to defend the faith and the Saints against both secular or sectarian attacks. This has, however, troubled two different groups: first,
both secular and sectarian critics who insist that no defense is possible,
and, secondly, some of the Saints who wrongly assume that no defense
is either necessary or proper.10 A premise upon which the Review is
grounded is that a defense of the faith is both necessary and possible.
Since 1989, the Review has included timely responses to both tired old
and trendy new attacks on the faith of the Saints. In addition to critical examinations of both secular and sectarian anti-Mormon publications, accounts have been included in the Review of the ongoing and
sometimes heated quarrels between competing factions and ideologies within the evangelical movement, as well as some of the more
amusing and instructive instances of the internecine warfare that
rages within this movement. Some of these go beyond correcting the
confusion displayed by critics or exposing the misrepresentation common in sectarian attacks on Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
The pages of the Review have not, of course, been opened to debating evangelicals; they have their own resources and venues, including
those provided by the wealthy Southern Baptist Convention. We have,
however, hosted productive exchanges with evangelical scholars on
important issues and have allowed them to have the last word.11
10. Some may assume that only the Brethren should defend the faith, but every
endowed Latter-day Saint is under covenant with God to build and defend the kingdom.
11. See, for example, the exchange between Michael S. Heiser and David F. Bokovoy
on theosis in the FARMS Review 19/1 (2007): 221–323. And an entire number of the
FARMS Review of Books (11/2, 1999) consisted of commentary on Craig L. Blomberg
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It is possible for Latter-day Saints to have productive conversations
with those not of our faith. If this were not so, few would have become
Latter-day Saints. Once one moves beyond a naïve faith within an isolated community, one must make choices between alternatives. It is
also not uncommon for Latter-day Saint and other scholars to discuss
questions of faith, including the similarities and differences between
faiths or alternative or competing understandings of faith. I have had
many such exchanges. Such conversations are fruitful when those involved assume that others are honest about their own beliefs—that is,
they present their faith as it actually is for them—and also when there
is a genuine desire to learn from the Other. What can flow from such
conversations is, among other things, mutual and deeper understanding of both oneself and the Other. This is not unlike learning by reading the best literature of another faith, or the way we come to have an
understanding of most anything of interest to us.
Not by Theological Formulae or Creeds Alone
Certain misunderstandings, sometimes enhanced by various suspicions and fears, tend to haunt evangelical conversations with Latter-day
Saints. Even when evangelicals are not heavily impacted by counter
cult propaganda, they may begin with the assumption that they are the
gatekeepers of Christian orthodoxy, however this is understood. And
they know before a conversation begins that the Saints are not Christians. In addition, they insist that their orthodoxy involves what they
understand as theology—that is, what has been worked out or deduced
and reduced into creeds and confessions and hence also what certain
churchmen have written that now counts as biblical, Trinitarian, historical Christian orthodoxy. This or something very much like it grounds
some of the mistrust evangelicals have of Mormonism.
In a recent essay, Martin E. Marty, distinguished American church
historian and occasional student of Mormon things, pointed out that
Christians are obsessed with doing theology, while Latter-day Saints
and Stephen E. Robinson’s How Wide the Divide? A Mormon and an Evangelical in
Conversation (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1997).
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live in and by stories. He thereby contrasts Christian theology with
Latter-day Saint thought. But, we must ask, what kind of thought? And
Marty has an answer. “If logos means word or statement and theos
refers to God, Mormon thought overflows with theology, of a sort
rooted in narrative.”12 Thus the Saints can be said to have a “theology,”
if what one has in mind is a veritable beehive of stories and also the
kind of narration of events associated with accounts of the past—that
is, with history. “From the beginning,” Marty has argued, Latter-day
Saint faith has always been “characterized by its thoroughly historical
mode and mold”13 and not by what might be called a classical view of
creeds, dogmas, and formal theologies. When Protestants do theology, Marty argues, they “combine the language of the Hebrew Scriptures with mainly Greek philosophical concepts as filtered through
academic experiences in Western Europe, most notably Germany,”
and if one were to include Roman Catholics, then one would have to
also include France and Italy.14
Marty identifies an enthusiasm for doing theology typically found
among sectarian Christians. This proclivity contrasts with the faith of
Latter-day Saints and helps to explain their antipathy toward classical
theism, which is found in one way or another in both Roman Catholic
and Protestant circles. The dependence of the faith of the Saints on divine special revelations fuels a distrust of theological systems worked
out by churchmen or others, especially those grounded in the catego12. Martin E. Marty, foreword to Mormonism in Dialogue with Contemporary Christian
Theologies, ed. Donald W. Musser and David L. Paulsen (Macon: GA: Mercer University
Press, 2007), vii–xiv at vi. This volume is a collection of exchanges between Latter-day
Saints and those who are either Protestant liberals or speaking for those who would now
be lumped under that label. There are two exceptions: one is Clark Pinnock, a prominent
evangelical, and the other is David Tracy, a distinguished Roman Catholic theologian. For
details, see the Book Note in the FARMS Review 20/1 (2008): 252–54. Marty helped put
together the bulk of the exchanges included in Mormonism in Dialogue.
13. Martin E. Marty, “Two Integrities: An Address to the Crisis in Mormon
Historiography,” Journal of Mormon History 10 (1983): 3–19 at 4. With slight revisions
and under different titles, this essay has been reprinted four times. For details, see Louis
Midgley, “The First Steps,” FARMS Review 17/1 (2005): xi–lv at xii n. 3. See also Martin E.
Marty, We Might Know What to Do and How to Do It: On the Usefulness of the Religious
Past (Salt Lake City: Westminster College of Salt Lake City, 1989).
14. Marty, foreword, vi.
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ries of pagan philosophy. Marty correctly insists that the Saints live
by and in a continuing story of redemption and hence not by creeds
or theological formulae. Both the grounds and the primary content of
the faith of the Saints consist essentially of stories about the recent and
remote past, but also about the present—that is, the Saints tend to live
in a charmed world much like that described in the scriptures where
the divine is even now present in different ways in the lives of the
faithful. The heavens are not closed, and the amazing story of redemption continues. The faith of the Saints is thus profoundly historical.
Marty even suggests that it may be that this “will remind more Christians that their theology is also born of story and stories.”15 He also
thereby clearly identifies the radical difference between what he calls
“Christian . . . theology and Mormon or Latter-day Saint thought.”16
Marty’s remarks introduce a “dialogue,” presumably between “contemporary Christian theologies”—including those advanced by Reinhold Niebuhr (1892–1971), Paul Tillich (1886–1965), and Karl Barth
(1886–1968), who must now be “regarded as historic by today’s believers
and scholars”17—and what he calls “Mormonism.” I agree with Marty
that this is a flaw in this publishing project since this format necessarily
keeps “the Latter-day Saint scholars in a kind of responsive-defensive
mode. There is no way of getting around this inevitable distortion.”18
But the Saints are experienced at being on the defensive.
Marty also points out that “LDS scholars are far more at home
with . . . Christian thought than vice versa.”19 One rather ironic reason is that Latter-day Saint scholars tend to “earn their doctorates at
Harvard or other graduate schools permeated with the concepts of
Christian theology, even if and though they often return ‘home’ to
15. Marty, foreword, vii. I have pointed out that for all the investment in both dogmatic and also systematic theology grounded in a philosophic culture, all varieties or
brands of Christian faith are ultimately rooted in historical events and stand or fall on the
veracity of those stories. See Louis Midgley, “Knowing Brother Joseph Again,” FARMS
Review 18/1 (2006): xi–lxxii at xiv–xx.
16. Marty, foreword, vi, emphasis added.
17. Marty, foreword, ix.
18. Marty, foreword, ix.
19. Marty, foreword, ix.
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Brigham Young & Company.”20 The result is that “with few exceptions” the sectarian scholars who were invited to lecture at Brigham
Young University on various brands of essentially liberal Protestant
theology, and whose essays were included in Mormonism in Dialogue,
showed “little evidence that they boned up on LDS thought.”21 One
possible reason for this is that non–Latter-day Saint scholars, with
very few exceptions, are either not interested in the faith of the Saints
or are interested only when they feel the need to demolish it or to try
to talk the Saints into what would amount to a surrender to an alien
theology.22 There may not be a way of avoiding being cast in the response mode and hence being on the defensive in these kinds of conversations, especially with evangelicals or fundamentalists.
A Stalemate in Negotiations?
It seems that having the correct theology is what really counts
with evangelicals, but not for the Saints, for whom stories about a then
and there and also a here and now are crucial and decisive. But there
is a sense in which evangelicals realize that the faith of the Saints consists of and rests upon stories. This explains why evangelicals insist
that Joseph Smith must be seen, in Richard Mouw’s recent acerbic formulation, as either a “deceiver or deluded.”23 Accordingly, “the only
question in many evangelical minds is whether Joseph was—to put
it crudely—a liar or a lunatic.”24 This explains why, when Latter-day
Saints debate evangelicals, they inevitably face those who see themselves as the gatekeepers of Christian orthodoxy and who therefore
insist that others are not genuine Christians until or unless they adopt
what they label a biblical, historical, Trinitarian, orthodox, creedal
20. Marty, foreword, vi.
21. Marty, foreword, ix.
22. See Midgley, “Orders of Submission,” 189–228.
23. Richard J. Mouw, “The Possibility of Joseph Smith: Some Evangelical Probings,”
in Joseph Smith Jr.: Reappraisals after Two Centuries, ed. Reid L. Neilson and Terryl L.
Givens (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 189–207 at 197.
24. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 189; compare pp. 190 and 191 where Mouw
repeats his “liar or lunatic” line, as well as p. 196, where he also adds “deception or lunacy”
to his terse language.
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version of Christian theology. In addition, it also provides an explanation for why evangelicals insist that the Saints must abandon their distinctive history, including especially the Book of Mormon and Joseph
Smith’s prophetic truth claims.
To move away from picturing Joseph Smith as either a liar or lunatic, again according to Mouw, “would require that we [evangelicals]
concede far more to Mormonism than we are inclined to do.”25 And
yet, since Mouw is a gentle person, he still wants to see something
significant in the Joseph Smith legacy, even though he continues “to
reject [Joseph’s] claims to have received a new revelation from the
heavens.”26 But he also finds “it difficult . . . as an evangelical [to] simply endorse some of the efforts by other non-Mormon scholars to find
an alternative to the liar-or-lunatic choice.” Whatever else one can say
about Joseph Smith, he remains for Mouw either a liar or a lunatic.
Hence, Mouw wants “to resist the relativizing tendencies that often
seem to lurk just beneath the surface of non-Mormon efforts to offer a less-than-hostile account of Joseph’s status as a religious leader,”
while he also flatly rejects Joseph’s prophetic truth claims. His taking
the faith of the Latter-day Saints seriously requires him to see Joseph
Smith as either a liar or lunatic. He does not find a genuine conceptual space “between ‘pious deceiver’ and ‘sincere fraud,’” though he
believes the efforts of Rodney Stark, Dan Vogel, and others have been
“helpful” or “quite illuminating,”27 without specifying how and why.
For Mouw the “claims on behalf of Mormonism” are, “at best, seriously misleading, much in need of correction and revision in the
light of the teachings of the Bible as developed and clarified by historic
Christianity.”28 In this remark, we can see signs of the agenda at work
in Mouw’s hopes to correct and revise the faith of the Saints on the basis of his understanding of what he considers “historic Christianity.”
The goal is not to make a few evangelical converts from among Latterday Saints. Instead, this is an effort to convert the entire Church of
25. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 189.
26. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 199.
27. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 190, including quotations preceding this
sentence.
28. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 191.
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Jesus Christ into an evangelical sect by gradually correcting and revising the faith of the Saints. I have previously described this as an effort
to negotiate a surrender. These efforts are modeled on some apparent
shifts that took place many years ago when Donald Grey Barnhouse
(1895–1960) and “Dr.” Walter Martin negotiated with Seventh-day
Adventist leaders, as well as during the more recent turmoil and eventual breakup of the Worldwide Church of God following the death of
Herbert W. Armstrong (1892–1986), with a portion of that denomination eventually being accepted as fully evangelical.29
Mouw is confident that without a “smoking gun discovery—for
example, finding a source from which the Book of Mormon was obviously plagiarized—the hope of demonstrating beyond reasonable
doubt the falsity of Mormon historical claims is a vain one.” But he is
still “not willing to see us [evangelicals] declare a moratorium on all
historical investigation of ‘smoking gun’ possibilities.” Others have,
of course, not given up looking for some final, decisive proof that
what Joseph Smith offered was fraudulent. But Mouw is not himself
interested in doing what he calls “serious catch-up work in historical
apologetics,”30 which is what he thinks Carl Mosser and Paul Owen
once had in mind.31 The reason for not going down that road is that
“such a strategy will accomplish little beyond the maintenance of a
stalemate.”32 Instead, Mouw seeks to correct what he considers the
maladies of Mormonism, as he understands them. He gently pushes
the Church of Jesus Christ to accept the radical otherness of God,
since in his theology God is ganz anders (Wholly Other); he wants
the Saints to embrace what he also calls “a vast metaphysical gap between Creator and creature,” and hence to stress what he also calls the
“metaphysical distance” between God and human creatures.33
29. See Midgley, “Orders of Submission,” 211–17, for some crucial details about the
role played in the imagination of evangelicals by the curious shifts in the Worldwide
Church of God.
30. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 194.
31. See Francis J. Beckwith, Carl Mosser and Paul Owen, eds., The New Mormon
Challenge: Responding to the Latest Defenses of a Fast-Growing Movement (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2002).
32. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 194.
33. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 195.
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One reason Mouw offers for not accepting Joseph Smith’s prophetic
truth claims is that to do so would radically challenge his own theological system, as well as “other systems of religious thought that don’t accept such teachings [which] are now to be seen as, if not blatantly false,
at least in need of serious correction and revision.”34 A somewhat less
oblique way of making this point would be to say that the Book of Mormon presents a radical challenge to those already churched, including
certain theologians committed to what Mouw calls “the Calvinist Deity.” For such a one, can there really be a genuine correcting of historic
Christianity? The limited, thin, authentic appeal Mouw suggests might
be found in what Joseph Smith offered as a corrective to the “unhealthy
spiritual distance of creatures from the Calvinist Deity and his human
subjects.”35 Since Mouw’s soft version of Five-Point Calvinism must include the radical distinction between Creator and mere creature, one
wonders how something spiritually unhealthy can possibly flow from
a foundational dogma. If these kinds of issues had been pressed, those
conversations would have soon reached a stalemate even on theology.
But the crucial questions are not theological but historical.
Mouw seems to hope that something like his mild version of FivePoint Calvinism (aka TULIP)36 will become attractive to Latter-day
Saints or that something like it will replace our distinctive history. Until
or unless he can come up with a “smoking gun,” it is not likely that the
Saints will be enamored with any version of classical theism or creedal
Christianity and therefore willing to jettison Joseph Smith and the
Book of Mormon and join the National Association of Evangelicals and
thereby receive an evangelical seal of Christian approval.
34. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 190.
35. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 195.
36. See Richard J. Mouw, Calvinism in the Las Vegas Airport: Making Connections in
Today’s World (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2004); see the Book Note in the FARMS
Review 19/1 (2007): 366–68. TULIP is an acronym for Total depravity, Unconditional
election, Limited atonement, Irresistible grace, and Perseverance of the Saints, which are
the Calvinist tenets set forth at the Dutch Reformed Synod of Dort in 1618–19. Some
version of all but perhaps limited atonement can be found in the writings of Augustine
(ad 354–430). It is not clear that John Calvin (1509–64) believed that the atonement was
only for those saved at the moment when the God of classical theism presumably created
everything out of nothing.
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Ironically, Mouw’s “historic Christianity” is, to borrow Martin
Marty’s formulation cited earlier, an amalgam of the Bible “with mainly
Greek philosophical concepts as filtered through academic experiences
in Western Europe.” What can be expected from closed conversations
with those whose world is theological rather than essentially historical?
Is there a good reason to debate theology with those who are not open
to the possibility that the Book of Mormon is true? Mouw is, however,
correct in stating “that some evangelicals have a tendency—especially
when . . . asked to assess the differences between certain worldviews—to
see things in terms of stark alternatives.”37 The debates Mouw has sponsored have been essentially theological rather than historical. From my
perspective, those debating with Mouw, despite the friendly relations,
have often dealt with the wrong issues. Both sides in those debates have
either not faced the fact or have forgotten that the Saints live by and in
stories and not by a theology that is not primarily narrative.
Learning the Rules, Playing an Old Game
Conversations between Latter-day Saints and other Christians
are not new. A number of these have taken place informally over the
years. The first formal talks were put together many years ago by Truman Madsen with his academic friends.38 After that groundbreaking
event, including the book that resulted from it, not much was done for
several years. The next such formal exchange took place in 1984, when
Paul Kurtz, until recently the impresario of secular humanism,39 in
league with George D. Smith, owner of Signature Books, held what
was called “A Mormon/Humanist Dialogue.”40 Kurtz insisted that
37. Mouw, “Some Evangelical Probings,” 197.
38. Truman G. Madsen, ed., Reflections on Mormonism: Judaeo-Christian Parallels
(Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1978).
39. The agencies fashioned by Paul Kurtz include the magazine Free Inquiry, the
Council of Secular Humanism, Prometheus Books, and several other fronts used to
advance an essentially atheist religion. Kurtz has recently been eclipsed by Sam Harris,
Christopher Hitchens, Daniel C. Dennett, and Richard Dawkins—the so-called Four
Horsemen of the New Atheism.
40. See George D. Smith, ed., Religion, Feminism, and Freedom of Conscience: A
Mormon/Humanist Dialogue (Buffalo: Prometheus Books and Signature Books, 1994).
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“in a pluralistic society such as America, it is important that people
from diverse religious and nonreligious traditions engage in debate
to define differences and more meaningfully to discover common
ground.”41 He neglected to provide reasons to justify this opinion.42
And he would, of course, not want his atheist ideology described either as a “religion” or as a “faith,” though it has many if not all of the
usual characteristics associated with both words.
The publication of How Wide the Divide?—an exchange between
Craig Blomberg and Stephen Robinson—ushered in the next stage in
these interreligious debates, this time between evangelical and Latterday Saint scholars.43 The Blomberg-Robinson book garnered some immediate attention and soon led to biannual private meetings between
Richard Mouw, Robert Millet, and their respective friends. Millet has
turned his friendship with Mouw and other evangelicals into a series
of books, including a debate with Gerald R. McDermott that carries
the title Claiming Christ.44 Millet has also been heavily involved in
a series of public exchanges he holds with the Reverend Gregory C.
Vettel Johnson.
McDermott45 describes the contents of Claiming Christ as an
“interreligious dialogue” (p. 65). The exchange, at least for McDermott, at times does not seem to be one taking place within a faith tradition but between completing religions. In addition, Claiming Christ
carries the subtitle “A Mormon-Evangelical Debate.” The exchange
is clearly cast as a contest over the soundness of Mormonism from
41. Paul Kurtz, “Overview: Humanism and the Idea of Freedom,” in Smith, Religion,
Feminism, and Freedom of Conscience, xvii. For details, see Louis Midgley, “Atheists and
Cultural Mormons Promote a Naturalistic Humanism,” Review of Books on the Book of
Mormon 7/1 (1995): 229–97.
42. Kurtz was probably correct, however, when he opined that “this dialogue is historic, for as far as we are aware it is the first formal exchange of ideas by Mormons and
humanists.” Kurtz, “Overview,” xvii.
43. See Craig Blomberg and Stephen Robinson, How Wide the Divide? A Mormon
and an Evangelical in Conversation (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1997).
44. See Robert L. Millet and Gerald R. McDermott, Claiming Christ: A MormonEvangelical Debate (Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos, 2007). For convenience, subsequent references to this book are indicated by parenthetical page citations in the discussion rather
than cited in footnotes.
45. McDermott is currently a Lutheran who teaches religion at Roanoke College.
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the perspective of traditional, creedal Christianity, at least as this
is understood by McDermott, who speaks as a Lutheran within the
evangelical movement.
We have a debate between one representing a theological “movement” and one speaking for a church—the community of Saints—
with its own unique history and founding narrative. This places Millet utterly on the defensive. He has to try to show that what the Saints
believe is as close as possible to the norm that McDermott sets out.
Hence the question at issue in this debate is whether the faith of the
Saints measures up to traditional, orthodox, biblical standards as
these are understood by one faction within the evangelical movement
and thus to what is currently believed in some but not all Protestant
circles. McDermott strives to identify the difference between the theological “movement” he represents and the faith of Latter-day Saints
and hence the Church of Jesus Christ. He is a bit more specific: he
claims to be speaking from the perspective of what he calls “evangelical faith traditions” or “groups” or “movements,” with all their variations and differences (pp. 11–12), except fundamentalism, which he
distinguishes from evangelicalism (p. 60) and apparently dislikes.
McDermott asserts that “evangelicals discount the authenticity
of the Book of Mormon and other Mormon scriptures,” and hence
“they regard Mormon use of these sources as clear violations of the
sola scriptura principle” (p. 16)—that is, of what stands behind the
slogan “Bible alone.” Despite whatever similarities there might be between his brand of evangelicalism and what is found in the Latter-day
Saint scriptures on the role and saving power of Jesus Christ, in his
opinion the Saints are not genuine Christians. The principal problem for McDermott is that “Mormons teach that Jesus visited North
America after his incarnation and resurrection in Palestine in the first
century. The Saints also believe that Jesus and his Father appeared to
Joseph Smith in 1820 to give him new revelation. Mainstream Christians (including evangelicals) reject these assertions about Jesus and
his revelations to Joseph Smith”(p. 16). The primary reason for this
rejection is that Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims, including the
Book of Mormon, violate the sola scriptura principle. In addition, the
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very existence of divine special revelations in addition to the Bible
challenges the authority of the great ecumenical creeds. According
to McDermott, evangelicals “tacitly accept the authority of the early
creeds” (p. 17). This seems to mean that McDermott defends creedal
Christianity, which he assumes is normative, and hence he begs all the
crucial questions, which are historical and not theological.
But there is an additional problem with McDermott’s argument.
Despite appealing to the Bible alone, evangelicals also depend very
heavily, he insists, on what he calls “interpretive traditions” (p. 17),
and hence not merely on the Bible. Quite unlike Craig Blomberg in his
earlier exchange with Stephen Robinson, McDermott is “not overly
concerned with the ‘inerrancy’ debate” (p. 9)—the recent Protestant
claim that the Bible is sufficient, infallible, and inerrant. Evangelicals, it seems, come in various sizes and shapes. At least it seems that
McDermott differs somewhat from some other evangelicals by insisting on the crucial role of “interpretive traditions” in how we read
texts, including the Bible. His argument runs as follows: “All of our
reading is done through a filter of our own cultural traditions. There is
no naked text that we can access without seeing it through the screen
of traditions that we have absorbed” (p. 19). Hence he grants that he
cannot ground his own interpretative traditions in the Bible alone.
What he ends up asserting is that his interpretive traditions do not
leave room for divine special revelations outside the Bible. But his historically bound and diffuse interpretive traditions cannot be normative for those with different traditions. It is not, therefore, the fact that
he reads the biblical texts from interpretative traditions that is the issue, since this cannot be avoided. And yet he insists that the crucial
question is “whether Mormon traditions and scriptures are authentic”
(p. 19). He ends up arguing that the Latter-day scriptures and the network of supporting interpretive traditions are flawed because they differ from the interpretive traditions he feels ought to be normative.
The real issue involves a decision about which texts, both biblical
and otherwise, will be considered authentic (that is, have authority).
According to McDermott, this issue must be settled not by appeals to
the Bible alone, since that is impossible, but by an appeal to interpretive
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traditions—that is, from the perspective of his understanding. In rejecting the authenticity and hence authority of the Book of Mormon
(and all that goes with it), he is speaking from the perspective of the
“orthodox,” “traditional,” and also “Protestant” versions of Christianity. He describes his own “orthodoxy” on this issue as a subset of “traditional” Christians who “hold to its classical, 2000-year-old teachings of faith” (p. 11). With these woolly labels in place, he excludes the
Church of Jesus Christ from his notion of groups or movements or
theologies that fit within his definition of Christian orthodoxy.
How should we, McDermott asks, “go about deciding what we can
believe about Jesus? (p. 16). Or, put another way, where must “we go
to gain assurance that our portrait of Jesus is the right one” (p. 16)?46
Since he is confident that God only “reveals himself through the scriptures” (p. 16), it seems that, for McDermott, the answer is not to God,
who has already had his say in the Bible (and perhaps also through the
creeds and to theologians who have, more or less, worked things out),
and not, of course, through the unique Latter-day Saint scriptures,
since they are, from McDermott’s perspective, not authentic. And yet
he also insists that the Bible alone reveals Jesus Christ. This conclusion
rests on his appeal to what he calls the sola scriptura principle. But the
problem, which he recognizes, is that the Bible does not interpret itself. Instead, he claims that “we need the wisdom of the whole church
in order to understand the scriptures better” (p. 20). What he seems to
mean by “the whole church” includes the disparate “Catholic, Eastern
Orthodox, and Protestant” factions, which he describes as “orthodox”
and which serve a subset of “traditional” Christianity.
So “the real question,” for McDermott, “is not whether we will be
influenced by tradition in our reading of and interpreting [of the Bible], but which tradition. The one that is based on the classical Christian Bible or the one that calls both those books [the Old Testament
and the New Testament?] and the Mormon scriptures divine revelation?” (pp. 20–21). Since McDermott is claiming to speak for what he
calls “orthodox” Christianity, the crucial question is settled for him by
what amounts to question-begging made to flow from loose labeling.
46. Compare p. 21.
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Even though the Bible alone cannot possibly close the canon of scripture, he will not allow the question of an open canon to be opened to
genuine consideration. Unfortunately, the desire of some Latter-day
Saints to do theology, rather than to confront the decisive historical
issues, may keep us from pressing and addressing the question—is
the Book of Mormon an authentic divine special revelation? So, for
McDermott, the Latter-day Saint portrait of Jesus is wrong, the Saints
worship a different Jesus, and so forth. This is true for McDermott
precisely because the Latter-day Saint canon of scripture includes the
Book of Mormon and is therefore open.
McDermott complains that Latter-day Saints imagine that Jesus
came to be fully God. McDermott thinks this is a fatal weakness in
Latter-day Saint theology since it collides with creedal Christianity.
For him the “creeds and tradition are justifiably authoritative for a
religious community,” and, he adds, “it is impossible for them not to
be,” but of course “scripture is the touchstone for all creeds and traditions” (p. 9).
But, given our devotion to Jesus as the Messiah, and hence Lord
and Savior and so forth, what difference does it make that we imagine
a time in the remote past when Jesus might not have been fully God?
McDermott cannot explain why this is a problem other than that it
violates the language of the ecumenical creeds and the teachings of
churchmen and theologians. His complaint ends up being that we hold
a different view of Jesus. This is true, but so what? Does McDermott
imagine that one is saved if and only if one has the most adequate
theology, which is defined as “biblical” but which McDermott admits
depends on a stream of traditional readings of the Bible and cannot be
drawn merely from the Bible alone? So Latter-day Saints are not what
he considers creedal Christians. Well, so what? What is gained from
debating theology in this manner, since those intent on doing this insist on brushing our faith aside, whatever similar beliefs we more or
less share with them? This is especially critical when evangelicals do
not even agree with each other on a host of theological issues.
McDermott raises a vital question when he makes reference to
different strands of Christian faith, which are often in tension and
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sometimes even in violent disagreement. They all are presumably part
of a grand tradition of Christian orthodoxy, which can then be turned
into a stick with which to thrash the faith of the Saints. If the Bible
does not interpret itself, which seems obvious, what exactly constitutes the orthodoxy McDermott values? Is there, except for polemical
purposes, such a thing?
If the Bible does not interpret itself and we must rely on interpretive traditions, how can we be sure that we have absorbed or picked the
right ones? For instance, if we look closely at justification by faith—a
core element in much contemporary evangelical theology—it turns
out that there are profound disagreements over whether the teaching
commonly attributed to the apostle Paul has been properly understood.
According to McDermott, “most evangelicals in the twentieth century
favored a model of justification that stressed the primacy of the forensic or legal dimension of the atonement, a model that some scholars
are now claiming to be based more on sixteenth-century debates than
the Bible itself” (p. 17). McDermott cites N. T. Wright’s Paul: In Fresh
Perspective,47 which challenges the opinion found among evangelicals
who insist on an essentially Augustinian and Reformation understanding of justification. This traditional understanding—reaching
back to Martin Luther (1483–1546) and, with a long Roman Catholic
interlude, to Augustine (354–430)—insists on contrasting what they
label “works righteousness” with “faith alone.” Wright has challenged
the understanding of what Paul meant by works of the law. What Paul
had in mind by “works,” if Wright is right, were merely ceremonial
matters such as circumcision, dietary restrictions, and Sabbath observances required under the Torah. Wright insists that, for the followers
of Jesus, the Mosaic law was fulfilled in Jesus and hence the old badges
of the covenant were now dead works, having been replaced by faith
as the badge of the new covenant or testament with Jesus Christ. For
the followers of Jesus, faith and faithfulness in keeping the commandments of God had replaced circumcision, which was a dead work.
47. N. T. Wright, Paul: In Fresh Perspective (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005). For
references to N. T. Wright, see Claiming Christ, 8, 17, 36, 67, 113, 117.
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Wright, quite unlike Protestants generally, thus emphasizes the
importance of the new covenant in Paul’s understanding. The new
covenant requires repentance and faith in the Messiah, or Christ.
Wright also argues that justification does not take place, other than by
anticipation, at the moment one becomes a Christian, but at the final
judgment and hence only after one has been sanctified by the work
of the Holy Spirit. If Wright is right about this, Protestants have been
wrong about this crucial matter. Faith must be manifested in faithfulness—that is, by obedience to the commandments of God. Through
the work of the Holy Spirit, this will eventually lead to sanctification
ending in justification, which takes place not when one answers an altar call or confesses Jesus. What this means is that evangelicals, since
they build on Augustine and then Luther, have been wrong on this
crucial understanding of Paul’s teachings.48 All of this is, of course,
highly controversial. But this is exactly what goes on in interpreting
the Bible.
McDermott’s rather casual mention of what is now being called
the “new perspective on Paul” (NPP) seems to expose the problems
inherent in the myth of seamless interpretative traditions that somehow began with the church fathers, found their way into the great ecumenical creeds, and then were constantly fleshed out and reiterated,
refined, and reformed by a steady procession of theologians who presumably, of course, all had as their touchstone the Bible. Elements of
the NPP come remarkably close to what is taught in the Book of Mormon. McDermott was, of course, wise to shift way from the notion of
48. N. T. Wright’s more elaborate argument is offered in the book not cited by
McDermott. See N. T. Wright’s What Paul Really Said: Was Paul of Tarsus the Real
Founder of Christianity? (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1997). Wright has caused a huge
stir among evangelicals with his treatment of Paul. This has led to several responses. See
John Piper, The Future of Justification: A Response to N. T. Wright (Wheaton, IL: Crossway,
2007); Guy P. Waters, Justification and the New Perspective on Paul (Phillipsburg, NJ:
P&R, 2004); and a collection of essays entitled By Faith Alone: Answering the Challenges
to the Doctrine of Justification, ed. Gary L. W. Johnson and Guy P. Waters (Wheaton, IL:
Crossway, 2006). Wright has described responses to his approach to justification as an
effort to demonize his views and carpet bomb them or “nuke them from a great height.”
See N. T. Wright, “New Perspectives on Paul,” in Justification in Perspective: Historical
Developments and Contemporary Challenges, ed. Bruce L. McCormack (Grand Rapids,
MI: Baker Academic, 2006), 243–64 at 247.
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sola scriptura, but by grasping for some other peg upon which to close
the canon of scripture and thereby limit forever what God can say
or do, he has opened the door to a jungle of competing understandings of virtually every passage in the Bible. This jungle is often red in
tooth and claw, though the controversies are sometimes even polite
and proper rather than demonic and deadly.
McDermott never speaks as a fundamentalist, though he does
speak as a Lutheran and as an evangelical, and sometimes for a much
larger, much more amorphous, and even less well-defined community
that he calls “the whole church.” From this peremptory higher ground,
in a rebuttal to Elder Bruce D. Porter’s recent essay in First Things,49 he
reports that, though the reasons they give “are sometimes awkward,”
“most Christians say Mormonism is not Christian.”50 He then attempts
to offer other and better reasons for this judgment than those commonly held by “most Christians,” often with the help of the countercult
movement operating on the fringes of the evangelical movement. He is
magnanimous; he corrects some common falsehoods advanced by critics of the Church of Jesus Christ. He is to be commended for this. But,
much like fundamentalists and those countercult bottom-feeders he
abhors, he has but two categories: the beliefs of orthodox Christianity
versus the (incorrect) beliefs of the Mormons. His penultimate conclusion is that perhaps some “individual Mormons” might not “be barred
from sitting with Abraham and the saints at the marriage supper of the
Lamb.”51 His reason is that “we are saved by a merciful Trinity, not by
our theology,”52 though putting the matter that way suggests otherwise.
From his imperial higher ground, he insists that Latter-day Saints are
simply not “orthodox.” McDermott is certain that the Church of Jesus
Christ is an aberration and not Christian.
While Mouw suspects that a frontal attack on the Book of Mormon will lead merely to a stalemate and perhaps block any attempt
49. See Bruce D. Porter, “Is Mormonism Christian?” First Things 186 (October 2008):
35–38.
50. Gerald R. McDermott, “Is Mormonism Christian?” First Things 186 (October
2008): 38–41 at 38.
51. McDermott, “Is Mormonism Christian?” 41.
52. McDermott, “Is Mormonism Christian?” 41.
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to talk the Saints into adopting some version of evangelical ideology,
McDermott, in his response to Elder Porter’s fine essay setting out
reasons why the faith of the Saints is Christian to the core, makes
the Book of Mormon the key to his argument that we have a different and hence false picture of Jesus and therefore are not genuinely
Christian. He does not directly attack the historical authenticity of the
Book of Mormon. Instead, he argues that its theology is all wrong and
therefore not authentic. What this demonstrates is that those debates
with Mouw, McDermott, and others have skirted the real issues by
focusing on theology. Those debates seem to have avoided historical
matters, which are the key to the faith of the Saints if Martin Marty is
even close to being right.
Has debating with some evangelicals, even when it has been fully
friendly, reduced the overall intensity of sectarian anti-Mormonism?
Or has it exacerbated rather than helped heal the often bitter warfare
between factions of evangelicals intent in one way or another on excluding the Saints from their Christian world?
Internecine Warfare between Evangelical Factions
An essay that Ron Huggins has posted on a stridently anti-Mormon
Web site provides an instructive sample of the internecine warfare that
takes place on the margins of the evangelical movement. It seems that
Huggins is not pleased with the recent modest efforts to tone down
anti-Mormon rhetoric.53 He begins with the standard line; he grants
that “some Evangelicals have certainly been unkind to Mormons and
have been guilty of inaccurately portraying Mormon beliefs.” He neglects, however, to identify any of these offenders, nor does he indicate
why they were impelled to do such a thing, given their faith claims.
Instead, he insists that this is “not characteristic of most evangelical
53. See Ronald V. Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
This essay can be found on the Web page of an agency that calls itself an Institute for
Religious Research. To access this essay, go to http://irr.org, then to the button on the left
labeled “Mormonism,” which leads to a batch of strong attacks on the faith of Latter-day
Saints. One of these is “An Appeal” (accessed 11 December 2008), the source of Huggins’s
quotations below.
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churches and ministries.” Of course, not all Protestant congregations
sponsor or disseminate anti-Mormon propaganda. But the vast bulk
of individuals who constitute the countercult movement, including
the so-called Institute for Religious Research, are involved in spreading rubbish about the Church of Jesus Christ.54
When on 14 November 2004, at an evangelical rally in the Salt
Lake City Tabernacle on Temple Square, Richard Mouw issued an
apology for the long and abundant misrepresentations by conservative Protestants of the faith of the Saints,55 Huggins and other countercultists were outraged. Later, under pressure from pastors, Mouw
explained that he had, among others, the notorious “Dr.” Walter Martin in mind when he issued his apology. He could, however, have included the entire countercult industry. His explanation, of course, did
not assuage the anger of countercultists. Huggins claimed that he had
warned those responsible for the rally that Mouw was unreliable. He
was troubled because it seemed to him that prominent evangelicals
were now “willing to publicly disparage their own brethren.” Doing
this, he asserted, allows the Saints to escape the kind of pummeling
they deserve.
Along with other countercultists, Huggins views the debates
sponsored by Mouw as at least misguided. He complains that Mouw’s
debates end up lending a hand to those Latter-day Saints who refuse
to interact with and “seek to marginalize” those he considers “careful and credible critics like Jerald and Sandra Tanner, the Institute
for Religious Research (IRR), and others.” For Huggins the Latter-day
Saint disinterest in getting into the rhetorical gutter with Sandra Tanner or those at the IRR indicates that “the Mormon Church appears
to be interested in ‘dialoguing’ only with Evangelicals who lack an in54. The Institute for Religious Research was once also known as Gospel Truths
Ministry before indulging in a PR labeling ploy. Huggins appears to be an executive
board member of the Institute for Religious Research.
55. For the details, see Louis Midgley, “Cowan on the Countercult,” FARMS Review
16/2 (2004): 395–403 at 401–3. Mouw had also included a very similar apology in his
foreword to The New Mormon Challenge, ed. Francis J. Beckwith, Carl Mosser, and Paul
Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2002), 11. But since that version of his long-overdue apology appeared in print, it drew essentially no hostile commentary from agitated
countercultists, nor was it mentioned by journalists.
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depth knowledge of Mormon history and doctrine and who are thus
more likely to take at face value the representations of its PR types.”
He declares that “the LDS Church does not appear ready for, nor does
it seem to really desire, authentic dialogue with Evangelicals.” Instead,
what Latter-day Saints “desire is mainline respectability.”56 But the
Saints have no interest in being thought of as part of the evangelical movement, if that is what Huggins considers the “mainline.” He
does not explain how Richard Mouw, David Neff, and their associates
could grant “mainline respectability” to the Church of Jesus Christ.
What Latter-day Saints would like to see is an end of evangelical misrepresentations of their faith.
Huggins is not happy with the conversations staged by Robert
Millet with the Reverend Gregory C. V. Johnson.57 Huggins accuses
the Reverend Johnson of having “unhealthy, lopsided relationships
with the Mormon apologists.” In addition, Huggins accuses Reverend
Johnson of pandering to Latter-day Saint apologists while slandering
countercultists. He calls this a despicable “‘Pander/Slander’ method”
of dealing with the Saints.58
Shifting to Polemics
For many years Sandra and Jerald Tanner operated in Salt Lake
City a mom-and-pop countercult agency called Utah Lighthouse
Ministry, which is dedicated to attacking the Church of Jesus Christ.
Part of their endeavor included publishing a tabloid entitled the Salt
Lake City Messenger. With Jerald’s illness and then eventual passing,
the tabloid came to a virtual halt. When it reappeared, it consisted essentially of recycled materials. However, with the announcement on
28 October 2008 of the closing of the financially troubled Salt Lake
56. See Huggins, “An Appeal,” for this quotation and previous ones.
57. For a published version of these conversations, see Robert L. Millet and Gregory
C. V. Johnson, Bridging the Divide: The Continuing Conversation between a Mormon and
an Evangelical, foreword by Craig L. Blomberg and Stephen E. Robinson (Rhinebeck, NY:
Monkfish Book Publishing, 2007). For an assessment of this book, see the FARMS Review
20/1 (2008): 249–52.
58. Huggins, “An Appeal.”
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Theological Seminary (SLTS),59 Ron Huggins, who formerly taught
there, seems to have assumed part of the role once played by Jerald
Tanner by providing a series of items for the Tanner tabloid. One of
these was a blistering attack on Hugh Nibley.60 Huggins seems to have
imagined that, if he could only find some feature of Nibley’s writings
about which he could complain, the chief foundation of the Latter-day
Saint effort to defend their faith would crumble and the entire edifice would begin to collapse. But Huggins met an obstacle: Dialogue
declined to publish this essay. He turned to the Tanner tabloid. His
attack on Nibley might be an indication of what he considers “a real
dialogue” with Latter-day Saints. Shirley Ricks, in a delightful essay,
has demolished the Huggins effort.61
Included in the most recent Tanner tabloid is a continuation of
an intense effort to lionize Jerald Tanner. “As an historian,” Huggins
announces, he has “long been cognizant of the fact that being careful
about getting at the truth of history is not a necessary prerequisite for
success in publishing, in fact a certain cavalierness [sic] in fiddling the
truth is often just the right recipe for achieving big sales.”62 “Mormon
scholars,” Huggins opines, “have begun to flourish to the point that
even in a book published by the distinguished old firm Oxford University Press, Richard Bushman can get away with asserting that Mormon apologists have ‘produced vast amounts of evidence for the Book
of Mormon’s historical authenticity.’”63 Without engaging the sizeable
literature supporting Bushman’s opinion, Huggins asserts that those
he denigrates as “Mormon apologists have not produced any substantive evidence for the Book of Mormon’s historical authenticity.” He as59. See the press releases, dated 28 October 2008 and currently posted on the Salt
Lake Theological Seminary Web page, entitled “Salt Lake Theological Seminary to Close,”
http://www.slts.edu/Press/Press_Releases.htm (accessed 14 December 2008).
60. See Ronald V. Huggins, “The Nibley Footnotes,” Salt Lake City Messenger 110
(May 2008): 9–21.
61. See Shirley S. Ricks, “A Sure Foundation,” in this issue, 253–92.
62. Huggins, “Jerald Tanner’s Quest for Truth—Part 3,” Salt Lake City Messenger 111
(November 2008): 3.
63. Huggins is citing Richard Bushman’s Very Brief Introduction to Mormonism
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 32. Huggins garbles the title of Bushman’s
book.
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serts that Bushman “would have been more honest and accurate if he
had said the opposite, i.e., that there is [sic] ‘vast amounts of evidence
against the Book of Mormon’s historical authenticity.’”64 Huggins
claims, but without providing any supporting argument or evidence,
that Latter-day Saint scholars have been “very disrespectful toward
truth and the weight of evidence” and that this has actually opened
the door for Latter-day Saint apologists to get Oxford University Press
to publish “substandard scholarship.”65 It is exactly this kind of bald,
unsupported assertion that this Review has been engaged in carefully
dismantling for the past twenty years.
Huggins manifests some anguish over the efforts of Ronald
Walker, Richard Turley, and Glen Leonard to examine the tragedy at
Mountain Meadows. Their book, according to Huggins, is “bristling
with detail of only peripheral importance to the story,”66 but they
failed to tell the real story because they wrote as mere functionaries “of an authoritarian organization with a long history of suppression of the truth.”67 And they do not agree with Will Bagley and Sally
Denton,68 who “pointed to Brigham Young as the one guilty for the
massacre.”69
Latter-day Saint historians, according to Huggins, have suppressed
evidence of Brigham Young’s responsibility for the Mountain Meadows Massacre. Huggins claims that Leonard Arrington once prepared
a paper for the First Presidency “on John D. Lee and the Mountain
Meadows Massacre.” This account was eventually gifted to the library
at Utah State University. Huggins imagines, it seems, that this paper
contained Arrington’s opinion that Brigham Young was responsible
for the lamentable events at Mountain Meadows. Turley and a church
attorney, he alleges, located this document in the Arrington Papers at
64. Huggins, “Jerald Tanner’s Quest,” 3.
65. Huggins, “Jerald Tanner’s Quest,” 3.
66. Ronald V. Huggins, “Review: Massacre at Mountain Meadows: An American
Tragedy,” Salt Lake City Messenger 111 (November 2008): 17.
67. Huggins, “Review,” 17.
68. See Robert H. Briggs and Robert D. Crockett, who both reviewed Sally Denton’s
book, American Massacre: The Tragedy at Mountain Meadows, in FARMS Review 16/1
(2004): 111–47.
69. Huggins, “Review,” 17.
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Utah State by breaching the diary that Arrington had wanted sealed
for a number of years.70 He seems to assume that Turley needed access to the diary to find where it was in Arrington’s papers, but he has
not explained why they needed access to Arrington’s diary since an
exhaustive register of his papers is available. Turley is then accused by
Huggins of removing from the Arrington Papers at Utah State University this bit of secondary material in an effort to protect Brigham
Young’s reputation. Huggins has not seen the paper allegedly prepared
by Arrington. Instead, he rests his speculation on those entirely garbled newspaper accounts of an incident involving the Arrington Papers that he simply does not understand. This whole scenario is wild,
unfounded speculation.
Huggins has published a few essays in academic journals. However, he seems to have turned to quarreling with fellow evangelicals,
as well as mounting an anti-Mormon polemic and thereby to have
moved away from serious scholarship. He now seems bent on replacing the late Jerald Tanner as the chief contributor to an anti-Mormon
propaganda outlet.
Some Tentative Conclusions
For several reasons the Church of Jesus Christ is currently under
attack from enemies both sectarian and secular. I believe that I have
demonstrated that the Saints must defend their faith. How should
this be done? I have argued that we must learn and relearn a lesson
of moderation before we venture out with fortitude in defense of the
faith. Some have sought to engage some evangelical theologians in
debates. They have formed friendships with some of them, but unfortunately the pleasures resulting from these exchanges do not seem
to have changed the situation in which we find ourselves. The antiMormon element within the bizarre countercult movement opposes
these debates, which have not resulted in a reduced but even a heightened hostility towards the Church of Jesus Christ. The anarchy of contemporary Protestantism is such that debates with our more polished
70. Huggins, “Review,” 17.
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and respectable evangelical “friends” have not reduced the calumny
directed at the Saints and their faith. Evangelicals eager to debate theology with us have neither the will nor the ability to tame the countercult beast that operates with little or no supervision or discipline on
the margins of the larger evangelical movement.
Comments on the Essays That Follow
We are pleased to include in this number of the Review the initial
Neal A. Maxwell Lectures. The first of these was delivered in 2007 by
Elder Cecil O. Samuelson, and the second was delivered a year later by
Elder Bruce C. Hafen.71 Future Maxwell Lectures will also appear in
the Review.
Some additional comments on this number of the Review seem
warranted. I trust that those authors whose essays I do not mention
will not feel slighted.
• We doubt that historians, rather than mere journalistic ideologues and partisan demagogues, will lash out at Massacre at Mountain Meadows. Those who brush aside this book because of dark suspicions about motivations or out of intense anti-Mormon fervor are not
likely to understand what is involved in writing sound intellectual history. We offer some commentary on a serious effort to address that appalling event and its background. The first item is a sober, restrained
review of Massacre at Mountain Meadows, by Robert Briggs,72 while
the other is an address by William P. MacKinnon, a widely published,
distinguished non–Latter-day Saint student of the so-called Utah War
and hence an authority on the setting for the terrible events that once
took place at Mountain Meadows.73
• Perhaps because the Brethren have not tried to fix a Book of
Mormon geography, this topic has attracted some wild speculation. In
71. See Cecil O. Samuelson, “On Becoming a Disciple-Scholar,” in this issue of the
Review, 1–14; and Bruce C. Hafen, “Reason, Faith, and the Things of Eternity,” in this
issue of the Review, 15–36.
72. See Robert H. Briggs, “A Scholarly Look at the Disastrous Mountain Meadows
Massacre,” in this issue of the Review, 215–36.
73. See William P. MacKinnon, “The Utah War and Its Mountain Meadows
Massacre,” in this issue of the Review, 237–52.
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addition, entrepreneurs have sought to sell lectures, videos, and tours
flowing from essentially bizarre, neophyte speculation. Some of these
endeavors have become very controversial. In this number of the Review, Brant Gardner updates his earlier reply to an effort to present what
are likely forged artifacts as possible “proof” that the events recorded in
the Book of Mormon took place in the Great Lakes area of the United
States.74 A version of this geography is currently being marketed by
both Wayne May and Rodney Meldrum.75 Among other things, Gardner demonstrates that Ed Goble now flatly rejects the geography for the
Book of Mormon that he had originally fashioned for Wayne May.
• Gregory Smith has undertaken an examination of portions of
George D. Smith’s Nauvoo Polygamy, and we also have some impish observations in a review by Robert White on George Smith’s long-awaited
exposé of polygamy.76 Attentive readers of the Review will be aware that
the owner of Signature Books has been involved in several ways with the
major atheist publishing venture in America. George Smith is the financial sponsor of what is called the Smith-Pettit Foundation, as well as the
so-called Smith Research Associates. He uses both of these to fund his
own work, as well as that of others with similar inclinations.77 It seems
74. See Brant A. Gardner, “This Idea: The ‘This Land’ Series and the U.S.-Centric
Reading of the Book of Mormon,” in this issue of the Review, 141–62.
75. Meldrum, who began with apparently unfounded speculation about a DNA proof
for the Book of Mormon, has also added to his scenario the dubious artifacts being promoted by May.
76. See Gregory L. Smith, “George D. Smith’s Nauvoo Polygamy,” in this number of the
Review, 37–123; and also Robert B. White’s review of Nauvoo Polygamy, in this issue of the
Review, 125–30. Both of these essays focus on the embarrassing mistake found in the opening
lines in Nauvoo Polygamy where the unwary reader is introduced to the sensual language written by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1792 to Josephine in which he describes their first night together.
This is then compared to a letter written by Joseph Smith in 1842, presumably to Sarah Ann
Whitney. In 1994, George Smith was fully aware that this letter had been “addressed to her parents, Newel and Elizabeth Whitney, inviting them to bring their daughter to visit him.” George
D. Smith, “Nauvoo Roots of Mormon Polygamy, 1841–46: A Preliminary Demographic Report,”
Dialogue 27/1 (1994): 1–72 at 27. It was not addressed to their daughter, though he seems to have
forgotten this fact when the introduction to Nauvoo Polygamy was fashioned. This fact should
complicate matters for the spin doctors at Signature Books, who tend to use their Web page to
rationalize problems that turn up in their publications.
77. For the relevant details, see Louis Midgley, “The Signature Books Saga,” FARMS
Review 16/1 (2004): 361–406.
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a bit odd that he neglects to inform the readers of Nauvoo Polygamy that
his long fixation on polygamy has resulted in his having published in
Free Inquiry, the major American atheist magazine,78 a series of essays
on that topic.79 Instead, he lists four other essays, two of which were
blatant attacks on Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.80
The close ideological partnership between Paul Kurtz and George
Smith, which first became apparent in 1983, and which drew some
attention in 1994, has now yielded a copious endorsement of Nauvoo
Polygamy in the pages of Free Inquiry,81 where Smith has been opining
for over two decades about the evils of polygamy. Kurtz believes that
Nauvoo Polygamy is “a meticulously researched and well-documented
book.”82 He also claims that “we should thank George D. Smith for
Nauvoo Polygamy and Signature Books . . . for publishing this and
many other groundbreaking books in a courageous effort to redress
the imbalance of the ‘official version’ of [Latter-day Saint] church
history.”83 Signature Books has, of course, posted the Kurtz review
on its Web page.84 Readers should compare and contrast Greg Smith’s
78. Free Inquiry is published by the same set of people and agencies (or fronts) that
advance secular humanism, also known as atheist propaganda. See Midgley, “Signature
Books Saga,” 370–74.
79. See George D. Smith, “Polygamy and the Mormon Church,” Free Inquiry 7/1
(1986–87): 55–57; Smith, “Mormon Plural Marriage,” Free Inquiry 13/3 (1992): 32–37,
60; Smith, “Strange Bedfellows: Mormon Polygamy and Baptist History,” Free Inquiry
16/2 (1996): 41–45; reprinted in Freedom of Conscience: A Baptist/Humanist Dialogue,
ed Paul D. Simmons (Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2000), 207–16. In this essay, it is
suggested that Joseph Smith might have gotten the idea of polygamy from John Milton
(see note 69 at 377–78). In addition, George Smith published as a separate essay a much
less polished version of his “Introduction” to Nauvoo Polygamy under the title “Nauvoo
Polygamy: We Called It Celestial Marriage,” Free Inquiry 28/3 (2008): 44–46. For access
to a Web version of this essay, see http://www.secularhumanism.org/index.php?section=
library&page=smith_28_3 (accessed 27 December 2008).
80. For the details, see Nauvoo Polygamy, 682. Why would George Smith call attention to his “Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon,” Free Inquiry 4/1 (1983–84): 21–31,
which is a strident attack on both Joseph and the Book of Mormon, while he neglected to
mention four additional essays he published in this same atheist magazine in which he
speculated on polygamy?
81. Paul Kurtz, “Polygamy in the Name of God,” Free Inquiry 29/2 (2009): 58–60.
82. Kurtz, “Polygamy,” 58.
83. Kurtz, “Polygamy,” 60.
84. See http://signaturebooks.com/reviews/polygamy.html.
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close examination of Nauvoo Polygamy with the reviews used by Signature Books to peddle that book.
Editor’s Picks
As is customary, we offer our selection of books of special interest,
according to the following ratings:
****	Outstanding, a seminal work of the kind that appears
only rarely
***	Enthusiastically recommended
**	Warmly recommended
*
Recommended
The recommendations:
***	Ronald W. Walker, Richard E. Turley Jr., and Glen M.
Leonard, Massacre at Mountain Meadows: An
American Tragedy
***	Hugh Nibley, Eloquent Witness: Nibley on Himself,
Others, and the Temple
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On Becoming a Disciple-Scholar

President Cecil O. Samuelson

I

t is a great privilege to be invited to give this message. There are
legions more qualified than am I to address virtually any area of
interest to the Institute. The one possible exception is that I believe
none of Elder Maxwell’s “people projects,” of which I was one, love or
appreciate him any more than I do.
If Elder Maxwell were physically with us tonight, he would likely be
somewhat uncomfortable with what I will say on at least two grounds:
The first is that I plan to speak directly about him and lessons learned
from him delivered by both precept and example. As we all know, he
was a master at deflecting attention from himself, and tonight I leave
him no way to defend himself or redirect our praise and admiration
elsewhere, as would be his reflexive behavior.
Second, my comments are not intended to be particularly scholarly, nor will they be necessarily broadly enlightening. They have to
do with things learned by an audience of one that others might have
already understood or mastered without his influence. Nevertheless, I
am determined to move ahead with the hope that others, both with us
now and those to follow, will always feel an obligation to know something about the man Neal Maxwell personally as well as about his

Neal A. Maxwell Lecture, 23 March 2007, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. This
annual lecture is sponsored by the Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship.
President Samuelson is president of BYU and a member of the First Quorum of the
Seventy in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
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remarkable intellect and intellectual curiosity, his exemplary discipleship, and his wide-ranging leadership roles in the Kingdom.
We have Elder Bruce Hafen’s impressive biography and also Elder
Maxwell’s stunning, extensive, and comprehensive written contributions. What we won’t have, particularly after some of us who have
known him personally have moved on ourselves, will be the firsthand
memories and experiences that so enrich our lives. It seems to me to
be an almost sacred duty to find ways to transmit to future generations of students and scholars the “touch and feel” of the man Neal
Maxwell in addition to his own incomparable scholarly and spiritual
contributions which are part of the public record.
As I begin, let me explain that for many years I felt I knew Elder
Maxwell before he really knew me. I became aware of the Maxwell
family when I was about ten years of age. When our stake boundaries
were adjusted, my parents’ family, living in the same home, moved
from the East Millcreek Stake, where President Gordon B. Hinckley
was serving in the stake presidency, to the Grant Stake, where the
Maxwell family resided, though in a different ward. My mother was
called to work with Sister Emma Maxwell, Elder Maxwell’s mother, in
the stake Primary. I also went from grade school through high school
with his sister Susan and knew others of his sisters as well.
It was probably while I was a student at Granite High School that I
first became aware that Neal Maxwell was already considered a distinguished graduate of that institution. By then, he had begun his career as
a member of the administration and faculty at the University of Utah.
It was not long after that I began to keep an eye on Brother
Maxwell, although we did not have a personal relationship until about
two decades later. As a premedical student at the “U,” I had no classes
from him and avoided trouble sufficiently that I did not have direct
interactions with the Dean of Students. Many of my friends knew
him personally at that time, and he was greatly admired as a superb
teacher, an aggressive basketball player with very sharp elbows, and a
true friend to many students.
Over the next few years, I continued to admire him from afar with
his appearances on KUED, his bigger-than-life reputation among my
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associates, and with a particularly impressive talk he gave at a training meeting for the leaders of the University of Utah student stakes
in about 1968. At that time I was serving as an elders quorum president and trying to deal with the pressures of medical school, family,
and church at the same time. I can’t tell you much of what he said,
but it did make me feel generally comforted and encouraged to do
better in all that was expected of me. For the reasons I mentioned
initially, I felt a personal connection to him even though we had no
direct interaction.
In 1970, Elder Maxwell left the University of Utah for the last time
at roughly the same time I left for the first time. I was aware of his call
as Church Commissioner of Education because even then I sensed the
utter amazement and disappointment of many at his leaving the “U”
when he clearly was so influential. My father, who was a member of the
faculty and acquainted with Brother Maxwell, commented that few of
his colleagues could appreciate how persuasive Harold B. Lee could be.
Although I do not have firsthand information to support what I will
now say, I am convinced that most of our BYU community of that day
fully understood Neal Maxwell’s “offer” to become the commissioner
and were thrilled that the University of Utah’s loss was BYU’s and the
Church’s gain. For those with “eyes to see” and “ears to hear,” this was
a great lesson in obedience and submissiveness. Interestingly to me,
while Elder Maxwell taught and wrote extensively about these principles, I never once heard him use himself as an example, although a
great example he was.
By 1974, shortly after his call as a General Authority, I had returned
to the University of Utah Medical School as a faculty member and
attending physician. He had apparently come to the hospital to give
someone a blessing, and I was coming out of the room of one of my
patients. I knew who he was and so introduced myself and congratulated him on his calling. He did not know me, but was very gracious
and thoughtful, even though he must have been in a hurry.
We had no further personal contact for perhaps two or three years.
By then, I was serving in the leadership of the Salt Lake University First
Stake, and he responded positively to invitations to speak at various
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leadership meetings, firesides, and any other occasions that we could
contrive to bring him to the campus and to our stake. He was always
unfailingly kind, gracious, thoughtful, and helpful. To merely publicize that he was coming was also to ensure that a large crowd would
be in attendance.
During the 1980s, I began to have occasions to be with Elder
Maxwell with increasing frequency in a number of ways. I’ll mention
just a few.
By 1982, he was a member of the Quorum of the Twelve. I had
been released as a stake president and called as a regional representative. In that responsibility, I was assigned to accompany him on two
or three stake conference assignments. He was always warm, friendly,
and asked very thought-provoking “find out” questions. He was clearly
interested in me personally and was a great teacher, although almost
always by example and obliquely rather than with direct instruction.
Over the years, I have had the privilege of being with several of the
Twelve and First Presidency in stake reorganization assignments and
subsequently have been senior on quite a few myself. I have never seen
anyone able to interview priesthood leaders with the skill and polish
of Elder Maxwell. Even with thirty or more short interviews in succession, the questions were always tailored to the man and intended
to teach and lift, all the while obtaining the necessary information.
Likewise, in setting apart stake presidencies, mission presidents and
their wives, and other important officers, I am a repetitive witness that
each blessing and every bit of counsel was “customized” to the needs
of the recipient.
Elder Maxwell’s influence was not restricted to formal or assigned
interactions. On several occasions during those very busy 1980s, he
would invite me to join him and some other friends in his office for a
sack lunch and discussion. There I sat at his feet with people like Jim
Jardine, Drew Peterson, Joe Cannon, Bud Scruggs, Bruce Hafen, his
son Cory, and others from time to time. I always came prepared to listen, but that was never the format. He usually began by asking a question of the group, typically being careful to include everyone during
the course of the conversation. The question might be, “What topic
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are you currently studying in the scriptures?” or “How do you find
studying the scriptures to be most effective?” or “What do you feel
will be the greatest opportunities or challenges the Church will face
in the next twenty years?” As this audience could imagine, we often
ventured off into politics, although he almost never incited that drift.
We just knew, whatever the issue or event, he would have insightful
things to say.
I noted quickly that he did not preach about studying the scriptures. He just assumed that we did and with regularity and intensity.
He wasn’t directive regarding our responsibility to think and ponder
about the future of the Kingdom, but it was clear that to him this is
expected of all of us. I also noted his almost automatic ability to turn a
“dumb” answer into a profound insight as if I or one of the others had
really made the observation ourselves.
In the late 1980s, I was serving on the Missionary Health Advisory
Committee, which had been created and charged to do what we could
to enhance the health of our missionaries. Initially, our small committee made trips around the world, although we all lived on the Wasatch
Front, near Church headquarters. The Brethren then determined that
there was some advantage in having the same physician become more
familiar with a particular part of the world to provide continuity in
advice and counsel. This was before our current practice of calling
physicians and their companions to serve full-time missions as health
advisors in the missions or Areas of the Church.
I was assigned to the Areas in Asia and the Pacific and spent a
couple of weeks, two or three times a year, visiting the many missions
in that part of the world. At the same time, Elder Maxwell was also the
First Contact in the Twelve, and he graciously invited me to accompany him and Sister Maxwell to various mission presidents’ seminars
held in Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, and the Philippines. As we traveled together, we not only became better acquainted, but I also had
the special privilege of hearing him teach at each stop. Because his
mind moved so much faster than mine did, I felt I had finally grasped
much of what he was trying to teach by the fourth time he covered a
particular topic.
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On one trip, he was having some serious back pain, as he did on
occasion. No one would have known it, except for the special cushion
he had to give him a little comfort as he patiently sat through many
meetings and long airplane rides. It was on one of those airplane trips
between Tokyo and Manila that I herniated a disc in my own lower
back by unwisely jumping up and twisting as I tried to help a little
lady retrieve her baggage from the overhead compartment. Given my
medical background, I knew exactly what I had done. I tried as best I
could to disguise my limp and my pain, but Elder Maxwell noticed it
and was especially solicitous.
In one of the meetings the next day, I thought I had masked my
discomfort well when Elder Maxwell removed the cushion from his
own back and handed it to me with the statement, “You need this more
than I do.” On that occasion, he would not take “no” for an answer and
made it clear that it was not a matter open for discussion.
One summer day, after several of these trips, he called and asked
if I could stop by his office. At that time, my office was located in
the Beneficial Life Tower across South Temple from the Church
Administration Building, and I was able to go immediately. He was
his typical, gracious self and asked if I would be available for the round
of mission presidents’ seminars in the fall. I agreed that I could be if
he wished. He then said, “I think it would also be nice if Sharon could
accompany us if she can.” I told him I was sure we could arrange it.
This request came as somewhat of a surprise because such an invitation was certainly not the usual course of things for our committee
members. He told me that I shouldn’t say anything about it to the
Missionary Department and that he would arrange airline tickets,
hotels, and so forth.
Sharon and I had a wonderful time with Colleen and Elder
Maxwell. They were unfailingly kind and thoughtful throughout the
trip. I’ll give one example. The evening before we were to leave, Sharon
and I were out for part of the evening. When we returned home, our
children were excited and asked us, “Guess who visited us?” After
mentioning our neighbors, their grandparents and other relatives, the
bishop, the home teachers, and others that we could think of, they
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took great delight in stumping us. They then showed us a beautiful
fruit basket with a note from Elder and Sister Maxwell thanking our
children for sharing their parents with them for the next several days.
These are people who never were too busy to be thoughtful, generous,
and uplifting.
The fact that Sharon was going on the trip, which was technically
out of policy, became known to some of the staff leadership in the
Missionary Department, and they were quite put out at “my” audacious request of a member of the Twelve. I asked Elder Maxwell what
I should say, and he said, “Say nothing. I will handle it.” To this day, I
do not know what he said or did, but I received no more criticism, at
least to my face.
Several years later, after I had been a General Authority for some
time, Elder Maxwell made a passing comment about “Sharon’s audition trip.” I was puzzled and asked him to explain. He said that several
of the Brethren knew me well but none, other than Elder Ashton, felt
that they knew Sharon as well as they would like to. The trip gave him
an opportunity to size her up for himself. Since then, Sharon and I
have kidded each other on occasion about how our lives would have
been very different if she had ordered wine with her meals or told a
few questionable jokes when Elder Maxwell invited her to speak.
In my experience, Elder Maxwell was always perfect in following the “unwritten order” of the Church and was ever proper with
even the smallest acts of courtesy and deportment. It was interesting to see how he handled the occasional goofs of new Seventies who
might come to a meeting and inadvertently sit in the chair of one of
the senior Brethren. No one was ever embarrassed, but proper deference was always taught and modeled.
Likewise, while he always announced himself as “Neal” on the
telephone to secretaries, his protégés, and others, he was unfailing in
the respect he showed to everyone, but especially the senior Brethren.
For example, he always called President Faust “President” even though
they had been dear friends and associates for years—long before either
became a General Authority.
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Many of Elder Maxwell’s classic and famous “one liners” have
been wonderfully recorded in Cory’s quote book. Some of his private
comments in small, confidential groups were also classics. Pity that
they can’t be shared widely. That is not because they were not true or
tasteful, because they always were. It is accurate to say that they were
usually memorable even when not repeatable because without proper
context or deep understanding, some of the one-liners would still be
humorous but would not teach the intended lesson and might imply
criticism or disrespect that did not exist.
I don’t believe I ever saw Elder Maxwell duck or evade a question
placed before him, but he was also very quick to say, “I don’t know.”
More than once, I can recall him deflecting the frustration or implied
criticism of one who didn’t agree with a decision made or a path followed by saying something like, “I wonder what the First Presidency
or stake presidency knows that we don’t know?” I know of no one else
who could teach such profound lessons by merely asking seemingly
simple and straightforward questions. He sought not only to defuse
uncomfortable situations but also to share insight without preaching
or condemnation even when such was more than justified.
Over the years, Elder Maxwell’s interests and concerns seemed to
shift on matters of potentially lesser importance. I have thought about
this with great interest and reflection since my arrival at BYU and
have seen my own concerns and attitudes develop or change in ways
I would never have imagined. In the late 1980s, I became the Vice
President for Health Sciences at the University of Utah. While I still
spent most of my time up on the hill at the Medical Center, I also had
an office in the Park Building, or the University of Utah equivalent to
our ASB. It was then I learned that the office I occupied was the same
one used by Neal Maxwell when he was Executive Vice President.
Among my many duties was the responsibility to make presentations from time to time to the state legislature. On one occasion, I
was assigned to make the case that our appropriation should be larger
than was budgeted because of the economic multipliers our research
and other activities brought to the state. Wanting to do a good job,
I attempted to study the history of these regular struggles between
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the university and the legislature. In so doing, I learned that the first
and best presentation on that issue to that time had been orchestrated
and delivered by Neal Maxwell during Jim Fletcher’s administration.
Consequently, I based my approach and arguments on what he had
done and had some modest but definite success in the process.
I confess that I was quite pleased with this outcome and reported
it to Elder Maxwell when I next saw him. To my surprise, he seemed
almost disinterested, although he was his usual warm and thoughtful
self. He offered his commendation and congratulations, but I realized
then that he had really moved on and his mind was focused on bigger
and more significant issues. I had heard him talk about the hierarchy
of truths previously and how not all of them were created to be equal.
Likewise, he taught me that not all honorable activities and endeavors have equal significance for those who really aspire to putting the
Kingdom first.
I’m still trying to learn to apply that lesson as I find myself frequently dealing with matters that seem to have great proximal significance and yet virtually no importance in the real big picture. He not
only spoke and wrote frequently about the importance of listening
to the Spirit to know “things as they really are, and of things as they
really will be” (Jacob 4:13), but Neal Maxwell also taught this principle
by his own example.
During roughly the same time period, I encountered a dilemma
in my professional life that seemed very significant and without easy
answers. I understood my alternatives, but each had seemingly major
positives and negatives. Because I had received some pointed, unsolicited counsel from President Marion G. Romney some years before
that potentially impacted the decision I needed to make, I thought it
wise to seek some further and timely counsel from Brother Maxwell
and another member of the Twelve. Not wanting to appear to shop for
opinions among the Brethren, but knowing that these two apostles
would have insights both general and specific, I asked to see them
together, and they graciously agreed to visit with me.
As I outlined what I thought my dilemma was, they both listened carefully. The first member of the Twelve asked very insightful
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questions and then offered some wise counsel. All through the initial
several minutes of our meeting, Elder Maxwell was silent. After his
colleague had finished, I turned to him and expected his usual, profound solution to my problem. For what seemed to be a long interval,
he said nothing until finally, with some feeling, he said, “Above all
else, you must protect your integrity.” That was all. I waited for more,
but he pushed back his chair and we all stood and the meeting was
over. He was gracious and thoughtful as always, but I frankly left a
little disappointed.
It was only in the hours and days following the meeting that it
came to me with significant clarity that Elder Maxwell had done me
a great favor. He was not willing to take away my moral agency even
though at the time I would have gladly surrendered it to him. Further,
by giving me the direct and clear counsel to protect my integrity, my
course of action became crystal clear. The vexing complications I had
spent so much time worrying about became secondary details that were
more easily dealt with when I realized what was really important.
While I have never been quick enough to catch all that Elder
Maxwell taught, in retrospect his seemingly incidental commentary
was always instructive. Just two brief examples.
Once, as a member of the Church Public Affairs Committee, I
had been asked to handle a slightly complicated and potentially tender situation. I did my best, but in making my report, I expressed my
concern that I could have handled the matter better in some respects
while confessing that I didn’t know what more I could have done. Elder
Maxwell simply said, “I think you did just what President Tanner would
have done.” That was a high compliment. It reminded me yet again that
President Tanner was courageous and reeked with integrity, and we
have a responsibility to go and do likewise. Elder Maxwell’s simple sentence conveyed more meaning important to me than would have a long
series of adulatory, but nonspecific, comments of praise.
Just over four years ago, when I had not yet been informed by
President Hinckley of my BYU appointment, I was having a bowl
of soup with Elder Maxwell. We visited informally about a number
of items when seemingly out of the blue, he said to me, “You handle
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stress well, don’t you.” It wasn’t a question; it was a statement. I replied
that I hoped so. I waited for more light to be shed, but he quickly
changed the subject. It was only a few days later and after a brief stop
in President Hinckley’s office that I thought I then understood what
he was driving at.
After these many years, I had learned clearly that Elder Maxwell
was always ultracareful never to betray a confidence or speak about
confidential matters inappropriately. He was especially punctilious
about never getting ahead of the First Presidency in any way on any
matter. Nevertheless, knowing President Hinckley’s style and his
confidence in Elder Maxwell’s judgment, I am confident without any
affirmative data that he had his role in my current assignment.
My appointment to come to BYU in 2003 came as a complete
surprise, but in retrospect I could have seen Elder Maxwell’s fingerprints on my career for a long time. Not that I assign to him the blame
for what has been inflicted on BYU, but I do recognize his efforts to
advance my career and broaden my experiences. Let me share just one
among many opportunities that I have been given where I believe him
to be in complicity.
In the spring of 1989, BYU President Jeffrey R. Holland was called
to the Seventy and an announcement was made of his pending release
from BYU. Several weeks after general conference, I was in St. George
with my family at a medical meeting. On Friday afternoon, my then
sixteen-year-old son, Scott, reported that he had taken a phone message from a “Commissioner Cameron” who wanted me to return his
call. I didn’t recognize the name initially and asked Scott who he was.
He said he didn’t know, and I immediately began to search my memory for various county commissioners, legislators, and other public
officials. I drew a blank. He then handed me the note with the return
phone number, and I saw that it had the 240 prefix, which, as you
know, is for Church headquarters.
I returned the call and realized I was speaking with Elliot Cameron,
then Commissioner of Church Education. He quickly said, “The search
committee for the next president of BYU has asked that you meet with
them Monday morning at 9:00 am in Elder Marvin J. Ashton’s office.
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May I tell them you will be there?” I said yes and arranged my affairs
to do so.
I had also been close to Elder Ashton in both Church assignments
and while he served on the Utah State Board of Regents. I had no illusions that I was a serious candidate and assumed that they might want
my impressions on other candidates that I might know in higher education circles.
When I arrived, seated next to Elder Ashton behind his desk were
Elder Maxwell on his right and Elder L. Tom Perry on his left. They
were gracious and friendly. Elder Ashton said, “Both Neal and I know
you well. We will have Elder Perry ask you some questions.” The first
question from Elder Perry was, “How do you think you would fit at
BYU?” It was not a question I anticipated, and my answer was, I’m
sure, unsatisfactory. Elder Ashton was trying to hide his grin, and
Elder Maxwell, keeping his face impassive, just winked at me. I said in
response to Elder Perry, “I don’t know how I would fit because I have
never been a student or faculty member at BYU. I don’t think they do
what I do, and I don’t do what they do.” It only occurred to me sometime later to hope they understood clearly that I was talking about
my professional activities in medicine and not my personal values or
religious practices.
Quickly the conversation moved from my own situation to a discussion of others. Soon the questions became more pointed because I
was somewhat acquainted with Rex Lee and they were very interested
in any thoughts I had about him, his academic reputation, and suitability for the job. Unfortunately, I couldn’t add to anything they did
not know, but I left the interview with the distinct impression that Rex
Lee was the man, and it was confirmed a few days later with the public announcement. I have often thought that perhaps my very undistinguished performance with the search committee saved me from
an interview for my current responsibilities. We don’t have time to
share other substantive efforts on Elder Maxwell’s part to help me,
along with countless others, have opportunities and experiences of
significance.
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Let me conclude with one last experience that I have selected from
so many because I believe it is absolutely germane to what must be
accomplished at the Maxwell Institute here at BYU. Although Elder
Maxwell was weakening in the spring of 2004, he approached his illness and work with admirable clinical detachment and obviously was
enduring well to the end. In spite of his pain, weakness, and fatigue,
his mind was always on others. By then, I had been at BYU almost one
year. One day at the Church Office Building, I ran into Elder Maxwell
and he invited me into his office. He was most solicitous and anxious
to know how I felt things at BYU were going. He then asked if there
was anything he could do to be helpful, all the while strictly respecting my reporting lines to the Board of Trustees.
Knowing his love for BYU and particularly for its important place
in the work of the Kingdom, I ventured an invitation to have him
come, if he felt able, and speak to our President’s Leadership Council
at its annual meeting in the weeks ahead. He seemed genuinely pleased
with the invitation and, in fact, was able to come. He did a splendid
job, as always, and this turned out to be his last mortal visit to BYU.
Both publicly and privately he remarked that day on the tremendous progress made at BYU in the over three decades since he
was named as Commissioner of Church Education. He paid especial
tribute to the increased quality of the faculty and expressed appreciation for what has been accomplished and anticipation for what yet
will be done. He titled his remarks that day “Blending Research and
Revelation.” Let me share a few paragraphs from his message to the
BYU President’s Leadership Council.
In a way LDS scholars at BYU and elsewhere are a little bit
like the builders of the temple in Nauvoo, who worked with a
trowel in one hand and a musket in the other. Today scholars
building the temple of learning must also pause on occasion to
defend the Kingdom. I personally think [said Elder Maxwell]
this is one of the reasons the Lord established and maintains
this University. The dual role of builder and defender is unique
and ongoing. I am grateful we have scholars today who can
handle, as it were, both trowels and muskets.
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Our scholars’ work must be respectable, and it must be
effective over the long haul. In the revelations it is clear that
the Lord is concerned about the “rising generations.” So whatever is done today in the Church is done in goodly measure
for those who will follow. The rising generation needs to be,
in the words of Peter and Paul, “grounded,” “rooted,” “established,” and “settled.” BYU and its scholars have a role to play
in this effort. Of course testimonies are a gift of the Spirit, but
the youth of the Church are blessed by what happens here.
Elder Maxwell continues:
I’ve thought several times in recent years: Who would
have ventured to say 30 years ago that BYU would become a
focal point for work on the Dead Sea Scrolls? And who would
have guessed 30 years ago that we would have a key role with
regard to certain Islamic translations? Who would have foreseen the extensive work we do on ancient texts?
I do not think anybody would have guessed that all that
is happening would happen so quickly and so demonstrably.
The Lord’s hand is in it. I do not presume to know in all its
dimensions or implications, but it is not accidental.
This description of what has happened during the last three
decades not only focuses in large part on what those who are part of
the Maxwell Institute, not existing during Elder Maxwell’s lifetime in
its present form, have accomplished. More importantly, it articulates
what must yet be done if we are to meet his challenge to be both builders
and defenders. The magnificent charge to those privileged to serve in
and with the Maxwell Institute is to be men and women of faith—and
to produce others as well—who have high levels of Christian devotion,
expertise, and accomplishment with both “trowels and muskets.”
Might we ever remember the man, the scholar, and disciple Neal A.
Maxwell with appreciation for both his contributions and the responsibility we have to meet the potential he has seen for us.

Reason, Faith, and
the Things of Eternity
Elder Bruce C. Hafen

P

resident Samuelson, Sister Maxwell and your family, students and
other friends and guests, it is wonderful to be with you tonight. I
have cheered since first hearing that there would be a Neal A. Maxwell
Institute. I’ve known the people in this institute a long time, and to see
those people and that name come together warms my heart. I’m very
grateful for your work. I know how very much Elder Maxwell admired
it. It is a great blessing not only to BYU, but throughout the Church.
My purpose tonight is to explore the relationship between the
life of the mind and the life of the spirit, with some connection to
Elder Maxwell’s life as a mentoring model. He showed us not only
how to balance the natural tensions between faith and reason, he
showed us how to move beyond those tensions to a higher level of
resolution. When he first invited me to work on his biography in
1999, I believed that the main theme of his life story would be his
contribution to the Church as a role model for educated Latter-day
Saints, showing how religious faith and intellectual rigor are mutually reinforcing. In both his public and private ministry, he had been
a great mentor on such issues for thousands of us as students, teachers, and other Church members.
Neal A. Maxwell Lecture, 21 March 2008, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. This
annual lecture is sponsored by the Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship.
Elder Hafen is a member of the First Quorum of the Seventy in the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints.
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However, my research on his life revealed a different core message than the one I had expected to find. Personal Christian discipleship is really the central message of Elder Maxwell’s life and teachings. His background and contributions as an educator and scholar
still matter a great deal; in fact, they matter even more when we also
know that his life story is a kind of guidebook on seeking to be a true
follower of Christ.
In my own life (and I’m only a sample among many others) his
mentoring about faith versus intellect issues prepared me to benefit
even more from his later, higher-level mentoring on very personal
questions about being and becoming. To talk about these ascending
levels of his influence on me, I must go back to my BYU student days
in 1963.
The first semester after my mission to Germany, I enrolled in a
small Honors religion class called “Your Religious Problems.” The
teacher was West Belnap, BYU’s Dean of Religion. The format for each
class hour consisted primarily of a presentation and discussion led
by a student in the class. We would identify a “religious problem,” do
research on the issues, then lead a class discussion on the topic. Each
student then submitted written comments, both to our teacher and to
that day’s presenter.
The first time I ever noticed Marie Kartchner from Bountiful was
in that class, when she presented her religious problem: “How can
I bring the influence of the Holy Ghost more into my life?” Almost
every class day, a small group of us, including Marie, would keep talking, out into the hallway and across the campus. Coming to know
Marie in that way actually solved my biggest religious problem when
that friendship blossomed into our marriage. In the last forty-five
years, those same lively gospel conversations have continued on, with
Marie’s approach always making me want to live better.
The problem I presented to our class was something like this:
“How much should we develop our minds and think for ourselves,
and how much should we rely on Church authority and spiritual
guidance?” These were honest questions for me. I was experiencing
what Catholic sociologist Thomas O’Dea had described in 1957 as
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“Mormonism’s most significant problem.” He thought the Church’s
“great emphasis on [higher] education” created an inevitable conflict
for young Latter-day Saints because he believed the Church’s literalistic and authoritarian approach to religion would collide with the
skepticism and personal independence fostered by university studies.
Toward the end of his book, The Mormons, O’Dea had written, “The
encounter of Mormonism and modern secular learning is . . . still taking place. . . . Upon [the outcome of this source of strain and conflict]
will depend . . . the future of Mormonism.”1
I could see from BYU’s very existence that the Church was deeply
committed to higher education, and I had returned from my mission
in Europe with a high awareness of my own ignorance, which fueled
my hunger to learn. I was close to some faithful LDS university teachers whose examples helped motivate that desire. One of them liked to
quote J. Golden Kimball: “We can’t expect the Holy Ghost to do our
thinking for us.” Another of my teachers had a great love for literature
and the arts, and he emphasized that students needed both discipline
and personal creativity to develop their God-given gifts.
One influential teacher from that era recently passed away here in
Provo—Reid Nibley, Hugh Nibley’s younger brother. Reid, who was a
consummate artist at the piano, was the Utah Symphony’s official pianist and taught for years on the BYU music faculty. He was my piano
teacher in my mid-teens. I lived in St. George and went to Salt Lake
City to take lessons in the summertime. He also wrote the words and
music to the song “I Know My Father Lives.”2 He deeply affected my
life, opening my eyes not only about the meaning of real musical skill,
but to a much larger world of thought and perspective than the one I
had known in my small hometown. Yet Reid also loved the Lord with
depth and meekness. Sometimes he used to tell me that a heightened
sensitivity to music would increase my sensitivity to spiritual things. I
can still see him sitting cross-legged on a chair near the piano bench,
1. O’Dea, Thomas. The Mormons (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), 222,
225, 240. Quoted in Bruce C. Hafen, A Disciple’s Life: The Biography of Neal A. Maxwell
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2002), 333.
2. “I Know My Father Lives,” Children’s Songbook (Salt Lake City: The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1989), 5.
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quoting from D&C 59 with his animated, optimistic voice that the
Lord had given us nature and the arts “for the benefit and the use of
man, both to please the eye and to gladden the heart; . . . to strengthen
the body and to enliven the soul” (vv. 18–19). When I was about sixteen, someone asked me to list “my heroes.” I listed only two—Vic
Wertz, who played right field for the Detroit Tigers baseball team, and
Reid Nibley.
Later I had a mission president whom I also loved; but he saw the
world very differently from the way these teachers did. He introduced
me to precious doctrines about knowing the Lord and relying on the
Spirit. I came to prize those doctrines when I saw their fruits in our
missionary work. He loved to quote Proverbs: “Trust in the Lord with
all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding” (3:5). He
would cite the Gospel of John, emphasizing Christ’s total reliance on
the Father: “I speak not of myself: but the Father that dwelleth in me,
he doeth the works” (John 14:10). He often said, “Christ was the most
unoriginal man who ever lived. He did only what the Father told him
to do.” He also once warned me to stay away from people who took
literature and the arts too seriously. One time he said, “Don’t think
too much.”
Then, just after my mission and before I went to BYU, I was with
a seminary teacher I greatly admired. When he asked what I planned
to study, I said I wanted to learn everything I could about subjects like
history, literature, and philosophy. He replied with great concern that
I should avoid those subjects because they can easily lead people into
what he called “intellectual apostasy.”
So the “religious problem” I presented to our class reflected the
confusion I felt in trying to reconcile the conflicting viewpoints
among these teachers. West Belnap’s comment to me on my presentation was, “Well, some of our people have it in their heads, and others
have it in their hearts. I think the best way is to have it in both places.”
I understood that as a plea for simple balance.
Brother Belnap’s counsel helped me decide to reject what I would
call, for ease of conversation, a “level one” either-or approach to my
questions. Level one required a permanent, categorical choice between
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extreme religious conservatism or extreme religious liberalism. But
neither extreme choice made sense to me. I remember some of the first
definitions I heard for the term Mormon liberal. One was “A Mormon
liberal is someone who drinks Coke, reads Dialogue magazine, and
begins the Articles of Faith with ‘Would you believe . . . ?’” I remember
a more serious definition from President Harold B. Lee, who said a
Mormon liberal is a person who doesn’t have a testimony. To me that
meant reason alone, with no foundation of real faith.
During that same era, I also saw the other extreme at level one—
overzealous and unchecked religiosity. I had a stake missionary companion who was sure the Holy Ghost would give him the answer for
every detail of his life and thought. He was always writing in a little
book he carried the things he believed the Spirit was telling him. He
would dust off his feet after we left the door of someone who didn’t
want to hear our message. Only a few years later, he felt God had called
him to leave the Church and found an apostate group. His overzealousness eventually ended in tragedy.
I was also called as a counselor to two different student ward
bishops, who leaned toward the opposite extremes of level one. One
of these bishops was an ardent political conservative, dogmatic,
authoritarian, and extremely distrustful of all academic disciplines.
The other was very politically liberal, freethinking, and highly academic. (I love the broad spectrum this Church has in it.) He said he
was close enough to some senior Church leaders that he was aware of
their personal flaws, and that concern, which ate away at him, eventually compromised his willingness to follow their counsel. Some
years later he also left the Church.
These experiences reinforced my inclination to seek what I’ll just
call level two: a balanced approach between the liberal and conservative tendencies I had seen. I felt that I didn’t need to make a permanent
choice between my heart and my head. I soon found an opportunity to
explore this concept further in a BYU class I was teaching. My summary to my students went something like this: The tension between
faith and reason is a challenge with a very long history. During the
time of Christ, He taught His gospel almost exclusively to people of
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a Hebrew background. Not many years after Christ’s death, Gentiles
with a Greek heritage began entering the Church. Other factors
increased that Greek influence until Christianity became the official
religion of the Roman Empire in the fourth century. That huge historical shift created an official but complex merger between the Hebrew
and Greco-Roman cultures, combining two very different religious
traditions.
As one historian put it, through this merger, the “entire Hebraic
Tradition was superimposed upon classical [Greek and Roman]
culture.”3 And because Greek thought had by then so heavily influenced the Roman Empire, another historian could say, “Here were
two races [the Greeks and the Hebrews], living not very far apart, yet
for the most part in complete ignorance of each other. . . . It was the
fusion of what was most characteristic in these two cultures—the religious earnestness of the Hebrews with the reason and humanity of the
Greeks—which was to form the basis of later European culture.”4
A few years ago I read a fine article by BYU’s Dan Peterson that
shed light on the implications of this historical watershed. He wrote
that when Christianity’s center of gravity shifted from Jerusalem into
the Greek-speaking Hellenistic world, this gradually cut the New
Testament’s ties to its roots in the Hebraic world of the Old Testament.
The resulting Greek influence preserved Christ’s words in the New
Testament only in the Greek language. “Mormons,” wrote Brother
Peterson, “recognize in this [Greek absorption of Christianity] at least
one aspect of what they term ‘the Great Apostasy.’”5
At the same time, I told my students that the gospel contains
strands that connect to both the Hebrew and the Greek elements
in our heritage. That helped me see why I had found the conflicts I
did in my student days. Without attempting a complete comparison,
here’s an example of how Western culture reflects both the Greek and
Hebrew traditions. Take a coin from your pocket and you’ll notice
3. Rod W. Horton and Vincent F. Hopper, Backgrounds of European Literature (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1954), 248.
4. H. D. F. Kitto, The Greeks (Hammondsworth, Eng.: Penguin, 1957), 8.
5. Daniel C. Peterson, “‘What Has Athens to Do with Jerusalem?’ Apostasy and
Restoration in the Big Picture,” FARMS Review of Books 12/2 (2000): xii.
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two familiar phrases: “Liberty” and “In God We Trust.” The personal
liberty of the individual was a key element in the hierarchy of Greek
values. In the Greek heritage, man is the measure of all things. For
Socrates, nothing was more important than for each of us to “know
thyself,” and the ultimate goal was to ennoble man through reason.
But the coin’s other phrase, “In God We Trust,” would have perplexed an ancient Greek—even though it spoke directly to the Hebrew
soul, who did try to trust in the Lord with all his heart and leaned
not to his own understanding. The goal of the Hebrew pattern was
to glorify God, not man; and one reached this goal through faith and
obedience, not by relying on human reasoning. In this example from
the differing Greek and Hebrew worlds we find the seeds of countless arguments about the place of reason and the place of faith in our
religious life.
The restored gospel accepts elements from both traditions. For
example, we place high value on both personal liberty and reason. No
other religion or philosophy takes a higher view of man’s nature and
potential. Consider these phrases: “This is my work and my glory—to
bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man” (Moses 1:39).
“I am a child of God.”6 “Man was also in the beginning with God”
(D&C 93:29).
Regarding reason, the Lord told Oliver Cowdery to “study it out
in your mind” (D&C 9:8) before seeking a spiritual confirmation.
Alma told Korihor that “all things [in nature] denote there is a God”
(Alma 30:44). In preaching to the Lamanites, Lehi and Nephi helped
convince them “because of the greatness of the evidences which they
had received” (Helaman 5:50). And Elder John A. Widtsoe entitled his
classic book Rational Theology.
On the other hand, the gospel teaches that all blessings are predicated on obedience to God. Further, faith in God is not only the first
principle of the gospel, it is an essential check against unrestrained liberty and reason. When the free individual chooses to disobey God, he
not only rejects divine authority, he damages his future liberty. As the
Lord said, “Here is the agency of man, and here is the condemnation
6. “I Am a Child of God,” Children’s Songbook, 2.
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GREEK HERITAGE
Reason
Individualism

HEBREW HERITAGE
Faith
Authoritarianism

of man; because that which was from the beginning is plainly manifest unto them, and they receive not the light” (D&C 93:31).
Imagine with me two circles that partially overlap each other. One
circle represents the Greek tradition, with reason and individualism as
samples. The other circle represents the Hebrew tradition, with faith
and authoritarianism as samples.
On the left end of the spectrum, outside the area of overlap, we
see the Greek tradition alone. At the right end of the spectrum, also
outside the overlap, is the Hebrew tradition alone.
We will be in trouble if our individualistic Greek strain cuts loose
from the anchoring authoritarianism of our Hebrew strain. That’s
what happened with the bishop I mentioned, who could not reason
his way through the flaws he perceived among some Church leaders.
His unchecked commitment to reason alone eventually took him out
of the Church. We might consider those on this end of the spectrum
as “cultural Mormons,” who accept only that part of the gospel that
meets their standard of rationality.
At the other extreme, my former stake missionary companion
exemplified the Hebrew strain gone wild. Unchecked by reason and
common sense, he veered off the edge and became what we might call
a “cultist Mormon.” In other words, we can go off the deep end at
either the right or the left end of the spectrum.
The area of overlap, where the individualistic and authoritarian principles coexist, is where we live most productively. Here authoritarianism
acts as a check against unbridled individualism, and individualism acts
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as a check against unbridled authoritarianism. Both principles are true,
both are anchored in our doctrine, and both play a role in our decisions and attitudes—though the outcome in particular cases may vary,
depending on the circumstances. Similar interaction occurs between
faith and reason, which are both within the area of overlap.
President Spencer W. Kimball, speaking at BYU during Elder
Maxwell’s time as Commissioner of Education, also spoke about our
“double heritage” of secular knowledge and revealed truth. He said we
must become “bilingual” in speaking the language of scholarship and
the language of the Spirit.7
Within the overlap area of our dual heritage, true principles drawn
from the two traditions can sometimes compete and conflict. For example, the idea of “liberty” on our coins is in a natural tension with the
idea of “in God we trust.” If we really trust in God, we must at times
place limits on our own liberty. Christ’s teachings are full of similar
paradoxes—that is, true principles that seem to contradict each other
but which are reconciled by higher doctrines. Consider, for example, the
principles of justice and mercy. At times they may seem to be in opposition, but both are essential in the higher doctrine of the Atonement.
Gospel teachings contain other paradoxes. For example, the Savior
taught us to “Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your
good works, and glorify your Father which is in Heaven” (Matthew
5:16; see 3 Nephi 12:16). Yet elsewhere He taught, “Do not your alms
before men, to be seen of them” (3 Nephi 13:1; Matthew 6:1). Another
example: In some circumstances Christ called Himself the “Prince of
Peace” and promised to give peace to His disciples. Yet elsewhere He
said, “I came not to send peace, but a sword” (Matthew 10:34).
In presenting these ideas to my class, I concluded that Brother
Belnap was right—it is best to nourish our religious commitments in
both our hearts and our heads, even if doing so means we must sometimes work through apparent paradoxes. The process of reconciling
competing true values requires effort, but it can yield very good fruit.
7. Spencer W. Kimball, “The Second Century of Brigham Young University,” in
Classic Speeches: 22 Selections from Brigham Young University Devotional and Fireside
Speeches (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University, 1994), 1:136–37.
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Then I told my students that the best way to resolve such tensions
is not through abstract discussion, but through the personal examples
of people whose lives represent balanced, productive resolutions. I
offered them as a role model Elder Neal A. Maxwell, whose heart and
head worked so well together. For example, he once said that “[at BYU]
we cannot let the world condemn our value system by calling attention to our professional mediocrity.”8 He also told BYU students and
faculty to be unafraid of dealing with the world outside the Church,
because they are needed there. They must be like Joseph of Egypt, he
said. In today’s famine of the spirit, they should lean into the fray and
draw on divine power in their professional work so they are part of
society’s solutions—not just another hungry mouth to feed. He also
told LDS faculty they should take both scholarship and discipleship
seriously because consecrated scholarship converges both the life of
the mind and the life of the spirit.
Elder Maxwell had first developed these attitudes during his own
days as a university student, when he instinctively looked for ways to
integrate secular and religious knowledge. Even as a young political
science major, he didn’t think the field of political theory was complete
without including the gospel’s teachings about government and about
man’s nature. As his experience grew, so did his confidence that the
findings of the academic disciplines would never seriously challenge
gospel teachings. For him, every dimension of the gospel was relevant
to modern social problems, and, whenever possible, he thought LDS
scholars should take their research premises from gospel teachings.
Elder Maxwell drew on these attitudes when he actively encouraged LDS scholars to do the kind of work now found in the Maxwell
Institute. To him, the internal evidence for the Book of Mormon’s
legitimacy was so strong that it was simply unscientific to think the
book was concocted in the nineteenth century.
He often reminded LDS scholars that he wasn’t interested in trying to prove in some scientific way that the Book of Mormon is true.
Rather, he saw faithful scholarship as a source of defense, not offense.
In his words, “Science will not be able to prove or disprove holy writ.”
8. Quoted in Hafen, A Disciple’s Life, 380.
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However, our best LDS scholars will bring forth enough plausible evidence supporting the Book of Mormon “to prevent scoffers from having a field day, but not enough to remove the requirement of faith.”9
That kind of scholarship has the modest but crucial purpose of nourishing a climate in which voluntary belief is free to take root and grow.
Only when belief is not compelled, by external evidence or otherwise,
can it produce the growth that is the promised fruit of faith.
I return now to my own autobiographical journey because as I
grew older I kept having experiences that pushed me beyond that second level of balance toward yet a third level of understanding. I can
illustrate my development by remembering an interview with a prospective BYU faculty member. He described his religious convictions
as “an intelligent faith.” As a level two response, his attitude seemed
balanced and constructive. But as I reflected more, something felt
amiss—not about him personally, but about modifying the word faith
with a word like intelligent.
I remembered how President Marion G. Romney had answered
the missionary who asked, “Why don’t we baptize more intelligent
people?” President Romney quoted D&C 93: “The glory of God is
intelligence, or in other words, light and truth. Light and truth forsake
that evil one” (vv. 36–37). Then he said to the missionary, “A converted
person forsakes evil and embraces light and truth. So what kind of
person is he?” After a pause, the surprised missionary said, “An intelligent one?”
At about this same time, I was watching a close friend my age
decline physically from multiple sclerosis. I had seen him gradually
lose his ability to walk, to stand, and then to sit. During the stage
when he was fully bedridden, his wife passed away from cancer. His
family wheeled him into her funeral on a mobile bed.
Not long after his wife’s funeral, we had a visit in his home. The
more he talked, the more amazed I was at the spirit of peace and light
that surrounded him. He said he couldn’t stop thinking about how
fortunate his life had been—so blessed by the woman he’d married,
by the children the Lord had given them, by their rich life together in
9. Neal A. Maxwell, Plain and Precious Things (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1983), 4.
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their wholesome little town. He chuckled as he said how glad he was
now that he and his wife took so many “happily ever after” trips in
their early years, even though they couldn’t afford it. And he kept talking about his admiration for the pioneers, the ones who left Nauvoo
and helped settle the town where he lived. He felt so thankful to them.
He’d been thinking about why they needed the temple endowment
before leaving Nauvoo for the wilderness. Every word and feeling that
came from him was genuine. There was no trace of self-pity. The light
in his face and the spirit in the room gave me the sacred impression
that I was seeing the process of sanctification.
That night I felt drawn to read in D&C 101:2–5: “I, the Lord, have
suffered affliction to come upon them. . . . Yet I will own them, and
they shall be mine in that day when I come to make up my jewels.
Therefore, they must needs be chastened and tried, even as Abraham,
who was commanded to offer up his only son. For all those who will
not endure chastening, but deny me, cannot be sanctified” (emphasis
added). Then from D&C 97:8: “All among them who know their hearts
are honest, and are broken, and their spirits contrite, and are willing
to observe their covenants by . . . every sacrifice which I, the Lord,
shall command—they are accepted of me.”
Soon after this experience, I had similar feelings as I watched our
son Tom and his wife Tracy experience the birth of a child born with
severe cerebral palsy. Because this baby had threatened to come several months early, Tracy had been on total bed rest for nine weeks.
Despite bed sores and increasing medical threats, she became very
single-minded about hanging onto that baby until it could survive
outside the womb. One night Tracy sensed something about how her
determination, her sacrifice, emulated the Savior’s example—giving
up her body’s strength to strengthen another body. She said that
thought led her to realize that her experience was actually a privilege,
not a burden.
After the birth, the baby was confined to the hospital for ten more
weeks before coming home to a life in which she would never walk,
nor talk, nor feed herself. She is now almost twelve, and what a light
there is in her. (Her name is Chaya. In Hebrew, it means “life.”) Soon
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after her birth, Tom gave her a blessing, in which he realized that this
was a defining moment in his own life. He sensed that all he and Tracy
had done and learned up to that point didn’t matter. All that mattered
was their awareness that God knew their circumstances and that this
child’s condition was not accidental, nor arbitrary; indeed there was
great purpose in it. They felt that they were both being asked to offer
the sacrifice of a broken heart and contrite spirit, which was somehow
making the Lord’s own sacrifice more accessible to them.
Something about these two experiences set me to thinking about
that little summary on the Greeks and Hebrews I had shown my
students—and about that prospective teacher’s comments about an
“intelligent faith.” The experiences with my friend and my granddaughter defied rational explanation, and yet I had witnessed the
sanctifying effects of these afflictions. I sensed that a balanced quest
for knowledge, as valuable as that is, cannot be our ultimate end.
Simply knowing something will not sanctify us; won’t make us capable
of enduring God’s presence. And the circumstances that sanctify us
often won’t be rational ones. By its very nature, faith ultimately takes
us beyond the boundaries of reason. Thus someone who conditions
his faith on its being rationally intelligent may shrink back from a
sanctifying experience—and thereby not discover what the experience could teach.
At the same time, even if yielding to such transforming experiences is necessarily a leap of faith, we can’t go there until we’ve walked
as far as the light of our search for knowledge allows. And a lifetime of
trying to make sense of mortality, especially on days when it doesn’t
seem to make sense, gives us the experience we must eventually
have to appreciate the meaning of our sanctification after it has been
completed.
At level two, we prize the value of individualism and reason,
and we also prize the value of God’s authority and our faith in Him.
We would not return to a simplistic level one choice that completely
excludes either reason or faith. But level three invites us to realize that
a “balanced” approach simply won’t be enough when we encounter
the most demanding experiences of our spiritual growth. When we
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find ourselves stretched to our extremities, we need a new level from
which to draw more deeply on our Hebrew roots than our Greek
roots. No wonder Elder Maxwell often said we should have “our citizenship in Jerusalem and [have a passport] to Athens.”10 In fact, part
of the sacrifice the Lord may require is that we accept what He may
inflict upon us without understanding to our rational satisfaction why
we should be lost in some dark night of the soul. Eventually the light
of Christ’s atoning power can pierce our darkness and bless us with
understanding, but we may receive no such witness until after the trial
of our faith.
Elder Maxwell knew that for all his love of fine scholarship, the
life of a disciple-scholar was more about consecration than it was
about scholarship. To be sure, he believed that “academic scholarship
[can be] a form of worship, . . . another dimension of consecration.”
But he also said, “genius without meekness is not enough to qualify
for discipleship.”11 On one occasion, he made this memorable statement: “Though I have spoken of the disciple-scholar, in the end all the
hyphenated words come off. We are finally [just] disciples—men and
women of Christ.”12
He once told me that he felt sorry for LDS scholars who overdo the
“intelligent” part of practicing their “intelligent faith.” They tend to
measure the gospel and the Church by what they have learned in their
academic disciplines rather than the other way around. For that reason, he said, they can ironically become “anti-intellectual about the
gospel—not seeing its depth, its applications, its beauty, and its fruits,
which go far beyond merely being ‘active’ in the Church.”
As part of his own discipleship, Elder Maxwell very consciously
cultivated the qualities of meekness and submissiveness—precisely
because he knew all about pride’s subtle seductions. Even the Greeks
had no use for hubris. Elder Maxwell had seen very accomplished people become too impressed with themselves—the learned who “think
they are wise” and therefore “hearken not to the counsel of God” for
10. Quoted in Hafen, A Disciple’s Life, 379.
11. Quoted in Hafen, A Disciple’s Life, 380.
12. Quoted in Hafen, A Disciple’s Life, 380.
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they suppose “they know of themselves.” Those who are, as Jacob said,
“puffed up because of their learning, and their wisdom” suffer the
great loss that the “happiness which is prepared for the saints” “shall
be hid from them” (2 Nephi 9:28, 42–43).
Most of you would remember that Elder Maxwell appreciated the
work of C. S. Lewis. One interesting little aside is that as a young man
Neal liked Lewis’s writing so much that he paid Lewis the ultimate
compliment: he sent him a copy of the Book of Mormon, along with
a letter expressing Neal’s own testimony. On the point we’re now discussing, Neal liked these lines from Lewis: “I reject at once [the] idea
that . . . scholars and poets [are] intrinsically more pleasing to God
than scavengers and bootblacks. . . . The work of a Beethoven, and the
work of a charwoman, become spiritual on precisely the same condition, that of being [humbly] offered to God. . . . This does not . . . mean
that it is for anyone a mere toss-up whether he should sweep rooms
or compose symphonies. A mole must dig to the glory of God and a
cock must crow.” But if one’s circumstances give him a “learned life,”
let him lead “that life to the glory of God.” In living a learned life,
Lewis noted that personal humility is essential; otherwise, we “may
come to love knowledge—our knowing—more than the thing known:
to delight not in the exercise of our talents but in the fact that they
are ours, or even in the reputation they bring us. Every success in the
scholar’s life increases this danger. If it becomes irresistible, he must
give up his scholarly work.”
Still, continued Lewis in this same passage, which aptly fits the
work of the Maxwell Institute, “the learned life [is] . . . especially
important today. If all the world were Christian, it might not matter if
all the world were uneducated. . . . To be ignorant and simple now—
not to be able to meet the enemies on their own ground—would be to
throw down our weapons, and to betray our uneducated brethren who
have, under God, no defense but us against the intellectual attacks
of the heathen. Good philosophy must exist, if for no other reason,
[than] because bad philosophy needs to be answered.”13
13. C. S. Lewis, “Learning in War-Time,” in The Weight of Glory and Other Addresses
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1949), 48–50.
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I said earlier that my study of Elder Maxwell’s life showed me that
even though he was an ideal role model for educated Latter-day Saints,
his life message was only partly about learning and scholarship. His
life’s most central message was about discipleship—becoming a true
follower of Christ. For me, that discovery makes it more appropriate,
not less, that the Maxwell Institute should carry his name.
In learning about his early life, I found that young Neal Maxwell
was incredibly attentive to developing the skills of self-discipline
and self-improvement. One sees the same determined effort in his
approach to playing basketball, raising prize pigs in a 4-H project,
learning to write in high school, serving in combat during World War
II, studying government as a college student and a U.S. Senate staffer,
or finding a better way to do missionary work in Canada and leadership in the Church. One friend who first saw Neal’s fierce tenacity
during his years as an administrator at the University of Utah said
he “has tried very, very hard over the years to make himself a better
person. For most people, New Year’s resolutions don’t last. But his do.”
Another lifelong friend said, “No one I know requires such extreme
effort of himself.”
I mention this general commitment to self-mastery to put Elder
Maxwell’s quest for discipleship into context. He always had a believing heart and a desire to serve the Lord. But during his adult years, his
understanding of the word disciple developed significantly—and deliberately. He first used the written word disciple in the 1960s as a synonym for “Church member.” Then during his years as Commissioner of
Education in the early 1970s, he became concerned about the growing
influence of modern secularism. He began using disciples to describe
those Church members who resist secular siren calls. Then, within a
few years, he became close to several Church members who were coping with adversity in ways that enhanced their spiritual growth. He
soon felt that these people were the real disciples.
His call to the Twelve in 1981 turned his full attention to becoming
a more faithful disciple of Christ himself. Reflecting his great determination to live better, his writing and his talks now focused more on
the disciple’s personal relationship with Christ, and how the Lord will
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help true disciples learn such Christlike attributes as patience, hope,
and lowliness of heart. He also saw discipleship more as a process than
a single choice, and he realized that adversity is sometimes a tool the
Lord uses to teach his followers the very attributes they need for their
development. That is why he wrote, in terms that would one day take
on such personal meaning for him, that “the very act of choosing to
be a disciple . . . can bring to us a certain special suffering. . . . [Such]
suffering and chastening . . . is the . . . dimension that comes with deep
discipleship,” when the Lord takes us “to the very edge of our faith;
[and] we teeter at the edge of our trust . . . [in] a form of learning as it
is administered at the hands of a loving Father.”14
No wonder, then, that when he found in 1997 that he had an
aggressive form of leukemia, he said, “I should have seen it coming.”
What did he mean? Neal Maxwell, the ardent student of discipleship,
had signed up years earlier for divine tutoring, and his Tutor was now
ready to teach him a course in personal and clinical graduate studies.
In his remaining seven years, he thus embraced the heart-wrenching
process of sanctification as his final tutorial. Most people who experience a terminal illness can’t help being consumed with their own
suffering; but not Neal Maxwell. He saw himself in a time for testing
and refining. And because he was not imprisoned by his own misery,
he was free to reflect on what his new understanding could teach him
and how it helped him teach others.
As a result, those who had known him for years now saw a new
mellowness, greater empathy, increased spiritual sensitivity, and
keener compassion for other people’s needs. Neal viewed this experience as a gift, not as an achievement. He knew the Lord was giving
him a new, sanctified heart filled with divine attributes, and he said,
“The natural man[’s] . . . heart . . . is pretty self-centered and hard.”
But “adversity can squeeze out of us the [remaining] hypocrisy that’s
there. [So for me] it’s been a great spiritual adventure, one I would not
want to have missed. . . . And even though this has [had high costs], it’s
14. Quoted in Hafen, A Disciple’s Life, 12.
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been a great blessing. I know people may think I’m just being patriotic
to say that, but it’s true.”15
It is hard to describe how watching Elder Maxwell’s experience,
like watching the experience of my friend with MS, has changed my
perspective about what I’ve called my “religious problem.” Those who
taste sanctification must often pay such a terribly high price that they
can’t possibly understand the need for their suffering. Rather than
looking for a rational explanation, Elder Maxwell would just quote
Nephi: “I know that [God] loveth his children; nevertheless, I do not
know the meaning of all things” (1 Nephi 11:17).
At about this point in my writing a draft of this talk, a visitor came
to our home—a BYU student whose parents Marie and I had met in
another city a few months ago. We met them at a hospital, where his
father was in the last stages of a terminal illness. Despite his tears and
his questions, this father was exceptionally full of peace and purpose.
He told us he knew his days were numbered, but he was reading the
scriptures with a true hunger to understand and internalize the doctrine of sanctification. His countenance, his manner, and his thoughts
were very similar to what I had seen before, with my friend and with
Elder Maxwell. We offered words intended to give support and love,
but he is the one who gave us spiritual perspective.
His son had just dropped by to tell us his father had passed away a
few weeks ago. Then he said he had learned about sanctification from
his father during his final weeks and that experience had permanently
changed his view of life, including his daily priorities. Applying his
father’s perspective to his own life as a BYU student, he didn’t want
to wait until he had cancer; rather, he wanted to live in a different and
better way now, closer to what he called “the things of eternity.”
This student’s visit somehow illustrated level three for me, even
though I still don’t have quite the words to define that level. I will leave
you with the invitation to find your own words, but in just a moment I
will try at least to show you a picture of what I think level three looks
like. It is something about how the consecrated sacrifice of a broken
heart and a contrite spirit blesses us with inner sight in our lives and in
15. Quoted in Hafen, A Disciple’s Life, 558–59.
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our religious problems. This perspective takes us to a higher spiritual
realm than mere balance can ever lift us—even though standing on
that balanced foundation helps us reach upward. This level does not
ask us to give up anything of value in our reason or our scholarship,
though it does recognize reason’s limits. Indeed, from this vantage
point, we need even more rigorous scholarship and deeper inquiry,
especially about protecting and nurturing the things of eternity.
One thing level three tells us is that being a disciple-scholar is not
so much about what one does or how one thinks, but about who and
what one is—and is becoming. In the course of Elder Maxwell’s adult
life, he gradually shifted his emphasis from large scale “macro” concerns about secularization and social problems to the more focused,
personal “micro” concerns of how to live our lives. Not that the macro
problems don’t matter; he just knew that the micro problems are the
ones we can do the most about. And in the long run, he knew that
the gospel’s way of changing the individual is the only lasting way to
change society.
Remembering this about Elder Maxwell reminds me of one writer’s
comments from an essay on C. S. Lewis: “The kind of people we are is
more important than what we can do to improve the world; indeed,
being the kind of people we should and can be is the best and sometimes
the only way to improve the world.”16
So Elder Maxwell was right, both in what he said and in how he
lived. At the end of the day, there are no hyphenated words. And if
we are not true disciples, it won’t matter much what kind of scholars
we’ve been.
Brothers and sisters, today is Good Friday. This Sunday, March 23, is
Easter. Easter is always on the first Sunday after the first full moon after
the spring equinox. The official Easter calendar also requires that it be celebrated on a Sunday between the dates of March 22 and April 25. Applying
the official rules, I am told that this year, 2008, is the earliest Easter any of
us will ever see again. The last time Easter came this early was in 1913, but
the next time it will come this early will be in the year 2228.
16. Richard Neuhaus, “C. S. Lewis in the Public Square,” in First Things: A Journal of
Religion, Culture, and Public Life (December 1998): 30.
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Apostles Peter and John hurry to the tomb on the morning of the Resurrection. Painting
by Eugéne Burnand. Erich Lessing / Art Resource, NY.

The painting above is the visual version of level three, a picture
worth more than a thousand words. It is Swiss painter Eugene Burnand’s
depiction of John and Peter, true disciples, running to the tomb on the
very first Easter morning. In John’s words, “They ran both together”
(John 20:4). until they reached the sepulchre. The look on their faces,
their eagerness and their energy, make me want to join them as they run
to meet Him. Perhaps this painting could be called “Early Easter.”
Earlier today, Marie looked at this picture and said their faces
capture the ultimate tension between faith and reason. (Those gospel
conversations do continue on!) Since no one had ever risen from the
dead before, it was completely irrational for John and Peter to expect
that Christ would live again. No wonder they couldn’t understand
Him when He had said He must soon leave them, yet in “a little
while, and ye shall see me [and] your sorrow shall be turned into
joy” (John 16:18–20). But their faces also show their faith and hope
rising to overcome their rational fears. And when John and Peter did
eventually meet the risen Lord, their being faithful enough to see
Him was the ultimate resolution of the tension between faith and
reason. He is the ultimate resolution to everything.
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As we go home tonight and see the first full moon after the spring
equinox coming up over Y mountain, may we feel the excitement
of quickening our step and arriving early as we run to meet Him.
Whether as a scholar, a carpenter, a composer, a parent, or simply as
a college freshman, may we work with all our hearts, and all of our
minds, and to the glory of God. And may we hasten our desire to
live closer to “the things of eternity” even now, so that the Lord can
prepare us now for whatever further sanctifying tests await us. In the
name of Jesus Christ, amen.

George D. Smith’s Nauvoo Polygamy

Gregory L. Smith

Review of George D. Smith. Nauvoo Polygamy: “. . . but we called it celestial marriage.”
Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2008. xix + 672 pp., with bibliography, appendixes, and
index. $39.95.

Lamentably, the field of Mormon history is saturated with
those whose productivity far outstrips their ability and preparation. Even more regrettable, those who are least qualified
frequently write on the most technical, sensitive, and difficult
topics, with scandalous, highly publicized, and completely
erroneous conclusions the inevitable result. —Andrew H.
Hedges and Dawson W. Hedges1
The First Page

O

ne cannot, it is said, judge a book by its cover. After reading
George D. Smith’s Nauvoo Polygamy, however, I’ve found that
one can sometimes judge a book by its first page.2 “Readers can judge
for themselves,” promises the book’s dust jacket. Why it was felt
1. Andrew H. Hedges and Dawson W. Hedges, “No, Dan, That’s Still Not History,”
review of Joseph Smith: The Making of a Prophet, by Dan Vogel, FARMS Review 17/1
(2005): 208 n. 2.
2. Given that Joseph, George D., and I all share a surname, I will refer to the author as
“G. D. Smith” where necessary for clarity. Readers can take comfort in an adage of my grandfather’s: “There’s two kinds of people in the world—Smiths and those that wish they was.”
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necessary to state the obvious becomes clear upon reading the first
page: this book needs judging, and as that hasn’t been done by the
author or the editor or the publisher, we, the poor readers (who must
pay for the privilege) are obliged to do it ourselves. Fortunately, it isn’t
hard. Unfortunately, the author won’t like it.3
Nauvoo Polygamy begins with an odd introduction to plural
marriage—G. D. Smith makes Napoleon Bonaparte a Joseph Smith
doppelgänger by quoting a letter from the future Emperor to Josephine
about their first night together: “I have awakened full of you. The
memory of last night has given my senses no rest. . . . What an effect
you have on my heart! I send you thousands of kisses—but don’t kiss
me. Your kisses sear my blood” (p. xi).
It is neither immediately nor ultimately clear what this has to do
with Joseph Smith, except that we quickly learn that Joseph Smith
also once wrote a letter to a lady. G. D. Smith informs us that “Joseph
Smith . . . proposed a tryst with the appealing seventeen-year-old,
Sarah Ann Whitney.” By now he had my attention—a new primary
source about plural marriage perhaps? The text of this titillating document followed: “Come and see me in this my lonely retreat . . . now is
the time to afford me succour. . . . I have a room intirely by myself, the
whole matter can be attended to with most perfect saf[e]ty, I know it is
the will of God that you should comfort me” (p. ix).4
Shocking! Not only has G. D. Smith proved at once that Joseph’s
spelling hadn’t improved much since he allegedly made up the severalhundred-page Book of Mormon, but also that Joseph wrote this to his
wife! Imagine, a man writing that to his wife! If the book’s title had
not alerted us, we are certainly on notice that this is about plural marriage. (G. D. Smith hopes, one suspects, that we will emphasize the
word plural rather than marriage.)
Alas, this document is merely a specimen of the hoary art of selective
citation and textual distortion. One must admire G. D. Smith’s bravado.
3. My thanks to Robert B. White for generous feedback and to Blair Hodges, Edward
(Ted) Jones, David Keller, Roger Nicholson, and Allen Wyatt for help locating some sources
and drawing connections. Any mistakes and the conclusions herein remain my own.
4. Here and elsewhere original spelling has been preserved where not bracketed.
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In his haste to firmly fix some naughty thoughts to Joseph’s character, he
neglected to include much of the letter. He didn’t burden us with the fact
that Joseph wrote to three people: “Brother and Sister, Whitney, and &c.”
Now, this is a serious omission by G. D. Smith on two counts.
First, it is a lost opportunity to show that Joseph is a bit dimwitted
in the seduction business, not having figured out that an invitation for
Sarah to a steamy tryst should perhaps not include her parents.
Second, from the main text we would not have learned to whom
this letter was sent. (One hundred and fifty pages later, G. D. Smith
admits that “Joseph judiciously addressed the letter to ‘Brother, and
Sister, Whitney and &c.’” but still insists that the letter is an example
of Joseph “urg[ing] his seventeen-year-old bride to ‘come to night’ and
‘comfort’ him—but only if Emma had not returned” (p. 142). So G. D.
Smith must have realized that this is an important bit of information.
The entire letter has been available for decades. In fact, it was printed
in full by Signature Books in 1995.5
Not content to rely on the reader’s memory of 1995, I include the
entire letter below. Joseph begins:
I take this oppertunity to communi[c]ate, some of my feelings,
privetely at this time, which I want you three Eternaly to keep
in your own bosams; for my feelings are so strong for you
since what has pased lately between us, that the time of my
abscence from you seems so long, and dreary, that it seems, as
if I could not live long in this way: and <if you> three would
come and see me in this my lonely retreat, it would afford me
great relief, of mind, if those with whom I am alied, do love
me; now is the time to afford me succour, in the days of exile,
for you know I foretold you of these things.6
G. D. Smith’s distortion is apparent. Joseph does not ask Sarah to come
for a tryst, but asks “if you three” would come. Joseph also makes it
5. Joseph Smith, The Essential Joseph Smith (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1995),
166–67. I use here the version published earlier in Dean C. Jessee, ed., The Personal
Writings of Joseph Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1984), 538–42.
6. Italics indicate the portion quoted by G. D. Smith. The boldface text indicates my
emphasis.
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clear that he is not seeking romance or relief of passion, since “it would
afford me great relief, of mind” to see those “with whom I am alied.”
The Prophet requests “you three . . . to keep in your own bosams; for
my feelings are so strong for you [i.e., you three] since what has passed
lately between us” (emphases added). One suspects Napoleon was less
keen on having the whole family there for blood-searing kisses.
Joseph’s letter continues:
all three of y you come <can> come and See me in the fore
part of the night, let Brother Whitney come a little a head, and
nock at the south East corner of the house at <the> window;
it is next to the cornfield, I have a room inti=rely by myself,
the whole matter can be attended to with most perfect safty, I
<know> it is the will of God that you should comfort <me> now
in this time of affliction, or not at[ta]l now is the time or never,
but I hav[e] no kneed of saying any such thing, to you, for I
know the goodness of your hearts, and that you will do the
will of the Lord, when it is made known to you; the only thing
to be careful of; is to find out when Emma comes then you
cannot be safe, but when she is not here, there is the most perfect safty: only be careful to escape observation, as much as
possible, I know it is a heroick undertakeing; but so much the
greater frendship, and the more Joy, when I see you I <will>
tell you all my plans, I cannot write them on paper, burn this
letter as soon as you read it; keep all locked up in your breasts,
my life depends up=on it. one thing I want to see you for is
<to> git the fulness of my blessings sealed upon our heads,
&c. you wi will pardon me for my earnest=ness on <this
subject> when you consider how lonesome I must be, your
good feelings know how to <make> every allow=ance for me,
I close my letter, I think Emma wont come tonight if she dont
dont fail to come to night. I subscribe myself your most obedient, <and> affectionate, companion, and friend.7
7. Again, italics indicate the text cited by G. D. Smith; the boldface is my emphasis.
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G. D. Smith misleads us even further when he insists (on a later
page, unsourced) that “when Joseph requested that Sarah Ann Whitney
visit him and ‘nock at the window,’ he reassured his new young wife
that Emma would not be there, telegraphing his fear of discovery if
Emma happened upon his trysts” (p. 65). Yet Joseph does not tell Sarah
to knock at the window—he tells her father to do so. G. D. Smith makes
the same claim again elsewhere—insisting that “writing to his newest
wife,” Joseph declared that “my feelings are so strong for you . . . now is
the time to afford me succour. . . . I know it is the will of God that you
should comfort me now” (p. 53).
G. D. Smith also uses “Comfort me now” as the subtitle for chapter 2, “Joseph’s Wives” (p. 53). He later hints that Emma would have to
sneak up on Joseph to check up on him, as evidenced by “his warning
to Sarah Ann to proceed carefully in order to make sure Emma would
not find them in their hiding place” (p. 236). Joseph’s hiding place
from the mob and instructions to the Whitneys have been transmogrified into a hiding place for Joseph and Sarah Ann.
G. D. Smith eventually provides the full text of this letter (150
pages after its comparison with Napoleon) but precedes it with the
claim that by
the ninth night of Joseph’s concealment . . . Emma had visited
him three times, written him several letters, and penned at
least one letter on his behalf. . . . For his part, Joseph’s private
note about his love for Emma was so endearing it found its
way into the official church history. In it, he vowed to be hers
“for evermore.” Yet within this context of reassurance and
intimacy, a few hours later the same day, even while Joseph
was still in grave danger and when secrecy was of the utmost
urgency, he made complicated arrangements for a visit from
his fifteenth plural wife, Sarah Ann Whitney. (p. 142)
Joseph’s behavior is then pictured as callous toward Emma and
also as evidence of an almost insatiable sexual hunger since G. D.
Smith elsewhere tells us that Joseph’s “summer 1842 call for an intimate visit from Sarah Ann Whitney . . . vividly substantiate[s] the
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conjugal relationships he was involved in” (p. 185). G. D. Smith follows
his reproduction of the Whitney letter with the claim that Sarah Ann
was to “comfort” Joseph “if Emma not there,” further reinforcing his
reading (p. 147). He later uses the supposed fact that “Joseph sought
comfort from Sarah Ann the day Emma departed from his hideout”
as emblematic of Joseph’s treatment of his first wife (p. 236). G. D.
Smith’s distortion of this letter to the Whitneys provides the book’s
leitmotif; it recurs throughout.
Yet, despite G. D. Smith’s efforts to control how the reader sees
this text, Sarah is not the only invitee or addressee: Joseph repeats
himself in asking that “all three of you can come and see me.” G. D.
Smith hammers his view repeatedly, telling us elsewhere that “Joseph
. . . pleaded with Sarah Ann to visit him under cover of darkness. After
all, they had been married just three weeks earlier” (p. 53). “Elizabeth
[Whitney] was arranging conjugal visits between her daughter, Sarah
Ann, and [Joseph] . . . in 1842, as documented in chapter 2” (p. 366). A
photograph of the letter is included, perhaps to convince us that this
tale is genuine, with a caption that claims Sarah is to visit Joseph “with
her parents’ help, in a nighttime visit” (p. 144). Once again, there is no
hint from G. D. Smith that the letter insisted all three be present for
the visit.
“Did Sarah Ann keep this rendezvous on that humid summer
night?” asks G. D. Smith archly. “Unfortunately, the documentary
record is silent.” But “the letter survives to illuminate the complexity of Smith’s life in Nauvoo” (p. 54). The documentary record is not
silent, however, as to why Joseph sought a visit with his plural wife and
her parents: to “tell you all my plans . . . [and] to git the fulness of my
blessings sealed upon our heads, &c.” Small wonder that Joseph didn’t
want a hostile Emma present while trying to administer what he and
the Whitneys regarded as sacred ordinances. And, it is unsurprising
that he considered a single private room sufficient for the purposes
for which he summoned his plural wife and her parents. Napoleon’s
full letter, one suspects, had far earthier priorities than Joseph’s. It is
a shame that G. D. Smith bemoans fragmentary documentation while
simultaneously twisting the available documents.
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There are more clues of Joseph’s intent than G. D. Smith admits.
Richard Bushman points out that the letter is “a reference perhaps
to the sealing of Newel and Elizabeth in eternal marriage three days
later.”8 Todd Compton notes that “this was not just a meeting of husband and plural wife, it was a meeting with Sarah’s family, with a religious aspect.”9 G. D. Smith, however, never indicates that such a view
is possible, much less likely.
G. D. Smith knows that the letter is addressed to all three Whitneys,
and he admits as much in a later reference to the same document (p. 31).10
Yet the full text of the letter does not appear until G. D. Smith’s version
has been urged at least four times (pp. ix, 53–54, 65, 142), and he returns
to it again later (pp. 236, 366). And no analysis of the letter, save the
small sliver of expurgated text favored by G. D. Smith, ever occurs. He
has, in short, posed a passionate love letter from Napoleon with a carefully pruned text to give the false impression that Joseph was speaking
in the same vein. And we are only on page 1.
8. Richard Lyman Bushman, Joseph Smith: Rough Stone Rolling (New York: Knopf,
2005), 473.
9. Todd M. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness: The Plural Wives of Joseph Smith (Salt
Lake City: Signature Books, 1997), 350.
10. G. D. Smith reproduced Nauvoo Polygamy’s introduction, with minor edits, in
the Council for Secular Humanism’s flagship publication, Free Inquiry. The absence of
references and the relative unfamiliarity of most of that audience with Latter-day Saint
historiography assure us that his deception will be undetected, especially as most secular humanists will be ideologically predisposed to accept his account since it accords
with their biases. Apparently, secular humanists tolerate distortion from authors rather
more willingly than their rationalist stance would have led me to believe. See George D.
Smith, “Nauvoo Polygamy: We Called It Celestial Marriage,” Free Inquiry 28/3 (April–
May 2008): 44–46, available on-line at http://www.secularhumanism.org/index.php
?section=library&page=smith_28_3 (dated 4 November 2008, accessed 2 November 2008).
For Smith’s long-standing links to the secular humanist movement, see Louis Midgley,
“George Dempster Smith, Jr., on the Book of Mormon,” review of On the Barricades: Religion
and Free Inquiry in Conflict, ed. Robert Basil, Mary Beth Gehrman, and Tim Madigan,
Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 4 (1992): 5–12; and Midgley, “Atheists and Cultural
Mormons Promote a Naturalistic Humanism,” review of Religion, Feminism, and Freedom
of Conscience: A Mormon/Humanist Dialogue, ed. George D. Smith, Review of Books on the
Book of Mormon 7/1 (1995): 229–97. On Signature Books’ ideological atheism, see Louis
Midgley, “The Signature Books Saga,” FARMS Review 16/1 (2004): 361–406. Much of the
work here under review is explicable, though not excusable, when G. D. Smith’s evangelizing atheism and hostility to the truth claims of the Church of Jesus Christ are recognized.
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Prejudicial Language
It is unfortunate that G. D. Smith succumbs to inflammatory,
prejudicial, or loaded language in his account. He tells us, for example,
that “Mormon communal practices extended to property as well as to
marriage” (p. 11). Yet Mormon wives or husbands were not held “in
common,” nor were members permitted unfettered access to any and
all sexual partners. This analogy confuses rather than illuminates.
G. D. Smith’s biases shine through as he describes Joseph’s “unsettling conversations with angels” and his “trial” for glass-looking (p. 25).11
Joseph is said to “translate” (quotation marks in original) the plates by
“use of magic stones” (p. 7). (It seems doubtful that Joseph would have
labeled his seer stones as “magic,” whatever a modern agnostic academic
might think. G. D. Smith makes uncritical use of D. Michael Quinn’s
view of “magic’s” role in Joseph’s beginnings. Smith gives no hint of the
challenges that have been raised to Quinn’s speculation, its problematic areas, or even the dubious nature of the very label of “magic”—one
would think there had been no discussion at all on such points. Those
familiar with the literature on these points will not be misled.)12
11. The extant evidence demonstrates that the 1826 court case was a hearing, not a
trial. While such terminology may have been appropriate in the past, the current state
of the data makes it misleading. See Russell Anderson, “The 1826 Trial of Joseph Smith,”
FAIR Conference presentation, 2002, http://www.fairlds.org/pubs/conf/2002AndR.
html (accessed 2 November 2008). For other references available at FAIR, see http://
en.fairmormon.org/Joseph_Smith%27s_1826_glasslooking_trial (accessed 2 November
2008). G. D. Smith refers to the court visit as “a hearing” earlier on the same page, a more
appropriate characterization.
12. See, for example, Richard L. Anderson, “Joseph Smith’s New York Reputation
Reappraised,” BYU Studies 10/3 (1970): 283–314; Anderson, “The Mature Joseph Smith and
Treasure Searching,” BYU Studies 24/4 (1984): 489–560; Anderson, review of Joseph Smith’s
New York Reputation Reexamined, by Rodger I. Anderson, Review of Books on the Book
of Mormon 3/1 (1991): 52–80; Benson Whittle, review of Early Mormonism and the Magic
World View, 1st ed., by D. Michael Quinn, BYU Studies 27/4 (Fall 1987): 105–21; Ronald
W. Walker, “The Persisting Idea of American Treasure Hunting,” BYU Studies 24/4 (Fall
1984): 429–59; Walker, “Joseph Smith: The Palmyra Seer,” BYU Studies 24/4 (Fall 1984):
461–72; Stephen E. Robinson, review of Early Mormonism and the Magic World View, 1st
ed., by D. Michael Quinn, BYU Studies 27/4 (1987): 94–95; Stephen D. Ricks and Daniel C.
Peterson, “Joseph Smith and ‘Magic’: Methodological Reflections on the Use of a Term,” in
To Be Learned Is Good If . . . , ed. Robert L. Millet (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1987), 129–47;
Richard L. Bushman, “Joseph Smith’s Family Background,” in The Prophet Joseph: Essays on
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G. D. Smith characterizes Joseph’s refusal to allow Isaac Hale to
see the gold plates as “clumsy subterfuge” (p. 27). He describes Joseph’s
reported revelation as coming from “an otherworldly being Smith
called ‘the Lord’” (p. 48) and tells us that Joseph “interrupted other
activities for secret liaisons with women and girls” (p. 55). This version of Joseph is “haunted by the suspicion . . . that he crossed moral
boundaries in his friendship with other women” (p. 28).
In announcing that he will vote for politicians most friendly to
Latter-day Saint interests, G. D. Smith’s “Joseph” is merely “feigning
impartiality” before going on to practice “undemocratic block voting” (p. 68). Latter-day Saint temple rituals are stripped of context and
labeled as “private meetings involving Masonic-like handshakes, oaths,
and special clothing” (p. 76), featuring “vows of secrecy and threats of
the Life and Mission of Joseph Smith, ed. Larry C. Porter and Susan Easton Black (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 1988), 1–18; Janet Thomas, “Magic,” in Encyclopedia of Mormonism,
ed. Daniel H. Ludlow (New York, Macmillan, 1992), 2:849–50; Davis Bitton, review of The
Refiner’s Fire: the Making of Mormon Cosmology, 1644–1844, by John L. Brooke, BYU Studies
34/4 (1994–95): 182–92; William J. Hamblin, Daniel C. Peterson, and George L. Mitton,
review of Brooke, The Refiner’s Fire, BYU Studies 34/4 (1994–95): 167–81, and Review of
Books on the Book of Mormon 6/2 (1994): 3–58; John Gee, “Abracadabra, Isaac and Jacob,”
review of “The Use of Egyptian Magical Papyri to Authenticate the Book of Abraham: A
Critical Review,” by Edward H. Ashment, Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 7/1 (1995):
19–84; Gee, “‘Bird Island’ Revisited, or the Book of Mormon through Pyramidal Kabbalistic
Glasses,” review of Written by the Finger of God: A Testimony of Joseph Smith’s Translations,
by Joe Sampson, Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 7/1 (1995): 219–28; Gee, “‘An
Obstacle to Deeper Understanding,’” review of Early Mormonism and the Magic World
View, revised and enlarged edition, by D. Michael Quinn, FARMS Review of Books 12/2
(2000): 185–224; Matthew Roper, “Unanswered Mormon Scholars,” review of Answering
Mormon Scholars: A Response to Criticism Raised by Mormon Defenders, FARMS Review
of Books 9/1 (1997): 87–145; William J. Hamblin, “That Old Black Magic,” review of Early
Mormonism and the Magic World View, revised and enlarged edition, by D. Michael Quinn,
FARMS Review of Books 12/2 (2000): 225–394; Rhett S. James, “Writing History Must Not
Be an Act of ‘Magic,’” review of Early Mormonism and the Magic World View, revised and
enlarged edition, by D. Michael Quinn, FARMS Review of Books 12/2 (2000): 395–414;
Mark Ashurst-McGee, “A Pathway to Prophethood: Joseph Smith Junior as Rodsman,
Village Seer, and Judeo-Christian Prophet” (master’s thesis, Utah State University, 2000);
Ashurst-McGee, “Moroni as Angel and as Treasure Guardian,” FARMS Review 18/1 (2006):
34–100; Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 41–52; Larry E. Morris, “‘I Should Have an Eye
Single to the Glory of God’: Joseph Smith’s Account of the Angel and the Plates,” review of
“From Captain Kidd’s Treasure Ghost to the Angel Moroni: Changing Dramatis Personae
in Early Mormonism,” by Ronald V. Huggins, FARMS Review 17/1 (2005): 11–81.
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blood penalties” (p. 85). Brigham Young’s belief in an embodied deity
means he had a “materialistic theology,” a term open to misunderstanding (p. 276).13 Parley P. Pratt’s plural marriages are “theological philanderings” (p. 334). Through marriage to his first wife, Orson
Hyde “acquired his own lustful spirit in Marinda Johnson” (p. 327).
G. D. Smith is apparently trying to be cute, since he tells us that Hyde’s
1832 journal described the Cochranites’ “wonderful lustful spirit”
(pp. 327, 532). What G. D. Smith does not tell us is that Hyde’s attitude
to the Cochranites’ free love was wholly negative, as his source for
the journal indicates.14 Wonderful is here not being used in the sense
of “excit[ing] . . . admiration” but, rather, “strange; astonishing.”15
Elsewhere anxious that we not misunderstand Victorian idiom, G. D.
Smith here provides the reader no help (pp. 41–42). It is not clear that
Hyde would have agreed that his marriage partook of the same “lustful spirit.”
Even modern leaders are not immune to G. D. Smith’s verbal
shading. Ezra Taft Benson is characterized as “a correspondent of FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover” (p. 351). It is not clear what relevance this
has to Benson, plural marriage, or anything else, save perhaps that it
associates the church president with a figure now regarded as repressive, megalomaniacal, and something of a sexual deviant.16
A particularly inapt metaphor compares Joseph to King David and
Uriah the Hittite since Joseph “occasionally . . . sent the husband away
on a mission which provided the privacy needed for a plural relationship to flower” (p. 81). Unmentioned—but perhaps not unimplied—is
13. Compare with a more informed treatment, which displays a proper grasp of the
nuances in both Latter-day Saint and non–Latter-day Saint applications of the term, in
Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 419–21.
14. G. D. Smith (p. 532 n. 151) quotes Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 8. Van
Wagoner indicates that Hyde’s journal “disdainfully described” the Cochranites’ practice. Elsewhere Van Wagoner likewise notes that Hyde was “worried” by the practice:
“Mormon Polygamy at Nauvoo,” Dialogue 18/3 (Fall 1985): 69–70.
15. See Noah Webster, An American Dictionary of the English Language (New York: S.
Converse, 1828), s.v. “wonderful,” available online at http://1828.mshaffer.com/d/search/
word,wonderful (accessed 4 December 2008).
16. For a biography in this vein, see Anthony Summers, Official & Confidential: The
Secret Life of J. Edgar Hoover (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1993).
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the fact that David had already committed adultery with Bathsheba
and sought to have her husband killed so he could marry her (see
2 Samuel 11). This metaphor imputes motives to Joseph where no textual evidence exists, but perhaps G. D. Smith has acquired some of the
mind-reading powers vouchsafed to Fawn Brodie or Dan Vogel that
have brought their opinions into question.17
Suppression of History?
Given the opening volley of distortion on page 1, it is no small irony
that G. D. Smith then complains of the church’s “suppression of information” (p. xiv)18 about polygamy, most notably in the History of the
Church. He argues that “[Joseph] Smith’s wives remain unacknowledged in the official History” (p. xiii). He returns to this point repeatedly,
often noting that the History of the Church or Joseph’s diaries contain
no mention of a marriage or meeting with a plural wife.19
G. D. Smith presumes that this official silence is due to the fact
that “when polygamy went underground again, it became difficult to
access records. Church leaders were less than pleased to find historians or journalists investigating this peculiar relic of the past which
had become an embarrassment and was considered an obstacle to
missionary efforts” (p. xvi). He thus sees a design and desire to hide or
suppress the truth.
17. On Fawn Brodie, see Hugh Nibley, No Ma’am, That’s Not History: A Brief Review of
Mrs. Brodie’s Reluctant Vindication of a Prophet She Seeks to Expose (1946, reissued 1959);
reprinted in Hugh Nibley, Tinkling Cymbals and Sounding Brass: The Art of Telling Tales about
Joseph Smith and Brigham Young, ed. David J. Whittaker (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, 1991), 3–45, esp. 33–35. See also Louis Midgley, “F. M. Brodie: ‘The Fasting Hermit
and Very Saint of Ignorance’: A Biographer and Her Legend,” review of No Man Knows My
History: The Life of Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet, by Fawn McKay Brodie, FARMS Review of Books 8/2 (1996): 147–230. See also Charles L. Cohen, “No Man Knows My Psychology: Fawn Brodie, Joseph Smith, and Psychoanalysis,” BYU Studies 44/1 (2005): 55–78. On
Dan Vogel’s “clairvogelance,” see Hedges and Hedges, “No, Dan, That’s Still Not History,”
205–22; see also Larry E. Morris, “Joseph Smith and ‘Interpretive Biography,’ review of Joseph
Smith: The Making of a Prophet, by Dan Vogel, FARMS Review 18/1 (2006): 321–74.
18. See also “suppressed history” (p. xv) and complaints that “official church texts
have ignored polygamy’s role in the death of the prophet and the westward migration that
was forced upon the church” (p. 5).
19. For example, pp. 55, 57, 88, 99, 137, 201, 205, 209, 216.
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Yet this claim is nonsensical as it applies to the History of the
Church. Prepared mostly by secretaries and scribes, by 1854 this history had been completed up to 1 March 1843.20 George A. Smith completed the work by 1856.21 Although some reticence might have been
expected before the public announcement of plural marriage on 29
August 1852, it makes little sense to claim that those compiling the
history were trying to hide plural marriage during a historical period
in which they trumpeted it.
G. D. Smith even points out that Joseph Smith’s journals—which
he concedes are the source for six of the history’s seven volumes—
contain only one mention of plural marriage, dated April 1842.22 He
complains that “the History of the Church deleted even that one citation” (pp. 452–53). What coherence that lone citation might have had
without further primary sources is not explored. Smith also ignores
the fact that the 1842 material was written well before the announcement of plural marriage, and so a lone mention of plurality would be
less likely to be included. (On 16 November 1845, Willard Richards
sent a letter requesting information about the period from 1843–1845,
saying “I would say, that the history is written up to the year 1843.”23
Broadcasting plural marriage in 1845 Nauvoo would have been hazardous.) Richards further indicated that “important items of history
have frequently been presented at too late an hour to gain an insertion” in the History of the Church. This suggests that its compilers
saw the published history as neither complete nor exhaustive of all
20. Howard C. Searle, “History of the Church (History of Joseph Smith),” in
Encyclopedia of Mormonism, 2:647–48.
21. Dean C. Jessee, “The Writing of Joseph Smith’s History,” BYU Studies 11/4
(Summer 1971): 458.
22. Some other material was used as well. For example, twenty-five entries prior to
Joseph’s death derive from William Clayton’s diaries. See James B. Allen, review of An
Intimate Chronicle: The Journals of William Clayton, ed. George D. Smith, BYU Studies
35/2 (1995): 168.
23. Willard Richards, “An Epistle to the Saints” (16 November 1845); cited in Joseph
Smith, History of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, ed. Brigham H. Roberts
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1980), 7:526 (hereafter History of the Church). My thanks
to Ted Jones, master of sources, for bringing this to my attention.
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important elements. But G. D. Smith provides his readers with no
such perspective.24
G. D. Smith eventually notes (after hundreds of pages in which
the absence of a given plural marriage datum from the History of the
Church is repeatedly mentioned) that even by 1875, church leaders
were aware that they had few if any supporting documents for Joseph’s
plural marriages. Joseph F. Smith wrote to Orson Pratt that a “few
years ago [I] tried to get affidavits regarding Joseph Smith and ‘celestial marriage.’ . . . I was astonished at the scarcity of evidence. I might
say almost total absence of direct evidence upon the subject as connected with the prophet Joseph himself.”25 If the church had scant
evidence in 1875, what evidence did those compiling the history more
than twenty years earlier have?
Rather than belaboring the absence of plural marriage details in
the History of the Church—a noncontroversial point, save for those
unfamiliar with Latter-day Saint historiography—it would be more
useful if G. D. Smith had provided the historical or compositional context for polygamy’s exclusion from that history. G. D. Smith’s theory of
suppression of information by an embarrassed post-Manifesto church
is clearly inapplicable in the case of the History of the Church, since it
was written before the Manifesto. Furthermore, G. D. Smith admits
that only one item from Joseph’s journal mentioning plural marriage
was excluded. There was little to suppress.
If G. D. Smith can think of no reason to exclude an entry besides
malicious intent to deceive, perhaps he can explain his own editing decision when he published the William Clayton diaries. James
Allen observed that “in his abridgement, however, Smith kept only
about one-sixth of the total entry. . . . By including only the somewhat
24. G. D. Smith also admits later that “efforts to suppress the story of Nauvoo until
the 1852 announcement restricted the breadth and depth of the records that were kept”
(p. 356). If this was true until 1852—or in 1872 for Joseph F. Smith (see below)—how
much more so in 1842? It is likely that few documents were available to those compiling
the History of the Church.
25. Joseph F. Smith to Orson Pratt Sr., 19 July 1875, Joseph F. Smith Letterbooks,
Joseph F. Smith Collection, Church History Library and Archives (hereafter LDS Church
Archives), p. 455; see also pp. 447–48.
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titillating material and leaving out the much more important information about Clayton and what he was doing as a missionary, this
‘abridgement’ does little but distort the day’s activity.”26
“Like [Joseph] Smith’s diaries,” grouses G. D. Smith, “the official
history ignored Nauvoo’s increasingly public secret and was never
revised” (p. 415). But the diaries were the main source for the History
of the Church—thus the relative absence of details about Joseph’s plural marriages is not surprising. It is unfair, then, to editorialize that
polygamy “is not found in [the] official . . . expurgated History of the
Church.” One cannot expurgate what was never in the sources to
begin with. The repeated mention of the history’s silence is particularly disingenuous because it occurs over the course of hundreds of
pages before the penultimate chapter’s discussion of sources, where
the raw material for an explanation of plural marriage’s absence from
the History of the Church is found—though G. D. Smith seems oblivious to the obvious answer and never connects the dots for his reader.
G. D. Smith’s treatment of the History of the Church gives an
unwarranted air of suppression to something that is unlikely to be
sinister. He claims that “Mormons accepted as sufficient the explanation that Joseph Smith’s death was due to an angry mob, without caring to know specifically what those Illinois neighbors had been angry
about” (pp. 5, 499). Yet even B. H. Roberts’s editorial introductions to
the History of the Church (composed 1902–1932) discuss plural marriage.27 After detailing the many factors that contributed to animosity
between Illinois and the Mormons, Roberts concludes that events
were “awaiting only the spark. . . . The spark came.” The spark was the
Expositor, according to Roberts, since it involved “the new marriage
system, involving the practice, within certain limitations and under
very special conditions, of a plurality of wives, [which] constituted a
ground of appeal to popular prejudices and passions that would have
been absolutely resistless if the paper had been allowed to proceed.
In the presence of such difficulties, what was to be done? In addition
to declaring the existence of the practice of plural marriage, not yet
26. Allen, review of An Intimate Chronicle, 166.
27. History of the Church, 5:xxix–xlvi.
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announced or publicly taught as a doctrine of the Church, and agitating for the unqualified repeal of the Nauvoo charter, gross immoralities were charged against leading citizens which doubtless rendered
the paper grossly libelous.”28
This frank admission of polygamy’s role in the Illinois troubles
seems odd if suppression was the church’s intention, especially since
Roberts’s edition was published after the disavowal of plural marriage: the period during which, G. D. Smith wishes us to believe, even
acknowledging plural marriage’s role in Nauvoo history was taboo
(pp. 411, 499).
G. D. Smith also complains that Danel Bachman and Ron Esplin’s
Encyclopedia of Mormonism entry on plural marriage “briefly mention[s]
the ‘rumors’ of plural marriage in the 1830s and 1840s but only obliquely
refer[s] to the ‘teaching [of] new marriage and family arrangements’”
(p. 5). This is not a fair characterization. Bachman and Esplin note that
“evidence for the practice of plural marriage during the 1830s is scant.
. . . [P]erhaps the only known plural marriage was that between Joseph
Smith and Fanny Alger. Nevertheless, there were rumors, harbingers
of challenges to come.”29 So “rumors” are mentioned as G. D. Smith
reports, but only after frankly admitting a marriage between Joseph
and Fanny in the 1830s.
Bachman and Esplin then discuss further sealings for Joseph and
other men during the 1840s. They also point out that “the Nauvoo
Expositor [aimed] to expose, among other things, plural marriage,
thus setting in motion events leading to Joseph Smith’s death.”30 In
addition, the cross-referenced entry for “Nauvoo Expositor” notes that
the paper was published by those who
rejected what they termed Nauvoo innovations, notably plural
marriage. . . . The dissenters set out . . . to expose the Prophet’s
supposed false teachings and abominations. . . . [The destruction of the paper] played into the hands of the opposition . . .
28. History of the Church, 6:xxxvii–xxxviii.
29. Danel W. Bachman and Ronald K. Esplin, “Plural Marriage,” in Encyclopedia of
Mormonism, 3:1092.
30. Bachman and Esplin, “Plural Marriage,” 3:1093, emphasis added.
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and provided substance for the charges used . . . to hold Joseph
Smith in Carthage Jail, where he was murdered.31
The entry on the martyrdom likewise argues that “other ‘unorthodox’
doctrines, such as . . . plural marriage, further intensified political and
economic rivalries” in Nauvoo preceding the martyrdom.32
Finally, the plural marriage entry in the Encyclopedia of Mor
monism provides further references for those seeking more information, including Danel Bachman’s landmark master’s thesis and
Signature Books’ anything-but-friendly Mormon Polygamy.33 G. D.
Smith’s complaints and insinuations are neither accurate reflections
of the texts he critiques nor fair.
Footnotes that aren’t
“Mormons accepted as sufficient the explanation that Joseph
Smith’s death was due to an angry mob, without caring to know specifically what those Illinois neighbors had been angry about,” writes
Smith, citing five works from 1888 to 1979 (pp. 5, 449–50, n. 105).
These references provide a textbook example of footnotes that do not
support one’s claims.
1. Contrary to G. D. Smith’s claim about Roberts’s Comprehensive
History, Roberts described plural marriage, concluding, “Bearing this
situation in mind, I am sure the reader will better appreciate the many
complications which follow in this Nauvoo period of our history.”34
Roberts’s discussion of the Expositor reminds the reader of “the introduction of the practice of the new marriage system of the church, permitting under special conditions a plurality of wives,” and notes that
the dissident paper had “charged the Prophet with exercising illegal
31. Reed C. Durham Jr., “Nauvoo Expositor,” in Encyclopedia of Mormonism, 3:996–
97, emphasis added.
32. Joseph I. Bentley, “Martyrdom of Joseph and Hyrum Smith,” in Encyclopedia of
Mormonism, 860.
33. Bachman and Esplin, “Plural Marriage,” 1095. See Danel W. Bachman, “A Study of
the Mormon Practice of Polygamy before the Death of Joseph Smith” (Purdue University,
1975); Richard S. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy: A History, 1st ed. (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books, 1986).
34. Brigham H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints (Provo, UT: BYU Press, 1965), 2:93–110.
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authority, both in ecclesiastical and civil affairs; with the introduction of the plural wife system, and other supposed doctrinal heresies;
with gross immoralities; and malfeasance in the administration of the
affairs of the church.” Roberts did not deny that errors by the Saints
played a role:
This bitterness had been created in the public mind in large
part through the misrepresentations that had been made of
the purposes and designs of the church leaders; in part by the
unwisdom of church members, for whom no claim is made of
impeccability, either in word or action; nor is absolute inerrancy in judgment and policy claimed for even the leaders of
the church.35
2. For his claim that plural marriage was ignored as a cause of
Joseph’s death, G. D. Smith also cites Joseph Fielding Smith’s Essentials
of Church History. Yet Joseph Fielding Smith both admits the introduction of plural marriage by Joseph Smith and writes that the Prophet
was arrested on a charge of polygamy.36
3. G. D. Smith’s appeal to William E. Berrett’s The Restored Church
for the suppression thesis is likewise unpersuasive. In a section titled
“Causes of the Conflict in Illinois,” Berrett argues that one of the new
doctrines that set the Saints apart
was especially responsible for bringing persecution upon the
Church. That was the doctrine of plural marriage by divine
sanction. . . . In 1840, the doctrine was taught to a few leading
brethren who, with the Prophet, secretly married additional
wives in the following year. This secrecy could not be long
kept, yet the doctrine was not openly discussed. This state of
affairs gave rise to serious slander outside the Church. . . . He
was convinced that the practice of the doctrine would bring
35. Roberts, Comprehensive History, 2:221, 227–28.
36. Joseph Fielding Smith, Essentials in Church History: A History of the Church from
the Birth of Joseph Smith to the Present Time (1922), with Introductory Chapters on the
Antiquity of the Gospel and The “Falling Away” (Salt Lake City: Deseret News Press, 1922),
282, 300–301.
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bitter persecution upon the Church and eventually cause him
to lose his life. . . . The Prophet was aware that the social order
he contemplated would arouse bitter opposition in Illinois. .
. . And this not because the Mormons were hard to get along
with, or because non-Mormons were wicked, but because the
teachings of the Church and the existing social orders were so
directly in conflict.37
That Berrett’s work was originally published by the church’s
Educational Department in 1937 (a fact not noted in G. D. Smith’s
footnote) is significant.
4. G. D. Smith’s footnote also suggests that Orson F. Whitney’s
biography of Heber C. Kimball supports his view. Whitney’s biography
tells the well-known story of Joseph requesting Vilate Kimball as his
wife and introduces the martyrdom by declaring that “without doubt,
the revelation of the great principle of plural marriage was a prime
cause of the troubles which now arose, culminating in the Prophet’s
martyrdom and the exodus of the Church into the wilderness.”38
5. Finally, G. D. Smith appeals to Leonard Arrington and Davis
Bitton’s The Mormon Experience. These authors again note the contribution of polygamy that G. D. Smith insists Mormon histories ignore.
The following language contradicts his thesis: “An additional element
[that] contributed to the Mormons’ problems in Illinois—as if more
were required—were the rumors of plural marriage that began to
circulate in Nauvoo,” and “paradoxically, continuing revelation . . .
contributed to the divisions of Nauvoo because of the development
during this period of certain unusual doctrines, . . . especially plural
marriage.” “From the first, polygamy was an explosive issue,” according to Arrington and Bitton. “A scandal to non-Mormon neighbors,
it also caused a number of defections within the Mormon camp even
37. William E. Berrett, The Restored Church: A Brief History of the Origin, Growth and
Doctrines of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Salt Lake City: Department
of Education of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and Deseret Book, 1958),
247–48, 251, emphasis in original.
38. Orson F. Whitney, Life of Heber C. Kimball, An Apostle; The Father and Founder
of the British Mission (Salt Lake City: Kimball family, 1888), 323–29, emphasis added.
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before the death of Joseph Smith. . . . By the fall of 1843 the subject
of plurality was on every tongue in the city.” Arrington and Bitton
also point out that the Expositor “contained inflammatory allegations
about the sex lives of Mormon leaders and members.”39
In works stretching from 1888 to 1979, and in B. H. Roberts’s
introduction to the History of the Church, the role of plural marriage
in Nauvoo’s troubles and Joseph’s death is routinely mentioned. The
cover-up is in G. D. Smith’s imagination, not these volumes.40
Godfrey’s 1967 PhD dissertation
G. D. Smith even goes so far as to claim that “one LDS Educator
in 1967 wrote about the ‘causes’ of conflict in Nauvoo and mentioned
Joseph’s death as a watershed moment . . . without mentioning plural marriage.” He cites the seventh chapter of Kenneth W. Godfrey’s
1967 PhD dissertation for this claim.41 This chapter is actually entitled “Plural Marriage.” “As early as 1836,” wrote Godfrey, the “Saints
were accused of believing in plural marriage. But it was not until the
Nauvoo period . . . that this doctrine and practice became a major
source of non-Mormon resentment.”42 Godfrey discusses the first
hints of plural marriage in 1831, the Fanny Alger marriage, and Oliver
Cowdery’s angry reaction.
When he treats the Nauvoo period, Godfrey notes that “by 1841
or 1842 plural marriage was secretly being practiced with increased
frequency.” Godfrey even follows, without comment, Brodie’s exaggerated estimate of forty-nine wives for Joseph.43 He also details
39. Leonard J. Arrington and Davis Bitton, The Mormon Experience: A History of the
Latter-Day Saints, 2nd ed. (New York: Knopf, 1992), 55, 69, 77–78.
40. Other histories that include mention of plural marriage as contributing to the
problems in Nauvoo include Church History in the Fulness of Times, CES Manual for
Religion 341–43, 2nd ed. (Salt Lake City: Intellectual Reserve, 2003), 256, 263, 268, 274;
Glen M. Leonard, Nauvoo: A Place of Peace, a People of Promise (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book and BYU Press, 2002), chap. 13; and Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 529.
41. See Kenneth W. Godfrey, “Causes of Mormon Non-Mormon Conflict in Hancock
County, Illinois, 1839–1846” (PhD diss., Brigham Young University, 1967). G. D. Smith’s
footnote (p. 450) mistakes the title, citing “Non-Mormon Conflict” instead of “Mormon
Non-Mormon Conflict.” Thanks to Blair Hodges for helping me locate this source.
42. Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 91.
43. Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 95.
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the secrecy surrounding plural marriage and the deception used to
maintain it:
Possibly Joseph Smith, partly because of Gentile opposition,
kept the doctrine as secret as possible. . . . It was kept so secret
that many members of the Church denied that it was even
taught. . . . Even though some members of the Church denied
the existence of plural marriage, there are a number of documents to support the view that, among the faithful, many
such marriages were being performed.44
Contrary to G. D. Smith’s claim that polygamy’s impact was ignored
by Latter-day Saint historians, Godfrey wrote that “gradually rumors
became more and more persistent regarding the Mormon matrimonial
system,” adding that one author “argues that ‘spiritual wifery was one of
the leading causes of the Mormon-Gentile trouble in Hancock County.’”45
John C. Bennett and Oliver Olney had published about polygamy, and
Godfrey argues that “such extensive publicity appears to have aroused
the public against Mormonism and its marriage system.”46 Bennett’s
claim about a Cyprian order of women “available to any Mormon who
desired her . . . was . . . not true but nevertheless it was somewhat effective in arousing the public mind against Mormonism.”47
Godfrey also quotes extensively from the 25 April 1844 edition of
the Warsaw Signal to demonstrate the animus in which polygamy was
held.48 As his narrative approaches Joseph’s death, Godfrey argues
that “one of the reasons for the publication of the Nauvoo Expositor
was to publicly proclaim opposition to the plurality of wives doctrine
as taught by the Prophet.”49
The Warsaw Signal listed spiritual wifeism as one of the major
reasons for its opposition to the Mormons, and many claimed
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 97–98.
Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 99–100.
Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 103.
Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 108.
Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 92 n. 93.
Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 106–7.
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that the Prophet . . . was a licentious seducer of young women.
Such declarations played their role in arousing public indignation against the Mormons and their marriage system. If
polygamy was not the main reason for the Mormon expulsion, at least it can safely be said that it aroused the moral
indignation of many people.50
I risk belaboring the obvious. Contrary to what G. D. Smith asserts,
Godfrey dealt with polygamy as a cause of the hostilities towards the
Saints in Nauvoo. His abstract and conclusion summarize his views:
Peculiar religious beliefs held by Latter-day Saints caused
some of the difficulties they experienced in Illinois. Such
doctrines as plural marriage . . . led to further hostility. . . .
Perhaps in retrospect both Mormons and non-Mormons were
to blame for the disharmony. . . . The Mormons . . . engaged in
a marriage system held by Gentiles to be adulterous. . . . Since
polygamy was unannounced yet practiced, credance [sic] was
given to the claims of former Mormons which cast even more
doubt upon the Prophet’s character. It become [sic] almost
impossible to overstress the role exscinded Mormons played
in arousing people against leaders of the Church.51
The claim that an “LDS educator” discussed the Illinois troubles
“without even mentioning plural marriage” is false. Perhaps G. D.
Smith hopes his readers will not be familiar with Latter-day Saint
historiography.
Progress denied
In G. D. Smith’s account, plural marriage scholars have an Indiana
Jones quality, being intrepid adventurers who “locat[e] primary documents—diaries and affidavits—in dusty attic spaces and from the
shelves of church archives which were tended by wary gatekeepers”
(p. 409). He makes use of many documents that detail Joseph’s plural
marriages—documents that happen to have been both preserved and
50. Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 108–11.
51. Godfrey, “Conflict in Hancock County,” 2–3, 215.
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published under the auspices of the church. But since these results
have not been added to an updated “official” church history, this does
not seem to count in G. D. Smith’s ledger.52
Thus Andrew Jenson’s Historical Record and his list of Joseph’s plural wives give the Saints little credit since this “appeared on the downside slope of the historical peak in polygamy . . . [and] Woodruff complained to Jenson.” G. D. Smith quotes Woodruff to the effect that “we
do not think it a wise step to give these names to the world at the present
time in the manner in which you have done. . . . Advantage may be
taken of their publication and in some instances, to the injury, perhaps,
of families or relatives of those whose names are mentioned” (p. 447).53
What is not explained or acknowledged is that Woodruff’s paramount
concern was not to hide history or deny plural marriage (the Manifesto
was three years in the future: polygamy was hardly a secret). Rather,
Woodruff likely feared the very real risk of spies and government agents
using the information to prosecute members of the church. At this
period, women were jailed for refusing to testify against husbands; hundreds of men were in hiding or in prison. “Words are inadequate to convey the feelings of those times—the hurts to individuals and families,
to the church. . . . Families were torn apart, left to provide as best they
could.”54 Jenson’s material, coming when it did, could have put members in danger. But G. D. Smith makes it appear that Woodruff was
trying to hide the practice of plural marriage in 1887.
The church also had a large role in the production of such resources
as Joseph Fielding Smith’s Blood Atonement and the Origin of Plural
Marriage (1905), various Deseret News and Women’s Exponent articles
published throughout the nineteenth century, and even the modern
52. He does, however, acknowledge his debt to the church’s extensive primary records
and to the “highly professional team of archivists” employed there (xviii). The paradox of
this acknowledgement juxtaposed with his complaints is never explained.
53. G. D. Smith cites Richard S. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy: A History, 2nd
ed. (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1989), 135, which includes a letter from Wilford
Woodruff to Andrew Jenson, 6 August 1887.
54. S. George Ellsworth, “Utah’s Struggle For Statehood,” Utah Historical Quarterly
31/1 (Winter 1963): 66.
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International Genealogy Index (IGI) and FamilySearch (pp. 447, 457).
Surely none of these were suppressed after 1890.
G. D. Smith describes a sequence of plural marriage studies:
Danel Bachman’s Purdue thesis (1975), Lawrence Foster’s Religion
and Sexuality (1981), Van Wagoner’s Mormon Polygamy (1986),
Carmon Hardy’s Solemn Covenant (1992), D. Michael Quinn’s
Mormon Hierarchy (1994), Todd Compton’s In Sacred Loneliness
(1997), Lyndon W. Cook’s Nauvoo Marriages, Proxy Sealings (2004),
Devery S. Anderson and Gary James Bergera’s Nauvoo Endowment
Companies, 1842–1846 (2005), and Lisle G. Brown’s Nauvoo Sealings,
Adoptions, and Anointings (2006). “The present discussion,” concludes
G. D. Smith, “benefits in many ways from the entire preceding outpouring of scholarly documentation and analysis” (pp. 471–72). What
he does not acknowledge, however, is that much of this “outpouring”
is due in large part to the church’s willingness to grant access to its
archives.55 One suspects that these authors did not get their data on
Nauvoo temple work out of dusty diaries forgotten in attics. They drew
extensively on the church’s holdings. But this goes unacknowledged in
G. D. Smith’s account. Nothing seems to expiate the sin of failing to
publish it all in the History of the Church during the mid-1800s.
G. D. Smith caricaturizes and oversimplifies a complex set of
issues. The unwary reader would never know how much of our current
information—including that in Nauvoo Polygamy—comes straight
from the church archives.
Cargo Cult History—Source Problems
The forgoing lapses, beginning on page 1 and running throughout
the book, even when G. D. Smith mentions scholarly work or documents that might undercut his thesis, are exemplary of a problem
that plagues his work—namely, G. D. Smith does not fairly represent
the sources. Richard Feynman has discussed what he calls “cargo
cult science”—activities that are draped in the trappings and aura of
55. Danel Bachman told me in 2007 that he was not forbidden permission to see any
document he requested in during his research on his 1975 thesis.
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science but that lack the methodological rigor of true scientific investigation.56 Smith offers what might be called “cargo cult history”—
sources are appealed to and references are cited, but key points are
omitted, vital assertions are undocumented, and one has the impression (but not the reality) of a careful review of the textual data. Such
lapses can occur even in the work of the most careful authors. When
they skew an account, we are entitled to suspect that either an author’s
biases are blinding him or we are being misled.
Joseph as adolescent
G. D. Smith clearly follows the Brodie tradition in painting Joseph
as motivated by sexual needs. He assures us that “an examination of
Smith’s adolescence from his personal writings reveals some patterns
and events that might be significant in understanding what precipitated his polygamous inclination” (pp. 15–16). The reader is advised to
buckle her seatbelt and put on a Freud hat.
Joseph, we are told, claims that “he confronted some uncertain
feelings he later termed ‘sinful’ [a]t a time when boys begin to experience puberty” (p. 17).57 G. D. Smith argues that this “leav[es] us to
suspect that he was referring to the curious thoughts of an intense
teenager” (p. 17). G. D. Smith presumes that Joseph’s later “cryptic
words” describing how he “fell into transgression and sinned in many
things” refer to sex.
As Sigmund Freud demonstrated, any narrative can be sexualized. In this case, the only evidence for a sexual component to Joseph’s
sins is G. D. Smith’s presumption and mind reading.
He presumes that the Book of Mormon reflects Joseph’s mind and
preoccupations, suggesting that “an elaboration might be found in the
Book of Mormon expressions about ‘the will of the flesh and the evil
which is therein’ (2 Nephi 2:29)” (p. 17). Or it might not. The Book of
Mormon reference to “the will of the flesh” can hardly be restricted to
56. Richard P. Feynman, “Cargo Cult Science,” Engineering and Science 37 (June
1974): 10–13.
57. G. D. Smith cites Joseph’s 1832 account in Dean C. Jessee, ed., The Papers of
Joseph Smith: Autobiographical and Historical Writings (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1989), 1:1–6.
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sexual matters. Nephi1 notes that if he errs in what he writes, “even did
they err of old; not that I would excuse myself because of other men,
but because of the weakness which is in me, according to the flesh, I
would excuse myself” (1 Nephi 19:6). Surely this does not imply that
Nephi’s mistakes in record keeping stem from sexual sin. “By the law,”
we find in the chapter cited by Smith, “no flesh is justified . . . , no flesh
. . . can dwell in presence of God, save it be through the merits, and
mercy, and grace of the Holy Messiah” (2 Nephi 2:4, 8). Clearly, “flesh”
refers to unregenerate man, not specifically or merely to sexual sin.
The King James Bible, which inspired Book of Mormon language, likewise describes a Christian’s rebirth as son of Christ as “not
of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of
God” (John 1:13). Clearly, the “will of the flesh” does not refer only
to sexual desire, but to any carnality of the “natural man,” who is an
“enemy to God” (Mosiah 3:19; 16:5). Such usage has a venerable history in Christianity; it is difficult to imagine that G. D. Smith could be
unaware of this.
G. D. Smith notes that Joseph admitted to being guilty of “vices
and follies” and concludes, after an exegesis from Webster’s American
Dictionary, that this phrase implied “sins great and small, which conceivably involved sex but were not limited to it” (pp. 17–18). His treatment of Webster is less than forthright. He quotes Webster’s second
definition of vice as “‘every act of intemperance, all falsehood, duplicity, deception, lewdness and the like’ as well as ‘the excessive indulgence of passions and appetites which in themselves are innocent’”
(p. 17). The first definition, however, reads simply “a spot or defect;
a fault; a blemish.”58 Smith likewise characterizes folly as “an absurd
act which is highly sinful; and conduct contrary to the laws of God or
man; sin; scandalous crimes; that which violates moral precepts and
dishonours the offender” (pp. 17–18). Yet, again, Smith has ignored an
earlier definition in Webster, which describes vice as merely “a weak
or absurd act not highly criminal; an act which is inconsistent with the
58. Webster, American Dictionary, s.v. “vice.”
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dictates of reason, or with the ordinary rules of prudence. . . . Hence
we speak of the follies of youth.”59
For Smith’s interpretation to be viable, we must accept that in his
personal histories Joseph was admitting serious or gross moral lapses.
Yet there are other contemporary definitions for the terms that Joseph
used—especially as applied to youth—that connote only relatively
minor imperfections. Nonetheless, this dubious argument is the “evidence” that G. D. Smith adduces from Joseph’s personal writings.
It is a pity that G. D. Smith did not go further in analyzing Joseph’s
histories. The 1838 account makes the Prophet’s intent transparent:
I frequently fell into many foolish errors, and displayed the
weakness of youth, and the foibles of human nature; which,
I am sorry to say, led me into divers temptations, offensive in
the sight of God. In making this confession, no one need suppose me guilty of any great or malignant sins. A disposition to
commit such was never in my nature. But I was guilty of levity,
and sometimes associated with jovial company, etc., not consistent with that character which ought to be maintained by
one who was called of God as I had been.60
Joseph explicitly blocks the interpretation that G. D. Smith wishes
to advance. Why ought we to accept Joseph’s 1832 witness—as warped
by G. D. Smith’s interpretive lens—as useful evidence while ignoring
an alternative explanation supported by Joseph’s other statements?
G. D. Smith all but concedes this point two pages later, when he cites
Joseph’s characterization of his “vices and folleys” as including “a light,
and too often vain mind, exhibiting a foolish and trifling conversation” (p. 20). If this is so, why attempt to sexualize Joseph’s admitted
imperfections? But within a few pages it has become for G. D. Smith
an established fact that “another revelation, almost seeming to recall
[Joseph] Smith’s teenage concerns about sinful thoughts and behavior,
reiterated . . . ‘Thou shalt not commit adultery; and he that commiteth
adultery, and repenteth not, shall be cast out’ (D&C 42:24)” (p. 49).
59. Webster, American Dictionary, s.v. “folly.”
60. Joseph Smith—History 1:28, emphasis added.
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But such an analysis depends entirely on what G. D. Smith has failed
to do—establish that the teenage Joseph struggled with sexually sinful
thoughts and behavior.
G. D. Smith’s other evidence from Joseph’s teen years consists in
a brief reference to the Hurlburt-Howe affidavits. Here again a lapse
into a kind of cargo cult history is manifest; Smith cites works from
the Signature stable of writers, with no gesture to source criticism or
acknowledgement of the problematic elements in these later, hostile
accounts.61
Joseph as early womanizer: Eliza Winters
Nauvoo Polygamy makes repeated reference to charges that Joseph
attempted to seduce Eliza Winters (p. 18 n. 42, pp. 29, 232). Here again
there is little effort by G. D. Smith to interact responsibly with the
primary documents.
One affidavit that makes this claim was provided by Levi Lewis,
Emma Hale Smith’s cousin. Lewis was the son of the Reverend
Nathaniel Lewis, a well-known Methodist minister in Harmony,
Pennsylvania.62 Lewis’s charges came five years after Joseph’s departure, insisting that both Joseph and Martin Harris had said “adultery
61. G. D. Smith cites Rodger I. Anderson, Joseph Smith’s New York Reputation
Reexamined (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1990); Richard S. Van Wagoner, Sidney
Rigdon: A Portrait of Religious Excess (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1994); Dan Vogel,
ed., Early Mormon Documents, 5 vols. (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1996–2003); Dan
Vogel, Joseph Smith: The Making of a Prophet (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2004); and
Eber D. Howe, Mormonism Unvailed (Painesville [Ohio]; Ann Arbor, Michigan: printed
and published by the author, 1834). There is no mention of or interaction with such critiques as Hugh W. Nibley, The Myth Makers (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1961); Nibley,
Tinkling Cymbals and Sounding Brass; Richard L. Anderson, “The Reliability of the Early
History of Lucy and Joseph Smith,” Dialogue 4 (Summer 1969): 15–16; Anderson, “Joseph
Smith’s New York Reputation Reappraised,” BYU Studies 10:3 (1970): 283–314; Anderson,
“The Mature Joseph Smith and Treasure Searching,” BYU Studies 24 (Fall 1984): 492–
94; Anderson, review of Joseph Smith’s New York Reputation Reexamined, by Rodger I.
Anderson, FARMS Review of Books 3/1 (1991): 52–80; and Thomas G. Alexander, review
of Early Mormon Documents, Vol. 2, ed. Dan Vogel, Journal of Mormon History 26/2 (Fall
2000): 248–52.
62. A. Brant Merrill, “Joseph Smith’s Methodism?” letter to the editor, Dialogue 16/1
(Spring 1983): 4–5.
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was no crime,” with Harris purportedly admitting “he did not blame
Smith for his (Smith’s) attempt to seduce Eliza Winters.”63
A look at Lewis’s complete affidavit is instructive. He claimed,
among other things, that
•
•
•

he heard Joseph admit that “God had deceived him” about the
plates and so did not show them to anyone;
he saw Joseph drunk three times while writing the Book of
Mormon;
he heard Joseph say “he . . . was as good as Jesus Christ; . . . it was
as bad to injure him as it was to injure Jesus Christ.”

There are serious problems with these claims. It seems extraordinarily implausible that Joseph “admitted” that God had deceived him
and thus was not able to show the plates to anyone. Joseph had shown
the plates to people, and the Three and Eight Witnesses all published
testimony to that effect. Despite apostasy and alienation from Joseph
Smith, none denied that witness.64
63. See “Mormonism,” Susquehanna Register and Northern Pennsylvanian 9 (1 May
1834); reprinted in Howe, Mormonism Unvailed, 268, and Vogel, Early Mormon Documents,
4:296–97. Hiel Lewis (Levi’s brother) repeated the same tale thirdhand decades later: Hiel
Lewis, “Mormon History,” Amboy Journal (6 August 1879); cited in Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 4:314, and in Linda King Newell and Valeen Tippetts Avery, Mormon Enigma:
Emma Hale Smith, 2nd ed. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994), 64.
64. For in-depth examination of the witnesses, see Richard Lloyd Anderson, “Attempts
to Redefine the Experience of the Eight Witnesses,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 14/1
(2005): 18–31; Anderson, “The Credibility of the Book of Mormon Translators,” in Book of
Mormon Authorship: New Light on Ancient Origins, ed. Noel B. Reynolds and Charles D.
Tate (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1982), chap. 9; Anderson, Investigating
the Book of Mormon Witnesses (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1981); Anderson, “Personal
Writings of the Book of Mormon Witnesses,” Book of Mormon Authorship Revisited: The
Evidence for Ancient Origins, ed. Noel B. Reynolds (Provo, Utah: FARMS, 1997), chap.
3; Kenneth W. Godfrey, “David Whitmer and the Shaping of Latter-day Saint History,”
in The Disciple as Witness: Essays on Latter-day Saint History and Doctrine in Honor of
Richard Lloyd Anderson, ed. Richard Lloyd Anderson, Stephen D. Ricks, Donald W. Parry,
and Andrew H. Hedges (Provo, UT: FARMS, 2000), 223–56; Kirk B. Henrichsen, “How
Witnesses Described the ‘Gold Plates,’” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 10/1 (2001):
16–21; Matthew Roper, “Comments on the Book of Mormon Witnesses: A Response to
Jerald and Sandra Tanner,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 2/2 (1993): 164–93; Milton
V. Backman Jr., Eyewitness Accounts of the Restoration (Orem, UT: Grandin Book, 1983);
John W. Welch, ed., Opening the Heavens: Accounts of Divine Manifestations, 1820–1844
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and BYU Press, 2005), 76–213.
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If Joseph were drunk during the translation of the Book of
Mormon, this only makes its recovery even more impressive. But this
sounds like little more than idle talk designed to bias readers against
Joseph as a “drunkard.” Joseph’s letters and life from this period make
it difficult to believe that he would claim he was “as good as Jesus
Christ.” His private letters reveal him to be devout, sincere, and painfully aware of his dependence on God.65 Three of the charges that are
unmentioned by G. D. Smith’s account thus seem implausible.66 They
are clearly efforts to paint Joseph in a bad light: they make him a pretend prophet who also thinks he’s better than Jesus, who admits to
being deceived, and who gets drunk.
What can we make of the claim that Martin Harris and Joseph
claimed that adultery was no crime and that Joseph attempted the
seduction of Eliza Winters? Recent work has expanded our knowledge of Winters. She was a young woman who attended a meeting
on 1 November 1832 in Springville Township, Susquehanna County,
Pennsylvania. While on a preaching mission with his brother Emer,
Martin Harris announced that Eliza “has had a bastard child.” Eliza
sued Martin for slander, asking for one thousand dollars for the damage done to her “good name, fame, behavior and character” because
his words “render her infamous and scandalous among her neighbors.” Martin Harris won the suit; Eliza did not prove slander, likely
because she had no good character to sully.67 This new information
calls the Lewis affidavit into even greater question. We are to believe
that Martin, who risked and defended a defamation suit for reproving
Eliza for fornication, thinks that adultery is “no crime”?
G. D. Smith claims much later that Eliza Winters “perhaps did not”
resist Joseph’s advances “but apparently talked about it all the same”
65. See remarks in this vein in Paul H. Peterson, “Understanding Joseph: A Review
of Published Documentary Sources,” in Joseph Smith: The Prophet, the Man, ed. Susan
Easton Black and Charles D. Tate (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1988), 110.
66. G. D. Smith is not the first to report Lewis’s claims of seduction without addressing the problems in his other statements. See Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 4–5.
67. Mark B. Nelson and Steven C. Harper, “The Imprisonment of Martin Harris in
1833,” BYU Studies 45/4 (2006): 113–17. My thanks to David Keller for bringing the article
to my attention in this context.
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(p. 232). But there is no record of Eliza talking about it at all, and she had
ample opportunity to do so. Eliza clearly has no reason to like Joseph or
the Saints. Why did she not provide Hurlburt with an affidavit regarding Joseph’s scandalous behavior? Around 1879 Eliza gave information
to Frederick Mather for a book about early Mormonism.68 Why did she
not then provide testimony of Joseph’s attempt to seduce her?
It seems more likely that Eliza was known for her low morals and
that her name became associated with the Mormons in popular memory since she had been publicly rebuked by a Mormon preacher and
lost her court suit against him. When Levi Lewis was approached by
Hurlburt for material critical of Joseph Smith, he seems to have drawn
on this association.
Joseph as womanizer: Marinda Nancy Johnson Hyde
G. D. Smith continues his efforts to paint Joseph as a womanizer.
He reports that “rumors may have been circulating already as early
as 1832 that Smith had been familiar with fifteen-year-old Marinda
Johnson. . . . Smith was dragged out of the house by Marinda’s
brothers, who tarred and feathered him. No contemporary documentation explicitly attributes this violent act to an insult against the girl’s
virtue, but this was the explanation that was later given to it” (p. 44).
Once again, G. D. Smith does not reveal the full extent of the available
data. This was not the explanation given, but an explanation. G. D.
Smith tends to cache caveats in his footnotes; he uses the same tactics
as Van Wagoner, who admits in his endnotes that it is “unlikely” that
“an incident between Smith and Nancy Johnson precipitated the mobbing,” while his main text simply tells the mobbing story as evidence
for Joseph’s early women troubles.69
G. D. Smith’s equivocating note admits that “Van Wagoner . . .
and Compton . . . argue that the mobsters . . . reacted to financial
68. John Phillip Walker, ed., Dale Morgan on Early Mormonism: Correspondence and
a New History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1986), 242 n. 42; Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 4:297, 345–60. The original is Frederick G. Mather, “The Early Mormons. Joe
Smith Operates at Susquehanna,” Binghamton Republican (29 July 1880).
69. Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 4 n. 4. In a later work, he argues that Sidney
was the main focus of the attack. See Van Wagoner, Sidney Rigdon, 108–18.
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shenanigans, not to indiscretions with their sister. In defense of this
position, Van Wagoner and Compton point to the fact that Sidney
Rigdon was also tarred and feathered that night” (p. 44 n. 100). Once
again, however, G. D. Smith fails to mention the strongest arguments
advanced by those who disagree with him. He provides no citation for
the explanation that he adopts. The roots for this kind of thing are in
Brodie, who relied on a late, secondhand account from Clark Braden.
A member of the Church of Christ, the “Disciples,” Braden was clearly
a hostile witness seeking to attack the Reorganized (RLDS) Church.70
The account is further flawed because Marinda apparently didn’t have
a brother named Eli, contrary to Braden’s account.71
G. D. Smith also fails to disclose that there are two other late antiMormon sources that do not agree with the “Joseph as womanizer” version. Symonds Ryder, the leader of the attack, said that the attack occurred
because of “the horrid fact that a plot was laid to take their property from
70. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 230–32. Compare Fawn M. Brodie, No Man
Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, 2d. ed. rev. (New York: Knopf, 1971), 119.
Brodie’s other reference is an error; she cites Brigham Young, Journal of Discourses, 9:3–4
(15 November 1864); the correct citation is George Albert Smith, “Historical Discourse,”
reported by G. D. Watt, Journal of Discourses, 11:4–6 (15 November 1864). There is nothing in this account about an insult to Miranda’s honor. The full citation for Braden’s
claim is Clark Braden and E. L. [Edmund Levi] Kelley, Public Discussion of the Issues
between the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints and the Church of
Christ (Disciples), Held in Kirtland, Ohio, Beginning February 12, and Closing March 8,
1884, between E. L. Kelley, of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
and Clark Braden, of the Church of Christ (St Louis, MO: C. Braden, 1884), 202.
71. Compton notes this, as does Van Wagoner in a footnote. Ronald V. Huggins, “Joseph
Smith’s ‘Inspired Translation’ of Romans 7,” Dialogue 26/4 (Winter 1993): 180–81 n. 59, relies
on Van Wagoner but argues that Joseph’s own account (found in William Mulder and A.
Russell Mortensen, eds., Among the Mormons [New York: Knopf, 1969], 67) mentions an Eli
being present at the attack. History of the Church, 1:260; the Times and Seasons 5/15 (15 August
1844): 611–12; and Journal of Discourses, 11:4, all mention Eli Johnson but do not identify him
as related to Miranda. Johnson is not present in any of the scholarly versions of Joseph’s papers
such as Jessee, Personal Writings of Joseph Smith; Jessee, The Papers of Joseph Smith; or Scott
H. Faulring, ed., An American Prophet’s Record: The Diaries and Journals of Joseph Smith (Salt
Lake City: Signature Books in association with Smith Research Associates, 1987). It is not
clear to me what the origin of Eli’s inclusion is; the Times and Seasons version was published
after Joseph’s death and seems to be the source for subsequent versions. Perhaps Eli was not
Miranda’s brother—there are almost as many Johnsons as Smiths. Brodie may have simply
presumed a blood relationship where there was none.
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them and place it under the control of Smith.”72 The Johnson boys are not
portrayed either as leaders or as particularly hostile to Joseph. It is also
unlikely that the mob would attack Sidney Rigdon as well as Joseph if
the issue was one of their sister’s honor, yet as Rigdon’s son told the story,
Sidney was the first target and received much harsher treatment:
the mob came and got Rigdon first. He was a man weighing
about 225. As they draged [sic] him some distance over the
frozen ground by his heels bumping the back of his head so
that when they got him to the place where they were to put the
tar and feathers on him he was insensible. They covered him
with tar and feathers and pounded him till they thought he
was dead and then went to get J. Smith. . . . The mob covered
him with tar and feathers and pounded him till they got tired
and left them both on the ground. J. Smith soon after the mob
left got up and went home not very badly hurt.73
Sidney was attacked until the mob thought he was dead; Joseph seems
almost an afterthought in this version: someone they will pound until
they are tired, while Sidney was beaten until thought dead.
Finally, G. D. Smith neglects to mention Marinda’s own witness
about Joseph’s behavior. She had had difficulties with plural marriage,
but many years later she would still testify: “Here I feel like bearing
my testimony that during the whole year that Joseph was an inmate of
my father’s house I never saw aught in his daily life or conversation to
make me doubt his divine mission.”74
72. Symonds Ryder, “Letter to A. S. Hayden,” 1 February 1868, in Amos S. Haydon,
Early History of the Disciples in the Western Reserve (1876); cited by Van Wagoner, Sidney
Rigdon, 114–15. A second account is also cited by Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 692: S. F.
Whitney [a reverend, he was the brother of Newell K. Whitney], in Arthur B. Demming,
ed., Naked Truths About Mormonism 1 (January 1888): 3–4.
73. John M. Rigdon, “Lecture Written by John M. Rigdon on the Early History of the
Mormon Church,” 9; transcript from New Mormon Studies CD-ROM, Smith Research
Associates, 1998 (emphasis added). See also John Wickliffe Rigdon, “The Life and
Testimony of Sidney Rigdon,” Dialogue 1/4 (Winter 1966): 18–42, esp. 25–26.
74. Marinda Hyde interview, cited in Edward W. Tullidge, The Women of Mormondom
(New York: 1877), 404. G. D. Smith mentions Joseph’s residency in the Johnson home on
page 116 but likewise says nothing of Marinda’s testimony regarding Joseph’s behavior.
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Joseph as womanizer: Fanny Alger
G. D. Smith’s thesis is that Joseph was sexually driven since his
teen years. This makes the Fanny Alger case a particularly juicy data
point. “Todd Compton has assembled the most complete documentation regarding Joseph and Fanny’s relationship,” notes Smith in a footnote. “However, I hesitate to concur with Compton’s interpretation of
their relationship as a marriage” (pp. 38–39 n. 81).
Here again, while G. D. Smith mentions an alternative view
and some of the evidence used by those with whom he disagrees,
he omits what I consider the strongest arguments. He cites Warren
Parrish, Oliver Cowdery, William McLellin, Chauncey Webb,
Andrew Jenson, Heber C. Kimball, and Joseph F. Smith (p. 39). He
virtually ignores, however, the data that Compton clearly considers
the most important—the Mosiah Hancock autobiography, in which
Hancock reports that “Father gave her [Fanny] to Joseph repeating
the Ceremony as Joseph repeated to him.”75 In addition, he ignores
other data cited by Compton, including Ann Eliza Young’s report
that Fanny’s “parents . . . considered it the highest honor to have
their daughter adopted into the Prophet’s family, and her mother has
always claimed that she [Fanny] was sealed to Joseph at that time.”76
In a private letter, Ann Eliza reiterated her conviction that such relationships were formally sanctioned: “I do not know that ‘sealing’
commenced in Kirtland but I am perfectly satisfied that something
similar commenced, and my judgement is principally formed from
75. Mosiah F. Hancock, Autobiography, MS 570, LDS Church Archives, 61–62;
Todd Compton, “Fanny Alger Smith Custer: Mormonism’s First Plural Wife?” Journal
of Mormon History 22/1 (Spring 1996): 189–90. G. D. Smith says only (in a footnote) that
“Compton, Sacred Loneliness, 33, 646, draws from a late reminiscence by Mosiah Hancock
to suggest that Smith married Alger in early 1833” (p. 41 n. 90). This neither engages nor
does justice to Compton’s argument. See Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 25–42, 643–45,
and discussion in Richard L. Anderson and Scott H. Faulring, “The Prophet Joseph Smith
and His Plural Wives,” FARMS Review of Books 10/2 (1998): 67–104. G. D. Smith also
ignores Hancock in his first footnote, arguing that there is no “documented” marriage
before Louisa Beaman (p. 1 n. 1).
76. Ann Eliza Young, Wife No. 19, or the Story of a Life in Bondage, Being a Complete
Exposé of Mormonism, and Revealing the Sorrows, Sacrifices and Sufferings of Women in
Polygamy (Hartford, CT: Custin, Gilman & Company, 1876), 66–67. G. D. Smith cites
page 72 of this work but ignores the material at p. 61 n. 14 that bears on Fanny.
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what Fanny Algers [sic] told me herself concerning her reasons for
leaving ‘sister Emma.’ ”77 These are secondhand accounts since Ann
Eliza was not born until Nauvoo, but so are both of the McLellin
accounts cited by G. D. Smith (pp. 42–43).
While he spends considerable time on the McLellin letters, G. D.
Smith never comes to grips with some of the difficulties identified by
Compton and others.78 These issues are worthy of consideration in
some detail.
With a lone exception, there is no account after Joseph’s death
of Emma admitting Joseph’s plural marriages in any account.79
The reported exception is recorded in a newspaper article and
two letters written by excommunicated Latter-day Saint apostle
William E. McLellin.80 McLellin addressed the letters to Emma’s
son, Joseph Smith III. The former apostle claimed to have visited
Emma in 1847 and to have discussed Joseph’s relationship with
Fanny Alger.
77. Ann Eliza Webb to Mary Bond, letter (4 May 1876) in Myron H. Bond Collection,
P21, f11, RLDS Library-Archives; cited in Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 645.
78. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 26–36, 642–46; and Van Wagoner, Mormon
Polygamy, 225 n. 227.
79. D. Michael Quinn says that this account was “her only post-1844 admission of
her husband’s polygamous arrangements.” As will be seen, I believe Quinn (like G. D.
Smith) gives it far too much credence. See D. Michael Quinn, The Mormon Hierarchy:
Origins of Power (Salt Lake City: Signature Books in association with Smith Research
Associates, 1994), 147. Quinn also neglects to mention a possible second reference to
Joseph’s marriages by Emma. “Joseph Coolidge, onetime executor of Joseph [Smith]’s
estate, told Joseph F. Smith that Emma ‘remarked to him that Joseph had abandoned
plurality of wives before his death.’ Smith said that Coolidge told her she was wrong.
‘She insisted that he had, Coolidge insisted that he . . . knew better.’ Coolidge told
Joseph F. Smith that at this news Emma responded, ‘[Then] he was worthy of the death
he died!’” This is a thirdhand source at best; if accurate it suggests that Emma was
admitting that she knew of Joseph’s practice, even if she believed he had eventually
discontinued it. Joseph F. Smith interview with Joseph W. Coolidge, Joseph F. Smith
diary, 28 August 1870; cited in Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 292. See also Smith,
Nauvoo Polygamy, 238.
80. In a disturbing example of failing to adequately characterize a source, Newell and
Avery describe McLellin as “a member of the Twelve [who] wrote in an 1872 letter” about
Fanny. These authors fail to inform the reader that McLellin was excommunicated for
apostasy and immoral behavior and had not been an apostle for more than thirty years.
See Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 65.
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Letter No. 1—1861
McLellin’s first letter to Joseph Smith III arrived soon after he
assumed the duties of RLDS Church president on 6 April 1860.81
Joseph Smith III began his tenure as president by declaring that his
father could never have been involved with plural marriage.82 When
McLellin heard of his stance, he wrote the new leader:
I do not wish to say hard things to You of your Father, but
Joseph, if You will only go to your own dear mother, she can
tell You that he believed in Polygamy and practiced it long
before his violent death! That he delivered a revelation sanctioning, regulating, and establishing it. . . . Your Mother told
me these items when I was in Nauvoo. I am not dealing in
fictions, nor in ill founded slanders.83
McLellin wanted Joseph III to confront Emma and seemed to hope he
would learn the truth from her.
Letter No. 2—July 1872
Eleven years later, McLellin wrote Joseph Smith III a second letter, asserted Joseph’s polygamous teachings, and urged him to ask his
“own dear Mother for the truth.” McLellin claimed that Emma would
confirm his story, “if you ask her,” for “Can you dispute your dear
Mother?” To believe otherwise, insisted the former apostle, “I would
have to believe your Mother a liar, and that would be hard for me
to do, considering my acquaintance with her.” McLellin recounted a
story that he attributed to Frederick G. Williams, an excommunicated
member of the First Presidency. McLellin claimed that Joseph had
81. Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 271–72; Roger D. Launius, Joseph Smith III:
Pragmatic Prophet (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988), 115–22.
82. Joseph Smith III, True Latter Day Saints’ Herald 1 (May 1860): 103; cited in
Launius, Pragmatic Prophet, 199. (The occasion was Joseph III accepting leadership of
the RLDS Church on 6 April 1860 at Amboy, Illinois.)
83. William E. McLellin to Joseph Smith III, letter, Linden, Genesse Co., Michigan
(10 January 1861): 2, in RLDS Library-Archives; reproduced in William E. McLellin, The
William E. McLellin Papers, 1854–1880, ed. Stan Larson and Samuel J. Passey (Salt Lake
City: Signature Books, 2007), 441–42 (emphasis in original); portions also cited in Newell
and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 274.
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been caught in immoral behavior with a “Miss Hill” in late 1832.84
According to McLellin, Emma called Williams, Oliver Cowdery, and
Sidney Rigdon to help settle the matter. McLellin insists that “she told
me this story was true!!”
McLellin also reported a tale he had heard about Joseph and
Fanny Alger. He claimed that Fanny and Joseph were in the barn and
Emma “looked through a crack and saw the transaction!!! She told
me this story too was verily true.”85 In this letter, McLellin upped the
ante, adding disturbing details that he claims Emma verified in 1847.
He wanted Joseph III to confront his mother about at least two women
with whom he claims the Prophet was involved.
Newspaper—October 1875
McLellin also repeated his charges to a newspaper reporter who
claimed that McLellin described how “[t]he ‘sealing’ took place in a
barn on the hay mow, and was witnessed by Mrs. Smith through a
crack in the door! . . . Long afterwards when he visited Mrs. Emma
Smith . . . she then and there declared on her honor that it was a fact—
‘saw it with her own eyes.’”86
It is interesting that McLellin’s account here refers to the Fanny
Alger incident as “where the first well authenticated case of polygamy
took place.”87 Gone is McLellin’s claim that a “Miss Hill” existed and
caused problems prior to Fanny. “Miss Hill” is otherwise unmentioned in either friendly or hostile sources, and some authors—like
G. D. Smith—try to paper over this discrepancy by suggesting that
McLellin got confused in his “old age” and mistook “Fanny Hill” in
John Cleland’s 1749 novel for “Fanny Alger.”88 This is unpersuasive
84. McLellin told Joseph Smith III that it happened “at your birth,” that is, around 6
November 1832.
85. William E. McLellin to Joseph Smith III, letter, Independence, Jackson County,
Missouri (July 1872): 1–2, in RLDS Library-Archives; reproduced in McLellin, McLellin
Papers, 483–95; portions also cited by Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 291.
86. McLellin to Salt Lake Tribune (6 October 1875); cited in Newell and Avery,
Mormon Enigma, 66; also cited in part by Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 5.
87. McLellin to Salt Lake Tribune (6 October 1875), emphasis added.
88. Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 66; Smith, Nauvoo Polygamy, 41 n. 90.
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since McLellin tells both stories in the 1872 letter.89 His accounts are
mutually contradictory on this point.
This discrepancy calls McLellin’s accuracy into question. In 1872
he told Joseph Smith III that Emma had confirmed both accounts, but
in 1875 he described the second account as “the first well authenticated case.” One suspects that McLellin’s authentication may be lacking overall. McLellin is a late (second- or thirdhand), antagonistic witness whose story seems to vary in the telling. Can anything else help
us assess other parts of the story?
Examining the witness: McLellin
McLellin insisted that Emma Smith confirmed these tales in 1847.
Yet this is a strange occurrence—there is virtually no other record of
Emma admitting, following Joseph’s death, that he even taught plural marriage. Emma and Joseph Smith III would go to their graves
denying that Joseph had anything to do with the practice. But we are
expected to believe that she confirmed these events to McLellin, who
had no personal knowledge of them but was misled, merely repeating secondhand gossip. Emma did more (in McLellin’s retelling) than
confirm that Joseph practiced plural marriage—she verified a version
of events that would have been intensely shameful for her personally
and that sullied her dead husband’s memory.
Was McLellin the sort of man to whom she would have unburdened herself? To begin to answer this, we must briefly revisit
McLellin’s history in and out of the church. McLellin was baptized
20 August 1831 and was ordained an elder four days later.90 On 25
October he received a revelation via Joseph Smith in which he was
warned: “Commit not adultery—a temptation with which thou hast
been troubled.”91 McLellin did not take this advice and was excommunicated in December 1832 for spending time with “a certain harlot”
89. See Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 5 n. 7.
90. Unless otherwise noted, biographical information on McLellin is from Lyndon
W. Cook, The Revelations of the Prophet Joseph Smith: A Historical and Biographical
Commentary of the Doctrine and Covenants (Salt Lake City: Seventy’s Mission Bookstore/
Deseret Book, 1985).
91. Doctrine and Covenants 66:10; History of the Church, 1:219–21.
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while on a mission.92 Rebaptized in 1833, he was ordained an apostle on
15 February 1835. His problems continued. He was disfellowshipped
in 1835 for writing a letter that “cast . . . censure upon the [first] presidency.” Reinstated on 25 September 1835, he attended the Kirtland
Temple dedication but had lost confidence in the church leadership by
August 1836. At his 11 May 1838 excommunication hearing, “he said
he had no confidence in the presidency of the Church; consequently,
he had quit praying and keeping the commandments of the Lord, and
indulged himself in his sinful lusts. It was from what he had heard
that he believed the presidency had got out of the way, and not from
anything that he had seen himself.”93
It seems that McLellin had difficulty with adulterous behavior.
He also frequently disagreed with church leaders and did not hesitate to criticize them publicly. His penchant for believing and acting
on secondhand information—as in the report about “Miss Hill” from
Frederick G. Williams—was already apparent, since he attacked the
First Presidency for what he had heard, not for what he personally had
witnessed.
McLellin’s later life found him bouncing from one Mormon splinter group to another. He gave early support to James J. Strang but later
distanced himself when it became clear that he would not get a leadership position. In a public debate with Strang, McLellin denied ever having been friendly with Strang or well-disposed toward his claims. In
response, Strang produced three letters written by McLellin, which he
proceeded to read. The letters “ended the debate quickly, and McLellin
never mentioned these matters again, even in his own publications. . . .
In their debate Strang exploited the content of those letters to demonstrate that McLellin’s verbal and other published statements were at
total variance with the reality suggested in the letters.”94 Clearly, then,
McLellin was perfectly willing to fib to others in furtherance of his
92. Quinn, Origins of Power, 44.
93. “History of William E. McLellin,” Millennial Star 26 (1864): 808; see also History
of the Church, 3:31.
94. See Richard P. Howard, “William E. McLellin: ‘Mormonism’s Stormy Petrel’,” in
Differing Visions: Dissenters in Mormon History, edited by Roger D. Launius and Linda
Thatcher, (Urbana and Chicago, Illinois: University of Illinois, 1994), 86–8.
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religious goals. He lied about conversations he had had with Strang
only to have his own letters prove his duplicity.
Emma Smith and McLellin
Following his excommunication, McLellin played an active role in
mobbing and robbing the Saints. Joseph was taken to Liberty Jail, and
Emma returned home to find that she had been robbed of everything.
A contemporary journal records that McLellin “went into brother
Joseph’s house and commenced searching over his things . . . [and]
took all his [jewelry] out of Joseph’s box and took a lot of his cloths
[sic] and in fact, plundered the house and took the things off.” When
Emma asked McLellin why he did this, McLellin replied, “Because
I can.” This theft affected Emma profoundly. She received word that
Joseph was suffering greatly from the cold in Liberty Jail, and he asked
her to bring quilts and bedding. “Sister Emma cried and said that
they had taken all of her bed cloths [sic] except one quilt and blanket and what could she do?” Emma sought legal redress but recovered
nothing.95
McLellin’s offenses against Joseph extended beyond robbing his
family:
While Joseph was in prison at Richmond, Missouri, McLellin,
who was a large and active man, went to the sheriff and asked
for the privilege of flogging the Prophet. Permission was
granted on condition that Joseph would fight. The sheriff
made known to Joseph McLellin’s earnest request, to which
Joseph consented, if his irons were taken off. McLellin then
refused to fight unless he could have a club, to which Joseph
was perfectly willing; but the sheriff would not allow them to
fight on such unequal terms.96
If we accept the late, secondhand accounts of McLellin as reliable,
we must accept that Emma made her (only?) admission of Joseph’s
95. Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 77–8; citing Journal of John Lowe Butler,
LDS Church Archives, 20; punctuation added and tense changed by authors to accommodate dialogue; see also History of the Church, 3:286–88.
96. “History of William E. McLellin,” Millennial Star 26 (1864): 808.
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plural marriages to a man who had robbed her and her family and
had saucily insisted that he did so merely because they could do nothing to stop him. While her husband froze in Liberty Jail, Emma had
to worry about her children going cold because McLellin had stolen
their bedding.
It seems an enormous leap of faith in McLellin—who clearly does
not deserve such faith—to presume both that he was truthful and that
Emma disclosed humiliating details about Joseph and Fanny to him
of all people. Todd Compton acknowledges that McLellin may have
“‘bent’ the truth in this case,” but if the account is false, the truth has
not been bent but shattered.97
It is worth noting that some, such as Michael Quinn, have argued
that after Joseph’s death Emma had a high opinion of McLellin.
Quinn writes that “[i]ronically between his receipt of these two letters, Emma . . . wrote Joseph Smith III on 2 February 1866 and highly
praised McLellin.”98 Quinn reads too much into his source or does not
represent it properly. Emma’s exact words were “I hope that Wm. E.
McLellin will unearth his long buried talents, and get them into circulation before it is everlastingly too late . . . for he is certainly a talented
man.”99 This does not strike me as high praise. It sounds instead as if
Emma is claiming that McLellin had great potential but that he has
squandered it or left it untapped.
Other hostile accounts
There is another version of the relationship between Fanny and
Emma. It relies on a much later account attributed to Chauncey G.
97. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 35. See also Compton, “Fanny Alger Smith
Custer,” 197 n. 170: “In the aggregate, these stories [Fanny Brewer, cited in Bennett’s
History of the Saints; McLellin’s 1872 account of Miss Hill; and Martin Harris’s posthumously published and attributed claim in Ten Years Before the Mast] establish only that
three individuals were willing to publish their belief that Joseph Smith had been sexually
involved with a woman other than his wife during the Kirtland period; but no one story
is completely convincing.”
98. Quinn, Origins of Power, 147, footnote text.
99. Emma Smith to Joseph Smith III, 2 February 1866, RLDS Library-Archives; cited
in Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 291. Newell and Avery likewise believe this “reinforced McLellin’s credibility.” As noted in the main text, I disagree.
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Webb,100 whose account was first given in the notoriously anti-Mormon
Wilhelm Wyl’s 1886 work. Wyl had Webb claim that Joseph “was
sealed there [in Kirtland] secretly to Fanny Alger. Emma was furious, and drove the girl, who was unable to conceal the consequences
of her celestial relation with the prophet, out of her house.”101 Webb’s
daughter, Ann Eliza, added a few details, claiming that “it was with a
shocked surprise that the people heard that sister Emma had turned
Fanny out of the house in the night.”102
As a source, Wyl cannot be used without the greatest care. On
the same page as Webb’s account, Wyl has another witness imply that
Joseph concocted the idea of plural marriage while consorting with
Latter-day Saint females at a brothel. Such a claim is absurd. Compton
insists that although Webb might be mistaken about the pregnancy,
“this seems unlikely, if Fanny lived in his home after leaving the Smith
home.”103 Compton does not acknowledge that Webb need not have
been mistaken—he might have simply lied, and he had reason to do
so. By contrast, G. D. Smith, after quoting Webb, says only that “there
is no evidence to corroborate the claim that Fanny was pregnant,”
100. As noted above, Webb’s daughter, Ann Eliza Webb Young, made similar claims,
but she should not be regarded as an independent witness—born in 1844, she can be a
witness only to what her family later said about Joseph and Fanny. Compton claimed that
Ann Eliza “was nevertheless an eyewitness to the latter part of the Smith/Alger story”
(Compton, “Fanny Alger Smith Custer,” 192). Ann Eliza’s birth in 1844, well after Fanny’s
remarriage to a non-Mormon and settlement in Indiana in November 1836, precludes her
being anything but a secondhand witness of her parents’ account. See Young, Wife No. 19,
33. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 645, corrects this error. By contrast, Smith cites Ann
Eliza for events that occurred in 1842 and then adds a footnote claiming that “some of
the events she related depended upon the ‘experience of those so closely connected with
me that they have fallen directly under my observation.’” Smith does not explain how
events two years prior to her birth qualify as being under her observation (Smith, Nauvoo
Polygamy, 263 n. 254).
101. Wilhelm Wyl [Wilhelm Ritter von Wymetal], Mormon Portraits Volume First:
Joseph Smith the Prophet, His Family and Friends (Salt Lake City: Tribune Printing
and Publishing Co., 1886), 57. This reference is used by G. D. Smith on p. 42 of Nauvoo
Polygamy.
102. Young, Wife No. 19, 66.
103. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 35. See also discussion of Webb’s testimony in
Compton, “Fanny Alger Smith Custer,” 194–95.
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but this soft-pedals the evidence (p. 42). There is reason to doubt this
claim, not merely to regard it as unconfirmed.
Webb was in a position to know about Fanny’s pregnancy, so why
does he tell us nothing else? Why do we hear no tragic tale about the
despoiled maiden’s child being stillborn or the heartrending scene
of the mother required to give up the Prophet’s bastard offspring for
someone else to raise in secret? Either scenario would have suited the
tone and tastes of the late-nineteenth-century exposé in which Webb’s
words appeared. The opportunities for him to use his “knowledge” are
legion, and yet Webb simply teases his audience with a sly hint and
drops the matter.
Even Ann Eliza, who should have known if Webb knew, leaves the
explosive matter of a child by Joseph unmentioned—a curious omission since the purpose of both accounts is to attack Joseph’s character.
Her account is also questionable because it portrays Oliver Cowdery
as a staunch ally in Joseph’s deception, while Oliver’s hostility on
the subject of Fanny is based on contemporary documents.104 Ann
Eliza’s version does not agree with McLellin’s “Miss Hill” account in
his 1872 letter either—McLellin claimed that Cowdery, Frederick G.
Williams, and Sidney Rigdon were all called in to help calm Emma.
But in McLellin’s version, both Emma and Oliver eventually “forgave
him,”105 implying that both had to be placated, while Ann Eliza has
Oliver worried about his own polygamy being exposed. Even if we
assume that “Miss Hill” existed—an existence attested to by no other
source and contradicted by McLellin’s other accounts—why would
Oliver be upset about “Miss Hill” and worried about exposure in the
case of Fanny?
Despite the use made of him by G. D. Smith and others, McLellin
is clearly a witness who cannot be accepted without great caution. At
104. Young, Wife No. 19, 66–7. Oliver Cowdery to “Dear Br. Warren [Cowdery],” letter
(21 January 1838), Cowdery Letterbook, 80–3, Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino,
California; transcript in “Letters of Oliver Cowdery,” New Mormon Studies CD-ROM: A
Comprehensive Resource Library (Smith Research Associates, 1998).
105. William E. McLellin to Joseph Smith III, letter, Independence, Jackson County,
Mo. (July 1872): 2 in RLDS Library-Archives; reproduced in McLellin, McLellin Papers,
488–89.
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best his report likely draws on second- or thirdhand gossip. I doubt
that Emma ever confirmed the stories he tells. The Webbs are likewise
hostile witnesses—as members in Ohio, they took Fanny Alger into
their home and yet said nothing about these events (including Fanny’s
supposed pregnancy) to anyone for decades. These supposedly scandalous events were not enough to keep Chauncey Webb from following Joseph to Nauvoo and the Saints to Utah.
Is there, then, no truth at all to these accounts? One corroborated detail comes from Benjamin F. Johnson, who repeated Warren
Parrish’s claim that Oliver Cowdery and Parrish had known that
Joseph was involved with Fanny since “they were spied upon and found
together.”106 This version says nothing about Emma and contains none
of the details contained in McLellin’s or the Webbs’ accounts.
G. D. Smith avoids labeling Fanny a wife since this weakens his
thesis that Joseph was sexually driven. He quotes Johnson as saying that Joseph had “Fanny Alger as a wife.” Anxious to protect his
theory, G. D. Smith informs his readers that this phrase “employs
a Victorian euphemism that should not be construed to imply that
Fanny was actually married to Joseph” (pp. 41–42). Yet it is not clear
why we should not so construe it. G. D. Smith does not tell us that
Johnson then insisted that “without a doubt in my mind, Fanny Alger
was, at Kirtland, the Prophet’s first plural wife.”107 G. D. Smith provides no evidence or citation to enforce his reading over Johnson’s
clear view of the relationship. The various accounts are compared in
the table on the following page.
There is little that agrees between the accounts. The facts seem
to be that Emma became aware of the marriage at some point, probably involved Oliver and perhaps other church leaders, and was
upset enough to eventually insist that Fanny leave her home. Todd
Compton argues that these accounts can be harmonized since regardless of “whether Emma saw her husband in the barn or discovered
106. Benjamin F. Johnson, Letter to George F. Gibbs, 1903, transcript in NMS CD-ROM .
107. Benjamin F. Johnson, Letter to George F. Gibbs, 1903, transcript in NMS CD-ROM .
108. Cowdery Letterbook, 80–3; Lyndon W. Cook and Donald Q. Cannon, Far West
Record: Minutes of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1830–1844 (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 1983), 163 (12 April 1838).
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evidence of Fanny’s pregnancy, her reaction was the same.”109 This
stance glosses over a key point—it may well be that both the Webbs
and McLellin are either mistaken or lying.110 That Emma was upset
is certain. But the contradictions and problems with these two hostile
accounts give us no reason to conclude that the truth must be that
Emma discovered either Joseph and Fanny in the barn or a pregnancy.
Above all else, one’s attitude toward Joseph, the church, and plural
marriage will influence how such contradictory and biased testimony
is interpreted.
Emma would later give her permission for Joseph to marry two sisters who also lived in the Smith home—Emily and Eliza Partridge. Yet
Emma was soon to change her mind and eventually compelled these
wives to leave her home. It is thus consistent with her later behavior for
her to have agreed (if only reluctantly) to a marriage with Fanny only
to have second thoughts later.
The evidence seems to show that Fanny and Joseph were regarded
as married. It seems likely that their involvement became more widely
known when someone (perhaps Parrish?) spied on Joseph and Fanny
and when other church leaders then became involved. We can say little
with confidence of the circumstances surrounding their discovery and
nothing of Emma’s knowledge (or lack thereof) beforehand, though
she almost certainly became hostile if she did not start out that way. I
suspect that the bare bones tale to which Johnson alludes—perhaps no
better than gossip itself—is the kernel around which McLellin and the
Webbs embroidered exaggeration, drama, and even outright fabrication. The textual evidence deserves more attention and care than G. D.
Smith has given it. His analysis is superficial and inadequate, and it
contributes nothing new.
109. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 35.
110. The failure to consider other possibilities is an example of “the fallacy of false
dichotomous questions” since it suggests “a false dichotomy between two terms
that are neither mutually exclusive nor collectively exhaustive.” See David Hackett
Fischer, Historians’ Fallacies: Toward a Logic of Historical Thought, 1st ed. (New York:
HarperPerennial, 1970), 9–11.
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Eliza Snow and the stairs
Evidences that “Eliza had conceived Joseph’s child and miscarried,” G. D. Smith tells us, are “fragmented” and “questions cloud the
story.” Despite this, “the secondary sources are convincing in their
own right” (p. 130). Here again, G. D. Smith’s representation of the
data and references to those who disagree leave much to be desired.
He cites other authors while giving no indication that they disagree
with his reading. For example, from an essay in BYU Studies he cites
the Charles C. Rich version of a pregnant Eliza “heavy with child”
being shoved down the stairs by a furious Emma. Nowhere does he
tell the reader that these authors concluded that the story given the
present evidence was untenable.111 G. D. Smith also quotes Newell and
Avery’s biography of Emma but ignores their argument:
The statement that Eliza carried Joseph’s unborn child and
lost it [due to an attack by Emma] is brought into question
by Eliza’s own journal. While her Victorian reticence probably would have precluded mention of her own pregnancy,
if she were indeed carrying Joseph’s child, other evidence
in the journal indicates that she may not have been pregnant. Eliza’s brother Lorenzo indicated that by the time she
married Joseph, she was “beyond the condition of raising
a family.” Also if she was “heavy with child” as the Rich
account states, she would not have been teaching school,
for even legally married women usually went into seclusion
when their pregnancies became obvious. Eliza continued to
teach school for a month after her abrupt departure from the
Smith household. Her own class attendance record shows
that she did not miss a day during the months she taught
111. “But where are we? Faced with a folk legend, with genuine documents that tell
no tales, and dubious ones that contradict themselves and the contemporary accounts,
perhaps it is best for us to respond as we must to many paradoxes of our history: consider thoughtfully and then place all the evidence carefully on the shelf, awaiting further
documentation, or the Millennium, whichever should come first.” Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher et al., “Emma and Eliza and the Stairs,” BYU Studies 22/1 (Fall 1982): 86–96.
Compare Smith, Nauvoo Polygamy, 131 n. 195.
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the Smith children, which would not have been probable had
she suffered a miscarriage.112
G. D. Smith may disagree, but he must address these issues, not
simply proceed by assertion. The award for most humorously ironic
use of a source in this section goes to his citation of Richard Price.
G. D. Smith argues that “most convincing of all is to think that these
stories were circulating widely and Eliza never considered to clarify
or refute them.” He attributes this insight to Price (p. 134 n. 207). He
believes that the “most convincing” aspect of the story is that Eliza
never rebutted it. Uncorrected rumor or gossip is more convincing
than the absence of diary or behavioral evidence for a pregnancy as
outlined by Newel and Avery? If I do not rebut an unfounded rumor,
does this mean I give it my consent? This seems a strange standard.
Joseph and the members of the church tried to rebut the rumors
spread by the Hurlburt-Howe affidavits, yet G. D. Smith treats them
as valuable insights. The Saints, it seems, are damned if they do and
damned if they don’t.
G. D. Smith’s citation of Price might lead the reader to believe that
Price agrees with Smith’s reading—that Eliza Snow never rebutted the
story because it was true. But Price claims exactly the opposite, writing with feeling, “Why did Eliza allow the rumor to circulate throughout Utah Mormondom and the world, that Emma had beaten her in
the Mansion House?” It was “because Eliza was a devoted and favored
wife of Brigham Young while in Utah and a woman of great influence,
and therefore she chose to uphold Brigham’s doctrine of polygamy. . . .
She could have stopped the malicious lies about her being a plural wife
of Joseph Smith. Instead, she chose to feed the fires of untruth for
over a quarter of a century by not publishing that those stories were
false. She supported Brigham Young’s false dogma that polygamy was
introduced by Joseph the Prophet in order to keep Brigham’s Rocky
Mountain empire from crumbling.”113
112. Newell and Avery, Mormon Enigma, 136. Compare Smith, Nauvoo Polygamy, 132
n. 201.
113. Richard Price and Pamela Price, “Eliza Snow Was Not Pushed Down the Mansion
House Stairs,” in Richard Price, chap. 9 of “Joseph Smith Fought Polygamy: How Men
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In addition to the indignity of having his work cited for a view that
is the reverse of his own, Price suffers further. An RLDS conservative,
Price is committed to the stance that Joseph did not teach or practice plural marriage.114 Far from endorsing Smith’s view of the stairs
incident, Price is adamant that the story is false. Though G. D. Smith
spends a page explaining why Joseph and Emma may have moved to
the Mansion House earlier than thought (as the stairs story requires),
he ignores Price’s diagram and argument for the story’s impossibility
based on the Mansion House’s layout.115 G. D. Smith can hardly have
been unaware of it since the same Web page contains the argument to
which he makes reference. I do not agree with Price on all points—his
dogged insistence that Joseph did not practice plural marriage cannot
be sustained by the evidence, which often leads him to make unwarranted leaps—but G. D. Smith ought to at least engage Price’s critique
and fairly represent his views.
If the stairs story is true, why did Eliza not make use of it? The
argument from silence cuts both ways: Eliza went to considerable
lengths to defend plural marriage and to insist that Joseph Smith had
practiced it. Why did she never offer her pregnancy and miscarriage
as evidence? Eliza was not afraid to criticize Emma Smith for what she
regarded as the latter’s dishonesty. Following Emma’s death and her
sons’ publication of her last denial of plural marriage, Eliza wrote:
I once dearly loved “Sister Emma,” and now, for me to believe
that she, a once honoured woman, should have sunk so low,
even in her own estimation, as to deny what she knew to be
true, seems a palpable absurdity. If . . . [this] was really her
testimony she died with a libel on her lips—a libel against her
Nearest the Prophet Attached Polygamy to His Name in Order to Justify Their Own
Polygamous Crimes.” (n.p.: Price Publishing Co., 2001), http://restorationbookstore.org/
articles/nopoligamy/jsfp-vol1/chp9.htm (accessed 5 November 2008).
114. On Price’s break from the RLDS (now Community of Christ) mainstream, see:
William D. Russell, “Richard Price: Leading Publicist of the Reorganized Church’s
Schismatics,” in Differing Visions: Dissenters in Mormon History, ed. Roger D. Launius
and Linda Thatcher (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1994), 319–37.
115. Compare Price and Price, “Eliza Snow Was Not Pushed,” with G. D. Smith’s opinion in Nauvoo Polygamy, 133.
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husband—against his wives—against the truth, and a libel
against God; and in publishing that libel, her son has fastened
a stigma on the character of his mother, that can never be
erased. . . . So far as Sister Emma personally is concerned,
I would gladly have been silent and let her memory rest in
peace, had not her misguided son, through a sinister policy,
branded her name with gross wickedness.116
Emma was safely dead; Eliza had no need to spare her feelings.
Why not offer her miscarriage or Emma’s angry assault as evidence if
it were true? This scenario seems at least as plausible as G. D. Smith’s
weak claim that silence equals agreement. Yet more than a hundred
pages later, G. D. Smith asks us to “assume . . . that LeRoi Snow’s
account was accurate” before asking leading rhetorical questions. Yet
again, no links to the other side of the story are provided (p. 236).
Finally, those who read for amusement should not miss G. D.
Smith’s opening argument for Emma, Eliza, and the stairs: “Historian
Fawn M. Brodie thought the documentation was strong enough to
include it in her biography of [Joseph] Smith” (p. 131).
To Censor: To Make Appear Absurd
Lord Byron once observed that “the proper way to cut up [censor] is to quote long passages, and make them appear absurd.”117
G. D. Smith’s errors and textual distortions suggest that he had two
target audiences. The first would be the unwitting Latter-day Saints
who approach this book as their first introduction to plural marriage.
Without considerable legwork, such readers might be vulnerable to his
approach. The second audience is likely those for whom G. D. Smith
provided a prepublication excerpt of his Napoleonic Joseph with
Sarah Ann Whitney fiction: the secularists. G. D. Smith often presents material (some of which is tangential to plural marriage at best)
116. Eliza R. Snow, Woman’s Exponent 8 (1 November 1879): 85; cited in Newell and
Avery, Mormon Enigma, 307–8.
117. “Letter 18: To Miss Elizabeth ——,” in Thomas Moore, The Works of Lord Byron:
with His Letters and Journals and His Life (London: John Murraym, 1835), 1:176.
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that serves to paint the Saints as unenlightened, ignorant, morally
corrupt, or ridiculous. At times he appeals to his audience’s presentist
assumptions, which he does nothing to dispel. In other instances, he
relies on distortion of the textual record. I will here provide several
examples.
Brigham Young as young earth creationist?
Perhaps hoping to capitalize on readers’ disdain for young earth
creationism, G. D. Smith tells us that Brigham Young “ridiculed geologists who ‘tell us that this earth has been in existence for thousands and
millions of years’” (p. 277).118 The source cited says nothing of the kind.
Brigham begins by remarking that he is not surprised that unbelief
prevails, since apostate “religious teachers of the people advance many
ideas and notions for truth which are in opposition to and contradict
facts demonstrated by science.” To Brigham, this state of affairs creates a
conflict in which men of science must reject truths discovered through
science if they are to accept creedal Christianity. He then proceeds to
give an example: “You take, for instance, our geologists, and they tell
us that this earth has been in existence for thousands and millions of
years. They think, and they have good reason for their faith, that their
researches and investigations enable them to demonstrate that this
earth has been in existence as long as they assert it has.”
There is no ridicule here: Brigham points out that geologists “have
good reason” to believe that the earth is extremely old. “If the Lord,
as religionists declare, made the earth out of nothing in six days, six
thousand years ago,” Brigham has the geologists reply, “our studies
are all vain; but by what we can learn from nature and the immutable
laws of the Creator as revealed therein, we know that your theories
are incorrect and consequently we must reject your religions as false
and vain.” Concludes Brigham, “In these respects we differ from the
Christian world, for our religion will not clash with or contradict the
facts of science in any particular. You may take geology, for instance,
118. G. D. Smith quotes Journal of Discourses, 12:271, for this assertion. He gets
the citation wrong (it is at 14:115) but might benefit from reading 12:271—it provides
Brigham’s insistence that plural marriage had little to do with early persecution of Joseph
and the church.
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and it is a true science; not that I would say for a moment that all the
conclusions and deductions of its professors are true, but its leading
principles are.”119
Far from mocking those who accept an earth greater than six
thousand years old, Brigham gives this idea his provisional approval
and insists that while young earth creationism (as we would call it)
may be a problem for traditional Christians, it is not a problem for the
Latter-day Saints. It would have been hard to distort Brigham any further than G. D. Smith has done. But accustomed to religious zealots
who insist that radiometric dating is a sham (while trying to get such
ideas into the science classroom), most secular readers will not think
to question whether a nineteenth-century fanatic would say the words
G. D. Smith puts in Brigham’s mouth.
Polygamy—going beyond bounds?
“Sometimes Joseph phrased the matter [of polygamy] in terms of
being free to go beyond normal ‘bounds,’” G. D. Smith announces. As
evidence, he presents Brigham Young’s account of being taught plural marriage. Brigham worried out loud that he might marry a second wife but then apostatize, leaving his plural family “worse off.” In
Brigham’s account, Joseph replied, “‘There are certain bounds set to
men, and if a man is faithful and pure to these bounds, God will take
him out of the world; if he sees him falter, he will take him to himself.
You are past these bounds, Brigham, and you have this consolation.’
But Brigham indicated that he never had any fears of not being saved”
(p. 364).120
Joseph’s point is clear—men, like Brigham, who have reached a
certain degree of faithfulness may be asked to do even more difficult
things. They need not fear that they will lose their eternal reward if
they falter in these Abrahamic tasks, for God “will take him to himself” before they reap damnation. But G. D. Smith seems to be reading
“bounds” in the sense “a limit by which any excursion is restrained;
119. Brigham Young, “Attending Meetings—Religion & Science—Geology—The
Creation,” in Journal of Discourses, 14:115–16 (14 May 1871).
120. Citing Brigham Young Manuscript History, 16 February 1849, LDS Church
Archives. The quoted material is on pp. 19–20.
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the limit of indulgence or desire.”121 This is why he conceives of it as
being “ free to go beyond normal bounds”—that is, beyond normal
limits or restrictions. This is clearly not Brigham’s meaning. Bounds
should be understood as “the line which comprehends the whole of
any given object or space. It differs from boundary.”122 These bounds
are not a limit beyond which one may not go—they encircle and enclose
all that one must do. Before polygamy, Brigham had already striven to
be faithful to the whole of his duty to God. Having done so, he would
not be damned. But he was now being asked to fulfill a task not asked
of most. The circumference of his bounds—or duties—was enlarged.
Unfortunately for G. D. Smith’s reading, polygamy cannot be “the
bounds” referred to since Joseph told Brigham that he was already
(before practicing polygamy) “past these bounds”—that is, the duties
required of all men by God—and thus “you have this consolation.”
Brigham was thus past the bounds because he had done all that God
required and more, not because he would violate moral limits. He had
crossed the finish line; he had not gone “out of bounds” or offside.
G. D. Smith argues that Brigham gave “a telling concession that
the normal rules governing social interaction had not applied to
[Joseph] Smith as he set about instigating polygamy.” But Brigham is
not conceding anything like this. His “bounds” are not limits beyond
which one may not go, but duties that one must fulfill before anything
else might be asked. The bounds are divine duties, not social rules.
G. D. Smith caps his argument by citing Brigham’s belief that Joseph
“passed certain bounds . . . before certain revelations were given”
(p. 365). Thus G. D. Smith wants to paint Brigham as admitting that
polygamy required one to transgress social or moral boundaries.
Brigham was clearly making the same claim about Joseph that
Joseph made about Brigham. In Brigham’s view, Joseph had not been
challenged by the command to practice plural marriage until he had
proved sufficiently faithful to guarantee his salvation. For its first
121. Noah Webster, American Dictionary of the English Language (1828; republished
in facsimile edition by Foundation for American Christian Education, 7th ed., 1993), s.v.
“bound.”
122. Webster, American Dictionary, s.v. “bound”; compare the definition for
boundary.
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practitioners, the challenge of plural marriage was such that a merciful God would not, in Brigham’s mind, require it of those whose salvation would be at risk in the event of their failure.
Immediately preceding the language quoted by G. D. Smith,
Brigham tells an apostle that
the spiritual wife doctrine came upon me while abroad, in
such a manner that I never forget. . . . Joseph said to me, “I
command you to go and get another wife.” I felt as if the grave
was better for me than anything, but I was filled with the
Holy Ghost, so that my wife and brother Kimball’s wife would
upbraid me for lightness in those days. I could jump up and
hollow [holler?]. My blood was as clear as West India rum,
and my flesh was clear.123
In this passage, Brigham sees the matter as a command that he does
not wish to fulfill—he would prefer to be dead—but that God confirms as his will. His bounds are duties to fulfill, not limits that he is
now free to exceed.
That this reading is correct, and that G. D. Smith is in error, is
confirmed by Heber C. Kimball’s similar doubts and reassurance:
“Finally [Heber] was so tried that he went to Joseph and told him how
he felt—that he was fearful if he took such a step [to practice plural
marriage] he could not stand, but would be overcome. The Prophet,
full of sympathy for him, went and inquired of the Lord. His answer
was, ‘Tell him to go and do as he has been commanded, and if I see that
there is any danger of his apostatizing, I will take him to myself.’”124
Kimball’s bounds—the commandments given him—had increased.
But having already proved his faithfulness, he would not be damned
for failure. Kimball apparently clung to this promise and would soon
write to his wife that “my prayer is day by day that God would take me
to Himself rather than I should be left to sin against Him, or betray
123. Church Historian’s Office, History of the Church, 1839–circa 1882, DVD 2, call
number CR 100 102, vol. 19 (19 February 1849), 19.
124. Whitney, Life of Heber C. Kimball, 325–26.
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my dear brethren who have been true to me and to God the Eternal
Father.”125
The Kimball data is absent from Smith’s analysis, but one wonders
if it would have helped. To accept it would require a modification of
the thesis that polygamy was driven by lust and a violation of barriers,
and that Joseph knew it.
William Clayton—“unlawful intercourse with women”?
G. D. Smith edited and published some of William Clayton’s journals—including material taken from Andrew Ehat and republished,
without authorization, by Jerald and Sandra Tanner.126 He should
know of Clayton’s history and might even be expected to view him with
sympathy. But Clayton receives the same treatment that G. D. Smith
gives to Joseph—loaded language stalks him in Nauvoo Polygamy:
Joseph and Clayton are “conspiring to amend . . . [the] marital status”
of Clayton’s first wife, and Clayton’s journal “disclosed his own extracurricular romances” (pp. 244, 247).
Joseph instructed Clayton to send for Sarah Crookes, a close female
friend he had known in England, to which Clayton replied that “nothing
further than an attachment such as a brother and sister in the Church
might rightfully entertain for each other” occurred between them. “But
in fact,” G. D. Smith editorializes darkly, “Clayton’s journal recorded
the depth of emotional intimacy he had shared with her” (p. 244). G. D.
Smith argues that Clayton was deceiving himself or Joseph and that his
own journals prove it. Clayton’s journal noted of Sarah, “I don’t want
Sarah to be married. I was much . . . tempted on her account and felt
to pray that the Lord would preserve me from impure affections. . . .
I certainly feel my love towards her to increase but shall strive against
125. Heber C. Kimball to Vilate Kimball, “My Dear Vilate” (23 October 1842), cited in
Augusta Joyce Crocheron (author and complier), Representative Women of Deseret, a book
of biographical sketches to accompany the picture bearing the same title (Salt Lake City: J. C.
Graham & Co., 1884). Online transcript available at http://www.archive.org/stream/representativewo00crocrich/representativewo00crocrich_djvu.txt (accessed 2 December 2008).
126. Cecelia Warner, “The Tanners On Trial,” Sunstone: Review 4:4/6 (April 1984);
Lawrence Foster, “Career Apostates: Reflections on the Works of Jerald and Sandra
Tanner,” Dialogue 17/2 (Summer 1984): 48 and n. 28; Allen, review of An Intimate
Chronicle, 165–75.
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it. I feel too much to covet her and afraid lest her troubles should cause
her to get married. The Lord keep me pure and preserve me from doing
wrong.”127 Others have read the account quite differently.128
G. D. Smith then notes that “instead of waiting for [Sarah’s]
arrival, [Clayton] married his legal wife’s sister Margaret on April 27.
This was before Sarah’s ship had even set sail from England” (p. 245).
He strives to paint Clayton as unfaithful to both his first wife (having
already had an inappropriate level of emotional intimacy with another
woman before “conspiring to amend” his marriage) and the woman
with whom he conspired to cheat.
G. D. Smith then describes Clayton’s 1853 mission to England,
during which, “instead of persuading the flock of the correctness of
[polygamy], Clayton contributed to defections and was personally suspected of ‘having had unlawful intercourse with women’ ” (p. 247).129
Two hundred pages later, we learn that this suspicion was only because
of his [Clayton’s] “discussion of plural marriage” (p. 445), and his
[Smith’s] own introduction to Clayton’s journals tell us that the charge
was actually raised by an “apostate Mormon,” whom Clayton claimed
had maliciously distorted his words, leading to what he called his life’s
most painful experience.130
In the narrative environment that G. D. Smith has created, it
would be easy to conclude that Clayton was as unfaithful in England
as G. D. Smith has subtly made him out to be in Nauvoo. This is a good
example of how an undercurrent of judgmental hostility dominates
127. William Clayton, An Intimate Chronicle: The Diaries of William Clayton, ed.
George D. Smith (Salt Lake City: Signature Books in association with Smith Research
Associates, 1991), 29.
128. “Clayton soon admitted to himself that the situation could easily develop into
something more than he could handle. . . . Caught in a war between his tender feelings
for Sarah, on the one hand, and his love for his wife and his personal integrity, on the
other, Clayton thus met another test of discipleship. This one was perhaps the most difficult of all, for it involved the temptations of the flesh that too often destroy both the
reputation and the marriages of those who weaken. The attachment between Sarah and
William caused inward struggles for both, but they avoided the obvious temptation.”
James B. Allen, Trials of Discipleship: The Story of William Clayton, a Mormon (Urbana
and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 33–4; see also 130–34.
129. Citing Clayton, Diaries of William Clayton, xlviii–l.
130. Clayton, Diaries of William Clayton, xlix, 488–489, 490 n. 444.
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Nauvoo Polygamy. Clayton is disparaged through innuendo, and G. D.
Smith puts crucial events in the worst possible light while withholding explanatory and exculpatory information until much later in the
volume—if it appears at all.
Legal presentism
“Presentism” is an analytical fallacy in which past behavior is
evaluated by modern standards or mores. Even worse than a historian’s presentism is a historian exploiting the presentism of his readers. G. D. Smith does this repeatedly when he alludes to legal issues.
“Presentism,” observed American Historical Association president
Lynn Hunt, “at its worst, encourages a kind of moral complacency and
self-congratulation. Interpreting the past in terms of present concerns
usually leads us to find ourselves morally superior. . . . Our forbears
constantly fail to measure up to our present-day standards.”131
Louisa Rising married Edwin Woolley “without first divorcing
her legal husband,” the dust jacket of Nauvoo Polygamy teases. We
are reminded later that “though she was not divorced from her legal
husband, she agreed to marry” (p. 345). Eleanor McLean also married Parley Pratt without divorcing her first husband (see discussion
below in next section). It appears that G. D. Smith hopes to capitalize
on ignorance about nineteenth-century laws and practices regarding
marriage and divorce. “From the standpoint of the legal historian,”
wrote one expert who is not a Latter-day Saint, “it is perhaps surprising that anyone prosecuted bigamy at all. Given the confusion over
conflicting state laws on marriage, there were many ways to escape
notice, if not conviction.”132 To remarry without a formal divorce was
not an unusual thing in antebellum America.
Bigamy or, rather, serial monogamy (without divorce or death)
was a common social experience in early America. Much of the
131. Lynn Hunt, “Against Presentism,” Perspectives 40/5 (May 2002); available online at
http://www.historians.org/perspectives/issues/2002/0205/ (accessed 2 December 2008).
132. Beverly J. Schwartzberg, “Grass Widows, Barbarians, and Bigamists: Fluid
Marriage in Late Nineteenth-Century America” (PhD diss., University of California,
Santa Barbara, 2001), 51–52. I appreciate Allen Wyatt pointing me to this reference and
those of Harlog and Cott below.
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time, serial monogamists were poor and transient people, for
whom the property rights that came with a recognized marriage would not have been much of a concern, people whose
lives only rarely intersected with the law of marriage.133
The Saints were often poor and spent most of their time on the
frontier, where the legal apparatus of the state was particularly feeble.
Women who had joined the church and traveled to Zion without their
husbands were particularly likely to be poor, and also unlikely to be
worried about property rights. Nor, not incidentally, were their husbands available for a formal divorce.
Does this mean that marriage in America was a free-for-all?
Hardly, notes Nancy Cott:
When couples married informally, or reversed the order of
divorce and remarriage, they were not simply acting privately,
taking the law into their own hands. . . . A couple about to join
or leave an intimate relationship looked for communal sanction. The surrounding local community provided the public
oversight necessary. Without resort to the state apparatus,
local informal policing by the community affirmed that marriage was a well-defined public institution as well as a contract
made by consent. Carrying out the standard obligations of the
marriage bargain—cohabitation, husband’s support, wife’s
service—seems to have been much more central to the approbation of local communities at this time than how or when
the marriage took place, and whether one of the partners had
been married elsewhere before.134
It also should be remembered that because Joseph Smith, Brigham
Young, and other Latter-day Saint leaders exercised exclusive jurisdiction over celestial or plural marriages, marriages conducted under
their supervision had as much (or more) formal oversight as many tra133. Hendrik Harlog, Man & Wife in America: A History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2000), 87.
134. Nancy F. Cott, Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), 37.
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ditional marriages in America during the first half of the nineteenth
century. G. D. Smith tells us nothing of this—with the result that some
credulous readers might be horrified by the “loose” marriage practices
of the Saints.
G. D. Smith also makes much of how closely Latter-day Saint marriage partners were related. Of Rhoda Richards we are told: “That she
was her husband Brigham’s cousin was apparently secondary to the
grander scheme of interlocking the hierarchy in marriage” (p. 205).
Here again, he relies on presentism to provide a hostile interpretive
lens. It was not unusual for first cousins to marry; notable first-cousin
marriages include scientists Charles Darwin and Albert Einstein; composers Edvarg Grieg and Sergei Rachmaninoff; the founding prime
minister of Canada, John A. Macdonald; and authors Edgar Allen Poe
and H. G. Wells.135 Nineteen of the present-day states permit unrestricted marriage between first cousins, and most countries have no
restrictions at all on marriage between cousins.136 In its exploitation
of the presentist fallacy, G. D. Smith’s remark is utterly irrelevant in
its historical context.
Parley P. Pratt and Eleanor McComb McLean
Legal presentism can also be seen in G. D. Smith’s description of
the murder of Parley P. Pratt. Pratt’s last wife, Eleanor, “was sealed
to him without divorcing her legal husband, who fatally shot Parley
near Van Buren, Arkansas” (p. 333). There is, however, much that we
are not told. Eleanor’s husband was a heavy drinker, which in 1844
resulted in separation. The couple was reconciled, and the family
moved to San Francisco. While in California, Eleanor discovered the
church. Her husband forbade her to join and “purchased a sword cane
and threatened to kill her and the minister who baptized her if she
became a Mormon.” Eleanor attended meetings, and one Sunday at
home, “while Eleanor was singing from a Mormon hymn book she
135. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_coupled_cousins (accessed 9 November
2008).
136. Joanna Grossman, “Should the Law Be Kinder to ‘Kissin’ Cousins’? A Genetic
Report Should Cause a Rethinking of Incest Laws” (8 April 2002), http://writ.news.findlaw.com/grossman/20020408.html (accessed 9 November 2008).
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had purchased, Hector tore the book from her hands, threw it into the
fire, beat her, cast her out into the street, and locked the door.”137
Eleanor lodged a complaint of assault and battery against Hector
and planned to leave him until prevailed upon by local church members and her physician. At that point, said Eleanor, “I presume McLean
himself would not deny that I then declared that I would no more be
his wife however many years I might be compelled to appear as such
for the sake of my children.”138
Eleanor was not baptized until 1854, and she had the written permission of her husband to do so. However, he forbade her
to read church literature or to sing church hymns at home. It is not
clear, then, why G. D. Smith feels Eleanor owed an observance of all
the twentieth-century legal niceties to a violent, abusive, tyrannical
drunkard. Through it all, as a church leader, Parley Pratt had tried to
help the couple reconcile.
Eleanor had her children baptized, and Hector responded by filing a charge of insanity against his wife so he could have her committed to an asylum. Hector sent her children by steamer to their
maternal grandparents’ home, confined Eleanor to the house, and
again threatened to have her committed for insanity. Eleanor eventually found her children at her parents’ home, but they refused to let
her take them.139 Eleanor went to Salt Lake City and married Pratt on
14 November 1855. As we have seen, she considered herself divorced
from Hector from the time he violently threw her from their home in
San Francisco. They never received a civil divorce, however.
From which authority, exactly, would G. D. Smith prefer that Eleanor
receive a divorce? She was in Utah; Hector was in San Francisco. He had
abused, beaten, confined, and threatened to institutionalize her. As we
have seen, notions of divorce were also more fluid in the mid-nineteenth
century, especially on the frontier. It is unlikely that most contemporaries would have insisted that Eleanor required a formal divorce.
137. Steven Pratt, “Eleanor Mclean and the Murder of Parley P. Pratt,” in BYU Studies
(Winter 1975): 226.
138. Pratt, “Eleanor Mclean and the Murder of Parley P. Pratt,” 226, emphasis in original, citing Millennial Star 19:432.
139. Pratt, “Eleanor Mclean and the Murder of Parley P. Pratt,” 228–31.
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Pratt was arrested on trumped-up charges, freed by a non-Mormon
judge, and pursued by Hector, who shot the unarmed apostle six times
and stabbed him twice. He was left to bleed to death over the course
of two hours.140 In G. D. Smith’s worldview, are men like Hector entitled to hold women emotionally or martially hostage, civil divorce or
no? I suspect not. But in his zeal to condemn the church, he does not
provide his readers with the facts necessary to understand the Pratts’
choices.
Ignoring Relevant Data
G. D. Smith often does more than selectively cite evidence—he
also ignores it completely. I will provide several examples.
Paternity of Oliver Buell
The consequences of a less-than-rigorous approach to sources
becomes clear in the case of Oliver Buell, son of Presendia.141
Huntington Buell, one of Joseph’s polyandrous plural wives. Fawn
Brodie was the first to suggest that Oliver Buell was Joseph’s son, and
she was so convinced (based on photographic evidence)142 that she
wrote, “If Oliver Buell isn’t a Smith then I’m no Brimhall,” which
was her mother’s name.143 In a footnote, G. D. Smith notes that Todd
Compton “considers it improbable that Joseph and Presendia would
have found time together during the brief window of opportunity
after his release from prison in Missouri” (p. 80 n. 63).144
140. Pratt, “Eleanor Mclean and the Murder of Parley P. Pratt,” 241–48.
141. Presendia’s name is also spelled Presenda or Prescindia in contemporary documents. I here use the spelling adopted by her autobiography, also followed by Compton
and G. D. Smith.
142. Fawn McKay Brodie, No Man Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, the
Mormon Prophet (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 301. Brodie includes the picture
between 298–99.
143. Fawn Brodie to Dale Morgan, Letter, 24 March 1945, Dale Morgan papers,
Marriott Library, University of Utah; cited by Todd Compton, “Fawn Brodie on Joseph
Smith’s Plural Wives and Polygamy: A Critical View,” in Reconsidering ‘No Man Knows
My History’: Fawn M. Brodie and Joseph Smith in Retrospect, ed. Newell G. Bringhurst
(Logan, UT: Utah State University Press, 1996), 166.
144. Citing Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 670, 673.
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This slight nod toward an opposite point of view is inadequate,
however. G. D. Smith does not mention and hence does not confront
the strongest evidence. Compton’s argument against Joseph’s paternity does not rest just on a “narrow window” of opportunity but on
the fact that Brodie seriously misread the geography required by that
window. It is not merely a question of dates. Brodie would have Joseph
travel west from his escape near Gallatin, Davies County, Missouri, to
Far West in order to meet Lucinda, and then on to Illinois toward the
east. This route would require Joseph and his companions to backtrack
while fleeing from custody in the face of an active state extermination
order.145 Travel to Far West would also require them to travel near the
virulently anti-Mormon area of Haun’s Mill, along Shoal Creek.146 Yet
by April 22 Joseph was in Illinois, having been slowed by traveling
“off from the main road as much as possible”147 “both by night and
by day.”148 This seems an implausible time for Joseph to be conceiving a child. Furthermore, it is evident that Far West was evacuated
by other church leaders, “the committee on removal,” and not under
the Prophet’s direction. Joseph did not regain the Saints until reaching Quincy, Illinois, contrary to Brodie’s misreading.149 Timing is the
least of the problems with G. D. Smith’s theory.
Despite Brodie’s enthusiasm, few other authors have included
Oliver on their list of possible children.150 With so many authors
ranged against him, G. D. Smith ought not to act as if Compton’s
analysis is merely about dates.
145. See Clark V. Johnson, “Northern Missouri,” in Historical Atlas of Mormonism,
ed. S. Kent Brown, Donald Q. Cannon, and Richard H. Jackson (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1994), 42.
146. Compton, “Fawn Brodie on Joseph Smith’s Plural Wives,” 170.
147. History of the Church, 3:320–21.
148. History of the Church, 3:327.
149. History of the Church, 3:315, 319, 322–23, 327.
150. The following all fail to include Oliver Buell as a potential child of Joseph’s: Danel
Bachman, “Mormon Practice of Polygamy,” 137–38; Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy,
43–44 and 43 n. 43; Lawrence Foster, Religion and Sexuality (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1984), 157–58; Gary James Bergera, “Identifying the Earliest Mormon Polygamists,
1841–44,” Dialogue 38/3 (Fall 2005): 49–50 n. 115.
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G. D. Smith also soft-pedals the most vital evidence—the DNA.151
He makes no mention in the main text that DNA testing has definitively ruled out Joseph as Oliver’s father. This admission is confined to
a footnote, and its impact is minimized by its placement. After noting
Compton’s disagreement with the main text’s suggestion that Oliver
might be Joseph’s son, G. D. Smith writes, “There is no DNA connection,” and cites a Deseret News article. He immediately follows this
obtuse phrasing with a return to Compton, who finds it “‘unlikely,
though not impossible, that Joseph Smith was the actual father of
another Buell child,’ John Hiram, Presendia’s seventh child during her
marriage to Buell and born in November 1843” (p. 80 n. 63). Thus the
most salient fact—that Joseph is certainly not Oliver’s father—is sandwiched between a vicarious discussion with Compton about whether
Oliver or John could be Joseph’s sons. Since G. D. Smith knows there
is definitive evidence against Joseph’s paternity in Oliver’s case, why
mention the debate at all only to hide the answer in the midst of a long
endnote? That Brodie is so resoundingly rebutted on textual, historical, and genetic grounds provides a cautionary lesson in presuming
that her certainty counts for much.152
Two pages later, G. D. Smith again tells us of a Buell child being
sealed to a proxy for Joseph with “wording [that] hints that it might
have been Smith’s child.” “It is not clear,” he tells us, “which of her
children it might have been” (p. 82). In fact, what is clear is that he
has not assimilated the implications of the DNA data. John Hiram,
the seventh child about whom Compton is skeptical, is the only other
option. Yet the only evidence for this child belonging to Joseph is
151. Carrie A. Moore, “DNA tests rule out 2 as Smith descendants,” Deseret Morning
News, 10 November 2007), http://deseretnews.com/article/1,5143,695226318,695226300.
html (accessed 2 December 2008); Ugo A. Perego et al., “Resolving the Paternities of
Oliver N. Buell and Mosiah L. Hancock through DNA,” The John Whitmer Historical
Association Journal 28 (2008): 128–36. For background information, see Ugo A. Perego
and Scott R. Woodward, “Reconstructing the Y-Chromosome of Joseph Smith” (paper
presented at the Mormon History Association Conference, 28 May 2005); Ugo A. Perego et
al., “Reconstructing the Y-Chromosome of Joseph Smith Jr.: Genealogical Applications,”
Journal of Mormon History 32/2 (Summer 2005): 70–88.
152. Elsewhere G. D. Smith actually uses an appeal to the fact hat Brodie was persuaded by a tale as evidence! (p. 131).
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Ettie V. Smith’s account in the anti-Mormon Fifteen Years among the
Mormons (1859), which claimed that Presendia said she did not know
whether Joseph or her first husband was John Hiram’s father.153 As
Compton notes, such an admission is implausible, given the mores of
the time.154
Besides being implausible, Ettie’s account gets virtually every
other detail wrong—insisting that William Law, Robert Foster, and
Henry Jacobs had all been sent on missions only to return to find
Joseph preaching plural marriage. Ettie then has them establish the
Expositor.155 While Law and Foster were involved with the Expositor,
they were not sent on missions. Jacobs had served missions but was a
faithful Saint unconnected to the Expositor. He was also, contrary to
Ettie’s claims, present when Joseph was sealed polyandrously to his
(Jacobs’s) wife.
Even the anti-Mormon Fanny Stenhouse considered Ettie Smith to
be a writer who “so mixed up fiction with what was true, that it was difficult to determine where one ended and the other began,”156 and a good
example of how “the autobiographies of supposed Mormon women
were [as] unreliable”157 as other Gentile accounts, given her tendency to
“mingl[e] facts and fiction” “in a startling and sensational manner.”158
Brodie herself makes no mention of John Hiram as a potential
child, going so far as to carelessly misread Ettie Smith’s remarks as
referring to Oliver, not John Hiram. No other historian has argued
that Buell was not the father.159 There is no good evidence whatever
153. Nelson Winch Green, Fifteen Years among the Mormons: Being the Narrative of
Mrs. Mary Ettie V. Smith, Late of Great Salt Lake City; a Sister of One of the Mormon
High Priests, She Having Been Personally Acquainted with Most of the Mormon Leaders,
and Long in the Confidence of The “Prophet,” Brigham Young (New York: H. Dayton,
Publishers, 1860), 34–35.
154. Compton, “Fawn Brodie on Joseph Smith’s Plural Wives,” 166.
155. Green, Fifteen Years, 34–35.
156. Mrs. T. B. H. [Fanny] Stenhouse, “Tell It All”: The Story of a Life’s Experience in
Mormonism (Hartford, CT: A. D. Worthington & Co., 1875), 618; the footnote confirms
the identity of the author as Ettie V. Smith.
157. Stenhouse, “Tell It All,” x.
158. Stenhouse, “Tell It All,” xi–xii.
159. See Bachman, “Plural marriage,” 139; Van Wagoner, Mormon Polygamy, 43–44
and 43 n. 43; Lawrence Foster, Religion and Sexuality: The Shakers, the Mormons, and
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that any of Presendia’s children were Joseph’s. It is not clear why G. D.
Smith clings to the idea.
G. D. Smith elsewhere tells his readers that “until decisive DNA
testing of possible [Joseph] Smith descendants—daughters as well as
sons—from plural wives can be accomplished, ascertaining whether
Smith fathered children with any of his plural wives remains hypothetical” (pp. 228–29, cf. p. 473). This is true, but G. D. Smith fails to
tell us that all those who have been definitively tested so far—Oliver
Buell, Mosiah Hancock, Zebulon Jacobs, Moroni Pratt, and Orrison
Smith—have been excluded. Would he have neglected, I wonder, to
mention a positive DNA test?
Marriage to Marinda Nancy Johnson Hyde
G. D. Smith’s discussion of Joseph’s polyandrous marriage with
Marinda Hyde is likewise flawed. He cites only Ann Eliza Webb’s version, which characterized Orson as “furious” (pp. 117–18). G. D. Smith
makes no mention of three other hostile versions of this marriage,
none of which accord with one other.
1. Sidney Rigdon claimed that Orson was unaware of the marriage
before it occurred and refused to cohabitate with Marinda when he
found out. This latter claim is certainly false.160
2. William Hall provided an implausible account in which Joseph
demanded Marinda and all of Orson’s money if the former apostle
wished to be let back into the church. Hall claimed that as a result
“many jokes were cracked at his [Hyde’s] expense.”161 There is no other
record of anyone mocking Hyde, and Hall is unreliable on other marthe Oneida Community (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984), 157–58; Compton,
“Fawn Brodie on Joseph Smith’s Plural Wives,” 167; Gary James Bergera, “Identifying the
Earliest Mormon Polygamists, 1841–44,” Dialogue 38/3 (Fall 2005): 49–50 n. 115.
160. J. GI SON DIVINE [Sidney Rigdon], “To the Sisters of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints,” Latter Day Saint’s Messenger and Advocate (Pittsburgh) 1/10 (15
March 1845): 154–58.
161. William Hall, Abominations of Mormonism Exposed; Containing Many Facts and
Doctrines Concerning That Singular People, During Seven Year’s Membership with Them;
from 1840 to 1847 (Cincinnati: I. Hart, 1852), 113.
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riages as well.162 Orson’s return to the quorum was in June 1839, putting Hall’s account two years too early for the marriage.163
3. John D. Lee provided some gossip, noting that a “report said that
Hyde’s wife, with his consent, was sealed to Joseph for an eternal state,
but I do not assert the fact.”164 The latter is false; Marinda was sealed
for eternity to Hyde.165 Students of Latter-day Saint history are well
aware that Lee’s writing was potentially altered by an anti-Mormon
editor after his death.166
The Ann Eliza version chosen by G. D. Smith also has its problems, which he leaves unexamined. Ann Eliza was too young to have
any firsthand knowledge of Nauvoo, and her intent was clearly to titillate with stories of polygamous intrigue. She claimed that Brigham
Young told Orson that Marinda was only to be his wife for time and
Joseph’s for eternity—but this is false, since she was sealed to Orson
in early 1846.
162. See Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 239.
163. See History of the Church, 3:345; Roberts, Comprehensive History, 2:24–25 n. 12; Wilford
Woodruff’s Journal, 1:340 (25 June 1839). See also Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 238.
164. John D. Lee, Mormonism Unveiled; or, the Life and Confessions of the Late Mormon
Bishop, John D. Lee; (Written by Himself) Embracing the History of Mormonism . . . With
an Exposition of the Secret History, Signs, Symbols and Crimes of the Mormon Church.
Also the True History of the Horrible Butchery Known as the Mountain Meadows Massacre
(St. Louis: Bryan, Brand, 1877), 147.
165. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 243: “Marinda was sealed to Orson Hyde, not
Smith, for time and eternity on January 11, 1846.”
166. Lee’s lawyer relied on the posthumous sale of Lee’s confessions to pay his fees and
told Lee that “I will at once go to work preparing it for the press adding such facts connected with the trial and the history of the case as will make the Book interesting and
useful to the public.” William Bishop to John D. Lee, 23 February 1877, Papers of Jacob
Smith Boreman, 1857–1912, Huntington Library; cited in part in Robert D. Crockett, “A
Trial Lawyer Reviews Will Bagley’s Blood of the Prophets,” FARMS Review 15/2 (2003): 213.
In a later letter, the lawyer wrote, “Your confession given to Howard [the prosecutor of
Lee’s case, who was to publish them for free] is having a bad effect so far as the sale of
your writings are concerned, but by giving me your history during your life in Utah I can
make the thing work all right yet I think. Send me such other Journals and writings as you
have to throw light on this work.” Cited in Robert D. Crocket, “Re: Massacre At Mountain
Meadows Review,” mormondiscussions forum (15 October 2008, 4:20 pm), http://www.
mormondiscussions.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?p=197199&sid=d29f0330e77056ce414
0315ccb472cc2#p197199 (accessed 2 December 2008). Crocket and others have seen this
exchange as evidence that not all of the published material came from Lee, and efforts may
have been made to render the material more critical (and thus more saleable).
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Ann Eliza’s report of anger is also suspect. In the material cited
by G. D. Smith, she describes Hyde “in a furious passion” because “he
thought it no harm for him to win the affection of another man’s wife,
. . . but he did not propose having his rights interfered with even by
the holy Prophet whose teachings he so implicitly followed.”167 Yet
Orson did not begin practicing plural marriage until after he knew of
Marinda’s sealing to Joseph.
Despite the hostile reports of Orson Hyde’s anger, there are no
contemporary accounts of problems between Orson and Joseph,
who repeatedly dined with the Hydes following Orson’s return from
Palestine. Orson himself was to marry a plural wife in early 1843, and
another in September.168 A second sealing ceremony between Joseph
and Marinda was held in May 1843. This suggests to me that the best
read on the conflicting accounts is that Orson did not know about
the sealing initially, but soon accepted it and the doctrine of plural
marriage upon his return. The second sealing ceremony allowed him
to formally give his consent to the arrangement. While it is possible
that his initial reaction was heated, this perspective derives entirely
from authors writing scandalous exposés of the Mormons long after
the fact.
Mrs. Durfee the wife?
G. D. Smith argues that Elizabeth Durfee was a plural wife. Her
inclusion on the list of Joseph’s wives has been challenged.169 G. D.
Smith argues that Wyl’s Sarah Pratt material confirms Durfee’s
marriage to Joseph (p. 108). He follows Compton in misreading the
Wyl data. Richard Anderson and Scott Faulring argue that In Sacred
Loneliness misleads the reader by claiming that “Sarah Pratt mentions that she heard a Mrs. Durfee in Salt Lake City profess to have
been one of Smith’s wives.”170 But this changes the actual report of
167. Young, Wife No. 19, 326.
168. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 240–42.
169. See Richard L. Anderson and Scott H. Faulring, “The Prophet Joseph Smith and
His Plural Wives,” review of In Sacred Loneliness: The Plural Wives of Joseph Smith, by
Todd M. Compton, FARMS Review of Books 10/2 (1998): 73, 76.
170. Quotation from Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 260.
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Sarah’s comments on Mrs. Durfee: “I don’t think she was ever sealed
to him, though it may have been the case after Joseph’s death. . . .
At all events, she boasted here in Salt Lake of having been one of
Joseph’s wives.”171
If anything these data argue that Durfee was aware of and involved
in promoting and teaching plural marriage but was not necessarily sealed to Joseph in life. Compton ignores this point in his reply
to Anderson and Faulring.172 It should also be noted that Andrew
Jenson’s list of wives does not include Durfee, though she was a close
friend of Eliza Snow and Jenson had access to Eliza as a witness.173
Of Compton’s list of thirty-three wives, this is the only inclusion I
find unconvincing. At the very least, G. D. Smith’s readers deserve an
accurate presentation of the scanty evidence and links to those works
that disagree with his reading.
Benjamin F. Johnson and the “mainstream”
G. D. Smith provides considerable statistical information, but he
exaggerates even there. Benjamin F. Johnson, “representative of the
mainstream in LDS practice,” he tells us, “eventually married seven
wives—a few short of the model of ten talents” (p. 166). Is seven
wives really the “mainstream” for the Latter-day Saint practice of
polygamy?
Both Stanley Ivins and Kathryn Daynes have made estimates of
the number of plural wives with Utah polygamists. Their data are
summarized in the table below:
171. Quotation from Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 701, emphasis added. See
Anderson and Faulring, “Joseph Smith and His Plural Wives,” 76.
172. Todd M. Compton, “Truth, Honesty and Moderation in Mormon History:
A Response to Anderson, Faulring and Bachman’s Reviews of In Sacred Loneliness,”
E-book, July 2001, http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Oracle/7207/rev.html (accessed 12
December 2008).
173. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 262. Compton elsewhere argues that Sarah
Kingsley’s reported marriage at Eliza Snow’s home and her inclusion on Jenson’s list of
wives mandate acceptance (see Compton, “Truth, Honesty and Moderation.”) I agree.
For consistency’s sake, it would seem that we should admit that Eliza could have also
confirmed Durfee’s marriage—but did not. Hence, I accept Kingsley but doubt Durfee’s
inclusion.
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Number of Wives per Utah Polygamist Males
Wives

Ivins (%)174

Daynes (%)175

2

66.3

66

3

21.2

21.3

4

6.7

8

5

3

4.7

<3

Included above

6+
174175

G. D. Smith’s claim that seven wives represents some type of
“mainstream” is erroneous—such prolific espousers were well below 5
percent overall. He later claims that “since institutional [LDS Church]
histories have minimized the incidence and profile of polygamy . . . ,
it is easy to imagine that most men who entered polygamy did so in
a cursory way. In reality, the typical Utah polygamist whose roots in
the principle extended back to Nauvoo, had between three and four
wives” (p. 289; see p. 286). G. D. Smith’s analysis disguises, however,
the fact that polygamists with Nauvoo roots were a tiny minority.
“Most men who entered polygamy” had only two wives, and a large
majority (>80%) had no more than three. Even these would probably not think of their participation as “cursory,” since a majority of
men never practiced plural marriage at all.176 G. D. Smith even knows
174. Stanley S. Ivins, “Notes on Mormon Polygamy,” The Western Humanities Review
10 (Summer 1956): 229–30; reproduced “exactly as it appeared” in his “Notes on Mormon
Polygamy,” Utah Historical Quarterly 35/4 (Fall 1967): 313–14, 316. See the anonymously
authored article “Tribute to Stanley S. Ivins,” Utah Historical Quarterly 35/4 (Fall 1967):
307–9.
175. Kathryn M. Daynes, More Wives Than One: Transformation of the Mormon
Marriage System, 1840–1910 (Urbana and Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 130.
176. Probably 15 to 20 percent of Latter-day Saint families were polygamous, “with
variations from place to place and from decade to decade.” Davis Bitton, Historical
Dictionary of Mormonism, 2nd ed. (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2000), 147. Excluding
inactive men, “over a third of all husbands’ time, nearly three-quarters of all womenyears, and well over half of all child-years were spent in polygamy before 1880.” Larry
Logue, “A Time of Marriage: Monogamy and Polygamy in a Utah Town,” Journal of
Mormon History 11 (1984): 25; cited by B. Carmon Hardy, Doing the Works of Abraham:
Mormon Polygamy: Its Origin, Practice, and Demise (Norman, OK: Arthur H. Clark Co.,
2007), 143–44.
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about these data from Ivins (though he ignores Daynes) but places
them several chapters away, in a completely different context.177
Johnson exceeded even the average of Nauvoo’s “early adopters,”
who had far more wives, on average, than the vast majority of Utah
polygamists. Johnson may have been “mainstream” among polygamists at Nauvoo—but polygamy was restricted to a relatively small
core in Nauvoo. It was not “mainstream” for the entire church at all.
And most Utahans never approached the number of wives achieved
by those men who began the practice in Nauvoo. Any attempt to
extrapolate patterns in Nauvoo to the rest of Latter-day Saint history
is fraught with pitfalls. In short, Johnson was extraordinary except
among the highly selected group of Nauvoo-era polygamists. G. D.
Smith insists elsewhere that before 1890 “the number of [polygamy]
practitioners had expanded exponentially.” In support of this, we are
told that Orderville, Utah, had 67 percent of its members in plural
households (pp. 535–36). Mathematical quibbles about whether the
adoption of plural marriage was truly “exponential” aside, this figure
is misleading. G. D. Smith leaves unmentioned the study’s observation that Orderville was somewhat unique because “one suspects that
membership in Mormondom’s most successful attempt to establish
the United Order may have required a commitment to plural matrimony. Unlike the pattern that usually prevailed in Mormon towns,
many young men of Orderville entered the celestial order when they
first married or soon thereafter.” Nearby Kanab was less successful in
its communal economy and had less than half as many polygamists.178
Furthermore, all of southern Utah was more likely to be polygamist
than Utah as a whole, for similar reasons.179 G. D. Smith’s desire to
correct underestimates in some Latter-day Saint publications should
not be license to exaggerate the norm—whether in reference to groups
or individuals (such as Johnson)—in the other direction.
177. Smith, Nauvoo Polygamy, 535–36.
178. Lowell “Ben” Bennion, “The Incidence of Mormon Polygamy in 1880: ‘Dixie’
Versus Davis Stake,” Journal of Mormon History 11 (1984): 34.
179. Bennion, “Incidence of Mormon Polygamy,” 36.
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Necessary for salvation?
G. D. Smith appears to relish pointing out that Latter-day Saint
prophets taught that polygamy was essential for salvation and then
contrasting this with the church’s current stance (p. 356).180 The irony,
one guesses, is intended to be arresting.
While it is a simple matter to find nineteenth-century language
extolling the necessity of plural marriage, G. D. Smith does nothing to
address the nuances of Latter-day Saint preaching on this point. After
all, even at its height the majority of members never entered plural
marriage. Did the most of the church simply resign themselves to a
lesser glory in the hereafter?
It would be difficult to find a more ardent polygamist than Brigham
Young. Yet Wilford Woodruff reported that
Brother John Holeman made a long speech upon the subject of Poligamy. He Contended that no person Could have
a Celestial glory unless He had a plurality of wives. Speeches
were made By L. E. Harrington O Pratt Erastus Snow, D Evans
J. F. Smith Lorenzo Young. Presidet Young said there would be
men saved in the Celestial Kingdom of God with one wife with
Many wives & with No wife at all.181
G. D. Smith might reply that nonpolygamous males might yet be
denied the highest degree of celestial glory, but Woodruff reported
less than two years later that “Presidt Young spoke 58 Minuts. He said
a Man may Embrace the Law of Celestial Marriage in his heart & not
take the Second wife & be justified before the Lord.”182
Endorsing the doctrine of polygamy as divine was the key;
there was no expectation that all were required to practice it. The
180. Other critics of the Church of Jesus Christ also take this stance. For example,
Richard Abanes, Becoming Gods: A Closer Look at 21st-Century Mormonism (Eugene,
OR: Harvest House, 2005), 233, 422 nn. 47–49; Contender Ministries, “Questions all
Mormons Should Ask Themselves,” http://www.contenderministries.org/mormonism/
questions.php (accessed 6 December 2008); Jerald and Sandra Tanner, The Changing
World of Mormonism (Chicago: Moody Press, 1979), 29, 258.
181. Wilford Woodruff’s Journal, 1833–1898 Typescript, ed. Scott G. Kenney (Midvale,
UT: Signature Books, 1983), 6:527, citing entry for 12 February 1870, emphasis added.
182. Wilford Woodruff’s Journal, 7:31, citing entry for 24 September 1871.
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fundamental issue was always obedience to God and ongoing revelation, not a dogged insistence that polygamy was essential to exaltation
for everyone. Still, that Brigham Young had to insist upon this point,
and that Wilford Woodruff thought it important enough to write
down, demonstrates how powerful the rhetoric encouraging plural
marriage could be. There can be no doubt that the rhetoric for compliance often lost sight of the nuances underlined by Brigham Young—
but when writing as a historian, G. D. Smith ought not to mistake
rhetoric for the broader reality.
In another address, Brigham Young made clear the kind of polygamy he expected the Saints to embrace:
We wish to obtain all that father Abraham obtained. I wish
here to say to the Elders of Israel, and to all the members of
this Church and kingdom, that it is in the hearts of many of
them to wish that the doctrine of polygamy was not taught and
practiced by us. . . . It is the word of the Lord, and I wish to say
to you, and all the world, that if you desire with all your hearts
to obtain the blessings which Abraham obtained, you will be
polygamists at least in your faith, or you will come short of enjoying the salvation and the glory which Abraham has obtained.
This is as true as that God lives. You who wish that there were
no such thing in existence, if you have in your hearts to say:
“We will pass along in the Church without obeying or submitting to it in our faith or believing this order, because, for aught
that we know, this community may be broken up yet, and we
may have lucrative offices offered to us; we will not, therefore,
be polygamists lest we should fail in obtaining some earthly
honor, character and office, etc,”—the man that has that in his
heart, and will continue to persist in pursuing that policy, will
come short of dwelling in the presence of the Father and the
Son, in celestial glory. The only men who become Gods, even
the Sons of God, are those who enter into polygamy.183
183. Brigham Young, in Journal of Discourses, 11:268–69 (19 August 1866), emphasis
added.
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All Saints had to be polygamists—in their faith. To deny the divine
origin of the command or to wish the command rescinded because of
worldly concerns was to court damnation. One could refrain and be
“justified before the Lord,” if one’s reasons were pure.
Stanley Ivins understood years ago what G. D. Smith misses:
“Although plurality of wives was taught as a tenet of the church, it
was not one of the fundamental principles of the Mormon faith. . . .
The Saints accepted plurality in theory, but most of them were loath to
put it into practice.”184 If practicing polygamy was truly the only way
to salvation, the relatively low percentages of polygamists is indeed
bizarre. G. D. Smith apparently hopes that we will see it so, with former and present prophets in seeming contradiction. But when the full
spectrum of contemporary teaching is presented, it is not surprising
that many could remain polygamist in their faith only, with no fears
about their salvation.
Sexuality in Joseph’s plural marriages
“There is no reason to doubt,” G. D. Smith tells us, “that [Joseph’s]
marriages involved sexual relations in most instances” (p. 227). There
is, in fact, relatively little evidence with which to judge, which means
that some doubt is prudent. There is good evidence of a conjugal relationship with Almira Johnson, Melissa Lott, Emily Partridge, and
Eliza R. Snow. It is also reasonable to include Eliza Partridge, Maria
Lawrence, and Sarah Lawrence. The evidence for their inclusion is
persuasive, though they are not named specifically. There is late, hostile evidence of intimacy with Fanny Alger, and most intriguingly
there is some evidence of both a physical relationship and a child
with Sylvia Sessions Lyon.185 This is only nine marriages out of Todd
184. Ivins, “Notes on Mormon Polygamy,” 321.
185. G. D. Smith ignores Brian C. Hales, “The Joseph Smith–Sylvia Sessions Plural
Sealing: Polyandry or Polygyny?” Mormon Historical Studies 9/1 (Spring 2008): 41–57,
which argues that Sylvia considered herself divorced prior to marrying Joseph polygamously, contrary to evidence misread by Compton. There is no evidence for sexuality in any other polyandrous marriage. I have outlined my reasons for believing that
there are no other viable candidates for potential polygamous children (save Josephine
Lyon) in Gregory L. Smith, “Children from Joseph’s Plural Marriages?” draft chapter in The Principle: A history of LDS plural marriage (2007); available online at http://
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Compton’s list of thirty-three—or G. D. Smith’s list of thirty-eight—
plural marriages.
G. D. Smith is here following Compton’s analysis. The latter concluded that
though it is possible that Joseph had some marriages in which
there were no sexual relations, there is no explicit or convincing evidence for this (except, perhaps, in the cases of the
older wives, judging from later Mormon polygamy). And in a
significant number of marriages, there is evidence for sexual
relations. . . . [T]here is no good evidence that Joseph Smith
did not have sexual relations with any wife, previously single
or polyandrous.186
Compton here makes a large—and, to my mind, unwarranted—
leap. But G. D. Smith’s leap is even larger—he moves from Compton’s
“no good evidence” to “no reason to doubt.” Compton and those who
follow his lead extend evidence from a few marriages and then argue
that all of the marriages—single and polyandrous—followed the same
pattern. G. D. Smith commits this error, though in a less rigorous
manner than Compton. One is tempted to ask what evidence of no
sexual relations would look like.
Compton is somewhat inconsistent, however, when treating this
issue. For example, he writes that “some conclude that Helen Mar
Kimball, who married Smith when she was fourteen, did not have
marital relations with him. This is possible, as there are cases of
Mormons in Utah marrying young girls and refraining from sexuality until they were older. But the evidence for Helen Mar is entirely
ambiguous in my view.”187
Compton’s first claim is that the data are “entirely ambiguous,” that is, entirely “open to or having several possible meanings or
en.fairmormon.org/Joseph_Smith_and_polygamy/Children_of_polygamous_marriages/Book_chapter (accessed 2 December 2008).
186. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 15, 21.
187. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 14, emphasis added.
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interpretations.”188 When anti-Mormons Jerald and Sandra Tanner
exploited this ambiguity to emphasize the possibility of a sexual relationship with such a young wife, Compton argued that there were likely
no sexual relations in the marriage to Helen Mar Kimball. His reason
is that “there is absolutely no evidence that there was any sexuality in
the marriage, and I suggest that, following later practice in Utah, there
may have been no sexuality. All the evidence points to this marriage as
a primarily dynastic marriage.”189
Compton thus softens his initial claim: he first insisted that the
evidence was ambiguous—amenable to interpretation in multiple
ways. When accepted at his word by the Tanners, he then insisted
that “all the evidence points” to a nonsexual conclusion, which
hardly sounds ambiguous at all. The jumbled thinking continues
when Compton later insisted that his “position, actually, is that there
is no evidence, pro or con, for sexual relations.”190 Compton’s position has thus veered from considering the data “entirely ambiguous”
to “no evidence” of sexuality in what was likely a “dynastic marriage” to “no evidence at all, pro or con”! Unsurprisingly, his resulting interpretive structure is rickety.
One wonders if the confusion on this point is due in part to
the hand of an editor. In his response to some unfavorable reviews,
Compton described how an editor approached this passage:
My position, actually, is that there is no evidence, pro or con, for
sexual relations. You cannot prove that there were sexual relations;
you cannot prove that there were no sexual relations. Notice that
I do not simply say “ambiguous”; I say “entirely ambiguous.”
But, the reader may ask, what is my best guess? I remember
talking with my publisher Gary Bergera [of Signature Books]
on the phone once during the editorial process and I restated
188. Dictionary.com Unabridged, version 1.1 (Random House, Inc.), s.v. “ambiguous,”
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/ambiguous (accessed 2 December 2008).
189. Todd M. Compton, “Response to Tanners,” post to LDS Bookshelf mailing list
(no date), http://www.lds-mormon.com/compton.shtml (accessed 2 December 2008).
Compare with Smith, Nauvoo Polygamy, 198–202, 302, 362.
190. Compton, “Truth, Honesty and Moderation.”
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the cautious “no evidence either way” position. But Gary
pressed: “But what do you think? What is your best guess?”
And I answered that my best guess was that there were no
sexual relations, based on parallels from some marriages to
underage women in Utah polygamy. 191
One wishes that the editor at Signature Books had made Compton’s
point of view less ambiguous, though Compton’s expression of his
point of view has not lent itself to clarity. G. D. Smith’s subsequent
treatment of the evidence is even more garbled, concluding that a
marriage for time “involv[ed] physical relations.” He quotes Compton
as a source for this claim, though such a conclusion is not made by
Compton (p. 201).192
Despite clarifying the Helen Kimball matter after publication,
Compton’s treatment of sexuality remains muddled throughout In
Sacred Loneliness. Of Zina Huntington, he writes, “Nothing specific
is known about sexuality in their marriage, though judging from
Smith’s other marriages, sexuality was probably included.”193 Once
again, we have him arguing from negative evidence—we don’t know
anything, but Compton argues that we should judge based on other
relationships. Yet elsewhere we read that “it is probable that Smith did
not have sexual relations with his older wives,”194 which sounds like a
claim about evidence against sexuality.195
G. D. Smith also cites an anti-Mormon account of Helen’s supposed angry regrets about plural marriage. Compton discloses that this
source is anti-Mormon and calls its extreme language “suspect.” No
such caveat appears in G. D. Smith or his other sources (pp. 201–2).196
191. Compton, “Truth, Honesty and Moderation.”
192. Compare Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 500.
193. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 82.
194. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 281.
195. As in the matter of Helen Kimball’s marriage, one is perhaps entitled to wonder if
the clear hostility of Compton’s publisher (George D. Smith’s Signature Books) to Latterday Saint truth claims affected the way in which this charged issue was edited.
196. Compare Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 501, versus Newell and Avery, Mormon
Enigma, 147, and Van Wagoner, Sidney Rigdon, 293. The source is Catherine Lewis,
Narrative of Some of the Proceedings of the Mormons: Giving an Account of Their Iniquities,
with Particulars Concerning the Training of the Indians by Them, Description of the Mode of
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G. D. Smith likewise does not tell us that historian Stanley Kimball
believed the marriage was “unconsummated.”197
We should avoid the trap into which Compton falls and be clear
when we are speculating. G. D. Smith’s loaded language worsens the
situation, describing Joseph’s “amorous proposal,” his “prolonged dalliance,” “his continuing affection for young women,” and “his insatiable
addition of one woman after another to an invisible family” (pp. 198,
231, 237). Such language begs the question and asserts without proof
that Joseph’s motivation was sexual. As Richard Bushman notes,
Joseph’s offers of plural marriage were not even couched in romantic,
wooing terminology.198 G. D. Smith’s thesis of a sexually driven, even
compulsive, Joseph requires that he shoehorn the data to fit it.
The character of Joseph Smith
1. The History of the Church Has Its Uses . . .
Despite his disparagement of the History of the Church, G. D. Smith
does find a use for it. At times he cites this history when other, more
accurate accounts are available elsewhere. For example, in his treatment of the King Follett discourse, he uses the History of the Church
version—he ignores the Times and Seasons, the version published by
Signature Books in The Essential Joseph Smith, and Stan Larson’s BYU
Studies article compiling all versions into an amalgamated text.199
Endowment, Plurality of Wives . . . (Lynn, MA: The Author, 1848), 19. Newell and Avery
tell us nothing of the nature of this source and call it only a “statement” in the Stanley Ivins
Collection; Van Wagoner mirrors G. D. Smith by disingenuously writing that “Helen confided [this information] to a close Nauvoo friend,” without revealing its anti-Mormon origins.
To credit this story at face value, one must admit that Helen told others in Nauvoo about the
marriage (something she repeatedly emphasized she was not to do) and that she told a story
at variance with all the others from her pen during a lifetime of staunch defense of plural
marriage. On Helen’s authentic statements, see Helen Mar Whitney, A Woman’s View: Helen
Mar Whitney’s Reminiscences of Early Church History, ed. Jeni Broberg Holzapfel and Richard
Neitzel Holzapfel (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1997), ix–xliii.
197. Stanley B. Kimball, Heber C. Kimball: Mormon Patriarch and Pioneer (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1981), 98.
198. Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 440, 445.
199. Smith, The Essential Joseph Smith, 238; Joseph Smith, “Conference Minutes,”
Times and Seasons 15/5 (15 August 1844): 614–15; Stan Larson, ed., “The King Follett
Discourse: A Newly Amalgamated Text,” BYU Studies 18 (Winter 1978): 193–208.
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G. D. Smith writes that “in defending his theology [during the
King Follett discourse], Smith proclaimed, ‘I am learned, and know
more than all the world put together.’”200 The period ending the sentence would imply that this completed his thought—and so it appears
in the History of the Church. If the three versions cited above are consulted, however, they each demonstrate that the sentiment may have
been quite different:
Now, I ask all the learned men who hear me, why the learned
doctors who are preaching salvation say that God created the
heavens and the earth out of nothing. They account it blasphemy to contradict the idea. If you tell them that God made
the world out of something, they will call you a fool. The reason is that they are unlearned but I am learned and know
more than all the world put together—the Holy Ghost does,
anyhow. If the Holy Ghost in me comprehends more than all
the world, I will associate myself with it.201
In the History of the Church version, the statement about the Holy Ghost
is placed in its own sentence. This allows G. D. Smith to exclude it with
no ellipsis and portray Joseph as decidedly more arrogant than he was.
Daniel C. Peterson’s remark is telling: “Amusing, isn’t it, . . . that
the very same people who vehemently reject the . . . History of the
Church as an unreliable source when it seems to support the Latterday Saint position clutch it to their bosoms as an unparalleled historical treasure when they think they can use it as a weapon against the
alleged errors of Mormonism.”202
2. Joseph Smith: Arrogant Aspirant to the Presidency?
That G. D. Smith intends Joseph to be seen as arrogant is clear;
in the previous paragraph he quotes a letter from Joseph to James
200. Smith, The Essential Joseph Smith, 226.
201. Larson, “Newly Amalgamated Text,” 203. The italic type (added by Larson) indicates material found only in Wilford Woodruff’s account.
202. Daniel C. Peterson, “P. T. Barnum Redivivus,” review of Decker’s Complete
Handbook on Mormonism, by Ed Decker, Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 7/2
(1995): 54–55.
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Arlington Bennet:203 “I combat the errors of ages; I meet the violence
of mobs; I cope with illegal proceedings from executive authority; I
cut the Gordian knot of powers, and I solve mathematical problems
of universities, with truth . . . diamond truth; and God is my ‘right
hand man.’” G. D. Smith then editorializes: “With such a self-image, it
is not surprising that he also aspired to the highest office in the land:
the presidency of the United States” (p. 225). Here again, he serves his
readers poorly. He neglects to tell us that Joseph’s remark comes from
a somewhat tongue-in-cheek exchange with James Bennet, who had
been baptized in the East but immediately wrote Joseph to disclaim
his “glorious frolic in the clear blue ocean; for most assuredly a frolic
it was, without a moment’s reflection or consideration.”204
Bennet went on to praise Joseph in an exaggerated, humorous
style: “As you have proved yourself to be a philosophical divine . . . [it]
point[s] you out as the most extraordinary man of the present age.”
“But,” cautioned Bennet,
my mind is of so mathematical and philosophical a cast, that
the divinity of Moses makes no impression on me, and you will
not be offended when I say that I rate you higher as a legislator
than I do Moses. . . . I cannot, however, say but you are both
right, it being out of the power of man to prove you wrong. It
is no mathematical problem, and can therefore get no mathematical solution.205
Joseph’s claim that his religious witness can “solve mathematical problems of universities” is thus a playful return shot at Bennet,206 who has
203. Bennet’s name is also sometimes spelled Bennett.
204. History of the Church, 6:71.
205. History of the Church, 6:72, emphasis added.
206. Charles Mackay, though mistaking this Bennet for John C. Bennett, nevertheless
realized what was going on: “‘Joseph’s reply to this singular and too candid epistle was
quite as singular and infinitely more amusing. Joseph was too cunning a man to accept,
in plain terms, the rude but serviceable offer; and he rebuked the vanity and presumption
of Mr Bennett, while dexterously retaining him for future use.” See Charles Mackay, ed.,
The Mormons, or Latter-day Saints; with memoirs of the Life and Death of Joseph Smith,
the American Mahomet, 4th ed. (London, 1856); cited in Hubert Howe Bancroft and
Alfred Bates, History of Utah, 1540–1886 (San Francisco: The History Co., 1889), 151 n.
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claimed a “so mathematical” mind that cannot decide about Joseph’s
truth claims since they admit of “no mathematical solution.”207 G. D.
Smith may not get the joke, but he ought to at least let us know that
there is one being told.
Bennet continued by suggesting that he need not have religious
convictions to support Joseph, adding slyly that “you know Mahomet
had his ‘right hand man.’” Joseph’s reply that God is his right-hand
man is again a riposte to Bennet and follows Joseph’s half-serious gibe
that “your good wishes to go ahead, coupled with Mahomet and a
right hand man, are rather more vain than virtuous. Why, sir, Cæsar
had his right hand Brutus, who was his left hand assassin.” Joseph here
pauses, and we can almost see him grin before adding: “Not, however,
applying the allusion to you.”208
Bennet had also offered Joseph a carving of “your head on a beautiful cornelian stone, as your private seal, which will be set in gold to
your order, and sent to you. It will be a gem, and just what you want.
. . . The expense of this seal, set in gold, will be about $40; and [the
maker] assures me that if he were not so poor a man, he would present
it to you free. You can, however, accept it or not.”209
Joseph does not let this rhetorical opportunity go by, telling
Bennet that “facts, like diamonds, not only cut glass, but they are the
most precious jewels on earth. . . . As to the private seal you mention, if
sent to me, I shall receive it with the gratitude of a servant of God, and
pray that the donor may receive a reward in the resurrection of the
just.”210 Joseph’s concluding remark about the necessity of “truth—
diamond-hard truth” plays on this same association with the proffered precious stone.
112. Concludes Bancroft: “More has been made of this correspondence than it deserves,”
though G. D. Smith has seen fit to continue the error.
207. Joseph pursued Bennet’s mathematical analogy for several paragraphs; see
History of the Church, 6:75–77. Bennet was fond of the metaphor; in 1855 he was to privately publish A New Revelation to Mankind, drawn from Axioms, or self-evident truths
in Nature, Mathematically demonstrated. See Richard D. Poll, “Joseph Smith and the
Presidency, 1844,” BYU Studies 3/3 (Autumn 1968): 19 n. 19.
208. History of the Church, 6:77.
209. History of the Church, 6:72.
210. History of the Church, 6:77, emphasis added.
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The key point of Bennet’s letter, after the sardonic preliminaries,
was an invitation to use untruth for political gain—hence Joseph’s
insistence on “diamond-hard truth.” Bennet closed his letter by asking
to be privately relieved of his honorary commission with the Nauvoo
Legion, noting that
I may yet run for a high office in your state, when you would
be sure of my best services in your behalf; therefore, a known
connection with you would be against our mutual interest. It
can be shown that a commission in the Legion was a Herald
hoax, coined for the fun of it by me, as it is not believed even
now by the public. In short, I expect to be yet, through your
influence, governor of the State of Illinois.211
Bennet hoped to use Joseph without embracing his religious pretensions and was bold enough to say so.212 However, Joseph was not as cynical and malleable as the Easterner hoped, for the Prophet then insisted
at length on the impropriety of using “the dignity and honor I received
from heaven, to boost a man into [political] power,” since “the wicked
and unprincipled . . . would seize the opportunity to [harden] the hearts
of the nation against me for dabbling at a sly game in politics.”
Joseph’s fear in relation to politics is that to support the unworthy
would be to corrupt the mission he has been given. “Shall I,” continued Joseph rhetorically, “. . . turn to be a Judas? Shall I, who have heard
the voice of God, and communed with angels, and spake as moved by
the Holy Ghost for the renewal of the everlasting covenant, and for the
gathering of Israel in the last days,—shall I worm myself into a political hypocrite?” Rather, Joseph hoped that “the whole earth shall bear
me witness that I, like the towering rock in the midst of the ocean,
which has withstood the mighty surges of the warring waves for centuries, am impregnable, and am a faithful friend to virtue, and a fearless foe to vice.”213
211. History of the Church, 6:72.
212. Lyndon W. Cook, “James Arlington Bennet and the Mormons,” BYU Studies 19/2
(Winter 1979): 247–49.
213. History of the Church, 6:77–78.
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It is at this point that he makes the statement quoted by G. D. Smith
—a nice rhetorical summation of the word games he and Bennet were
playing and a jovial but direct rejection of Bennet’s politically cynical
offer—but hardly evidence of someone with a grandiose self-image.214
To paraphrase G. D. Smith, small wonder, then, that this Joseph—
the one revealed by the documents—decided to run for the presidency.
The decision was natural since the Saints felt no candidate was worthy
of their support—though they knew that a vote for Joseph could well be
“throw[ing] away our votes.”215 Joseph’s campaign was “a gesture,” though
one he took seriously. Experienced students of Mormon history will know
this; G. D. Smith evidently counts on his audience not knowing.216
3. Joseph Smith: Financial Impropriety?
Not content with a portrayal of Joseph as an egomaniacal libertine,
Nauvoo Polygamy also accuses him of shady financial deals. This is also
done through a selective and incomplete presentation of the evidence.
Land speculation. G. D. Smith claims that “the Law brothers came
into a . . . dispute with [Joseph] over his conduct as trustee-in-trust for
the church. In that capacity, [Joseph] had appropriated church members’
charitable donations for real estate speculation, buying low and reselling high to those immigrants who could afford to pay” (p. 423). In fact,
Joseph had signed two promissory notes of $25,000 for Nauvoo, payable
to Eastern land speculators. Yet the dispossession suffered by the Saints
in Missouri made repayment difficult since many could not afford to
purchase land.217 “Joseph wanted to help,” reports Richard Bushman,
“but huge debts prevented him from simply giving away land. What
could poor converts do?” Joseph’s preference was “to give land to the
poor, especially to widows and orphans. To finance these free gifts, he
wanted others to pay generously. The high council priced Nauvoo lots
from $200 to $800, leaving room for negotiation. All these judgments
required patience and wisdom and exposed Joseph to criticism for
214. When Joseph’s personal letters are compared with this letter, one suspects a large
contribution by scribe and newspaperman W. W. Phelps.
215. “Who Shall Be Our Next President,” Times and Seasons 5/4 (15 February 1844): 441.
216. See Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 512–17.
217. Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 430.
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gouging and unfair treatment.”218 In addition, “in June 1840, he asked
the high council to appoint someone else to attend to ‘the temporalities
of the Church.’ . . . [B]ut his appeal went unheeded, . . . leaving Joseph
responsible for the debts and final disposition of land.”219
Thus the charge that Joseph was involved in “real estate speculation” is not true. G. D. Smith’s claim that Joseph was selling high “to
those . . . who could afford to pay” is a bit of verbal legerdemain—it
is true, while still managing to hide the fact that the Prophet was giving away land to those who could not pay. Joseph was already in debt
for the land; land sold for higher prices did not benefit Joseph but did
benefit those Saints too poor to afford land at all.
On what basis, then, were the Law brothers complaining? Their
motives were not so pure as G. D. Smith suggests, just as Joseph’s
actions were not so venal as G. D. Smith’s version implies. The Laws
invested in lots in upper Nauvoo and on the outskirts while the church
held title to the lower city. As Lyndon Cook has explained,
By 1843 the fundamental economic interests of the [Laws] and
the Mormon leader were in definite conflict. Brisk competition
caused the Prophet to insist that the Saints purchase building
lots from only the Church. Although most recognized this as
a sacrifice which would assist in liquidating Church debts, to
William Law it sounded too much like totalitarianism.220
The Laws’ profits were harmed by Joseph’s policy of giving land to
the poor, and the Laws also resented his ability to influence buyers.
G. D. Smith’s account is a caricature of the facts. Few citations to the
relevant literature are provided.
Maria and Sarah Lawrence. G. D. Smith twice mentions the
Lawrence sisters, two of Joseph’s plural wives who also boarded with
him and for whom he was responsible following their father’s death.
William Law charged Joseph with
218. Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 414, 417.
219. Bushman, Rough Stone Rolling, 417.
220. Lyndon W. Cook, “William Law: Nauvoo Dissenter,” BYU Studies 22/1 (Fall
1982): 62.
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fiduciary neglect of his teenage responsibility, Maria Lawrence.
Reviewing his own actions forty years later, Law concluded
that Joseph was not the only one who had taken advantage of
a defenseless girl. Emma, he believed, was equally complicit.
. . . With Hyrum Smith’s death, William Law, the other bondsman for the Lawrences, felt acutely the responsibility he bore,
ultimately reimbursing Joseph’s $3,000 worth of expenses
charged to the estate—the amount Joseph had claimed as the
value of room and board. (pp. 438–39)
By accepting Law’s account, G. D. Smith commits many of the same
errors present in Todd Compton’s In Sacred Loneliness. However, even
before the publication of Compton’s book, Gordon A. Madsen had presented data showing the falsity of Law’s charges. Compton has the excuse
that Madsen’s material was unpublished when his book went to press
and only available from a presentation made at the Mormon History
Association in 1996. More than a decade later, G. D. Smith makes the
same errors, though with no hint of the exculpatory evidence available
from the primary documents.221 He even cites Madsen’s materials but
tells the reader nothing about their contents.222
221. Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 475, 742–43; this is discussed in Anderson and
Faulring, “Joseph Smith and His Plural Wives,” 90. Compton replies in Compton, “Truth,
Honesty and Moderation,” noting the difficulties that he had in accessing Madsen’s asyet-unpublished findings. In preparation for this review, I spoke with Madsen, who told
me that when approached by Compton, he felt his materials were not yet ready for distribution. Madsen believes a responder to his 1996 presentation at the Mormon History
Association conference at Snowbird, Utah, placed some rough notes on the presentation
in the library (personal communication, 21 November 2008).
222. G. D. Smith, Nauvoo Polygamy, 196 n. 137, cites “Gordon Madsen, ‘The Lawrence
Estate Revisited: Joseph Smith and Illinois Law regarding Guardianships,’ Nauvoo
Symposium, Sept. 21, 1989, Brigham Young University, copy in possession of Todd
Compton; see Sacred Loneliness, 474–476.” Strangely, this paper was not cited by Compton,
nor is Madsen’s work mentioned on the pages cited by G. D. Smith. Compton’s actual
discussion of Madsen’s research is restricted to endnotes on pages 742–46: “Madsen,
Gordon. ‘Joseph Smith as Guardian: The Lawrence Estate.’ Paper given at Mormon
History Association, May 18, 1996. . . . I have followed Madsen as closely as possible from
my notes, but do not have his written argument and citations.” The FARMS Review (cited
in main text above) also provided some of Madsen’s data in a review of Compton’s work,
which G. D. Smith likewise ignores. G. D. Smith’s reference to 1989 instead of 1996 may
be related to an event reported in the Ensign: “William Law’s recollection of how Joseph
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G. D. Smith has apparently not paid attention to what the FARMS
Review reported on this topic either, since
most of what Law said about the estate itself was incorrect. . . .
Madsen’s paper quoted the will, under which Maria and Sarah
would share equal parts of the estate with several siblings, but
the distribution was not due during the life of their widowed
mother, who was entitled to her share of annual interest on
the undivided assets. . . . Between 1841 and early 1844, Joseph
Smith charged nothing for boarding Maria and Sarah, nor
did he bill the estate for management fees. Furthermore, in
mid-1843, the probate court approved his accounts, including
annual interest payments to the widow, as required by the will.
. . . Gordon Madsen’s overall point was that the Prophet met
his legal responsibilities in being entrusted with the Lawrence
assets. There is no hint of fraud.223
But rather than respond to this material or describe Madsen’s conclusions, G. D. Smith merely follows the hostile William Law. Madsen
further informed me that there was never any “cash” in the estate
delivered to Joseph, and certainly not the “$8,000.00 in English gold”
that Law would later claim.224 The bulk of the estate was in promissory
notes owed by fellow Canadians to the Lawrences. Law was well aware
of this since he and his brother Wilson were hired by Joseph to collect
some of these debts. Joseph’s accounts provided the probate court list
payment to “W. & W. Law” in such cases. At one point, Joseph “sent
William Clayton to Wilson Law to find out why he refused paying his
Smith, as guardian of the Lawrence children, cheated them and him is full of errors,
claimed Gordon A. Madsen. All the court records pertaining to the guardianship and
Joseph Smith’s management of the Lawrence estate still exist. They show that virtually all
of Law’s claims are mistaken” (“Nauvoo Symposium Held at Brigham Young University,”
Ensign, November 1989, 109–11). Madsen told me that he had never given an address
about the Lawrence estate until his 1996 MHA presentation, while his 1989 talk focused
on the Austin King hearing in Richmond, Missouri, not the Anderson estate. In any case,
Madsen’s research nowhere corroborates G. D. Smith’s version.
223. Anderson and Faulring, “Joseph Smith and His Plural Wives,” 91.
224. “Dr. Wyl and Dr. Wm. Law,” Daily Tribune (Salt Lake City), 13 July 1887, 6; see
also Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, 742.
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note, when he brought in some claims as a set-off which Clayton knew
were paid, leaving me no remedy but the glorious uncertainty of the
law.”225 It is not clear whether this was Law’s own note or one owed to
the Lawrences. Certainly the estate was never liquid, and it is likely
that not all of the notes had been collected before Joseph’s death.226
To portray Joseph as “us[ing] celestial marriage as a means to
access . . . [a] fortune” (p. 439) is to ignore virtually all the primary
sources. G. D. Smith gives an account by a bitter apostate—offered
nearly forty-three years after the fact—exclusive precedence over contemporary court documents. We are back where we started—at cargo
cult history.
A Grand Synthesis?
In his final chapter, G. D. Smith attempts to tie Latter-day Saint
plural marriage to the broader history of polygamy, with a special
emphasis on the Münster Anabaptists. The noted similarities are generally strained, somewhat superficial, and not argued but simply portrayed as parallels by assertion or suggestion. No attention is given to
the many differences between elements that share superficial similarities. Given G. D. Smith’s failure to do justice to the Latter-day Saint
plural marriage data, I am reluctant to trust his more perfunctory
treatment of three hundred years of polygamy and polygamist thought
in the broader Christian world. This chapter feels and reads as something of an afterthought. It is, at least, an improvement to see Joseph’s
religious ideas tied to millennialist thought—though the claim that
he might have gleaned them via the oral traditions of descendants of
the Münster Anabaptists living near Emma Hale’s family in the 1820s
smacks of desperation (p. 529).
225. History of the Church, 6:350.
226. My thanks to Gordon A. Madsen, who was gracious enough to review a draft
of my Lawrence material. He also provided me with the information in this paragraph.
Any mistakes or misapprehensions remain my own, and he is not responsible for my
conclusions. Madsen’s manuscript on the Lawrence estate is currently in preparation for
publication.
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I say improvement because chatty Anabaptists are better than
the bizarre claim with which the book opens, insisting that Joseph’s
religious impulses and ideas were due to a fascination with all things
Egyptian. This is part of G. D. Smith’s attempt to equate Joseph with
Napoleon: “The French adventurer’s finding . . . [of the Rosetta Stone]
lit a fire in [Joseph] Smith that inspired even the language of his religious prose” (pp. x–xi). Mercifully, this line of analysis is quickly abandoned for the remainder of the book.
But, we are advised, the Anabaptist connection does have an “interest to Mormon history, [since] one of their [later] leaders was Alexander
Mack, having the same surname as Joseph Smith’s mother, Lucy Mack
Smith” (p. 528, emphasis added). As Dave Barry was wont to say, “I
swear I’m not making this up.” One can only imagine the riches that
will be of interest to the Mormon historian once we realize that Joseph
Smith’s surname is likewise shared by even more historical figures than
Hale’s. Would G. D. Smith see this as fraught with meaning too?
Conclusion
More than a quarter century ago, G. D. Smith published Quinn’s
claim that
writers are certainly “dishonest or bad historians” if they fail
to acknowledge the existence of even one piece of evidence
they know challenges or contradicts the rest of their evidence.
If this omission of relevant evidence is inadvertent, the author
is careless. If the omission is an intentional effort to conceal
or avoid presenting the reader with evidence that contradicts
the preferred view of the writer, that is fraud, whether by a
scholar or non-scholar, historian or other specialist. If authors
write in scholarly style, they are equally dishonest if they fail
to acknowledge any significant work whose interpretations
differ from their own.227
227. D. Michael Quinn, “Editor’s Introduction,” in The New Mormon History: Revisionist
Essays on the Past, ed. D. Michael Quinn (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1992), viii n. 5.
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Quinn’s standard, taken to extremes, is clearly unreasonable. No one
can know everything. No researcher is infallible, and scholarship
must involve judgments of what to include and exclude. Honest mistakes and omissions happen.
However, Nauvoo Polygamy is an example of failing to meet minimal scholarly standards. G. D. Smith leaves evidence that differs with
his interpretation uncited or unengaged. In some cases he acknowledges an alternative viewpoint but leaves the strongest evidence for
the differing view unmentioned. Often the selective citation and discussion of evidence is blatant.
Nauvoo Polygamy adds little that is new to the discussion of
Mormon polygamy prior to the death of Joseph Smith.228 In many
ways his thesis is atavistic and advances no further than Brodie’s 1945
effort—which was similarly driven by an ideology that was unfailingly
hostile. I suspect that anyone moderately familiar with the extant
literature will learn little; anyone who uses Nauvoo Polygamy as an
introduction to the subject will be misled.
Why was this book published? To advance an agenda? The result
often reads like the product of a vanity press rather than a serious
attempt to synthesize the best available scholarship.

228. I do not consider myself familiar enough with the postmartyrdom literature to
assess the novelty of G. D. Smith’s contribution. I suspect that his statistical tabulation
of Nauvoo polygamists and families (pp. 283–90, 311–22, 474–78, 573–656) is the book’s
most useful contribution. His errors in other areas, however, make it difficult to trust his
work here without reservation.

A Review of the Dust Jacket
and the First Two Pages
Robert B. White

Review of George D. Smith. Nauvoo Polygamy: “. . . but we called it celestial marriage.”
Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2008. xix + 672 pp., with bibliography, appendixes, and
index. $39.95.

A

great advantage of reading a book review is that one is assisted in
choosing whether a book is worth its price and the time required
to read it. A disadvantage of many book reviews, however, is that they
run to such length that one often is obliged to have already read a great
deal before making the critical decisions about whether to part with
his money and then his time.
Bearing that in mind, readers will be relieved to learn at the outset
that this review is only just over four pages long. That will be sufficient
to adequately inform a prospective purchaser or reader about whether
to buy and read this book, or to do something else, such as clean the
garage. Furthermore, I say “the dust jacket and the first two pages”
rather than “only the dust jacket and the first two pages” because the
whole book can be assessed from just those. One cannot, of course,
assume that this book just misses being judged by its cover alone
because the author didn’t try his best. Simply put, however, he nevertheless did not do well, and he received no evident assistance from his
editors (who work for him).
Although the book is accordingly longer than is necessary for the
purposes that are so quickly evident, the author must be congratulated
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for his obvious understanding of the need for brevity and for his willingness to accommodate it. There is an obvious and genuine attempt
to compact the text by using the ellipsis a great deal. Although the
choice to make abundant use of this mark of punctuation is favored by
a certain class of historian in order to obscure what was actually said
by someone, or because the full contents of a document do not suit the
writer’s purpose, the plentiful use of the ellipsis here was clearly meant
for the reader’s benefit. That is obvious, because without an abundance of ellipses the volume would have been bulked up by setting out
entire documents, or at the very least entire paragraphs from some
of them, and although this is considered an important way to align
a work more closely with the facts, this author has recognized that it
does require space; and when paper and ink and the reader’s available
time are at a premium, something has to be sacrificed. Regrettably,
the author’s thoughtful consideration of the time and means of the
reading public has been lost on another reviewer, whose work supplies
complete rather than edited quotations of primary sources, and who
goes so far as to put them into their historical context. In doing this,
the other reviewer, who is admirable in all other ways, has produced
a long review, completely defeating the efforts and purposes of the
author and editors, and gives no credit to their obvious anxiety to
spare the public an expensive and thick volume. While that review
is otherwise highly commendable and deserves to be read in full, it
misses the point of the editorial decisions to include enough fragmentary material in the book to ensure titillation but not so much as to
demand information. After all, if readers are going to insist on full or
contextual use of primary sources, they can look them up themselves.
A publisher cannot perennially pander to those obsessed with having books cluttered and bulked up with the actual documents or their
historical setting.
So, with all that said, here is my review of the dust jacket and the
first two pages.
The dust jacket fairly and frankly advises the readers that they
“can judge for themselves as they and the author retrace the steps
of the Mormon prophet” through places where “rumors and disclo-
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sures” apparently abound. How true, and how fair of Signature Books
to say so. This encouragement not to take George D. Smith’s Nauvoo
Polygamy and its “rumors and disclosures” at face value is a welcome
departure from the practice of some publishers to tout their wares as
accurate, documented, seminal works that now set the standard for
any treatment of the subject. This world needs more publishers with
the candor thus demonstrated by Signature Books. It is to be hoped
that no one will ever handle a copy of Nauvoo Polygamy without first
ensuring that the dust jacket is attached and has been read.
Now for the book itself. The first two pages come close to being a
great read—although they are jumbled up with references to Napoleon’s
invasion of Egypt and excerpts from a letter by the emperor that the
author appears to believe may have been plagiarized by Joseph Smith,
the book’s protagonist. The locale is somewhere in the woods outside
Nauvoo. We are informed that Joseph Smith is hiding from due process of law (the author, as part of his commendable surrender to brevity, saves us the bother of telling us that the law in question is in the
person of some hate-filled folks from Missouri who still hold grudges
and have come to kidnap Joseph and haul him back to the dungeon in
Liberty). We eventually learn that he is holed up in the back room of a
log cabin belonging to friends and that care must be taken when visiting him so that the chaps from Missouri won’t follow anyone there.
From deep in the woods, he sends a letter to young Sarah, whom he
has recently married as a plural wife (hence documenting at once the
reference in the title to polygamy), telling her that it is God’s will that
she come and comfort him because of his strong feelings for her. “Now
is the time to afford me succor,” he writes, and adds that he has a room
entirely to himself for the purpose. “Come,” he writes, “come and see
me in my lonely retreat” out in the bush. At night! Now, there’s the
making of an arresting beginning!
A sprinkling of ellipses informs us that we have not been burdened by the entire text of the letter; but on this occasion it is not only
to save space, paper, ink, and time—more importantly, it is to protect
the reputation of Joseph Smith. (With so many books being written
in an effort to debase Joseph’s character, an author as protective of
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Joseph’s reputation as is this one must be commended.) You see, the
entire letter is addressed not only to Sarah, but to Sarah’s parents as
well; and Joseph asks that Mom and Dad come along to the nocturnal
tryst. Well, one can see right away that this would have reflected poorly
on Joseph’s sophistication because it would portray Joseph Smith as
something of a klutz in the steamy midnight romancing field. One
can imagine the enthusiasm with which those hostile to the Prophet
would poke fun at yet another proof that Joseph was only a dumb
yokel after all. Worse, because Joseph occupied only a single room,
when all the sweating and moaning the book leads us to assume was
to be going on, there wouldn’t have been much room for Mom and
Dad to stand around, let alone sit down to play a game of crib. The
author thus conceals the revelation that Joseph was impractical and
inconsiderate of older people.
Obviously, then, the author is biased and will stop at nothing, not
even the removal of pertinent parts of paragraphs and sentences from
the first document cited, to make his case about Joseph Smith. After
all, if we can’t get past page 2 without the excision of large portions of
a letter that, quoted in its entirety, would reveal Joseph’s ignorance of
the needs of carnality, what, then, can we hope in the way of objectivity from the rest of the book? Having read it, I can tell you: we can
hope for none. George Smith and his press have made their bias clear
to any erudite reader in the first two pages (and we were, after all,
fairly warned in the dust jacket); and the many, many other pages,
even littered as they are with an abundance of doubtless well-meaning
ellipses, do nothing to redeem the beginning. We are fortunate that in
his efforts to portray Joseph Smith in the way intended, the author has
made his bias and methodology so immediately transparent. But, as I
said, he doubtless did his best.
Well, that’s about enough information to let you know if you
should shell out your book budget for the author’s egregious efforts
in the expectation of reading anything accurate or unbiased. I know
that if you don’t buy a copy, it might hurt Signature’s revenues (they
must be getting strapped for money when the publisher writes his own
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books—any suggestion that instead it is because he has some sort of
agenda doesn’t bear thinking about); but better them than you.
I hope you like this review. I wish I’d read something like it before
I read the book. You see, my garage still needs cleaning.

Ark of the Covenant . . . Again

John A. Tvedtnes

Review of Tudor Parfitt. The Lost Ark of the Covenant: The Remarkable Quest for the
Legendary Ark. London: Harper Element, 2008 (American edition: The Lost Ark of the
Covenant: Solving the 2,500 Year Old Mystery of the Fabled Biblical Ark). xi + 388 pp.
$25.95.

I

n an earlier review,1 I surveyed various claims that the ark of the
covenant had been rediscovered in modern times. There are obvious problems when different people in different geographical locations, from Ireland to Jerusalem to Ethiopia, claim that they have the
ark. A new claim extends the discovery into southern Africa.
Tudor Parfitt of the University of London’s School of Oriental and
African Studies believes that the ark made its way to the region of
South Africa and Zimbabwe. He explains his theory in a new book,
The Lost Ark of the Covenant, and its accompanying film documentary, Quest for the Lost Ark, which aired on the History Channel in
March 2008. Intrigued, but doubtful of the validity of such claims, I
watched the television program and took notes.
No Gold for the Ark
Parfitt rejects other claims for the location of the ark, though he
does not discuss the more recent ones I mentioned in my previous

1. John A. Tvedtnes, “Finders of the Lost Ark,” FARMS Review of Books 13/2 (2001):
283–94.
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review. Most importantly, he rejects the usual biblical description of
the ark as a box of acacia (shittim) wood covered with gold and topped
by cherubim with outstretched wings (Exodus 25:10–22; 37:1–9). He
notes that the account in Deuteronomy 10:3 has Moses saying, “And
I made an ark of shittim wood,” with no mention of the gold overlay
and the cherubim. This suggested to Parfitt that the real ark was made
of wood alone and that the Exodus account embellished not only the
story, but the description of the ark as well.
Parfitt rejects the Exodus account because, while shittim wood
is available in the Sinai desert, gold is not. Where, then, did they
get the gold? Parfitt leaves the question unanswered, neglecting to
address the account in Exodus 3:22, where Moses tells the Israelites,
“But every woman shall borrow [Hebrew “ask”]2 of her neighbour,
and of her that sojourneth in her house, jewels of silver, and jewels of
gold, and raiment: and ye shall put them upon your sons, and upon
your daughters; and ye shall spoil the Egyptians” (see also Exodus
11:2; 12:35–36). In the desert, Moses asked the Israelites to donate
their gold, silver, and brass jewelry for the adornment of the tabernacle (Exodus 25:3; 35:5, 22).
Had there been no gold available to the Israelites for making the
tabernacle, it follows that they also could not have made any of the
gold and gold-covered implements of the tabernacle and high-priestly
vestments described in the book of Exodus.3 This would invalidate the
entire account of the building of the tabernacle, including the work of
the metalsmith Bezaleel, who manufactured the ark and other metallic implements for that structure.4 Parfitt seems not to have realized
the effect of his thesis.
While Moses was atop the mountain, being instructed of the Lord
how to build the tabernacle and its furniture, the people grew restless
and demanded that Moses’s brother Aaron make them a graven image
2. This is the same verb rendered “lent” in the King James rendition of Exodus
12:36.
3. Exodus 25–28, 30–31, 36–37, 39–40.
4. Exodus 31:2–4; 35:30–32; 36:1–2; 37:1; 38:22; 2 Chronicles 1:5. Exodus 38:24 gives
the precise weight of the gold that was used in the construction of the tabernacle and its
furniture.
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to worship. The future high priest collected from them gold earrings
with which to make the golden calf.5 Parfitt’s view would, of necessity,
negate this account as well, though he does not address the issue.
To his credit, Parfitt interviewed Shimon Gibson of the Albright
Institute in Jerusalem, who expressed the opinion that the Babylonians,
who destroyed Jerusalem in 587 bc, would have stripped the gold off
the ark and burned the wooden box with the rest of the wood found
inside the temple.6 Gibson’s point is well taken, but it seems more
likely to me that the gold of the ark would have been taken by Shishak
during his attack on Jerusalem and his plunder of the temple treasury
in the time of Solomon’s son Rehoboam (1 Kings 14:25–26). Edwin
Brock, also interviewed on camera for Parfitt’s film, noted that neither Shishak’s record nor the Bible mentions the ark of the covenant
being taken, suggesting that it remained in the temple after that time.
Shishak’s extant record, carved on a wall of the Egyptian temple at
Karnak, while listing Shishak’s Syro-Palestinian military expedition,
does not expressly mention his attack on Jerusalem and its temple, so
one should not expect the record to detail the plunder.
Other Theories
Parfitt deals with a few of the more prominent theories regarding the location of the ark. An Ethiopian text, the Kebra Nagast, has
the queen of Sheba bearing King Solomon a son named Menelik, who
as an adult returned to Jerusalem and made off with the ark of the
covenant and brought it to Ethiopia, where it is said to reside in the
Church of St. Mary of Zion in Axum. Parfitt dismisses this account on
grounds that the ark was known to have been in the temple some four
centuries after the time of Solomon. He seems to base this view on
Jeremiah 3:16, where we read that “in those days, saith the Lord, they
shall say no more, The ark of the covenant of the Lord: neither shall
5. Exodus 32:2–4, 23–24; see also verse 31.
6. I was a bit dismayed that Parfitt’s film illustrated the Babylonian conquest of
Jerusalem with a panel from Nineveh (now in the British Museum) depicting the capture
of the Judean city of Lachish by the Assyrian king Sennacherib in 701 bc, more than a
century earlier.
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it come to mind: neither shall they remember it; neither shall they
visit it; neither shall that be done any more.” The passage, however,
does not say that the ark was still in situ in Jeremiah’s day when the
Babylonians attacked Jerusalem.
Parfitt likewise dismisses (rightly, in my opinion) ideas that the
ark was taken into Egypt and hidden at the bottom of a lake, in the
Great Pyramid, or under the sphinx at Giza (both structures predate
the exodus by many centuries).7 He attributes such speculations to the
popularity of the 1981 Indiana Jones motion picture Raiders of the
Lost Ark but also brings up what he calls a “rumor” of the smuggling
of the ark to a Jewish temple on the island of Elephantine in the middle of the Nile River. He rightly points out that the temple is too late
in time but seems unaware of another Jewish temple at the Egyptian
site of Leontopolis. His main reason for not wanting to place the ark at
Elephantine is that false gods were also worshipped at the site and that
Israelite priests would not have placed the ark in proximity to pagan
idols. He seems to forget (or not to know) that pagan worship was
occasionally carried on in the Jerusalem temple.8 The modern mind
may find such goings-on unlikely, but in the Bible we are dealing with
ancient peoples with a different mind-set.
7. My personal favorite on the Ark-in-Egypt “Do Not Read” list is Graham Hancock’s
The Sign and the Seal: The Quest for the Lost Ark of the Covenant (New York: Touchstone,
1992), which is undoubtedly fascinating to the layman but clearly full of errors to anyone
acquainted with ancient history. For example, Hancock, supposedly having exhausted all
other possible identifications of the slain Master Mason Hiram Abiff, is led to believe that
he should be identified with the Egyptian king Seqenenre Tao II, whose mummy, lying
in the Cairo Museum (where I saw it in 1978), shows a large wound to the skull that must
have been the cause of his death. In Masonic tradition, Hiram Abiff was the builder of
Solomon’s temple. Indeed, the Bible names one Hiram as the chief architect of that structure and describes him as an Israelite, not an Egyptian pharaoh (1 Kings 7:13–40). One
need not look beyond the Bible for the origin of the Masonic hero.
8. Jewish king Ahaz ordered the installation of a Syrian-style altar in the temple to
be used for divination, and he mutilated other temple implements constructed during the
time of Solomon (2 Kings 16:10–16). His son, Hezekiah, restored the temple to its original
condition (2 Chronicles 29) and also removed Moses’s brazen serpent from the temple
after people began worshipping it (2 Kings 18:4). A century later, idols had been erected
in the temple and people began worshipping both the sun and other false gods (see 2
Chronicles 36:14; Jeremiah 7:30; Ezekiel 8:5–18; 20:30–31, 39–40; 44:7).
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Parfitt also rejects the view, unsupported by any written evidence,
that the Knights Templar found the ark beneath the temple mount in
Jerusalem and brought it back in secret to Europe.9 Still, he took time
to accompany Gibson into Zedekiah’s Cave (also called Solomon’s
Quarry) beneath the Old City of Jerusalem to get a feel for the view
that the ark was hidden beneath the temple—a view he rejected. I
was also surprised that he even discussed the Copper Scroll, found in
Qumran Cave 3, which lists temple treasures hidden away prior to the
Roman destruction of the Second Temple in ad 70. The text engraved
on the scroll does not name the ark, and it is far too late in time to even
be considered in a search for the sacred box.10
The Lemba Theory
Ultimately, Parfitt concludes that the ark of the covenant was taken
to South Africa via Yemen and resided with the Lemba tribe. He had
first encountered the Lemba during a visit to the region to lecture on the
Falasha or “Black Jews” of Ethiopia following the publication of his book
on the Falasha emigration to Israel. Some of the Lemba told him that
they, too, were descended from ancient Israelites who came to Africa.
Even though many of them were Christians, they retained Jewish practices (including circumcision) and worked in metal and pottery.
Following the discovery that a large percentage of Jewish men
claiming descent from Aaron, Israel’s first high priest, shared a common genetic marker on the Y-chromosome, Parfitt suggested testing
of the Lemba. The results demonstrated that the Lemba did, indeed,
have Israelite ancestry, and that the Cohen Modal Haplotype was
9. The Knights Templar were a monastic order of knights originally founded to provide safe passage to Christian holy sites for European pilgrims to the Holy Land. In recent
years, much conjecture has tied them to Freemasonry and various secrets supposedly
uncovered on the temple compound during their sojourn there. However intriguing such
accounts may be, they are mere speculation, with little or no evidence to support them.
10. I was delighted, however, that Parfitt noted that the biblical description of the ark,
with the two staves to carry it, resembles the box-shrines used to carry statues of the gods
in ancient Egypt, as many earlier scholars have already noted. This, however, was overshadowed by his later identification of the ark with a drum, as described later in this review.
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more pronounced among the Buba clan, descendants of the priests
who are said to have led the people from Jerusalem.11
According to their tradition, the Lemba people immigrated from
Jerusalem at the time of the Babylonian conquest and came via Yemen,
in the southwestern Arabian peninsula.12 Parfitt hyperbolically claims
that this origin has been “proven.”13 Yemenite Jews say that they were
led there by the prophet Jeremiah (a priest, according to Jeremiah 1:1),
who in some ancient texts is credited with hiding the ark on Mount
Nebo in a cave near where Moses was thought to be buried.14
The Lemba tradition holds that they traveled from oasis to oasis
(including Petra) through ancient Arabia. Parfitt refers to “countless
Arab legends” that claim that the ark traveled through that region and
notes that some Arab historians say it was discovered on Mount Meba
by the Jurum tribe, who brought it to Mecca, and that it was later
transferred south to Yemen. Dhu Nuwas, one of the kings of Yemen,
is said to have actually converted to Judaism, but was overthrown by
Christian rivals, after which Islam arose in the region. Parfitt speculates that the pre-Islamic prophet Hud, whose grave is still shown
in the eastern Hadramaut and who is mentioned in the Qur’an, may
reflect the name Yahud, “Jew.”15
11. The haplotype is not restricted to Jewish priests (Cohanim), though they have it in
larger proportion than others. Non-priestly Jews also have the haplotype in lesser proportion and non-Jews in even lesser proportion still. It is possible that some priestly families
lost their traditional origins and that some even abandoned Judaism in the past. Among the
Lemba, 53 percent of Buba men have the haplotype, compared to 9 percent of the men of
other clans. The Lemba DNA studies were conducted in 1995 by Trevor Jenkins of the South
African Institute for Medical Research at the University of the Witwatersrand.
12. Significantly, Lehi and his family also left Jerusalem shortly before the Babylonian
conquest and evidence has demonstrated that they, too, traveled through the Arabian
peninsula to the ocean, where they built a ship and sailed to the New World.
13. Some geneticists have suggested that the Lemba picked up the “Cohen gene” from
Jewish Portuguese sailors (some of them perhaps secret Jews) who sailed down the east
coast of Africa, rather than from Jews living in Yemen. The time depth (said to be three
thousand years) can be accommodated by either view.
14. 4 Baruch 3:7–19; 2 Maccabees 2:1–8; Chronicles of Jerahmeel 77:4–9; Lives of the
Prophets 2:11–19.
15. Though Parfitt knew of Hud from the Qur’an, he seems not to have known that
the story of the breaking of the great dam in Yemen is also mentioned in that volume,
where it is said that it was God’s way of destroying and scattering sinners shortly before
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The Lemba “Ark”
The Lemba claim that they left Yemen for Africa, taking the ark
of the covenant with them. Called the mgoma lungundu, “drum that
thunders,” it was carried on poles by priests and was said to be the
voice of God, which paralyzed one’s enemies. Parfitt managed to track
down the drum itself. It had been photographed and published in 1952
in a book written by Harold von Sicard, who gave the drum to the
Bulawayo Museum in Zimbabwe. Political problems prevented Parfitt
from going to film the drum itself, though he had previously examined it. Parfitt arranged for a Zimbabwean crew to film the device as it
was removed from storage and send the film to South Africa.
The drum appears very old and damaged but bears evidence that
it was once carried about by poles. Radiocarbon dating performed
some time earlier disclosed that it was some six hundred years old.
The Lemba claimed that it had replaced an earlier drum. Parfitt speculates that the ark of the covenant may have originally been a drum, a
weapon of war also carried in processions. Shimon Gibson disagrees
with the speculation that the Israelites’ ark was used as a drum, noting
that the Lemba “ark” had always been a drum.
Drum or Box?
However, that the original ark of the covenant was carried into
battle is beyond question (1 Samuel 4:3–8). Early in its history, when
the ark was taken up and carried before the people, “Moses said,
Rise up, Lord, and let thine enemies be scattered; and let them that
hate thee flee before thee” (Numbers 10:35). On one occasion, when
the Israelites went against their enemies without the ark, they were
defeated (Numbers 14:44–45).16
the time of Muhammad (sixth century ad). Parfitt says that the last time he was in the
region, he “heard about” a dam in the Sana’a area and noted that if the dam had broken,
people living there would have had to leave.
16. They were also defeated when the ark accompanied them into battle against the
Philistines, who captured the ark but later returned it after it had caused considerable
damage in some of their temples (1 Samuel 4:10–11; 6:1–7:2).
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When the priests bearing the ark came to the Jordan River and
stepped into it, the waters of the river were stopped upstream so the
people could cross over into the land of Canaan (Joshua 3–4). The
purpose of this miracle17 seems to have been to frighten the people of
the land: “And Joshua said, Hereby ye shall know that the living God is
among you, and that he will without fail drive out from before you the
Canaanites, and the Hittites, and the Hivites, and the Perizzites, and
the Girgashites, and the Amorites, and the Jebusites” (Joshua 3:10).
Soon afterward, the ark was carried with the people as they circumambulated the city of Jericho for a week, resulting in the collapse of
its walls (Joshua 6:6–8). Does this mean that the ark was a drum that
produced sufficient vibration to cause the walls of Jericho to fall or to
frighten Israel’s enemies?
The Hebrew word aron, rendered “ark,” means “box,”18 and the
aron was, indeed, like the ancient Egyptian box-shrines, replete with
the two “staves” placed through rings to enable priests to carry it on
their shoulders.19 The Bible informs us that various things were placed
inside the ark, such as the “the two tables of stone” received by Moses
atop the mountain20 and a “book of the law.”21 The biblical description
is clearly that of a box, not a drum.
But the ark was far more than a mere box; it was also the Lord’s
throne. The lid of the box, the kapporet (misrendered “mercy seat” in
17. While it is true that the Jordan River has frequently stopped flowing due to the
collapse of its banks upriver at present-day Damiyah (the city of Adam in Joshua 3:16),
the timing of the event was clearly miraculous.
18. This is the word used to denote the “ark” of the covenant. The term rendered “ark”
in the Noah story is tebah, a borrowing from Egyptian that is cognate to the term used
by the Ethiopians (whose language, like Hebrew, is in the Semitic family) to denote the
ark they claim to have in their possession. I use the word “claim” because only the priest
in charge of the shrine at Axum is allowed to see this ark; representations of it, usually in
the form of flat wooden boards, are carried in procession during religious festivals.
19. Exodus 25:10–15; 1 Kings 8:7–8; 2 Chronicles 5:8–9.
20. Exodus 25:16, 21; 34:1, 4; 1 Kings 8:9; 2 Chronicles 5:10.
21. Deuteronomy 31:25–26. Hebrews 9:4 informs us that it contained “the golden
censer, and the ark of the covenant overlaid round about with gold, wherein was the
golden pot that had manna, and Aaron’s rod that budded, and the tables of the covenant.”
This late description may be inaccurate.
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KJV) was made of gold and topped by two cherubim, one on each end.22
“And the cherubims shall stretch forth their wings on high, covering the
mercy seat with their wings, and their faces shall look one to another;
toward the mercy seat shall the faces of the cherubims be” (Exodus
25:20; see vv. 17–20). The Lord promised Moses, “And there I will meet
with thee, and I will commune with thee from above the mercy seat,
from between the two cherubims which are upon the ark of the testimony, of all things which I will give thee in commandment unto the
children of Israel” (Exodus 25:22). Indeed, we read that the Lord sat
(yashab, rendered “dwelleth” in KJV) between these cherubim.23 “And
when Moses was gone into the tabernacle of the congregation to speak
with him, then he heard the voice of one speaking unto him from off the
mercy seat that was upon the ark of testimony, from between the two
cherubims: and he spake unto him” (Numbers 7:89).
The description of winged cherubim atop a seat is very much like
thrones known from parts of the ancient Near East. Egyptian kings
sometimes sat on a throne that had wings that formed armrests on
either side, and a carved piece of ivory found at the site of Megiddo
and dating to ca. 1200 bc depicts a Canaanite king seated on a winged
throne. Accepting Parfitt’s theory means one must reject entirely
the biblical description of the ark, which fits well in its ancient Near
Eastern milieu. It is therefore ironic that the starting point for Parfitt’s
search for the “lost ark” is the Bible, on whose accounts of the ark he
casts so much doubt.

22. The Hebrew term was borrowed from Akkadian and denotes winged animals
(often bulls) such as one finds depicted in Assyrian and Babylonian reliefs, as also in
Egyptian art. These were the winged creatures described in the heavenly visions of
Ezekiel (Ezekiel 1:5–11, 23–25; 3:13; 10:5–22; 11:22), Isaiah (Isaiah 6:2), and the apostle
John (Revelation 4:6–9; cf. D&C 77:2–4). Though the KJV often places the plural –s suffix,
the –im of the Hebrew already denotes plurality.
23. 1 Samuel 4:4; 2 Samuel 6:2; 2 Kings 19:15; 1 Chronicles 13:6; Psalms 80:1; 99:1;
Isaiah 37:16.
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T

he Book of Mormon was first published in Palmyra, New York.
It was published in a young and growing country, only a scant
generation removed from the violent throes of its birth and a nation
struggling to define itself politically, geographically, and, in many
ways, religiously. Those subcurrents carried the early readers of the
Book of Mormon. For those who accepted it, it became a symbol of
their personal redefinition as no longer Methodist, Baptist, or seekers.
They were rather those who accepted that the God of old was present
again and that the ancient blessing of a prophet had also become present again in the person of the man who translated the golden plates
into the miraculous text of the Book of Mormon.
It didn’t take long for those early believers to extrapolate their wonder in the Book of Mormon to their own position in a new nation and
even newer community. The very understandable reading of the Book
of Mormon was that it was about them. The Book of Mormon world
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was their world, not only religiously, but geographically. Nevertheless,
various opinions about where the Book of Mormon occurred developed relatively early. It is important to remember in our discussions of
geography and the Book of Mormon that this has been left in the hands
of the researchers and is not a matter of official church doctrine or
definition. There were sufficient differences of opinion that George Q.
Cannon felt it important to address the issue in 1890. Cannon knew
Joseph Smith; in fact he was living with his uncle John Taylor during the terrible time when Taylor accompanied Joseph and Hyrum to
Liberty jail.1 He worked with his uncle at the Times and Seasons and
was certainly in a position to know whether there was an established
geography. Later, as a member of the First Presidency, he noted:
The First Presidency have often been asked to prepare some
suggestive map illustrative of Nephite geography, but have
never consented to do so. Nor are we acquainted with any of
the Twelve Apostles who would undertake such a task. The
reason is, that without further information they are not prepared to even to suggest. The word of the Lord or the translation of other ancient records is required to clear up many
points now obscure. . . . Of course, there can be no harm result
from the study of the geography of this continent at the time
it was settled by the Nephites, drawing all the information
possible from the record which has been translated for our
benefit. But beyond this we do not think it necessary, at the
present time, to go.2
The earliest associations between the Book of Mormon and a
real-world setting were made between the land the early Saints knew
and the land described in the new book. Because the plates had been
retrieved from a hill in New York, that hill was called Cumorah, though
1. “George Q. Cannon,” Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Q._
Cannon (accessed September 2008).
2. George Q. Cannon, Juvenile Instructor (1 January, 1890); reprinted in The
Instructor 73/4 (April 1938): 159–60. Quotation copied from Matthew Roper, comment
on “Examining the Secular Side,” FAIR blog, comment posted 13 September 2008, http://
www.fairblog.org/2008/09/03/examining-the-secular-side/#comments.
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it appears to have required ten to twenty years for the Saints to settle
on that name for the location.3 Once so named, however, it became
even more important and merged in the minds of the Saints with the
text of the Book of Mormon to become, in popular thought, the very
hill at which the final battle between the Lamanites and Nephites took
place. Oliver Cowdery himself described the hill in 1835 and noted
specifically that it was the place where “once sunk to nought the pride
and strength of two mighty nations.”4
The confluence of name, place, and familiarity virtually assured
that early Saints would look to western New York as the scene of the
last battle and use the archaeology of the area as a support. With such
a tradition behind it, it might seem surprising that there would still be
books published strenuously arguing for the New York hill to be the
Cumorah. One might expect it to be an accepted fact. Nevertheless, the
location of the Book of Mormon’s Cumorah has become a controversial
issue following the publication and wide scholarly acceptance of the
“Limited Geography Theory” of Book of Mormon lands, which places
all of the events in Central America, including the destructions of the
Nephites and Jaredites at Cumorah (which hill was called Ramah by
the Jaredites).5 This newer geographic correlation is sometimes called
3. Martin H. Raish, “Encounters with Cumorah: A Selective, Personal Bibliography,”
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 13/1–2 (2004): 39. Raish notes (p. 40, sidebar) that
while a very late remembrance by David Whitmer claims that a mysterious stranger was
“going to Cumorah” in 1829, there is no corroboration that this name was used that early.
Neither Oliver Cowdery in his 1835 description of the hill nor Joseph Smith’s history of
1838 uses Cumorah as the name of the hill.
4. Raish, “Encounters,” 41. B. H. Roberts continued to hold this opinion of the hill
as the final battle location described in the Book of Mormon: “Meantime I merely call
attention to the fact which here concerns me, namely, that central and western New
York constitute the great battle fields described in the Book of Mormon as being the
place where two nations met practical annihilation, the Jaredites and Nephites; and of
which the military fortifications and monuments described by Mr. Priest are the silent
witnesses.” B. H. Roberts, New Witnesses for God (Salt Lake City: Deseret News, 1951),
3:73–74; quotation from GospeLink 2001 CD (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2000).
5. John Clark, “The Final Battle for Cumorah,” review of Christ in North America,
by Delbert W. Curtis, FARMS Review of Books 6/2 (1994): 79, suggests: “Reacting to John
L. Sorenson’s view of two Cumorahs printed in the Ensign in 1984, Curtis addresses the
questions of (1) whether there are two Cumorahs or just one, and (2) where the final
Nephite and Jaredite battles really occurred. He argues for a limited geography in the
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the “two Cumorahs” theory in contrast with the “one Cumorah” of
older and more traditional geographic interpretations.6
One Cumorah Theory
Wayne N. May, founder of Ancient American magazine, has published (under the impress of his Ancient American Archaeological
Foundation) three books adamantly supporting a “one Cumorah”
correlation, as well as a particular geographic and cultural connection to the Book of Mormon. He has published a series of three books
bearing the phrase “This Land” as part of the title.7 Of the three, only
the first deals with the arguments for a specific geography. The other
two volumes concentrate on descriptions of artifacts that are used to
support the basic geographic correlation found in the first volume.
The first volume, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation,
lists two authors, Edwin G. Goble and Wayne N. May. In this collaboration, Goble generally provided the geographic arguments and
area of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie and is convinced that there is only one Cumorah.” A
similar reaction has Wayne May retitling his expansion of a book by E. Cecil McGavin
and Willard Bean. Originally titled The Geography of the Book of Mormon, publication
details are now Wayne N. May, This Land: Only One Cumorah! (Colfax, WI: Ancient
American Archaeology Foundation, 2004).
6. William J. Hamblin, “Basic Methodological Problems with the Anti-Mormon
Approach to the Geography and Archaeology of the Book of Mormon,” Journal of Book
of Mormon Studies 2/1 (1993): 177, describes the issue from the viewpoint of the scholarly
consensus about the location of the Book of Mormon in Central America: “Actually, the
Limited Geography Model does not insist that there were two Cumorahs. Rather, there
was one Cumorah in Mesoamerica, which is always the hill referred to in the Book of
Mormon. Thereafter, beginning with Oliver Cowdery (possibly based on a misreading of
Mormon 6:6), early Mormons began to associate the Book of Mormon Cumorah with the
hill in New York where Joseph Smith found the plates. The Book of Mormon itself is internally consistent on the issue. It seems to have been early nineteenth-century Latter-day
Saint interpretation of the text of the Book of Mormon which has caused the confusion
on this point. Thus, advocates of the Limited Geography Model are required only to show
that their interpretations are consistent with the text of the Book of Mormon itself, not
with any nineteenth-century interpretation of the Book of Mormon.”
7. Wayne N. May and Edwin G. Goble, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite
Nation; May, This Land: Only One Cumorah (an expansion of E. Cecil McGavin and
Willard Bean’s The Geography of the Book of Mormon); and May, This Land: They Came
From the East.
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May the artifactual material.8 The geography described in this volume
has the New York hill as the final Cumorah/Ramah of the Book of
Mormon. Goble therefore locates most of the Book of Mormon lands
along the Mississippi, which he considers to be the Book of Mormon
Sidon.9 This allows the Nephite homeland to be heavily in Ohio and
to be correlated with the Hopewell culture, the “mound builders” who
occupied that land during Book of Mormon times. Because we know
that these theories are the products of mortal speculation rather than
divine revelation, we must use the tools of scholarship to examine
them and determine whether or not a particular geographic and cultural correlation could possibly represent the place and culture behind
the Book of Mormon.
The claim that the Nephites can be seen in the remains of the
Hopewell culture and the Jaredites in the earlier Adena has problems, I believe, from the perspectives of both geography and archaeology. The problems in the geography on which Wayne May hangs his
artifacts are numerous. Perhaps the most significant problem is that
the Mississippi flows south but the Sidon must flow north. The city
of Manti is south of Zarahemla and is close to “the head of the river
Sidon” (Alma 22:27). That the phrase head of the river should be taken
for the headwaters rather than some other definition that might allow
for the river to flow south is confirmed when we find that when Alma
inquired of the Lord concerning the flight of a Lamanite attack party,
he tells Zoram that “the Lamanites will cross the river Sidon in the
south wilderness, away up beyond the borders of the land of Manti”
(Alma 16:6). The Book of Mormon uses the terms up and down in
ways that are consistent with topography and may be used to envision
the general lay of the land. John L. Sorenson uses this information
8. Edwin G. Goble, in an e-mail to me dated 23 September 2008, makes the following claim: “I was involved in writing This Land volume 1 only.” He is responsible for all
of the geography in that particular book. According to Goble, “May is an advocate of
artifacts that are questionable.”
9. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 11, attributes the
correlation of the River Sidon as the Mississippi to Duane Erickson: “We have built on his
pioneering.”
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to describe the reasons why a north-flowing Sidon is most consistent
with the Book of Mormon text:
We have more information about the surface features of the
land than a casual reading of the scriptures might imply. The
recordkeepers consistently wrote about going “up,” “down,” or
“over.” (Some readers have maintained that these expressions
reflect mere cultural conventions, like the Yankee expression
“down South.” But in many cases, the scripture connects the
words to clear, consistent topographic circumstances; I see no
reason not to take the prepositions literally.) This information
allows us to draw a neat picture of relative elevations.
A dominant feature is the major river, the Sidon, which
flowed down out of the mountains that separated the lands
of Nephi and Zarahemla. This river ran “by” the local land of
Zarahemla, which lay mainly on the stream’s west (Alma 2:15).
The only populated part of Nephite lands surely on the east of
the river is the valley of Gideon (Alma 6:7). Since travelers had
to go “up” to Gideon, and since there was a “hill Amnihu”
just across the river from the city of Zarahemla extensive but
gentle enough to accommodate a large battle, the Sidon basin
must have slanted up more sharply on the east side than on
the west. We also know that the river must have been fairly
long. Its origin was deep in the wilderness above the highest
Nephite city on the river, Manti (Alma 16:6). Zarahemla was
downstream.10
A second difficulty for the authors’ argument arises in Helaman
3:3–7:
And it came to pass in the forty and sixth, yea, there was
much contention and many dissensions; in the which there
were an exceedingly great many who departed out of the land
of Zarahemla, and went forth unto the land northward to
10. John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American Setting for the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1985), 23.
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inherit the land. And they did travel to an exceedingly great
distance, insomuch that they came to large bodies of water
and many rivers. Yea, and even they did spread forth into all
parts of the land, into whatever parts it had not been rendered
desolate and without timber, because of the many inhabitants who had before inherited the land. And now no part of
the land was desolate, save it were for timber; but because of
the greatness of the destruction of the people who had before
inhabited the land it was called desolate. And there being but
little timber upon the face of the land, nevertheless the people
who went forth became exceedingly expert in the working
of cement; therefore they did build houses of cement, in the
which they did dwell.
These verses set up some very specific geographic requirements
that intersect with archaeology. The location of this land must be
“an exceedingly great distance” north of the Nephite lands. It must
have “many waters” and have been “rendered desolate and without
timber”11 by its “many inhabitants,” who could no longer use timber
to build and therefore “did build houses of cement.” If the Hopewell
culture in Ohio is to represent the Nephites, then this important geographic feature must be farther north. There is simply nothing north
of Ohio that fits any of these requirements save the “many waters.” The
Great Lakes are clearly candidates for “many waters,” but during Book
of Mormon times, there were no great cities, no deforestation, and
certainly no houses of cement as dwelling places in that area.
The Michigan Artifacts
Other geographic problems might be brought up, but perhaps it
is sufficient to note that Goble, author of the geographic correlation
11. There is also a time element attached, though that is somewhat unclear. The text
requires that this be the description of the land just before the time of Christ. I have
suggested that it represents Mormon’s present description of the land he knew about,
imputed to the earlier time. See Brant A. Gardner, Second Witness: Analytical and
Contextual Commentary on the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Greg Kofford Books,
2007), 5:17–18.
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upon which these books are based, has concluded that the geography is incorrect and has revised his position. One of the strongest elements of the original argument, and one continued by May, is that
the proposed Sidon-equals-Mississippi argument has the support of
“prophetic statements.”12 For example, a letter from Joseph Smith to
Emma in 1834 during Zion’s March from Ohio to Missouri suggested
that they were crossing “the lands of the Nephites, viewing mounds
and lands of the once beloved people of the Lord.”13 Goble points out
that if we are really to build a geography based on “prophetic statements,” this cannot be the land southward that the Mississippi correlation requires: “A North American geography is impossible because
of Joseph Smith’s own clear statement in the Levi Hancock Journal
about the Land of Desolation being in the very place that [May’s] claim
(and formerly mine) that the Land of Zarahemla was.”14
Both for reasons of changing his opinion of geography and specifically to distance his ideas from some of the controversial artifacts
12. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 50, uses as a chapter heading “Prophetic Statements about Geography.”
13. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 63, as paraphrased
in the caption to the map.
14. Goble, personal e-mail in my possession, dated 23 September 2008. Goble
posed this issue to Rod Meldrum (who is also a proponent of a similar geography for
similar reasons). Meldrum included the question with his response, http://bookofmor
monevidenceblog.wordpress.com/2008/09/04/initial-response-to-fairs-reviews-of-thisresearch/#comments, post 40 (accessed 25 September 2008). Goble wrote: “Mr. Meldrum,
if you put stock in Joseph Smith’s statements, then once again, I directly challenge you
to address the Land of Desolation statement in the Levi Hancock journal and how you
believe it does not devastate your geography. Or will you discount it entirely? Explain
yourself clearly and how you intend to get around Joseph Smith’s own statement.”
Meldrum replied: “Dear Brother Goble, The difference lies in first hand accounts (such as
the Wentworth Letter) and second hand accounts that have been ‘filtered’ through others
(Levi Hancock’s journal). First hand account are certainly better evidence than second
hand accounts. Do you not agree with this?” This argument might be more impressive if
only autographic statements were used in these geographies. However, the Zelph incident
is often used as a key “prophetic statement,” and it is that incident to which Hancock
refers. As with Hancock’s statement, other descriptions of that incident are similarly
secondhand. Joseph Smith rarely wrote himself, dictating history to others who did the
recording. Suggesting that the Wentworth Letter, which treats a different subject, is a
contradiction to Hancock is simply playing fast and loose with the evidentiary materials,
accepting only those that conform to the selected geography.
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Wayne May promotes as evidence of the Book of Mormon, Goble has
requested that I present his position, which I do without editing:
I would very much appreciate if you could include this
retraction, including my current beliefs and my intent to
divest myself further of anything else that turns out to be
untrue. I only want to get to the truth of the matter:
Just for the record, I was involved in writing This Land, volume 1 only, and my association with May ended in 2002, after
may got upset with me for my first retraction that I made of
what I wrote about the Michigan Artifacts and Burrows Cave
Artifacts that appeared in Brant Gardner’s first review.15 May
is responsible for the volume 2 and 3 of the This Land series
entirely. And now it appears that Rod Meldrum is carrying
on the torch with a similar geography,16 although I have never
had association with Mr. Meldrum. Mr. May is an advocate of
artifacts that are questionable. I don’t believe they are real, so
I am retracting everything I wrote about those artifacts. I am
also retracting some of the theories presented in This Land,
Volume One. I now believe that the Narrow Neck of Land and
the Land of Zarahemla in Mesoamerica. However, at this time,
I still disagree with Mesoamerican advocates that Cumorah is
down in Mesoamerica. I have always been wanting to know
the truth. And if something is not true, then obviously I want
to know what the truth is, and let go of that which is not. I will
be publishing an article taking the Cumorah controversy to a
new level, tentatively named “Resurrecting Cumorah.” It will
go head on, rebutting David Palmer’s Criteria for Cumorah
in the book In Search of Cumorah, as well as the other writings on the subject of Cumorah, such as those done by John
Clark in his reviews. I’ve been working on this article for some
years. And so, I’m inviting all good scholars out there to have
15. Brant A. Gardner, “Too Good to Be True: Questionable Archaeology and the
Book of Mormon,” http://www.fairlds.org/pubs/QArch.pdf (accessed September 2008).
16. Rod Meldrum, “DNA Evidence for Book of Mormon Geography,” http://www
.bookofmormonevidence.org/index.php (accessed September 2008).
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at it, and to either convert me to the Mesoamerican theory for
Cumorah once and for all, or to admit my new argument real
plausibility.17
The artifacts that Goble refers to are known collectively as
the “Michigan artifacts.” They figure prominently in This Land:
Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation and are the subject of two chapters
in This Land: They Came from the East. The history of the Michigan
artifacts is somewhat difficult to trace, as the readily available literature comes from their apologists. A basic beginning point is noted by
Fred Rydholm:
The “Michigan Tablets” tale begins around 1885, in Big
Rapids, where James O. Scotford, one-time sleight-of-hand
performer turned sign-painter, was displaying an almost
clairvoyant ability to discover Indian artifacts in prehistoric
mounds.
He sold Indian “relics” (some of them authentic), and was
assisted by a Mr. Soper. No one was suspicious until 1890,
when Soper was elected Michigan’s Secretary of State, not a
very important job in those days. He got into trouble accepting kickbacks, and was promptly fired by Governor Edwin B.
Winans, in 1891.
Soper dropped out of sight until 1907, when he reappeared in Detroit, living near Scotford. At that time, he
was selling rare Indian artifacts to collectors in Michigan,
Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois and Canada. He offered hundreds of objects—copper weapons, ornaments and all kinds
of copper implements as well as clay pipes and bowls which he
claimed had been unearthed by Scotford in Isabella County,
near Big Rapids, at sites within three miles of Lansing, even in
back of Palmer Park.18
17. Edwin G. Goble, personal e-mail in my possession, dated 23 September 2008.
18. Fred Rydholm, “Trashing America’s ‘Politically Incorrect’ Prehistory,” Ancient
American 32/229, http://www.artbulla.com/zion/Political.pdf (accessed September 2008).
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The version from This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation
provides the basics without the more interesting aspects of the backgrounds of the principal discoverers:
Public awareness of the Michigan Mounds Artifacts began
in 1874, in Crystal, Michigan, where a farmer, clearing some
land, uncovered the large replica of a shuttle ground black
slate and highly polished. One surface displayed the incised
drawing of a man’s head wearing a helmet and the obverse
showed two lines of writing; a group of cuneiform and a line
of an unknown script. Over that 19th Century summer, more
pieces were found in the surrounding countryside, including
a copper dagger, a clay box, and some slate tablets, each item
showing an unknown grouping of script but each one bearing
on it the grouping of cuneiform, the same as that on the slate
shuttle. (pp. 21–22)
The most spectacular of the artifacts were those that included
an apparently complex writing system and artistic representation of
clearly late Christian themes. All of them also bore five markings that
appear similar to the stylus used to impress cuneiform into clay (some
appear on clay, but even on slate the markings are etched to resemble
the result of the stylus), which to modern eyes might look like a twodimensional picture of a thin golf tee. The five markings form three
“letters.” The first is vertical, the next three form an “H” and the last is
slanted (as the slash mark: /). They form a set that some have seen as,
and transliterated as, “JHS” (IH/), a not unintentional (in my opinion)
connection to Jesus Christ.
The “discovered” artifacts were disputed from the beginning:
“When the University of Michigan was given an opportunity to buy
two caskets, a prehistoric beer mug, a bowl, three goblets and some
copper coins at $1,000 and refused, the items were offered at $100,
and when the University declined, Soper left them in Ann Arbor.”19
Nevertheless, they did acquire some notoriety, and at least one scholar
19. Rydholm, “Trashing America’s ‘Politically Incorrect’ Prehistory,” 230.
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provided a translation of one of the texts. John Campbell, a philologist, was sent photographs of some of the artifacts. He noted:
On a careful examination of the workable material before
me, I saw that I had to deal with something that was only
new in the matter of grouping, in other words, with the old
Turanian syllabary. This syllabary I was led into acquaintance
with through Hittite studies, and, having mastered its various forms and their phonetic equivalents, I have published
many decipherments of inscriptions made in its protean
characters.20
The Association accepted my explanation, and Japanese and
Basque scholars favour my translations, in the east of the Lat
Indian and Siberian inscriptions, and in the west of the Etruscan, Celt-Iberian, and similar documents. Unfortunately,
among philological ethnologists there are few Basque and
Japanese scholars.21
It was perhaps fortunate for Campbell that there were so few Basque
and Japanese philological ethnologists. When Alex Chamberlain, a linguist, examined one of Campbell’s translations of a different language,
with which he was familiar, he found that “careful study during some
nine years of a greater mass of Kootenay linguistic material than is in
the possession of any other philologist entitles him [the writer] to an
opinion on the questions involved in Professor Campbell’s comparisons, which, as presented in this paper, violate the known rules of the
phonology, morphology and syntax of all the languages concerned.”22
20. John Campbell, “Recently Discovered Relics of the American Mound-Builders
(Read 25th May 1898).” Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, Section II, 1898, 3,
http://www.canadiana.org/ECO/PageView/10163/0002?id=7ba6ed34f17b2226 (accessed
September 2008).
21. Campbell, “Recently Discovered Relics,” 4.
22. Alex F. Chamberlain, untitled articles in Review of Historical Publications
Relating to Canada, ed. George M. Wrong and H. H. Langton (Toronto: William Briggs,
1899), 4:197, http://books.google.com/books?id=YH0OAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA197&lpg=P
A197&dq=%22monhegan+stone%22&source=web&ots=hYQ3lEweql&sig=pxAaJyMD0
42yFtWyZCzQtKIDp5M&hl=en&sa=X&oi=book_result&resnum=8&ct=result#PPA191
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Campbell’s translation and Chamberlain’s repudiation of his ability as a linguist perhaps become the microcosm of the continuing controversy over the entire set of artifacts. They still have their adherents
who, like Campbell, come up with reasons to accept them. They still
have scholars who, like the curators of the University of Michigan,
find them to be fabrications. The issue has become one of fierce amateur advocacy against universal scholarly dismissal.
Wayne May is certainly aware of the controversy concerning the
Michigan artifacts, though just as clearly dismisses contrary evidence.
In This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, he notes (apparently
using some caution Goble encouraged):
We are quite careful in the way we treat controversial artifacts.
The Journal of Book of Mormon Studies makes mention from
James E. Talmage’s journal the story about the step-daughter
of Scotford (the discoverer of some of the Michigan relics),
who stated that he had fraudulently manufactured many of
the relics. They call this “critical evidence”. The fact is either
the girl fabricating the story, or she was telling the truth. It
can go one way or the other, especially if she had something
against him. In our own families, we have seen false accusations made, and it is certainly not out of the question.23
Although the confession of the daughter-in-law might not be sufficient by itself, May’s suggestion that she was fabricating the story
doesn’t seem to fit with a similar story from a different person (published in Wayne May’s Ancient American magazine):
Perhaps it was Granny Mary Robson who really gave the
“Dawn Race of Caucasians” [a tabloid name for the putative
people behind the Michigan artifacts] their quietus. She told
The News on September 6th that one winter she had a room at
313 ½ Michigan, next to the one occupied by Percy Scotford
and his brother, Charles, age 21.
,M1 (accessed 10 November 2008). Earlier on this page, Chamberlain speaks specifically
of Campbell’s translation of the artifact but dismisses it with generalizations.
23. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 19.
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She said “Hammering went on day and night.” She went
to the boys’ room to borrow something and “they warned me
out.” Then they relented and told her that she was in Detroit’s
ancient relic factory.
Next day, Charles denied this and said that Percy had
hypnotized Granny Robson using skills gained in a correspondence course. “Never hypnotized me in their lives,” said
Granny firmly.24
J. Golden Barton and Wayne May had this to say of the responses
to the Michigan artifacts:
The so-called “men of letters” in America’s contemporary
scientific community condemned Soper and Savage as conspirators of an archeological hoax. For every published report
even mildly in favor of the two hapless investigators, some
university-trained scholars would issue a charge of fraud.
So unrelenting was the official campaign of academic hysteria that anyone even remotely associated with the Michigan
artifacts distanced themselves from the bitter controversy.
Eventually, any discussion of the artifacts’ possible genuineness was no longer considered. And over the decades, the
Michigan Tablets fell into almost complete oblivion.
Today, however, they are being re-examined in the new
light of unprejudiced investigation. Many collections private and public are being photographed and catalogued for
the first time. Their illustrated texts have been preserved for
present and future researchers into the lost history of North
America.25
The battle lines have thus been drawn between scholars and ardent
amateurs, with the implication of some cabal on behalf of the schol24. Rydholm, “Trashing America’s ‘Politically Incorrect’ Prehistory,” 230–31.
25. J. Golden Barton and Wayne May, “The Michigan Tablets: An Archaeological
Scandal,” in Discovering the Mysteries of Ancient America: Lost History and Legends,
Unearthed and Explored, contributions by David Hatcher Childress, Zecharia Sitchin,
Wayne May, Andrew Collins, and Frank Joseph (n. p.: New Page Books, 2006), 36.
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ars that requires them to dismiss what the amateurs are finding to be
more convincing. This is behind the plea in This Land: Zarahemla and
the Nephite Nation: “We have shown things are controversial and have
not been redeemed by science yet. We recognize that these cannot be
regarded as ‘evidence’ yet. In spite of that, these artifacts still demand
further research and cannot be dismissed out of hand, as they have a
high probability of being real. Just test them is all we ask.”26
Unfortunately for his association with May, Goble was unaware that
such testing had already been done. Goble read a note in the Journal of
Book of Mormon Studies about the BYU Studies article, not the original. This means that he, and probably May, had not read the full article
that indicated that Talmage had sent samples of one of the artifacts that
he participated in retrieving for scientific analysis, and the results were
that it was factory-smelted copper, hardly the type of material that could
have been used by an ancient preindustrial population.27
More importantly, whoever entered the information about James
Talmage (and I presume it would have been May) neglected to mention the next article in the very same issue of BYU Studies: precisely the
modern scientific examination of the artifacts, just as May requested be
done. The results were certainly nothing May wanted to reproduce.
Richard B. Stamps ran several types of examinations on multiple
examples of the Michigan artifacts. When examining the clay artifacts, he found that the type of clay and temper was not representative of that found in Michigan. In addition, several of the clay pieces
have the “IH/” symbol on one side and marks of saw-cut wood on the
other. As Stamps notes, “Because modern tools leave modern marks,
it is logical, with these additional examples, to agree with Kelsey and
Spooner that the clay artifacts having the ‘IH/’ symbol on one side and
historic period woodprints on the other date to the historic period.”28
26. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 12.
27. Ashurst-McGee, “Mormonism’s Encounter with the Michigan Relics,” BYU
Studies 40/3 (2001): 193.
28. Richard B. Stamps. “Tools Leave Marks: Material Analysis of the Scotford-SoperSavage Michigan Relics,” BYU Studies 40/3 (2001): 217.
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Further evidence of the impossibility of the clay objects’ antiquity is that they dissolve in water and thus could not have survived in
Michigan ground
with its rainy springs, humid summers, and cold, snowy winters. The winter frost action, combined with the day thaw–
night freeze sequence in early spring destroys low-fired
prehistoric ceramics from the Woodland period. Water penetrates the porous pottery and, when the temperature drops
low enough, it freezes, forming crystals that split the pottery.
Many of the unfired Michigan Relic clay pieces have survived
for more than one hundred years only because they have been
stored in museums or collectors’ cabinets, protected from the
harsh Michigan weather. If placed in the ground, they would
not survive ten let alone hundreds of years.29
Stamps also examined some of the copper pieces, yielding the
same microscopical conclusion as the report to Talmage. The pieces
are modern smelted copper.30 In addition:
In cross-section, I observed that the temperature difference on
the surface differs slightly from the temperature at the center.
This difference is another evidence that the piece was made
from smelted ingots that had been hot-rolled. Additionally,
the piece I studied was too flat to have been built up by the
cold-hammer, folding, laminating process that we see in
Native American artifacts. This piece clearly has no folds or
forging laps. It is also extremely regular in thickness, with a
range of .187 to .192 inches. A measurement of .1875 equals
3/16 of an inch—a Standard English unit of measurement and
common thickness for commercially produced rolled stock.
Even the edges have been peaned (hammered to remove the
straight edges), the sides are parallel, and the corners are right
angles. The cross-section is rectangular, whereas most tradi29. Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 217–19.
30. Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 220.
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tional pieces are diamond shaped with a strong ridge running
down the center of the blade or point. The blank piece of copper from which this artifact was made appears to have been
cut from a larger piece with a guillotine-style table shear or
bench shear.31
Stamps notes that criticism of the metal artifacts early on centered
on the need for files and chisels to produce the artifacts, tools not in
evidence in prehistoric North America. After the criticisms were leveled, exactly such artifacts were produced. Stamps examined a “file”
and some “chisels.” He notes that the “file” is “something that looks
like a file but has no cutting capability.”32 Similarly, the “chisels” have
the mushroomed-out end that one expects of a chisel that has been hit
with a hammer, but the chisel end itself could not cut, and shows no
sign of the wear that would have caused the mushrooming of the blunt
end of the “chisel.”33
Many of the artifacts are on slate. Talmage had earlier seen clear
evidence of modern saw cuts on a slate artifact, an observation Stamps
confirms.34 Michigan does not have slate quarries, but there was a
large business importing slate roofing tiles during the appearance
of the Michigan relics. Many of the “relics” clearly demonstrate the
markings of commercially cut and milled slate.35 On this point, May is
clearly aware of the problem and provides the following “solution”:
The black slate which is very common in the collections comes
in all sizes. Some items are thin; others are quite uniformly
thick. The claim was made that ancient men could not have
produced such uniformity of surface to leave their history
upon. And secondly, the slate must have been cast-offs from
the printing industry or slate roofers in the state who both
get their slate from New York or the Carolinas. The slate does
indeed come from Michigan. The ancient open-pit mine is
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 220–22.
Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 224.
Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 225.
Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 226.
Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 228.
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located at Baraga, Michigan. I have been there and by reaching in with little effort, broken off pieces of black slate that
were uniformly even and smooth as glass. The shaping of the
tablet would have to be cut by some means. The saw marks
that show up on the tablets are claimed to be modern cuts, yet
we find hardened copper saws all over the ancient world and
here in the Michigan collection too.36
Of course, May neglects to mention that the slate originates
from the Upper Peninsula, not close to where the slate was found in
southern Michigan. The task of importing the slate from the Upper
Peninsula to southern Michigan would be just as arduous as importing it from states farther east. It is interesting, of course, to note that
May’s defense of the saw marks refers to other places in the world.
The only place we find the “saws” is in the Michigan artifact collection itself, and Stamps tells us that the tools that were “discovered”
right after their incongruity was noted, have never done any work, nor
could they. Using a forged collection to prove that it is not a forgery is
a fascinating piece of logic.
Nevertheless, in May’s argument, it is still the scholars who dismiss the artifacts without sufficient consideration: “They dogmatically
reject the Michigan Relics based on an extremely flawed methodology.
A careful examination of that article reveals that FARMS scholars
continue to dismiss the Michigan Relics based not on any evidence,
but on the claims, allegations and hearsay of the people that dismissed
the tablets in the first place almost 100 years ago.”37
May has since learned that the evidence for forgery is so strong
that even he cannot deny it. The newer approach is slightly different:
Did the Scotford brothers make some fake artifacts? Somebody
did. All the men I have visited who have seen the collection in
Salt Lake City or now in Lansing, Michigan, agree there are
fakes in the collection. The Scotfords may or may not have
36. Wayne N. May, This Land: They Came from the East (Colfax, WI: Ancient
American Archaeology Foundation, 2005), 150–51.
37. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 47.
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been forgers, but someone surely was. However, just as courts
of law require two or more witnesses to convict or identify the
accused, so we have witnesses who have testified on behalf of
some of the Michigan relics. Thanks to Rudolf Etzenhouser,
we have signed testimonials by several witnesses as to the discovery and disclosure of such artifacts.38
It is really not surprising that there were witnesses to the “discovery.” This was nothing new. When James E. Talmage went to see
Soper and Father Savage, he was taken to a site where an artifact was
successfully found. Thus Talmage himself could witness that the discovery had been found, just as the testimonials May cites indicate.
Nevertheless, the test isn’t in the discovery (though modern archaeologists would consider it the highest of luck to be able to dig and
find on demand precisely what they were looking for), but in the artifacts themselves. It is on that point that May appears to be deliberately
blind. The scientific studies have been done. Stamps’s examination is
devastating. Every artifact examined bore marks of modern manufacture. May might call for further scientific study, but he is apparently
prepared to find a way around it, were it to be presented. We are left
with the question of why May would continue to believe that some
artifacts might be authentic when every expert he has consulted calls
them forgeries and every piece that has undergone testing is clearly
a forgery. If every expert and all scientific analysis show them to be
forgeries, which specific pieces are so different that they might be the
only authentically ancient ones?
Perhaps even more telling is the story of the artifacts that May does
not relate. As part of his conclusions on the artifacts, Stamps provides
the following information about the discovery of these artifacts:
The finds appeared only when Scotford or Soper were on
the scene. Gillman, who worked extensively in southeastern
Michigan, reports that none were found before 1890. From
1890 to 1920, they were found only by Scotford, Soper, or family and associates. The Michigan Relic phenomenon follows
38. May, This Land: They Came from the East, 148.
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Scotford in time and space. After Scotford’s death and Soper’s
retirement to Chattanooga, Tennessee, no new examples
were dug up. Al Spooner, long-time member of the Michigan
Archaeological society who as a youth dug with Soper; John
O’Shay of the Anthropology Museum at the University of
Michigan; and John Halsey, state archaeologist of Michigan,
all concur that no new finds have been reported since the
1920s. Halsey’s office has documented some ten thousand
prehistoric sites in Michigan. None of them have produced
Michigan Relics.39
The insistence on using the Michigan Relics as evidence for Book
of Mormon peoples in Michigan (though, of course, not Ohio, where
his geography indicates they should have been) is indicative of the difference between the way May handles artifactual evidence and the
way scholars do. It is not a question of whether there are “gee-whiz”
appearances, but whether an actual case can be made to associate the
artifact with the argument.
It is at this point that the discipline of the scholars must come
into play again. In order for any geography to elucidate the Book of
Mormon, it must meet a complex set of rigorous conditions. If we
have the correct geographic correlation, the cultural data will also fit.
If we have an otherwise plausible geography but the cultural data do
not correspond to what we find in the text, then we likely have the
wrong geography. On this level, as well as that of the geography, the
Cumorah/Mississippi correlation cannot be the correct real-world
setting behind the Book of Mormon.
Just as the Mississippi flows in the wrong direction for May’s
geography to work, the cultural information about population movements doesn’t fit textual descriptions. The most important textual data
that contradicts the Mississippian correlation to the Book of Mormon
comes from the relationship of the Nephites to the Jaredites. The
Nephites are never in direct contact with the living Jaredites. The people of Zarahemla were in contact with Coriantumr in approximately
39. Stamps, “Tools Leave Marks,” 231.
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200 bc, but that was before the Nephites had arrived in the land of
Zarahemla (see Omni 1:18–21). The text requires that the Jaredites
live north of the narrow neck of land and not have any inheritance
in the lands south of the narrow neck (see all references to the land of
Desolation, or the land of the Nephites).40
The Hopewell tradition along the Mississippi that May equates
with the Nephites is certainly in the area in approximately the right
time, though the beginning date is usually given around 200 bc rather
than 600 bc.41 The real problem is the correlation May makes of the
earlier culture, the Adena, with the Jaredites.42 Most problematic is
that the Adena lived in the same area as the Hopewell tradition.43 Not
only are they not north of the narrow neck, but they are also not physically separated in space (nor perhaps in time) from the later Hopewell
tradition. Those facts completely disqualify the Adena as possible
Jaredites. When combined with the requirements of finding large
cities north of the narrow neck, and particularly the land northward
where the lack of trees created the need to build with cement, both the
geography and the archaeological information of the Mississippi correlation fail to fit the Book of Mormon requirements.
The lack of an official answer to where the Book of Mormon took
place requires that we must use our best understanding of the text in
40. Alma 22:29–30 notes that the land of Desolation is north of Bountiful. Verse 32
places it in the land northward. The Nephites do not enter this land until after approximately ad 200. Alma 46:17 has Captain Moroni declaring the land south of Desolation
the “land of liberty,” which was the same as the Nephite holdings at that time. Alma 50:34
places the land of Desolation north of the narrow pass leading into the land northward.
41. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 99, equates the Nephites
with the Hopewell tradition but gives the dates as 600 bc to ad 400, which are the Book of
Mormon dates, not those from archaeology. For more accepted dating of the Hopewell culture (200 bc to ad 500), see “Hopewell Tradition,” Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki
/Hopewell_culture (accessed September 2008), and “Hopewell Culture,” National Historic
Park Service, http://www.nps.gov/hocu/ (accessed September 2008).
42. Goble and May, This Land: Zarahemla and the Nephite Nation, 99. May again
provides dates for the Adena from the Book of Mormon rather than from archaeology.
He gives 2200 bc to 600 bc, where the accepted cultural range is 1000 bc to 200 bc;
see “Adena Culture,” Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adena_culture (accessed
September 2008).
43. “Adena Culture.” “The Adena lived in a variety of locations, including: Ohio,
Indiana, West Virginia, Kentucky, and parts of Pennsylvania and New York.”
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our search for an answer. Multiple answers have been given, some better than others. How should we judge any given geography? We must
use the text as a guide. Any theory that violates what the text tells
us also disagrees with those who really did know where the Book of
Mormon took place—those who wrote the text.
In the case of the proposals Wayne May argues in his trilogy of
books, the correlations fail significantly to pass important tests. The
geography cannot fit with the text’s descriptions, particularly for the
direction of flow of the Sidon and the description of the land northward. The archaeological information fails because it requires that the
Adena/Jaredites occupy the same lands south of the narrow neck as do
the Hopewell/Nephites, something directly contradicted by consistent
textual descriptions. Finally, May’s interesting insistence on attempting to bolster his case with discredited forged artifacts cannot provide
any support at all. Interestingly, May says of these discredited artifacts:
“We feel that a proper scientific frame of mind would require that we
presume them potentially feasible until we are constrained to reject the
hypothesis due to the evidence to the contrary.”44 This comes in spite
of the fact that all of those who have the training to deal with either the
physical or cultural aspects of the artifacts have uniformly declared
them fakes. All rigorous scientific tests have declared them forgeries.
The testimony of witnesses to the forgeries and the absence of any
artifacts since the time of the forgers, coupled with the absence of
artifacts from known sites, all tell us that a “proper scientific frame
of mind” requires that we declare them forgeries and look for our
support of the Book of Mormon in firmer ground, geographically,
culturally, and archaeologically.

44. Wayne N. May, This Land: They Came From the East, 187.

Of Science, Scripture, and Surprise

Duane Boyce

Review of Trent D. Stephens and D. Jeffrey Meldrum. Evolution and Mormonism: A Quest
for Understanding. Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2001. xxii + 238 pp. $19.95.

I

n Evolution and Mormonism, Trent Stephens and Jeffrey Meldrum
make a passing remark about the nature of scientific practice. In the
course of discussing one common scientific conclusion, they say that
any rebuttal must provide a reasonable alternative explanation for the
same data. Such alternative hypotheses are encouraged, they tell us,
and add that, speaking of science generally, “there is no conspiracy . . .
to suppress reasonable hypotheses” (p. 114).
I wish they had said more about this. Stephens and Meldrum are
accomplished scientists,1 but as it stands this description of scientific
attitude and practice says too little. It captures well enough the ideal
of scientific practice but not enough of the day-to-day reality. In actual
practice science is not as tidy as the statement suggests.

I express appreciation to Cody Carter, Scott Ritter, and Terry Warner, who responded
helpfully to various sections of this paper in earlier drafts. They are not responsible, of
course, for the use I have made of their suggestions or for the end product: my conclusions, my point of view, or any errors that remain. For example, Ritter (at least) surely
disagrees with my prediction at the end of the paper.
1. Their treatment of DNA and the Book of Mormon, for example, is one of my
favorite papers on the subject. See D. Jeffrey Meldrum and Trent D. Stephens, “Who Are
the Children of Lehi?” in Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 12/1 (2003): 38–51; see also
the compilation of Maxwell Institute articles on this subject in Daniel C. Peterson, ed.,
The Book of Mormon and DNA Research (Provo, UT: Neal A. Maxwell Institute, 2008).
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This is not an insignificant matter. To the extent that we know
only the ideal, and assume that actual scientific practice is a perfect
reflection of that ideal, we will be naïve about scientific disciplines and
about the steady stream of intellectual conclusions we encounter, in
one form of media or another, that flow from them. Such naïveté can
cause us to become sloppy and gullible in our thinking and slip into a
too-easy acceptance of whatever intellectual pronouncements happen
to come our way. It is then all too easy to actually become dogmatic
and to adopt a level of certainty that is out of all proportion to our
actual acquaintance with the evidence and with the internal logic of
the claim in question.
Nowhere is this better illustrated than in two recent biographies
of Joseph Smith by Richard D. Anderson and Dan Vogel, respectively.2
Both authors rely heavily on the Freudian psychoanalytic tradition to
justify their biographical speculations about the activities and motivations of the Prophet. Unfortunately, though worshipped by many for
nearly half a century, for sound intellectual reasons Freud’s psychoanalytic theory is passé today as a scientific program, and it has been
for decades. Thus, although Anderson and Vogel accept the theory
unquestioningly, they could hardly be more mistaken.3 Their naïveté
2. See Richard D. Anderson, Inside the Mind of Joseph Smith: Psychobiography and
the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Signature, 1999); and Dan Vogel, Joseph Smith: The
Making of a Prophet (Salt Lake City: Signature, 2004).
3. Latter-day Saint authors have done a good job of debunking these books and of
identifying weaknesses in psychoanalytic theory along the way. See Michael D. Jibson,
“Korihor Speaks, or the Misinterpretation of Dreams,” FARMS Review of Books 14/1
(2002): 223–60; and Andrew H. Hedges and W. Dawson Hedges, “No, Dan, That’s Still
Not History,” FARMS Review 17/1 (2005). (Jibson’s treatment of psychoanalytic theory
is the more complete of the two.) Karl Popper famously complained about the empirical emptiness of psychoanalytic theory, observing that it could be used to explain anything and yet yielded few if any testable predictions—a conclusion that over time came
to be widely shared. (One cannot help but suppose that authors who want to discredit
the claims of the Prophet Joseph Smith find psychoanalytic theory congenial, despite
its scientific vacuousness, precisely because they can use its web of concepts to explain
anything—and to explain it in the way they want—without any risk of having their
claims disconfirmed, however wildly implausible they may be in light of actual historical evidence.) Furthermore, the deepest level of Freud’s theory—his attempt, through
postulation of various mechanisms and compartments of the mind, to account for
(1) his patients’ apparently strategic resistance to his therapeutic interventions and
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on the matter has betrayed them, leading both into a sorely misplaced
confidence with regard to a subject of the greatest importance.
But this is only one example. Misplacement of confidence can
happen anytime and practically anywhere. Scientific advance is not
a smooth linear process, much less a short one. All along the way
(especially in less mature disciplines, but to some degree in all) there
are surprises: new discoveries, failed tests, altered hypotheses, failed
interpretations, rival explanations, revised assumptions, exposed
prejudices, and so forth. At any point in this journey (again, especially in less mature disciplines, but to some degree in all), particularly
between surprises, many well-informed people may think finality has
been reached on a particular scientific matter—and yet be shown, by
the next surprise along the way, to be mistaken. And some of this
occurs not simply because scientific advance in itself requires hard,
laborious work over time—which it does—but also because straightforward, objective empiricism can sometimes experience difficulty, at
least in the short term, in overcoming the prevailing scientific expectations and cultural assumptions of the time.4
A further question. That is why I wish Stephens and Meldrum had
decided to say more about this topic than they do. The question they
have in mind goes something like this: “Does science encourage new
hypotheses, or is there instead a conspiracy to suppress such hypothe
ses?” The answer they give is the answer of the prescriptive ideal: “Of
course science encourages new hypotheses, and of course there is no
conspiracy of suppression.” That’s all fair enough. I only wish they
(2) their apparent unawareness of this strategic resistance—is conceptually problematic
if not impossible. See for example, Jean Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness (New York:
Washington Square Press, 1966), esp. 86–96; Herbert Fingarette, Self-Deception (New
York: Basic Books, 1969); and C. Terry Warner, “Anger and Similar Delusions,” in Rom
Harré, ed., The Social Construction of Emotion (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986), 135–66.
4. It is true, of course, that hypothesis generation and hypothesis testing lie at the
heart of the empirical disciplines. It is also true that careful publication of empirical findings enables lab experiments to be repeated and tested by other labs; one scientist’s data
can be scrutinized and corrected by others. It’s for this reason that we can justifiably
think of science as constantly improving. Through the process of hypothesizing, testing,
interpreting, publishing, retesting, reinterpreting, and so forth, science eventually corrects itself. But it is also true that there is a lot of meaning packed into that word eventually. Showing just a bit of that meaning is one of the purposes of this paper.
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had asked a further question, one that would have rounded out their
treatment of scientific attitudes and practice. That question is, “Are
there any features of scientific investigation that, by themselves, and
without any conscious conspiracy, exert a suppressive influence on the
generation and acceptance of new hypotheses?”
This question is important because the answer is yes. Of course
there are features of scientific investigation that limit and suppress
new hypotheses. A primary purpose of this paper is to illustrate this—
to show at least at a certain level of detail the types of difficulties that
can occur in the scientific process and thus to show why we must have
a more nuanced view of scientific attitudes and practice than just a
statement of the ideal. I assume that Stephens and Meldrum agree
with this view and that what I present in this paper is similar to what
they would have said had they decided to take up this part of the topic.
I have no doubt that they are as interested as I am in avoiding a naïve
reading of science.
Of course, one implication of the complex, bumpy, and surprising
nature of scientific inquiry is that we are guaranteed to be mistaken in
our beliefs, to one degree or another, more often than we might like to
suppose and perhaps even on topics where our confidence is the highest. I think that’s unavoidable.
Naïve vs. Nuanced Views of the Scriptures
Of course, if it is important to avoid a naïve reading of science, it is
equally important to avoid a naïve reading of the gospel. Beyond core
fundamentals (which can be known with complete certainty through
the Spirit), the scriptures also touch on many subjects that can be read
in different ways by different students, all of them devoted to the gospel; because revealed knowledge on such topics is so incomplete, they
simply elude final interpretation. If we do not understand this, we can
naïvely accept and then, come what may, hold on to whatever point
of view we encountered first on some topic. This too is naïve, and a
mistake.5
5. To see how we can be in error, even on scriptural topics, consider the new light
that meticulous gospel scholarship has shed on Latter-day Saint understanding of Book
of Mormon culture and its likely geographical locations. That has certainly been a sur-
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Because our knowledge is so incomplete, I believe we will encounter an endless panorama of surprises—and on a host of scriptural
topics—once we pass through the veil. We will then fully appreciate
just how fragmentary our understanding has been.
Tentativeness and Humility
So in both scientific and gospel scholarship, recognizing the difficulty of comprehension in both, there is reason for a lingering tentativeness and humility about many of the beliefs we hold at any one
time. No matter how much we think we know, it’s probably best to live
with the expectation that, despite our best efforts, in both arenas, we
will turn out to be wrong on a host of matters. Many of these may be
small, of course, but some of them perhaps pretty large. We should
live in anticipation of surprise. The alternative, it seems to me, is to
risk intellectual and even spiritual gullibility, and likely an attitude of
naïve dogmatism that will turn out in the end to have been misguided
and false, not to mention psychologically costly, all along the way.6
prise—exploding more than a century’s worth of assumptions common among the general
membership of the church (which includes me). For just a few examples of the burgeoning
literature on Book of Mormon geography, see John L. Sorenson, An Ancient American
Setting for the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1985) and Mormon’s Map
(Provo, UT: FARMS, 2000); John E. Clark, “A Key for Evaluating Nephite Geographies,”
Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 1/1 (1989): 20–70 and “Searching for Book of
Mormon Lands in Middle America,” FARMS Review 16/2 (2004): 1–54. Perhaps all of
this shouldn’t have been such a surprise—see Matthew Roper, “Limited Geography and
the Book of Mormon: Historical Antecedents and Early Interpretations,” FARMS Review
16/2 (2004): 225–75—but it has been.
6. As I take a look at science, I should say at the outset that I do not approach this
topic from a radical perspective. This is an important proviso because in the last twentyfive years many studies of the nature of science—usually written by nonscientists (though
not necessarily scientifically illiterate nonscientists)—have arisen under headings such as
“postmodernism,” “science studies,” and “the sociology of knowledge,” all attempting to
undermine simplistic notions of scientific practice and objectivity. While it is valuable to
study science in order to do this, a fair amount of this literature claims far too much about
the relativism of science, and some of it is just silly. These movements have often overinterpreted some of the themes found in Karl Popper, Thomas Kuhn, and W. V. Quine—
very important scholarly figures and intellectual heroes of mine—and have tended to
claim too much based on them (and indeed have overlooked some of their revisions). It
is true, as I will try to illustrate, that scientific practice is not as strictly straightforward,
uncluttered, and objective as simple descriptions sometimes imply. But to acknowledge
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So I will first try to show why the description of scientific practice
given by Stephens and Meldrum—indeed, why any such generalization—says too little. I will then look at their treatment of one scriptural
passage and then at a scriptural matter that, unfortunately, they do not
treat at all. Finally, I will illustrate why we should be enthusiastically
open to surprise in scriptural as well as in strictly intellectual matters.

Of Science
My approach in looking at science will be to draw on behind-thescenes reports of one who was himself a notable scientist: Stephen Jay
Gould, prominent paleontologist and professor of zoology at Harvard
and recently deceased at a comparatively young age.
that scientific progress is a complicated affair and that scientific conclusions at any given
time are fallible is not to say that science is arbitrary, as some seem to believe.
Kuhn was one of my teachers, and I didn’t see at the time the forms of relativism
that have been imputed to him, though it is true that he modified some of his views
over the years. Indeed, he spent the last couple of decades of his life denying the strong
forms of relativism that were imputed to him by, I think, both critics and acolytes. See,
for example, his remarks in “Paradigms of Scientific Revolution,” in G. Borradori, The
American Philosopher: Conversations with Quine, Davidson, Putnam, Nozick, Danto,
Rorty, Cavell, MacIntyre, and Kuhn (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 153–67;
Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1970), 205–7; and Frederick Suppe, The Structure of Scientific Theories, 2nd ed.
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977), 508.
In general, my view of science studies is best captured in Philip Kitcher, “A Plea for
Science Studies,” in Noretta Koertge, ed., A House Built on Sand: Exposing Postmodernist
Myths about Science (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 32–56, which can be
summed up as “Do it, but do it well”—a more controversial view than it may seem. On
the philosophy of science in general, the best summary of twentieth-century efforts up
to the postmodern period is Suppe, The Structure of Scientific Theories (cited above).
Good sources that address developments since then are Hugh G. Gauch Jr., Scientific
Method in Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003); and Christopher
Hitchcock, Contemporary Debates in Philosophy of Science (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004). To
get a sense of the so-called “science wars” that ultimately developed around the appearance of “science studies” and the like, see Koertge, A House Built on Sand (cited above);
Harry Collins and Trevor Pinch, The Golem: What You Should Know about Science,
2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); Paul R. Gross and Norman
Levitt, Higher Superstition: The Academic Left and Its Quarrels with Science (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994); Andrew Ross, ed., Science Wars (Durham, NC:
Duke University Press, 1996); and Keith Parsons, The Science Wars: Debating Scientific
Knowledge and Technology (Amherst, NY: Prometheus, 2003).
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Gould is convenient for three reasons. The first is that as a practicing scientist he furnishes more of an inside perspective than many
authors who write about science are able to provide. The second is
that Gould shares his experience and perspective without reservation.
Written in a personal voice, his 2002 tome (1433 pages in all), The
Structure of Evolutionary Theory,7 is heavily drenched in historical
and behind-the-scenes personal examples of the scientific process at
work. Reading Gould we can see some (at least in the way he describes
them) of the inner workings of investigation, explanation, and even
publication in at least one branch of science. The third reason Gould
is handy is that, by happy coincidence, he writes in the same field as
Stephens and Meldrum. I think this correspondence of topics, though
not necessary, is at least useful for an essay in response to their book.
Gould is a controversial figure, of course. On one hand he is accused
of attributing too much distinctiveness to what must be his most famous
writings on evolutionary theory (“punctuated equilibrium,” to be discussed momentarily), and on the other hand he is resented for becoming
the poster child for those who wish to debunk mainstream evolutionary
thought.8 I believe these are the primary reasons for his controversial
7. Stephen Jay Gould, The Structure of Evolutionary Theory (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard, 2002). In-text citations of page numbers from this point until note 24 refer to
this book; subsequent page citations refer to the Stephens and Meldrum book.
8. For example, because Gould challenges some features of mainstream Darwinian
theory, some writers have used his work to cast doubt on evolutionary theory altogether—
to Gould’s utter dismay (see, for example, his “Evolution as Fact and Theory,” in Hen’s
Teeth and Horse’s Toes [New York: W. W. Norton, 1994], 253–62, and The Structure of
Evolutionary Theory, 986–90). This has caused chagrin among other scholars in the field,
who have thought that Gould too easily invites just this kind of misuse. As to some of
Gould’s departures from mainstream views, Richard Lewontin and Richard Levins (both
Harvard colleagues of Gould’s) remarked at the time of his death that “the task of the
biologist, insofar as it is to provide explanations, is to come up with a reasonable story
of why any particular feature of a species was favored by natural selection. If, when the
human species lost most of its body hair in evolving from its ape-like ancestor, it still held
on to eyebrows, then eyebrows must be good things. A great emphasis of [Gould’s] scientific writing was to reject this simplistic Panglossian adaptationism, and to go back to the
variety of fundamental biological processes in the search for the causes of evolutionary
change. He argued that evolution was a result of random as well as selective forces and
that characteristics may be the physical byproducts of selection for other traits. He also
argued strongly for the historical contingency of evolutionary change. Something may be
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status, and I have no interest in either. I will simply draw attention to
three facets of scientific investigation (among many that appear in his
book) that will help bring a bit of nuance, and thus soberness, to our
understanding of the scientific process.
Although, for the reasons mentioned, I draw my examples from
Gould’s writings on evolutionary theory, I use them merely as examples of what can happen in scientific investigation generally. My concern throughout is not with evolutionary theory per se, but with the
broader issue raised by Stephens and Meldrum of all scientific investigation, whatever the discipline. My only comment about evolution
will be a modest prediction at the end.
I. Publication Bias and Distortion of the Scientific Record
Gould and colleague Niles Eldredge developed a modification
of evolutionary theory in the early 1970s that they called “punctuated equilibrium.” The concept arose from data in the fossil record
that paleontologists had long observed: (1) when species appear in the
geological record, they do so suddenly (geologically speaking), without evidence of gradual evolutionary development beforehand; and
(2) most species appearing in the fossil record do not exhibit observable change over time—they look about the same when they disappear from the record as they did when they first arrived.9 The term
punctuated captures the idea of this sudden appearance; equilibrium,
selected for some reason at one time and then for an entirely different reason at another
time, so that the end product is the result of the whole history of an evolutionary line,
and cannot be accounted for by its present adaptive significance.” They also explain that
“Gould went even further in his emphasis on the importance of major irregular events
in the history of life. He placed great importance on sudden mass extinction of species
after collisions of large comets with the Earth and the subsequent repopulation of the living world from a restricted pool of surviving species.” Richard C. Lewontin and Richard
Levins, “Stephen Jay Gould—What Does It Mean to Be a Radical?” Monthly Review 54/6,
http://monthlyreview.org/1102lewontin.htm (accessed 24 October 2008).
9. Gould summarizes evidence of this consensus among paleontologists on pages
745–55 of The Structure of Evolutionary Theory. It is important to note that Gould limits
the observation to species, not to higher taxonomic groups. He emphasizes that “transitional forms are generally lacking at the species level, but they are abundant between
larger groups.” Gould, “Evolution as Fact and Theory,” 253–62.
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or stasis, captures the idea of the evident morphological stability of
species over time.10
According to Gould, these observations of sudden appearance
followed by stasis were thought by paleontologists in general to depart
from standard Darwinian expectations. Paleontologists, he tells us,
attributed to conventional Darwinism the view that (1) all evolutionary change is necessarily gradual over whole populations and that
(2) natural selection operates exclusively at the level of the individual
organism. But if these claims are true, the fossil record ought to show
literally countless examples of gradual species development through
changes in individual organisms. Since it doesn’t show this, paleontolo
gists felt forced, on what they took to be sound Darwinian grounds,
to see the contrary fossil evidence as simply an artifact of an imperfect geological record—either the expected transitional intermediates
10. Building on the work of others, Gould and Eldredge explained this observation by
hypothesizing that species can divide to form new species by the geographical isolation and
subsequent genetic differentiation of one population of a species from the parent population,
and that when this occurs the new formation is analogous to the birth of new individual
organisms. Such new species face the forces of natural selection just as individual organisms face them, resulting over time in the selection of some species and the elimination of
others. As recently as his last book, The Structure of Evolutionary Theory (cited in note 7),
Gould repeatedly contrasts this view of the fossil record and this mechanism for evolutionary change with “Darwin” or “classical Darwinism.” He attributes to classical Darwinism
the view that the accumulation of large-scale macroevolutionary changes occurs only
through gradual transformation of the whole species as a single population (“anagenesis”)
and that the kind of “branching” or “splitting” described by Gould and Eldredge (and others before them) plays no important role in forming such macroevolutionary modifications. Herein lies controversy because critics have claimed that this is a mischaracterization
of Darwin, arguing that every tenet of punctuated equilibrium was anticipated (at least) by
Darwin himself and so could hardly be considered “non-Darwinian,” as Gould claims. See,
for just one example, Wesley R. Elsberry, “Punctuated Equilibria,” http://www.talkorigins.
org/faqs/punc-eq.html (accessed 28 October 2008). But Gould is not without answer. He
argues (e.g., The Structure of Evolutionary Theory, 147–49) that such criticisms are misguided because they rely on selective quotations from Darwin and ignore the overall tenor
of his work as well as its central logic—both of which support gradualism as the “central
conviction residing both within and behind all Darwin’s thought” (p. 148). He points out
that Darwin said “something about nearly everything” and therefore that, if taken out of
context and divorced from everything else said by Darwin and entailed by the central logic
of his work, “a Darwinian statement can be found to support almost any position, even the
most un-Darwinian” (p. 148; see also pp. 784–822 and 990–1022, where Gould addresses a
wide range of criticisms of his work).
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(which, again, should be countless) for one reason or another simply
failed to fossilize, or scientists just hadn’t been looking long enough to
be able to discover them.
Omissions from the Scientific Record
As a result of this view of the matter, Gould tells us, paleontologists came to consider every instance of stasis in the fossil record as a
departure from Darwinian expectations and therefore as “just another
failure to document evolution” that “certainly did not represent anything worth publishing” (p. 760). As Gould tellingly observes,
Paleontology therefore fell into a literally absurd vicious
circle. No one ventured to document or quantify—indeed,
hardly anyone even bothered to mention or publish at all—
the most common pattern in the fossil record: the stasis of
most morphospecies throughout their geological duration.
(pp. 759–60)
According to Gould, the canonical response of paleontologists to
this state of affairs was “a quite unconscious conspiracy of silence”—
they didn’t publish what they knew; after all, “few scientists write papers
about failure to document a desired result” (p. 759), in this case, evidence of gradual evolutionary change in species. As Gould asks rhetorically to demonstrate a practical reality about scientific choices, “How
many scientists will devote a large chunk of a limited career to documenting a phenomenon that they view as a cardinal restriction recording a poverty of available information?” (p. 761). The answer, of course,
is “not many.” And he adds that many samples of species have never
been documented in detail because “their apparent stasis seems ‘boring’
to students of evolution” (p. 763). “As a consequence,” he tells us, “most
nonpaleontologists never learned about the predominance of stasis,
and simply assumed that gradualism must prevail, as illustrated by the
exceedingly few cases that became textbook ‘classics’” (p. 760).11
11. As such textbook classics, Gould mentions the coiling of the oyster Gryphaea and
the increasing body size of horses and adds that “nearly all these ‘classics’ have since been
disproved, thus providing another testimony for the temporary triumph of hope and
expectation over evidence” (p. 760).
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So scientists in fields other than paleontology never learned the
truth about the fossil record, at least to the extent that it was known
among paleontologists, because paleontologists were not publishing
works that would tell them. Defined a priori as nonevidence of what
they were all looking for (i.e., patterns indicating gradual species
development), there was nothing about stasis in the geological life of a
given species that made it worth publishing. Thus, based only on textbook orthodoxy, which was all that was available to them as nonspecialists, for a century and more many scientists mistakenly believed
and propounded the view that the fossil record, taken at face value,
substantiated claims of gradualism and of exclusively organismic (versus, for example, species-level) evolution.
When the paleontological reality finally became known (or as Gould
says, when “this fundamental phenomenon finally emerged from the
closet”), nonpaleontologists were “often astounded and incredulous”
(p. 760). For example, most evolutionary biologists, we are told, had not
expected this result because little in the way of published research or
discussion by paleontologists had led them to expect it.
Gould aptly illustrates the grip this vicious circle had on even the
most elite of scientists:
To cite a personal incident that engraved this paradox upon
my consciousness early in my career, John Imbrie served as
one of my Ph.D. advisors at Columbia University. This distinguished paleoclimatologist began his career as an evolutionary paleontologist. He accepted the canonical equation of
evolution with gradualism, but conjectured that our documentary failures had arisen from the subtlety of gradual change,
and the consequent need for statistical analysis in a field still
dominated by an “old-fashioned” style of verbal description.
He schooled himself in quantitative methods and applied this
apparatus, then so exciting and novel, to the classic sequence
of Devonian brachiopods from the Michigan Basin—where
rates of sedimentation had been sufficiently slow and continuous to record any hypothetical gradualism. He studied more
than 30 species in this novel and rigorous way—and found
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that all but one had remained stable throughout the interval,
while the single exception exhibited an ambiguous pattern.
But Imbrie did not publish a triumphant paper documenting
the important phenomenon of stasis. Instead, he just became
disappointed at such “negative” results after so much effort.
He buried his data in a technical taxonomic monograph that
no working biologist would ever encounter (and that made no
evolutionary claims at all)—and eventually left the profession
for something more “productive.” (p. 760)
Borrowing from the medical and social sciences, Gould describes
this phenomenon as “publication bias”—a bias by which “prejudices
arising from hope, cultural expectation, or the definitions of a particular scientific theory dictate that only certain kinds of data will
be viewed as worthy of publication, or even of documentation at all”
(p. 763). This was precisely the case with paleontologists’ nonreporting
of stasis as the overwhelmingly dominant pattern in the fossil record,
a bias that resulted in serious omission of empirical observations from
the scientific literature on the topic.
Distortion of the Scientific Record
But omission of an important and widespread empirical observation was only part of the problem. In a historical field such as paleontology, Gould frequently reminds us (e.g., pp. 147, 761, 803, 854–74),
the central matter is one of relative frequencies, that is, how often a
given pattern occurs in comparison to other possible patterns. For
example, how often does stasis appear in the fossil record as opposed
to cases of gradualism? When relative frequencies of this sort are of
such importance, publication bias is particularly problematic. To omit
data about any one pattern by failing to publish it not only excludes
that evidence from the scientific record (one kind of problem, serious
in its own right), but it also automatically distorts any conclusions we
want to draw about the relative frequencies of patterns that do appear
in the literature. The published patterns will always appear dominant
simply because contrary patterns have not even been published—or
published only rarely—and this because “no other style of evolution
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attracted study” in the first place (p. 855). According to Gould, this
is precisely what occurred: traditional paleontologists “eliminated
examples of abrupt appearance and stasis from the documentation of
evolution”—and this meant that “the relative distributions of evolutionary rates [how often evolution appears to have occurred abruptly,
geologically speaking, vs. how often it appears to have occurred more
gradually] would therefore emerge only from cases of gradualism”
(p. 761)—a case of sampling bias as serious as any I know.
But the problem worsens, for it is not just that the pattern of stasis
was excluded from documentation or that this omission inherently
distorted conclusions drawn from the patterns that were documented
in the literature. The difficulty was deeper yet because, as Gould
reports, “gradualism occurs too rarely to generate enough cases for
calculating a distribution of [abrupt vs. gradual] rates” (pp. 761–62).
In other words, all other problems aside, evidence of gradual development still does not appear frequently enough in the fossil record to
permit the calculation of comparative frequency rates—and this in a
discipline, Gould tells us, whose standard methodological procedure
just is the calculation of frequency rates. As a result,
paleontological studies of evolution therefore became warped
in a lamentable way that precluded any proper use of the fossil record. . . . Instead, paleontologists worked by the false
method of exemplification: validation by a “textbook case” or
two, provided that the chosen instances be sufficiently persuasive. And even here, at this utterly minimal level of documentation, the method failed. A few examples did enter the
literature—where they replicated by endless republication in
the time-honored fashion of textbook copying. But, in a final
irony, almost all these famous exemplars turned out to be
false on rigorous restudy. (pp. 761–62)
Gould then cites literature that demonstrates stasis in cases that
had long been widely used as textbook examples of gradual development. He includes the oyster Gryphaea, all documented species of
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fossil horses, and the antlers of the “Irish Elk” (pp. 761–62). Gould
further laments the historical reality in the discipline:
Traditional paleontology therefore placed itself into a straightjacket that made the practice of science effectively impossible:
only a tiny percentage of cases [those showing gradualism]
passed muster for study at all, while the stories generated for
this minuscule minority rested so precariously upon hope
for finding a rare phenomenon . . . that even these textbook
exemplars collapsed upon restudy with proper quantitative
procedures. (p. 763)
Then, in one of his many personal asides, Gould reports: “As
Hallam said to me many years ago, after he had disproved the classical story of gradualism in Gryphaea: more than 100 other species of
mollusks, many with records as rich as Gryphaea’s, occur in the same
Liassic rocks, yet no one ever documented the stratigraphic history of
even a single one in any study of evolution, for all demonstrate stasis.
Scientists picked out the only species that seemed to illustrate gradualism, and even this case failed” (p. 763). Little wonder that Gould
calls such publication bias—paleontology’s prime example of which
was the nonreporting of stasis in the fossil record—“an insidious phenomenon in science that simply has not been recognized for the serious and distorting results perpetrated under its aegis” (p. 763).
II. Authority and Stigma
To illustrate another untidy element found in scientific practice,
we begin with the finding in 1980 (by L. W. Alvarez et al.) of evidence that a catastrophic event had led to (at least) one case of mass
extinction in the earth’s history. Gould describes as clearly “evidencedriven” Alvarez’s hypothesis of extraterrestrial impact as the cause of
this catastrophe, and yet Gould reports that perhaps only he and one
other invertebrate paleontologist of their generation “reacted with initial warmth to the impact hypothesis” (p. 1307). Despite the empirical
case for the conclusion, Gould informs us that it was met with “rejec-
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tion and outright disdain from nearly all established professional students of the fossil record” (p. 1307).
Lyell and Cuvier
Why would this be? If the evidence seemed immediately plausible
and elegant to Gould and at least one other paleontologist, why not to
all? To understand at least part of the reason for this resistance, at least
as Gould sees the matter, we must consider two important historical
figures, the French naturalist and zoologist Georges Cuvier (1769–
1832) and the famous British geologist Charles Lyell (1797–1875).
Cuvier is a significant figure because, contrary to the received
opinion of his time, he believed that most fossils were remains of species that had become extinct. Further, he believed they had become
extinct through catastrophic events that had occurred over the course
of the earth’s history, resulting in a succession of one fauna after
another in the fossil record. This conclusion was reached by a specific
scientific method. Gould says that Cuvier and other catastrophists
preached a radical empirical literalism: interpret what you see
as a true and accurate record of actual events, and interpolate nothing. If horizontal strata overlie a sequence of broken
and tilted beds, then a catastrophe must have terminated one
world and initiated another, as the geological discontinuity
implies. If fauna disappeared at such a boundary, and younger
beds contain fossils of different creatures, then a mass extinction must have eradicated the older fauna. The catastrophists
advocated directionalism as a primary theme for the earth’s
history, and empirical literalism as a fundamental approach
to science. (p. 485)
Whatever the evidence for it might be, catastrophism is not congenial to classical Darwinian theory. Darwin postulated the central
role of competition among organisms in crowded environments
to explain the progressive nature of natural selection. This allowed
him, in Gould’s words, to “validate the central belief of his surrounding culture, the concept of progress, as a primary signal of life’s history” (p. 480). But this Darwinian commitment to orderly progress in
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evolutionary outcomes was undermined by the possibility of largescale events, such as catastrophes, that would have occurred randomly
and produced random effects among existing populations. Inimical to
the Darwinian vision of (primarily) orderly adaptation and progressive evolutionary development, the possibility of such mass extinctions and other large-scale environmental phenomena introduce, in
Gould’s words, “a powerfully confusing and potentially confuting
new actor: the tumbling, whimsical wheel of fortune rather than the
slow and steady wedge of progress” (p. 480).
Enter Charles Lyell, whose well-known argument for and commitment to a uniformitarian view of geological history was, unlike
Cuvier’s catastrophist theory, highly congenial to Darwin’s preferred
account of evolutionary mechanisms and of progressive development,
and it was a position to which Darwin naturally gravitated. But he
was hardly alone in this. Lyell’s multivolume work on the principles
of geology, published over the course of three years, was impressive
to all, and his work became the rage in intellectual circles; indeed, his
contribution stands as a major influence not only in geology but in the
history of science generally.
But according to Gould, there’s more to the story than the triumph
of Lyell’s arguments and evidence over Cuvier’s (or anyone else’s). He
reports that Lyell’s ascendancy ultimately owed as much to rhetorical flair (a “tricky rhetorical argument,” he calls it, p. 482) as to any
strength in documentation. Gould recounts:
In his most clever, and devastatingly effective, trope of rhetoric, Lyell argued that the substantive claims of “uniformity”
must be valid because the basic practice of science requires
that we accept a set of methodological assumptions bearing the same name despite their truly different status (“uniformity of law and process”). In so doing, Lyell managed to
elevate a testable claim about gradualism to the status of a
received a priori doctrine vital to the successful practice of
science itself. This subtle conflation has exerted a profound,
and largely negative, influence upon geology ever since, often
serving to limit and stifle hypotheses about rates of processes,
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and to bring derision upon those who advocated even local
catastrophes. (p. 482)
As Gould informs us, the combination of Lyell’s status and his utter
rejection of catastrophism ultimately “placed catastrophism beyond
the pale of scientific respectability.” Catastrophists came to be seen as
simplistic theological dogmatists who argued from biblical accounts
of the creation and of the earth’s history rather than from scientific
evidence—this despite the fact that “anyone who knew Cuvier, Elie de
Beaumont, or d’Orbigny recognized their mental power, their scientific integrity, and the considerable empirical support enjoyed by their
systems. But when these men died, Lyell’s characterization persisted,
and ‘catastrophism’ became equated with anti-science and dogmatic
theological reaction” (p. 482).
What’s most interesting, and informative, is that the mischaracterization of Cuvier and the other catastrophists that began with the
initial writings by Lyell more than 150 years ago has persisted to the
present. Gould reports:
How ironic . . . that modern textbook cardboard should misidentify Lyell as an empiricist who, by laborious fieldwork
and close attention to objective information, drove the dogmatists of catastrophism out of science. To the contrary, the
catastrophists were the empirical literalists of their time!
Lyell and Darwin opposed catastrophism by probing “behind
appearance” to interpret, rather than simply to record,
the data of geology. . . . Proper procedure in geology, Lyell
asserted, requires that we interpolate into a systematically
impoverished record the unpreserved events implied by our
best theoretical understanding. Lyell and Darwin worked by
interpretation and interpolation; the catastrophists preached
empirical literalism! (pp. 485–86)
Gould hastens to add that he is not saying that Cuvier and the other catastrophists were right in methodology and Lyell and Darwin wrong. But, he
says, he knows “no greater irony in the history of science than the inverted
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posthumous reputations awarded to Lyell and the catastrophists for their
supposed positions on ‘objectivism’ in science” (p. 486).
But there’s more to the story than mere irony. Gould further
informs us that Darwin’s defense of Lyell succeeded “in directing
more than a century of research away from any consideration of truly
catastrophic mass extinction, and towards a virtually unchallenged
effort to spread the deaths over sufficient time to warrant an ordinary
gradualistic explanation in conventional Darwinian terms” (p. 1303).
And he adds that uniformitarian presuppositions clamped “a tight
and efficient lid upon any consideration of empirically legitimate and
conceptually plausible catastrophic scenarios. Merely to suggest such
a thing (as even so prominent a scientist as Schindewolf . . . discovered) was to commit an almost risible apostasy” (p. 1303).12
The stigma attaching both to any consideration of catastrophic
events over earth’s history and to the early adherents of such considerations has endured. Gould remarks: “The arms of misreason extend
across generations. When primary documents disappear from sight,
textbook pap can clone itself, and resulting legends then beget further
fantasy with little hope for correction within an established system of
belief” (pp. 482–83). And he shares this aside:
The great works of Cuvier and other catastrophists have always
remained on library shelves, and have been much valued by
historians and collectors. But never doubt the power of false
characterization to ban effective consideration of the readily
available. A scientist beyond the pale becomes an object of ridicule without being read—and the force of silence should never
12. Gould notes with lament the extension of this theoretical commitment even
into popular culture: “So strongly entrenched did this prejudice [toward uniformitarian
assumptions and gradual change] remain, even spilling over into popular culture as well,
that a few years after Alvarez et al. (1980) published their plausible, and by then increasingly well affirmed, scenario of extraterrestrial impact as a catastrophic trigger for the
Cretaceous-Tertiary event, the New York Times [2 April 1985] even ridiculed the idea in
their editorial pages,” saying that “astronomers should leave to astrologers the task of
seeking the cause of earthly events in the stars” (p. 1303). Gould castigates the Times for
its foray into such technical matters, matters about which newspapers in general demonstrate little competence, much less sophistication.
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be underestimated. To cite just one personal anecdote about
Cuvier and his Discours préliminaire: The stereotyped Cuvier
stands accused in most textbooks for arguing that catastrophes
wipe all life off the face of the earth, and that God then creates new biotas from scratch. But Cuvier never advanced such
a claim. No doubt, when pressed, he would have accepted some
new creation to replenish a depleted world. But he attributed
much local faunal change across stratigraphic boundaries to
migration from previously isolated areas following geographic
alterations that accompany episodes of rapid geological change
(citing, as a potential example, the migration of Asian mammals to Australia should a land bridge ever connect these
continents). Cuvier didn’t hide this argument; he presents his
viewpoint prominently in Section 30 of the canonical Jameson
translation (1818, pp. 128–29). Yet, at least a half dozen times
in my professional life, colleagues ranging from graduate students to senior professors have approached me with excitement,
thinking that they had just made an important and original
discovery: “Hey, look at this. Cuvier didn’t believe in complete
replacement by new creation . . .” “Yes,” I reply, “page 128; the
passage has always been there.” (pp. 482–83)
Thus, although one of the greatest intellects of the nineteenth century and an empiricist of the first order, Cuvier became stigmatized
(through the influence of Lyell, who was also a great intellect) as theologically dogmatic and anti-empiricist. According to Gould’s account,
Cuvier and his scientific conclusions, and even anything approaching
his conclusions, were excluded from respectable consideration by the
intellectual community for generations.
Alvarez
This brings us back to our starting point: Alvarez and the resistance
of the paleontological community to his hypothesis of mass extinction through catastrophic impact. From the historical perspective provided by Gould, it appears that the paleontological community resisted
Alvarez’s conclusion primarily because of the century-and-a-half-long
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momentum of scientific bias against any conclusion of that kind. The
evidence, Gould tells us (and which he reviews), was elegant and plausible, and “bursting with seeds of testability,” it “should have caught the
attention and intrigue of all scientists from the start” (p. 1307).
But the anti-catastrophic biases of Lyellian and Darwinian
traditions ran so deep, and the knee-jerk fear and disdain of
paleontologists therefore stood so high, that even this welcome
novelty of operationality did not allay rejection and outright
disdain from nearly all established professional students of
the fossil record (whereas other relevant subdisciplines with
other traditions, planetary scientists and students of the physics and engineering of impacts, for example, reacted in markedly more mixed or positive ways). (p. 1307)
So on Gould’s account the resistance to Alvarez was due not to
overwhelming countervailing evidence or arguments, but instead to
“biases,” “knee-jerk fear,” and “disdain,” the histories of which can
all be traced back more than 150 years to the Lyellian repudiation of
catastrophism in general. Tying the historical pieces together, Gould
remarks that “no one can comprehend the emotional vigor of the
debate engendered by Alvarez’s proposal for catastrophic mass extinction by extraterrestrial impact without understanding the historical
legacy of Lyell’s successful and tricky rhetorical argument against
catastrophism” (p. 482).
It should be noted that, according to Gould, the Alvarez finding
does not imply “a general theory of mass extinction” (p. 1311). However,
it does validate the assertion that “catastrophism contained important
elements of validity from the start” (p. 483). For Gould it is unfortunate
that these elements could not be appreciated by the scientific community given the tenor and the theoretical commitments of the times, and
that they have had a difficult time being appreciated even recently. Of
his own attempts to remedy the situation, Gould reports:
I have, in my own writings, tried to summarize the theoretical importance of readmitting truly catastrophic scenarios of
mass extinction back into scientific respectability (after 150
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years of successful Lyellian anathematization) by stating an
emerging consensus about four crucial and general features
of such events, each strongly negative (and, in their ensemble,
probably fatal) for the key extrapolationist premise needed to
maintain a claim of exclusivity for a strictly Darwinian theory of evolutionary process . . . : mass extinctions are more
frequent, more rapid, more intense, and more different in their
effects than paleontologists had suspected, and than Lyellian
geology and Darwinian biology could permit. (pp. 1312–13)
The stigma attaching to Cuvier and catastrophism affected not only
the reputations of individual scientists and their work, but also what
other scientists found worthy of investigation in their own work, as
well as what they found worthy of respect—whatever the evidence—
in the work of others. And it was an effect that was still being felt 150
years after its origins.13
III. Authority and the Bandwagon Effect
The negative effects of authority in a scientific discipline are not
restricted to the stigmatizing of particular scientists or particular
theories. Sometimes they are more subtle, though no less powerful
and constricting in their effects.
“Hardening” and the Modern Synthesis
One example is Gould’s description of what happened to evolutionary theory in roughly the final half of the last century and extending
13. John Sorenson notes the effects of professional stigma in ignoring evidence relevant to the Book of Mormon. For example, he identifies “dogmatically opinionated
experts” as the impediment to serious consideration of possible transoceanic voyages
in ancient times—voyages like those described in the Book of Mormon. The resistance
by such experts has occurred despite abundant evidence and has decisively affected general academic attitudes on the topic. See John L. Sorenson, “Ancient Voyages Across the
Ocean to America: From ‘Impossible’ to ‘Certain,’” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies
14/1 (2005): 4–17. He also describes the chilling, and costly, effects of academic authority and intimidation on efforts to decipher the Maya hieroglyphics and other aspects of
Mayan civilization. See John L. Sorenson, “Viva Zapato! Hurray for the Shoe!” review of
“Does the Shoe Fit? A Critique of the Limited Tehuantepec Geography,” by Deanne G.
Matheny, Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 6/1 (1994): 297–361.
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to the present. Gould’s story begins with what is known as “the modern synthesis” (variously called “the synthetic theory” or “the modern
synthetic theory”), beginning in the 1930s and having as a major early
milestone the publication in 1942 of Julian Huxley’s book Evolution:
The Modern Synthesis. In Gould’s view, “Huxley obviously felt that
the morphology of evolutionary consensus could best be described as
a synthesis—that is, a gathering together of previously disparate elements around a central core” (p. 503). This modern synthesis is traditionally thought of as consisting of two phases: (1) the synthesis of
Darwin with Mendelian genetics and (2) a growing similarity in the
contributions made by different disciplines to evolutionary theory.
But Gould also describes the history of the modern synthesis as
including a dimension of intellectual “hardening,” specifically hardening around natural selection as the exclusive agent of evolutionary
change. Whereas in the first phase of the synthesis scholars “tended
to agnosticism about relative frequencies among the legitimate phenomena, notably on the issue of drift (and other random phenomena)
vs. selection” (p. 505), later, Gould notes, “the leading synthesists promoted natural selection, first to a commanding frequency and then to
virtual exclusivity as an agent of evolutionary change. This consensus
hardened to an orthodoxy, often accompanied by strong and largely
rhetorical dismissal of dissenting views—a position that reached its
acme in the Darwinian centennial celebrations of 1959” (p. 505). This
position “eventually narrowed to a restrictive faith in what Weismann
had called the ‘all-sufficiency’ of natural selection, with the accompanying requirement that phenotypes be analyzed as problems in adaptation” to the virtual exclusion of any other factors. “This hardening
extended beyond overconfidence in adaptation to a more general, and
sometimes rather smug, feeling that truth had now been discovered,
and that a full account of evolution only required some mopping up
and adumbration of details” (p. 505). Gould reports that “confidence
in adaptation grew so great that many symposiasts [at the 1959 cele
bratory conference] presented their arguments in a ‘can’t fail’ manner,
by delimiting a set of supposedly inclusive outcomes, each validating
adaptation for any conceivable result” (p. 572).
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Gould reports that although in the beginning the synthesis was
pluralistic and exploratory in character, it “had hardened by 1959 into
a set of core commitments that, at least among epigones and acolytes,
had become formulaic and almost catechistic, if not outright dogmatic” (p. 570).14 Illustrating just how much an assumed feature of the
intellectual landscape this dogma had become, Gould tells how even
such a monumental figure as Theodore Dobzhansky failed to understand central elements regarding population genetics of the synthesis
and happily accepted them “on faith” (p. 520).
Dobzhansky’s willingness to accept an incomprehensible literature, and the later acquiescence of so many leaders from
other subdisciplines (largely via Dobzhansky’s “translation”)
testify to a powerful shared culture among evolutionists—a
set of assumptions accepted without fundamental questioning or perceived need to grasp the underlying mechanics.
Such a sense of community can lead to exhilarating, active
science (but largely in the accumulative mode, as examples
cascade to illustrate accepted principles). As a downside, however, remaining difficulties, puzzles, anomalies, unresolved
corners, and bits of illogic may retreat to the sidelines—rarely
disputed and largely forgotten (or, by the next generation,
never learned). This situation may sow seeds of an orthodoxy
that can then become sufficiently set and unchallenged to
verge on dogma—as happened in many circles, at least among
large numbers of epigones, at the acme of the Synthesis in the
late 1950’s and 1960’s. (p. 520)
14. Here is Gould’s description of the synthetic catechism, including its implications
for paleontology: “The Synthetic approach to macroevolution can be encapsulated in a
few dicta: view life as stately unfolding under adaptive control; depict trends as accumulative and anagenetic within lineages according to the extrapolationist model [i.e.,
extrapolating principles of microevolutionary change to explain all macroevolutionary
change]; downplay or ignore the macroevolutionary calculus of birth and death of species. These propositions leave little role for the actual archives of life’s history—the fossil
record—beyond the documentation of change. The causes of change must be ascertained
elsewhere, and entirely by neontologists (my profession’s term for the folks who study
modern organisms). Thus the Synthesis held paleontology at arm’s length” (p. 564).
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One is reminded of the influential Hungarian philosopher of science Imre Lakatos. Working from the London School of Economics
concurrently with Karl Popper, Lakatos argued (among other things)
that, at some point in the development of any significant “research
programme” (i.e., a set of related theories that share a similar “hard
core”), the basic assumptions of the program ultimately come to be
rendered irrefutable simply by force of the consensus of the participants. Once this point is reached those assumptions are thereafter
protected by what Lakatos calls the “negative heuristic” of the program—a conceptual momentum that directs research away from any
further investigation of those central assumptions. Simply put, no one
ever questions them anymore. This conclusion has been overblown by
some, but its central reality is evident in this report from Gould.15
Explaining that the hardening he describes “cannot be explained
as simply and empirically driven” (p. 542), Gould says further:
The culture of science trains us to believe that such major
shifts of emphasis record improvements in knowledge won
by empirical research and discovery. I do not deny that
observation did play a significant role, at least in illustrating, with some elegant examples, the power of adaptation. . . .
But empirical discovery cannot supply the entire (or even, I
think, the major) reason for adaptationist hardening, for each
favorable case can be matched by a failure (often hedged or
unacknowledged), and no adequate assessment of an overall
relative frequency has ever been achieved—to this day. Thus,
any judgment, in either direction, must represent the fashionable imposition of a few well-documented cases upon an
unstudied plethora. (pp. 541–42)
In an interesting demonstration of shared psychology—and lost
memory—in an intellectual movement, Gould shares at length (pp. 520–
41) how Dobzhansky, Mayr, and Simpson, all of whom were major leaders in the hardening movement, changed their minds over time in the
15. See Imre Lakatos, The Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes:
Philosophical Papers, Volume 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980).
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direction of adaptationism and away from their earlier openness to other
possible mechanisms of evolutionary change, and yet later claimed that
they had not changed their minds at all—even though this was clearly
belied by what they had written in their earlier years. Gould adduces
this as an interesting feature of the general intellectual hardening: these
prominent scientists had obviously changed their minds but could not
remember doing so.
Although Gould considers the possibility that “some complex
mixture of empirical and sociological themes may explain the adaptationist hardening of the synthesis” (p. 543), he draws particular attention to one dimension:
The community of evolutionary biologists is sufficiently small,
and sufficiently stratified—a few lead and many follow, as in
most human activities—that we need not necessarily invoke
some deep and general scientific or societal trend to explain a
change in opinion by a substantial community of evolutionists in different nations. A reassessment by a few key people,
bound in close contact and mutual influence, might trigger a
general response. (p. 543)
Gould believes this occurred with the three leading exponents
of hardening in America—Dobzhansky, Simpson, and Mayr. They
worked together as colleagues in what Gould calls a “New York
Mafia” centered at Columbia University and the American Museum
of Natural History. He says:
The validation of selection as a nearly exclusive mechanism
of evolutionary change, as embodied in the adaptationist program[,] received strong verbal approbation, and elegant illustration in a few cases, but won orthodox status largely as a
bandwagon effect prompted by the urgings of a few central
figures, notably Mayr and Dobzhansky, and the subsequent
acquiescence of most professionals to the assertion of such
leading figures, and not to the data of convincing demonstrations. (p. 586)
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In other words, a few top scientists dramatically influenced what
other scientists believed, not because of convincing research data, but
because these leaders were suitably situated and sufficiently elite that
others acquiesced to their pronouncements. As Gould observes, “a few
lead, and many follow” (p. 543). Thus can the specter of orthodoxy
arise even in scientific disciplines.16
Paleontology’s intimidation. The role of authority and the bandwagon effect influenced not only the general hardening of evolutionary theory; according to Gould, it also dramatically influenced paleontologists’ behavior for decades. We have already seen in Gould’s
account that paleontologists long believed that stasis in the geological record amounted to nonevidence of what they were searching for:
what they took to be the Darwinian expectation of gradual evolutionary change. Intimately acquainted with the primary evidence as they
were, however, paleontologists could not be entirely content to consider the overwhelming observation of sudden appearance of species
and their subsequent stasis as failure to find anything worthwhile and
to constantly attribute such failure to the regrettable imperfection of
the geological record. They were at least partly nagged by the suspicion that their primary data—the actual fossil record—amounted to
evidence of something. So why didn’t they say so? Gould tells us:
Paleontologists have always recognized the long-term stability
of most species, but we had become more than a bit ashamed
by this strong and literal signal, for the dominant theory of
our scientific culture told us to look for the opposite result
of gradualism as the primary empirical expression of every
biologist’s favorite subject—evolution itself. (p. 749)
16. Adding a further element to the calculus of authority and bandwagon effects,
Gould points out that “founders tend to be brilliant and subtle, and to keep all major
difficulties constantly in mind, while epigones generally promulgate the faith and disregard, or never learn, the problems, exceptions, and nuances” (p. 543). In other words,
the bandwagon effect would be smaller or at least of shorter duration if acolytes were as
smart as the masters. One must wonder about this, however, since Gould has already
demonstrated that the major personalities behind the hardening of the modern synthesis
became hardened without even realizing it. Where was this special capacity for maintaining awareness of problems, exceptions, and nuances among them?
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And:
Darwinian evolution became the great intellectual novelty of
the later 19th century, and paleontology held the archives of
life’s history. Darwin proclaimed insensibly gradual transition as the canonical expectation for evolution’s expression
in the fossil record. . . . Thus, paleontologists could be good
Darwinians and still acknowledge the primary fact of their
profession—but only at the price of sheepishness or embarrassment. No one can take great comfort when the primary
observation of their discipline becomes an artifact of limited
evidence rather than an expression of nature’s ways. Thus,
once gradualism emerged as the expected pattern for documenting evolution—with an evident implication that the fossil record’s dominant signal of stasis and abrupt replacement
can only be a sign of evidentiary poverty—paleontologists
became cowed or puzzled, and even less likely to showcase
their primary datum. (p. 750)
Ashamed, sheepish, embarrassed, cowed. Whatever else they may
be, these are clearly not the adjectives of one who finds science, in
practice, routinely encouraging “alternative hypotheses.”
The Inevitability of Textbook Authority
One more element of the role of authority in scientific practice is worth mentioning. It is best illustrated by Thomas Kuhn, the
immensely influential historian of science. In his course at MIT on the
nature of scientific knowledge, Kuhn routinely posed the following
question to students early in the term: “What reasons do you have for
believing in the Copernican view of the solar system rather than the
Ptolemaic? All of you accept the Copernican system, of course. The
question is, Why?”
The question, of course, seems too easy because everyone knows
that the Copernican view of planetary motion—including its central
heliocentric postulate—is true and that the ancient geocentric view
is false. That’s grade school stuff. One would therefore expect these
future scientists, certainly among the best math and science students
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in the country, to dispatch the question with ease. But they didn’t.
Against every item of evidence they advanced to prove the Copernican
system correct, Kuhn would demonstrate that such evidence was not
compelling, let alone decisive, and that it did not in fact justify acceptance of the Copernican system over the Ptolemaic. He would demonstrate this repeatedly until the class finally fell silent. Kuhn would
then explain that the proper evidence for the Copernican system does
exist but that its technicality renders it unfamiliar to most, including
those studying science.17
Kuhn conducted this exercise because he wanted to demonstrate
how fully even scholars rely on the authority of other scholars and
textbooks in accepting and believing what they do. Even the best, he
was eager to show, hold comparatively few beliefs rooted in direct
familiarity with the scientific evidence, and the evidentiary gaps that
remain are filled by largely unexamined assumptions based on the
authority of others.
Of course, a little reflection reveals how unavoidable this reality
is; with all there is to know it could not be otherwise. But it is still
instructive to be explicit about this point. After all, for generations
nonpaleontologists accepted a false version of the geological record—
that fossil discoveries generally displayed gradual organismic change
over geological time—because that was the version presented in textbooks. Unfortunately, as we have been informed by Gould, the classic examples cited in the textbooks have been roundly discredited.
Similarly, for 150 years scientists have believed Lyell’s demonstrably
false anathematization of Cuvier and of catastrophism in general,
rendering the vast majority of paleontologists thoroughly resistant to
strong evidence even of local catastrophic events in the world’s history, all because Lyell’s authoritative mischaracterization had been
preserved and replicated in generations of science textbooks.18
17. As a member of one such class I observed this discussion firsthand. I assume the
give-and-take experience was similar in both previous and subsequent classes.
18. See pages 576–84 for further examples of what Gould considers to be simplistic
and misleading, and even distressing, treatments of evolutionary themes in introductory
textbooks.
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Again, scholars have no choice but to learn much of what they
know from the authority of textbooks. No one can be a specialist in
very many things, much less in everything. But it is worth keeping in
mind that this is the reality. It is also worth keeping in mind that textbook versions have been known not only to present mere caricatures
of the state of knowledge in a particular field, but also, according to
Gould, to be demonstrably false.19

Of Science and Surprise
From Gould’s detailed accounts of scientific episodes and movements, we have seen up close some of the complexities of scientific
investigation—examples of (unintentional) omissions and distortions in scientific publications, the role of scientific authority in
unfairly stigmatizing individuals and theories over generations, and
the role of bandwagon effects and textbook orthodoxy in influencing
scientific opinion.
This might seem surprising. If science is marked by its empiricism—
by its dedication to observing, predicting, and testing, as well as to
theorizing—shouldn’t it be able to detect any dead-end avenues of
investigation rather quickly and get back on track? Isn’t there something called a “crucial experiment” or a “crucial test”?
Unfortunately, the matter is seldom so simple. It’s true that science is eventually self-correcting, but there is a lot of meaning packed
into the word eventually, and the process is far from smooth or quick.
Theories are complicated networks of interrelated observations,
19. Regarding the authority of textbooks, Codell Carter of the Brigham Young
University philosophy department tells the story of a professor who taught anatomy for
twenty years at the University of Adelaide (Australia). Although using an English textbook that gave instructions on dissecting an English frog, the students actually dissected
a similar but anatomically distinct Australian variety. In all those years of teaching, however, only a dozen students ever noted the differences between the frogs they were dissecting and the frog that appeared in the textbook. What’s most fascinating, however, is
that even in those rare cases the students invariably concluded that the problem was not
with the textbook, but with the frog. See Lester S. King, Medical Thinking: A Historical
Preface (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984). But as Carter asks, How could
the frog be wrong?
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hypotheses, assumptions, meanings, inferences, implications, and
presuppositions. Testing any part of such a complex network yields
multiple possibilities for interpretation. For example, although from
the beginning Newtonian theory was highly successful in accounting for planetary motion, it was eventually discovered in the nineteenth century that it actually failed to account for the orbit of the
planet Uranus. But in spite of this negative evidence, scientists didn’t
reject the Newtonian explanation of planetary motion. Instead, they
considered this predictive failure a research problem, a puzzle to be
explained, not a failure of the Newtonian explanation itself. In fact,
they accounted for the anomaly within Newtonian mechanics by postulating the existence of another planet of the necessary mass and
orbit to account for the observed motion of Uranus. When the planet
Neptune was discovered, in direct corroboration of this hypothesis,
the wisdom of such an approach was dramatically confirmed and provided further evidence for the power of Newtonian theory.
The story does not end there, for there was a similar difficulty with
the orbit of Mercury. On the heels of the success with Uranus, it was
naturally thought that the anomaly of Mercury could be explained in
the same way. Thus, the existence of yet another planet was hypothesized and given the name Vulcan. No such planet was ever discovered,
however, and Mercury’s orbit was never explained within Newtonian
theory—and yet this was never considered a falsifying event for the
Newtonian account of planetary motion, but only an anomaly that
would eventually be explained by the Newtonian account.20
20. An accurate prediction of Mercury’s orbit awaited the appearance of Einstein’s
general relativity theory, and only then was that orbit considered a direct counterinstance to the Newtonian account. Classic discussions of this incident and its meaning
for scientific practice are found in Hilary Putnam, “The ‘Corroboration’ of Theories,” in
Mathematics, Matter and Method: Philosophical Papers, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1979), 1:250–69; Stephen Toulmin and J. Goodfield, The Fabric of the
Heavens (New York: Harper and Row, 1961); Carl G. Hempel, Philosophy of Natural
Science (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1966). See also Harold I. Brown, Perception,
Theory and Commitment: The New Philosophy of Science (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1979). Incidents like this convinced Lakatos, among others, that no theory is ever
abandoned except in exchange for another, which makes the formulation of alternative
explanations as important as negative observations in the demise of existing theories. See,
for example, I. Lakatos, “Falsification and the Methodology of Scientific Programmes,”
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This scientific reality—resistance to falsification even by disconfirming evidence—is inevitable. This is because any individual scientific hypothesis is inherently part of a larger whole, surrounded by a
complex network of related theoretical statements and assumptions
(A), all of which, though implicit, are always tested along with any
particular hypothesis (H). Thus, as introductions to the philosophy of
science typically point out, any test situation assumes something like
this form:
If H and A are all true, then so is O (an observation predicted by H).
(As our tests show) O is not true.
Therefore, H and A cannot all be true.
To recur to the example of Uranus and Mercury, we might put the
matter like this:
If the Newtonian explanation of planetary motion and all
the related theoretical statements and assumptions that surround it are all true, then Uranus will exhibit orbital pattern x
and Mercury will exhibit orbital pattern y.
(As our tests show) Uranus and Mercury do not exhibit
orbital patterns x and y, respectively.
Therefore, the Newtonian explanation of planetary motion
and the related theoretical statements and assumptions that
surround it cannot all be true.
By the logical principle of modus tollens, this is a valid conclusion, but it does not tell us which of the statements of the theory must
be rejected—the hypothesis about planetary motion itself or one or
more of the myriad assumptions and theoretical statements that are
conceptually related to it. We are free to look anywhere in the system
for the feature that requires modification by this experimental result.
in Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge, ed. I. Lakatos and A. Musgrave (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1970), 91–196. Lightman and Gingerich develop a similar
theme and apply it to five episodes in the history of science. See Alan Lightman and Owen
Gingerich, “When Do Anomalies Begin?” Science 255 (7 February 1992): 690–95.
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In the cases of Uranus and Mercury, for example, scientists simply
rejected an implicit assumption they had made—the assumption that,
just because they had not yet been observed, there were no planets
nearby that were affecting the orbits of Uranus and Mercury in the
required way.
Holism. The view that no statement can ever be tested in isolation
because of its embeddedness in a larger theoretical structure is called
“holism.” First advanced by Pierre Duhem (1861–1916), its most forceful recent proponent (in his own version) has been W. V. Quine. Often
called the Duhem-Quine thesis, it is the basis for Quine’s argument
that at least in principle even the laws of mathematics are revisable in
the wake of experimental results that call for a modification of theory. According to Quine, the reason the laws of mathematics are not
modified when modification is called for—and other elements of the
theory are revised instead—is that we want to make whatever changes
will cause the least amount of disruption to the theoretical system as
a whole, other things equal. We follow, Quine says picturesquely, the
“maxim of minimum mutilation.” The idea is to revise the theory in
the smallest way possible and to keep the theory as simple as possible,
but all in the service of maximizing the theory’s future predictive success. What is not required is that any particular part of the theory
(including the specific hypothesis under examination) be retracted in
the face of experimental failure.21
Thus hopes about falsification and crucial tests to the contrary, it
is rarely a simple matter to reject a theoretical statement, even in the
21. See generally W. V. Quine, The Pursuit of Truth (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1990). Here Quine has moderated the extreme holism of his early writings (a holism that has been exploited by some in the interest of postmodern analyses). An
early critic of the early view was Adolf Grunbaum. See, for example, his “The Falsifiability
of Theories: Total or Partial? A Contemporary Evaluation of the Duhem-Quine Thesis,”
Synthese 14 (1962): 17–34. Larry Laudan reviews, less technically, much of Grunbaum’s
argument against any strong version of holism; see his Science and Relativism (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1990). One attempt to show that we can, despite the holistic
thesis, determine which part of a theory to amend in view of experimental failure is Y.
Balashov, “Duhem, Quine, and the Multiplicity of Scientific Tests,” Philosophy of Science
61/4 (1994): 608–28. A more recent argument for the nonnecessity of mathematical truths
is Robert Nozick’s. See his Invariances: The Structure of the Objective World (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2001).
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face of evidence unanimously regarded as negative. It can be difficult
to know exactly when to consider a negative result a mere puzzle—
something to investigate or wonder about—and when to consider it
an actual failure of the statement or hypothesis in question. Because
these are matters of judgment, and not merely of evidence, scientists
can be expected to, and do, disagree about the most promising explanation and about the most fruitful direction for further study.
Given this reality, it is hard to fault any theorist or set of theorists who, in hindsight, seem to have overlooked data that should have
modified their views. The meaning of such data for the theoretical
statement in question is generally ambiguous rather than obvious,
and this must be kept in mind.
Worldviews. As a final point, though, it is worth remarking that
sometimes it’s not just that the meaning of the data is ambiguous; the
problem is that some possible meanings cannot be seen at all. Gould
speaks, for example, of the “broad worldviews” that scientists develop
about their subjects. Such worldviews are not just “passive summaries,” he tells us, of what is generally accepted; they also “serve as
active definers of permissible subjects for study, and modes for their
examination.” Although such intellectual contexts can foster and
guide fruitful work, Gould says, the downside is that “ever so often in
the history of science, such worldviews direct and constrain research
by actively defining out of existence, or simply placing outside the
realm of conceptualization, a large set of interesting subjects and
approaches.” This is serious enough, but it gets even worse. As Gould
explains, the subjects that are thus excluded from consideration often
include “the very classes of data best suited to act as potential refutations” of the very worldview that has excluded them. “Such self-referential affirmations,” Gould adds, “are not promoted cynically, or (for
the most part) even consciously, but they do, nonetheless, operate as
strong impediments to scientific change” (p. 1309).
Worldviews, though inescapable, are therefore double-edged
swords. On one hand, they integrate a wide range of observations
and beliefs and guide productive research in the directions suggested
by such. But on the other hand, worldviews simultaneously preclude
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research in other directions because, from within a given worldview,
there are always possibilities that cannot even be seen, much less appreciated and investigated. And this includes the very classes of data that
have the best chance of disconfirming the worldview itself. In this way,
without conscious calculation, worldviews can tend to be insular and,
by conceiving a world in which much possible counterevidence cannot even be conceived, self-confirming. Such worldviews are like spectacles that not only impose a certain view of the world on us but also
simultaneously prevent us from seeing the degree to which what we
see is determined by the spectacles themselves. As Gould says (using
the term theory synonymously with worldview): “A theory often compels us to see the world in its light and support. Yet we think we see
objectively and therefore interpret each new datum as an independent
confirmation of our theory.” As a result, “although our theory may be
wrong, we cannot confute it” (p. 761). Thus, to the degree that we hold
scientific worldviews of one sort or another (and I think in mortality
it is impossible not to), we are their intellectual captives as well as their
intellectual beneficiaries. The combination is inescapable.
Surprise
This brief treatment is far from an exhaustive list of the complexities—indeed, the nagging discontents—that inhere in scientific
investigation, but they suffice to draw at least this modest conclusion:
Any simple assurance about the nature of scientific attitudes and
practice—for example, the generalization that alternative hypotheses
are encouraged as a matter of course in scientific inquiry and that
reasonable hypotheses are not suppressed—is limited to a description
of the ideal in scientific investigation. In matters of actual practice,
such a description significantly underdescribes the reality. If actual
scientific practice were as tidy as the ideal, Gould would find little use
for many of the expressions he employs, such as “sheepish,” “embarrassed,” “cowed,” “risible apostasy,” “catechism,” “shared cultural
assumptions,” “dogma,” “knee-jerk fear,” “bias,” “tricky rhetorical
argument,” “canonical,” “intellectual hardening,” “triumph of hope
and expectation over evidence,” “fantasy,” “unconscious conspiracy,”
“absurd vicious circle,” “a few lead and many follow,” “insidious,”
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“warped,” “derision,” “anathematization,” “textbook pap,” the “power
of false characterization,” “arms of misreason,” “prejudice,” “disdain,”
“rhetorical dismissal of dissenting views,” “restrictive faith,” “straightjacket,” “object of ridicule without being read,” “bandwagon,” “orthodoxy,” “stigma,” and “acquiescence.” He also would not talk of “difficulties, puzzles, anomalies, unresolved corners, and bits of illogic” that
are “rarely disputed and largely forgotten,” or of investigative failures
that are “often hedged or unacknowledged.” He would not speak of
epigones who “generally promulgate the faith and disregard, or never
learn, the problems, exceptions, and nuances” of a scientific theory.
Nor would he be able to identify presuppositions that have imposed a
“tight and efficient lid” on alternative explanations for scientific data,
or talk of “assumptions accepted without fundamental questioning.”
He would not speak of worldviews that “operate as strong impediments
to scientific change,” and he would not identify “profound” and “negative” influences that (note it well) “limit and stifle hypotheses.”22
If we do not appreciate how such descriptions can apply to one
level or another of scientific practice—descriptions that depart significantly from the prescriptive ideal of scientific inquiry—we appreciate
too little. The risk of such naïveté is that it can lead to carelessness
in our thinking and, especially in fields where we are not expert, to
a credulous acceptance of whatever intellectual pronouncements we
happen to encounter. This in turn can lead to a degree of certainty that
is not remotely matched by our understanding or by our familiarity
with the relevant evidence, both pro and con.
22. Because of his controversial status, some may wish to see Gould as simply having an ax to grind, and thus they will be inclined to dismiss his historical examples and
characterizations out of hand. I think that is unfair on two counts. First, if Gould simply
has an ax to grind, that should be easy enough to show. Thus, someone who wants to
make this claim should actually demonstrate it, point by point, rather than simply assert
it. That would require saying as much on these topics as Gould himself says, but such a
discussion would certainly be welcome. But second, a demonstration of this sort would
be largely irrelevant to this paper in any case. My concern is not with evolutionary theory
per se, but with scientific investigation generally. The points Gould makes could be illustrated from any number of fields. I use Gould simply because he is handy, for the reasons
I mentioned earlier.
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That scientific study is complex and sometimes messy is not a
new observation, of course. Specialists in the philosophy of science
have long identified subtle complicating dimensions of scientific study
(both human factors and others, like holism, that are more strictly
academic in nature), and to one degree or another such dimensions
play a role in scientific investigation whatever the field. Gould’s area of
study is just one example.23 The role such factors play will vary widely
among scientific disciplines, of course, depending partly on a field’s
maturity, the degree of difficulty it faces in obtaining precise data, the
nature and extent of the research funding it enjoys, and so forth; but
these complexities play at least some role in every field. My own discipline is psychology. I studied closely with Larry Jensen, Lynn Scoresby,
and Terry Warner (from philosophy) at Brigham Young University,
and with Lawrence Kohlberg at Harvard. Though I have not done so
myself, based on my intellectual experience in this discipline, I have
no doubt that someone suitably inclined could identify in detail how
various human and other complicating elements have played out in
psychology and its various schools of thought over the last hundred
years. Think again of the recent biographers of Joseph Smith (see
p. 164): insufficiently cautious in their examination of the Prophet,
they placed their confidence in a psychological theory that, it was discovered long ago, suffers under careful scrutiny. Had they been more
alive to the discontents of scholarly investigation in general, these
authors might have been less prone to wield this psychological tool in
such an unquestioning and ultimately fruitless manner.
Humility and Wisdom
I think it is impossible to know all of the assumptions and subtle
influences that affect our intellectual conclusions at any one time over
the wide range of disciplines that interest us. No doubt this includes
23. The journal Philosophy of Science is devoted to these topics. A good historical
overview of the philosophy of science, from Aristotle to the twentieth century, is found
in John Losee, A Historical Introduction to the Philosophy of Science (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1980). The most thorough treatment of modern philosophy of science,
up to postmodern developments, is found in Suppe, The Structure of Scientific Theories
(see note 6). As a general introduction to some of the central classical issues, I recommend Laudan, Science and Relativism (see note 21).
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various expressions of publication bias that might be influencing not
only what we believe, but even what we deem worthy of interest or study
in any number of fields. Further, we probably cannot know the extent
to which we find certain intellectual viewpoints repugnant primarily
because of professional stigma rather than because of our acquaintance
with actual disconfirming data. Nor can we probably know the opposite—the degree to which other intellectual viewpoints hold us in their
thrall simply because they are accepted by people we admire and not,
again, because of our acquaintance with any actual evidence.
I think it is also impossible to know, based on the authority of
textbooks, exactly what we should accept with full certainty and what
we should doubt. And finally, in disciplines where we are not truly
expert I think it is impossible to be aware of all the negative evidence
faced by various statements within a theory, much less to know how
to regard such evidence—whether as disconfirming or as merely puzzling. Moreover, it is impossible to know the degree to which we are
cognitively captive to any number of worldviews and to trace all of
the limitations and errors, large or small, that are entailed by this
unavoidable, but constricting, reality of intellectual life.
To one degree or another, these are all inevitable realities of intellectual inquiry. They are unavoidable. But recognizing and explicitly
acknowledging such tensions and discontents is preferable to ignoring
them. By ignoring them we are apt, in our naïveté, to ascribe more
certainty than is warranted at any given moment to a particular discipline’s range of intellectual conclusions (as happened with psychoanalytic theory, for example) and to risk developing an attitude of dogmatism and defensiveness as a result.
Recognizing such factors, on the other hand, we can be saved from
such dogmatism and instead attain something approaching wisdom: a
lingering tentativeness and humility about many of the beliefs we hold
at any one time. In other words, we can be sure we are mistaken in one
way or another even if we cannot be sure exactly where. I believe such
an attitude would have helped these biographers of Joseph Smith, to
mention only two, and it seems the prudent course for us all. It’s probably best to live with the expectation that despite our best efforts we
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will turn out, to some extent at least, to be mistaken on many matters:
we should live in anticipation of surprise.

Of Scripture
I have tried to show why I wish Stephens and Meldrum had said
more about scientific attitudes and practice than just identifying the
ideal. I now want to treat two scriptural matters—one that they discuss and one that I wish they had discussed because it is so central.
Finally, I will illustrate why I think surprise is inevitable on scriptural
topics, just as it is on strictly intellectual matters. On the things of
eternity, I believe we should embrace our ignorance, enthusiastically
and with wonder.
2 Nephi 2:22
In the course of their book, Stephens and Meldrum address scriptural and other authoritative statements from the Brethren that relate
to the current state of scientific thinking on evolution. They do this
at some length, which is admirable in light of their intended audience. Much could be said about their discussion on these topics, but
I will restrict my attention to what I think is their most important
argument.
The authors believe that Adam and Eve were not inherently immortal in the Garden of Eden, but instead sustained a condition of immortality by eating of the fruit of the tree of life. Following their transgression, they were no longer permitted to eat of that tree, so mortality
reentered the world for them. At the same time the rest of creation was
living, dying, and evolving just as it had “for millennia” (p. 135).24
According to scripture and official Latter-day Saint doctrine,
Adam and Eve represented the first progenitors, or parents,
of the human race. According to scientific evidence, human
ancestors descended through the hominid line by natural selection. Once having achieved their “human” stature
24. From this point forward, page numbers refer to Stephens and Meldrum’s Evolution
and Mormonism.
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through evolution, Adam and Eve could have been placed
into the Garden of Eden where they ate of the fruit of the
Tree of Life and were rendered immortal for as long as they
partook of its fruits. They were told not to eat of the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil. In fulfillment of God’s plan that
they exercise their agency, they yielded to temptation and ate
of the forbidden fruit. They were consequently exiled from the
garden, separated from the Tree of Life, and thus reverted to
their mortal state. (p. 185)
This, of course, contradicts the more common view that prior to
the fall the earth enjoyed a paradisiacal state: living things, and at a
minimum Adam and Eve, were inherently immortal and basked in
the spiritual presence of God. According to Stephens and Meldrum,
on the other hand, nothing was inherently immortal; life and death
occurred through the immensity of time until evolutionary mechanisms (including certain constraints on developmental possibilities)
produced bodies suitable for the two spirits, Adam and Eve; upon
entering those bodies, Adam and Eve then became immortal through
eating of the fruit of the tree of life. Then came the fall, the banishment of Adam and Eve from further eating of the tree of life, and a
return to their inherently mortal condition, including the inevitability
of physical death for themselves and their posterity.
Latter-day Saints are familiar with the scriptural passage that has
always appeared to stand in the way of this view and that must be
accounted for if the view is to be compelling:
And now, behold, if Adam had not transgressed he would not
have fallen, but he would have remained in the garden of Eden.
And all things which were created must have remained in the
same state in which they were after they were created; and they
must have remained forever, and had no end. (2 Nephi 2:22)
Pointing out that this is the only passage that supports the notion
that “Adam and Eve, as well as all the animals, for that matter, were
inherently immortal and incapable of reproduction” (p. 134), Stephens
and Meldrum say (please note their ellipsis): “The central part of this
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scripture is the phrase ‘all things . . . must have remained in the same
state in which they were after they were created; and they must have
remained forever, and had no end’” (pp. 134–35). “What does the term
‘all things’ refer to?” they ask. “Can we be certain that ‘all things’ in
verse 22 means Adam, Eve, all the animals, and all the plants?” After
a few observations about the passage, they suggest that the phrase all
things actually refers to “conditions.” Thus in their view it seems that
the passage might be read as follows: “All things regarding the condition of Adam and Eve would have continued. They would have continued to be immortal because they would have been able to continue
eating of the tree of life.” Read this way, the verse presents no problem
to the authors’ view of evolution and the fall because only Adam and
Eve were changed; everything else continued as it always had in an
inherently mortal condition: living, dying, and evolving through the
mechanisms of natural selection.
But there is a difficulty with the authors’ analysis of this passage.
Asking what the phrase all things refers to is a reasonable question,
and their reading is a plausible reading, but only because of the ellipsis they insert into the text. The verse actually says: “And all things
which were created must have remained in the same state in which
they were after they were created; and they must have remained forever, and had no end.” If the verse is read in its entirety, we are not
faced with a puzzle about what the phrase all things might mean. The
verse itself tells us that it means all things “which were created.” We
naturally think of the tangible substances (e.g., “the greater light to
rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night,” Moses 2:16) and
the living things (e.g., “cattle, and creeping things, and beasts of the
earth,” Moses 2:24) described in the creation accounts, and plausibly
suppose that this would be the most natural reading of the term in
2 Nephi 2:22 as well; it would not normally occur to us that it might
refer to something more abstract like “conditions.” So the authors help
us out by omitting that part of the verse; now we have a question. But
notice what has happened here: The way the authors elicit a question
in our minds, thereby producing an opening for an alternative inter-
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pretation of this verse, is to omit the part of the verse that provides the
very interpretation that they then say is missing.
I don’t want to be too quick about this matter, however. After all,
it is logically possible that the phrase all things actually does refer to
something like “conditions,” and someone could make an argument
to demonstrate this. In that case, for example, the verse would be read
something like this: “And all conditions which were created must
have remained in the same state in which they were after they were
created; and those conditions must have remained forever, and had
no end.” I think the argument would be somewhat complicated and
probably implausible in the end, but it might be worth a try.25 I want
only to point out that Stephens and Meldrum themselves do not make
such an attempt. They avoid it by omitting the very phrase that would
require this more complex argument.
Miracles and the Creation
Stephens and Meldrum view evolutionary mechanisms as the
method by which God has brought about the various forms of life on
earth, including man, over the immensity of geological time. They
discuss many scriptural passages in order to flesh out their view, and
other Latter-day Saint scientists naturally do the same. But I have
never seen anyone (at least that I can remember) who addressed the
following two considerations: First, the prophet Moroni, in Mormon
9, explicitly places the creation in the context of God’s miraculous
power. He begins in verse 11 by emphasizing that “behold, I will show
unto you a God of miracles, even the God of Abraham, and the God
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob; and it is that same God who created the
heavens and the earth, and all things that in them are.” Then, after querying in verse 16, “Behold, are not the things that God hath wrought
marvelous in our eyes? Yea, and who can comprehend the marvelous
25. For example, because the term condition is synonymous with the term state, the
verse would say that “all conditions which were created must have remained in the same
condition in which they were after they were created.” What argument could be given
that would make this seem a natural expression for Lehi to utter rather than an odd one
(an expression in which the notion of “condition” is used as both a first-order concept and
a second-order metaconcept)? There might be such a sensible and plausible argument; I
would just like to see it.
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works of God?” Moroni asks in verse 17, “Who shall say that it was not
a miracle that by his word the heaven and the earth should be; and by
the power of his word man was created of the dust of the earth; and by
the power of his word have miracles been wrought?”
Running them together as he does, there seems to be no distinction in Moroni’s mind between the marvelous and miraculous nature
of God’s works and the nature of his works as Creator.
In this, Moroni is similar to his predecessor Jacob, who says:
Behold, great and marvelous are the works of the Lord. How
unsearchable are the depths of the mysteries of him; and it is
impossible that man should find out all his ways. And no man
knoweth of his ways save it be revealed unto him; wherefore,
brethren, despise not the revelations of God. For behold, by
the power of his word man came upon the face of the earth,
which earth was created by the power of his word. Wherefore,
if God being able to speak and the world was, and to speak
and man was created, O then, why not able to command the
earth, or the workmanship of his hands upon the face of it,
according to his will and pleasure? (Jacob 4:8–9)
How, then, might God’s miraculous power as described by Moroni
and Jacob relate to evolutionary theory? After all, evolutionary theory
explicitly eschews anything that even hints at the miraculous, while
these prophets see hardly anything but the miraculous in their view
of the creation.
One natural argument is that evolutionary mechanisms themselves are the miraculous manifestation of the power of God—
initiated, presumably, “by the power of his word”; coming to understand those mechanisms, therefore, is simply coming to understand
the manner by which he works. Moreover, to satisfy Jacob’s assertion
about the necessity of revelation to understand God’s ways, one could
say that guiding scientific discovery is the method God uses to reveal
his ways.
I understand the reason for this kind of argument, but I think
it less plausible than it appears at first glance. To see this—and this
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is the second consideration—think of the following examples of how
the Lord has worked with physical elements, both during and following his earthly ministry. Listing this many examples might seem to
belabor the point, but it is important to get the full impact of various
events in which the Lord interacts with the physical world.
He turns water into wine (John 2:1–10).
He walks on water (Matthew 14:23–33; Mark 6:46–51).
He feeds more than five thousand people with five loaves and two
fishes (Matthew 14:13–21).
He feeds more than four thousand people with seven loaves “and
a few little fishes” (Matthew 15:32–38).
He vanishes from a hostile multitude (Luke 4:28–30; John 8:59).
He stills a storm by verbally rebuking it (Matthew 8:23–27; Mark
4:36–41).
He fills his disciples’ nets with fish (Luke 5:4–9; John 21:3–6).
He heals the sick at will (these healings are too numerous to list
exhaustively, but consider Matthew 14:35–36; 15:30–31; Mark 5:22–23,
35–43; 5:25–34; Luke 8:22–56; John 9:1–15; 11:1–44; 3 Nephi 17:6–9).
He arranges for Peter to find “a piece of money” in a fish’s mouth
in order to pay tribute (Matthew 17:24–27).
He suddenly appears to his apostles though the doors to the room
were shut (John 20:24–28).
He ascends through the air after teaching his disciples (Acts 1:9–11).
He descends gradually through the air as he appears to the Ne
phites (3 Nephi 11:1–8).
He miraculously provides sacramental bread and wine for the
Nephite multitude (3 Nephi 18:3–7).
He performs a transformation in the Three Nephites that permits
them to interact in a constantly miraculous way with the physical
world (3 Nephi 28:19–22; 4 Nephi 1:30–33).
He and the Father descend in a “pillar of light” and appear to the
boy Joseph Smith at the time of his first vision, and they both then
hover in the air to address him (Joseph Smith—History 1:16–17).
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Moroni, a resurrected being from ages past, passes through material boundaries and hovers in the air while talking to Joseph (Joseph
Smith—History 1:30, 43).
Consider also how the Lord worked with various physical elements
in the millennia prior to his earthly ministry:
He performed various miracles before Pharaoh through Moses
(Exodus 4; 7–12).
He parted the Red Sea to permit passage by the children of Israel
(Exodus 14).
He provided manna for the children of Israel for forty years
(Exodus 16:35; Joshua 5:12).
He ensured that the clothing worn by the children of Israel
did not wear out during their forty-year sojourn in the wilderness
(Deuteronomy 8:4; 29:5; Nehemiah 9:21).
He blessed the widow’s meal and oil through Elijah (1 Kings
17:10–16).
He raised the widow’s son from death through Elijah (1 Kings
17:17–23).
He consumed the offerings of the priests of Baal through heavenly
fire (1 Kings 18).
He parted the waters of Jordan through Elijah (2 Kings 2:8).
He parted the waters of Jordan through Elisha (2 Kings 2:14).
He healed the waters of Jericho through Elisha (2 Kings 2:19–22).
He multiplied the widow’s oil through Elisha (2 Kings 4:1–7).
He raised a boy from the dead through Elisha (2 Kings 4:12–37).
He moved Mount Zerin through the brother of Jared (Ether 12:30).
He caused mountains to flee and rivers to move through Enoch
(Moses 7:13).
He raised a whole city to heaven to spare the people the coming
destruction (Moses 7:21).
And note how Nephi, the son of Helaman, describes God’s miraculous power:
For behold, the dust of the earth moveth higher and thither, to
the dividing asunder, at the command of our great and everlasting God. Yea, behold at his voice do the hills and the moun-
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tains tremble and quake. And by the power of his voice they
are broken up, and become smooth, yea, even like unto a valley. Yea, by the power of his voice doth the whole earth shake;
yea, by the power of his voice, do the foundations rock, even to
the very center. Yea, and if he say unto the earth—Move—it is
moved. Yea, if he say unto the earth—Thou shalt go back, that
it lengthen out the day for many hours—it is done; and thus,
according to his word the earth goeth back, and it appeareth
unto man that the sun standeth still; yea, and behold, this is
so; for surely it is the earth that moveth and not the sun. And
behold, also, if he say unto the waters of the great deep—Be thou
dried up—it is done. Behold, if he say unto this mountain—Be
thou raised up, and come over and fall upon that city, that it be
buried up—behold it is done. (Helaman 12:8–17)
All of the above are just examples, of course, but they are sufficient to suggest that (1) when the Lord wants to accomplish something with physical elements, he is not hesitant to employ processes
that are thoroughly out of the norm and that are inscrutable to us; and
(2) he is not hesitant to work out of the norm with physical elements
when he wants to make things happen more quickly than they otherwise would. Consider, for example, what motivation the Lord might
have had for turning water into wine. Since at a minimum doing so
saved time, that is likely to have been one of his reasons. And consider the multitude of the Lord’s healings. We are all familiar with
the dimension of time in the healing process, and even in cases where
miraculous assistance is involved, but in hundreds of cases the Lord
eliminated all such time-related features by restoring health instantly.
And think of his multiplying fishes and loaves (twice) to feed hungry
multitudes. And of parting the Red Sea. And of dividing the waters of
Jordan (twice). And of moving mountains and rivers. And of filling
his disciples’ nets with fish. And of traveling—whether at greater than
light speed or by some other unknown means—from the heavenly
realm to visit the earth. Whatever other motivations he might have
had in any of these cases, at a minimum time was affected by the
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miracles performed and thus seems likely to have been at least one of
his motivations for performing them.
I think these considerations about God’s miraculous interventions in the world are worth keeping in mind when pondering his
methods of creation and everything else he reveals in the scriptures.
I think it is natural to wonder, for example, why the Lord would be
in such a hurry to provide wine at a wedding—in so much of a hurry
that he would use a miracle, completely mysterious to us, to accomplish it—while he is in no hurry at all to create the earth and all of its
life-forms, including man, and thus simply puts in place a complex
and immensely time-consuming mechanism that (even if it includes
constraints) is guaranteed to require billions of years before finally
producing a set of physical organisms suitable for housing the spirits
of Adam and Eve. And even if we can provide a plausible answer to
this question, we are still left wondering whether anything that takes
so long could reasonably be considered a miracle.
So I don’t see how coming to conceive of man’s creation in completely naturalistic terms—which is the explicit program, praised by
Stephens and Meldrum, of Darwin and his theoretical descendants
(including Gould, Dawkins, and countless others)—can qualify
as coming to understand the miraculous ways of God when (1) the
explanation specifically depends on the immensity of geological time
to bring the whole process about and (2) the attempt at a naturalistic explanation excludes, by definition, any reference to miraculous
intervention. If we are going to go in this direction, we might as well
embrace the inevitable and simply deny, along with these mainstream
and prominent figures, that the process was miraculous at all. It may
have been God’s chosen method, but it was one of the times (lasting
billions of years, please note) that he chose not to intervene in any way
that would seem to us significantly out of the ordinary.
But then we’re back to Moroni and Jacob, both of whom thought
the process quite out of the ordinary, to say the least. As they contemplate the creation, both prophets are immensely impressed with God.
If they understood man’s creation as a naturalistic process that did
not in fact require God (again, the explicit program of standard evolu-
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tionary theory), or that only required him minimally, why would they
have come away so impressed with him?
So we have to wonder. Was the creation of man a miraculous
process—that is, one that cannot be entirely accounted for by known
naturalistic principles? Or was it, though God’s method, a process in
which he played no appreciable role until it came time to place the
spirits of Adam and Eve into the bodies that a naturalistic, complex,
and time-immense process had finally produced for them? And if the
latter, how can we explain Jacob’s and Moroni’s wonder at it all?26
In short, it seems to me that, given the Lord’s propensity for working at least part of the time in a miraculous way with physical elements—and often in a way that seems intended specifically to save
time—it’s worth wondering why he wouldn’t do this to some degree in
the largest project of all (the creation of the earth and its life-forms), or
at least in his most important project of all (the creation of man). Are
these the places where time does not matter and where miraculous,
inscrutable processes have no place? And more importantly, if so, then
why do Moroni and Jacob seem unable to see this and, in fact, insist
on just the opposite?
There are many related questions, of course, and I claim no final
answers to them. I recognize that the Lord could have any number
of reasons in mind for anything he does and that they don’t have
to be translucent, much less transparent, to me. At the same time, I
think these questions are unavoidable given certain elements of the
scriptures, and since Latter-day Saint scientists must always consider
26. One argument might be that they lived so long before the twenty-first century that
they didn’t have the benefit of modern science to acclimate them to things miraculous.
That may seem a natural direction to go at first, but I think that in the end it is implausible.
Consider Moroni. The Lord appeared to him, and probably even hovered. Now, certainly
that would have seemed marvelous and miraculous to Moroni in the fifth century, but
it would have seemed no less miraculous had it happened to him in the twenty-first. No
one has an explanation for such a phenomenon even in these modern and informationdrenched times. Indeed, can we identify any miracle Moroni had record of in the fifth
century—and that would have conditioned his view of what counts as miraculous—that
science can explain even today? I can think of none. So while I think Moroni would be tremendously impressed by what man is able to do in the twenty-first century, I do not think
it would change in the slightest his view of what it is marvelous for God to do.
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scriptural dimensions anyway, I think this question about miraculous
creation is one to add to the list. I hope the next scientists who write
about evolution and the gospel will take a stab at answering it.27

Of Scripture and Surprise
From a scientific and intellectual standpoint, we should live in
anticipation of surprise. But of course the same is also true when it
comes to understanding many matters that are presented in the scriptures. Certain doctrines are repeated so often in the standard works,
and are so central to the plan of salvation, that they are well understood in their basics and are subject to the Lord’s promise of spiritual confirmation. Fundamentals regarding the Godhead, the reality
of Jesus Christ as the Savior of mankind, the truth of the Book of
Mormon, the divine calling of the Prophet Joseph Smith, and the reality of God’s kingdom on earth as led by living prophets all fall in this
category. These are certain.
But the scriptures teach a lot more than these fundamentals,
including making various statements about the creation of the earth
and of man and other forms of life. On these and many other matters,
intelligent, devoted, and spiritually sensitive people can see issues differently and reach different conclusions. That’s to be expected, and it
is an argument, just as in academic inquiry, for a lingering tentativeness and humility regarding whatever reading we adopt among the
manifold possibilities.
27. Next to timeless passage through space, the most astounding of all God’s characteristics (whether the Father or the Son—they are largely interchangeable in the relevant
scriptural passages) seems to me to be his intuitive union, through the Spirit, with all the
elements throughout his vast kingdom (see D&C 88:5–13, 41). Thus he knows all things (2
Nephi 9:20) because all things are present before his eyes (D&C 38:2; also Moses 1:6), and
he also knows the very thoughts and intents of the heart of all the children of men (Alma
18:32) throughout his creations. This consideration, among others, convinces me that
God’s dimension of life differs so radically from our own, both in quality and in capacity, that we cannot even begin to appreciate the difference, much less comprehend and
account for it. We cannot explain the least of his miracles, much less the greatest. This
realization compels me to a general skepticism toward mortals’ intellectual conclusions,
including my own, regarding the things God is able to do and the means at his disposal
to do them.
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Although by itself this is a helpful reminder, there’s actually more
to the issue than this, for however much the scriptures reveal to one
extent or another—and however difficult it is to be certain of any one
reading and to reach 100 percent agreement among all careful students on the matter in cases of such revelation—there is far more that
the scriptures don’t reveal at all. From the level of minute detail about
human accountability and agency (which is why it is impossible to
judge others and their situations) to the level of the cosmic panorama
of realm upon realm of celestial life, celestial activity, and celestial
beings, we know next to nothing. Despite how much we think we
know, the scriptures contain barely a fraction of all reality, barely a
fraction of all that is true and that the Lord could reveal.
Doctrine and Covenants 76 as a Surprise
To see this we need think only of the surprise that the revelation
on the three degrees of glory must have been to the early Saints, who
had been steeped in the simple heaven/hell topography of the Book of
Mormon and the Bible (1 Corinthians 15 notwithstanding). What reason did they have to think that there was much more to discover about
a topic mentioned so frequently and so similarly in both books of scripture? Then came section 76. Talk about surprise! Indeed, upon hearing
of the vision experienced by Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon, Brigham
Young could only say: “I was not prepared to say that I believed it, and I
had to wait. . . . I handed this over to the Lord in my feelings, and said I,
‘I will wait until the Spirit of God manifests to me, for or against.’”28
But that’s only a beginning to the matter of surprise on this topic,
for recall the Prophet’s statement that he could explain “a hundred fold
more” than he actually published regarding the degrees of glory.29 That
would make over eleven thousand verses—nearly twice the verses in
all the Book of Mormon. So on just this one matter, what the Prophet
28. Brigham Young, in Journal of Discourses, 18:247 (1877), cited in Richard Lloyd
Anderson and Scott H. Faulring, “The Prophet Joseph Smith and His Plural Wives,”
FARMS Review of Books 10/2 (1998): 103.
29. Joseph Smith, in Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, comp. Joseph Fielding
Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret, 1972), 305.
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revealed to us is a mere 1 percent of what he himself knew—and what
fraction was that of what God knows?
So we don’t know much, certainly less than it is easy to think we
know. But the problem is bigger yet. For again, on just this one matter,
when we are finally in a position to know all that the Prophet knew,
we are likely to understand new truths and experience new perspectives that will dramatically inform and revise matters that we think
we understand now: subsequent revelations have a way of informing previous ones. Consider how the Lord’s explanation of the term
endless punishment revises and clarifies all earlier thinking about the
nature of God’s punishment (D&C 19:5–12); eight short verses reorient everything revealed on that topic in any other book of scripture.
And surely that will happen again when we learn the full truth about
degrees of glory in eternity.
So while it’s easy to think that we know a lot about this topic
already, I daresay we are in for a bigger surprise than Brigham Young’s.
And, of course, that will happen on an endless number of other topics
as well: logic requires it, and scripture promises it (D&C 101:32–34),
including new information on the details of creation.
In this connection, note what President Spencer W. Kimball reported on one occasion: “I have learned that where there is a prayerful
heart, a hungering after righteousness, a forsaking of sins, and obedience to the commandments of God, the Lord pours out more and
more light until there is finally power to pierce the heavenly veil and
to know more than man knows.”30
“To know more than man knows.” No statement could better capture my point about both scriptural and intellectual matters, and from
a firsthand personal witness no less. The point is inescapable: in both
intellectual and scriptural matters we should eschew naïve dogmatism and live instead in welcome anticipation of surprise.
A Prediction
This all brings me to a final, and personal, point regarding science,
scripture, and surprise.
30. Spencer W. Kimball, “Give the Lord Your Loyalty,” Ensign, March 1980, 4.
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From Darwin to the present, it has been common to see evolution as a mechanism for the creation and development of life-forms,
including man, that does not require God. This naturalistic theory
has undergone and is undergoing revision in various dimensions,31
but the absence of a role for God, and often the consequent implication of his nonexistence, is, at least among high-profile figures in the
scholarly world, an enduring feature.32 Those who disbelieve in the
31. Gould summarizes the revisions he sees in the following way. First, he identifies
as the central core of Darwinian theory three primary principles that are part of the central Darwin “logic” in addition to the fundamental idea of natural selection: (1) insistence
on the level of individual organisms as the exclusive locus for selection and evolutionary change (which Gould considers the most radical and distinctive feature of Darwin’s
theory); (2) insistence on the efficacy of natural selection to “create the fit”—as well as
eliminate the unfit in crowded populations—by the slow microevolutionary accumulation
of favorable variations over time; and (3) insistence, by extrapolation, on the sufficiency
of such favorable variations to yield macroevolutionary changes as well: to generate “the
entire pageant of life’s history, both in anatomical complexity and taxonomic diversity”
(p. 15), which obviously includes the insistence that no additional causal principles would
be required to generate this pageant of life’s history. Then, to capture these central features of Darwin’s theory, Gould employs a drawing of a fossil coral consisting of a central trunk (representing the basic theory of natural selection), three extending branches
(representing the three principles mentioned above), and sub-branches (representing less
central elements of Darwinian theory). Gould then describes as “K-cuts” any modifications of the theory that would kill at least one of the three central principles of Darwinian
logic and thus destroy the theory. He describes as “R-cuts” any modifications that would
revise enough of the original form of one of the three central branches to be an important
revision of the theory, while leaving the Darwinian foundation intact. And he describes as
“S-cuts” (subsidiary cuts) modifications that affect only a sub-branch of the theory. Gould
believes that Darwinian theory has undergone and/or is undergoing R-cuts to all three
central branches and that these revisions make Darwinism “a far richer and fascinatingly
different theory,” although it retains the Darwinian core “rooted in the principles of natural
selection” (p. 20). He also says: “I do believe that the Darwinian framework, and not just the
foundation, persists in the emerging structure of a more adequate evolutionary theory. But
I also hold . . . that substantial changes, introduced during the last half of the 20th century,
have built a structure so expanded beyond the original Darwinian core, and so enlarged by
new principles of macroevolutionary explanation, that the full exposition, while remaining within the domain of Darwinian logic, must be construed as basically different from
the canonical theory of natural selection, rather than simply extended [from it]” (p. 3). Of
course, Gould assumes in this model a particular reading of Darwin—a reading criticized
by some, but defended by Gould. See again note 10 herein.
32. See, for just two prominent authors, Richard Dawkins, The Blind Watchmaker:
Why the Evidence of Evolution Reveals a Universe without Design (New York: Norton, 1996),
and The God Delusion (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2006); and Daniel C. Dennett, Darwin’s
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existence of God are flatly wrong, to say the least, and eventually they
will see this. The surprise for them will be large indeed.
At the same time there are those who see evolutionary mechanisms as God’s method not only for creating and developing the various forms of life on earth but also for creating man. This is the view
of Stephens and Meldrum, and no doubt of many other Latter-day
Saint scholars. I have not argued for it here, but I want at least to state
my personal conclusion on this matter: I anticipate being surprised
about many things once I reach the other side, but nothing would surprise me more than to discover that such scholars are right about this.
I think time will eventually show that the current state of thinking
about the evolution of man is thoroughly false and that we might have
recognized this earlier if not for some of the complexities (of all kinds)
that inhere in scientific investigation itself. So while I am completely
willing to be surprised should the theistic evolutionists turn out to be
right, my best thinking leads me to expect otherwise.
I believe they’re the ones who are in for a surprise.33

Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meaning of Life (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995),
and Breaking the Spell: Religion as a Natural Phenomenon (New York: Viking, 2006).
33. Though the matter of the evolution of life-forms other than man is to me a lesser
issue, I believe mainstream thinking about this is destined to be mistaken on any number
of levels as well. I don’t know what the truth will turn out to be, but I’m guessing that everyone will be surprised in the end—including those who have thought about it the most.

A Scholarly Look at the Disastrous
Mountain Meadows Massacre
Robert H. Briggs

Review of Ronald W. Walker, Richard E. Turley Jr., and Glen M. Leonard. Massacre at
Mountain Meadows: An American Tragedy. New York: Oxford University Press, 2008. xvi +
430 pp., with appendixes, index. $29.95.

M

assacre at Mountain Meadows: An American Tragedy, the longawaited history of the 1857 catastrophe at Mountain Meadows
by Ronald W. Walker, Richard E. Turley Jr., and Glen M. Leonard, was
recently published by Oxford University Press. Ronald Walker has
a PhD in history from the University of Utah. Now an independent
historian, he was a professor of history at Brigham Young University.
Richard Turley has a JD from BYU. He is the past executive director
of the Family and Church History Department of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints and current Assistant Church Historian.
Glen Leonard has a PhD in history and American studies from the
University of Utah. He is the former director of the Museum of Church
History and Art. Each of these authors has made significant contributions to Mormon studies. Early reports are that the book is selling
briskly and that it went into its fifth printing less than two months
after publication.
The volume is 430 pages in length, but the basic narrative is a compact 231 pages consisting of a prologue, fourteen chapters, and an epilogue. About one-third of the remaining 200 pages contains a lengthy
acknowledgment and four appendixes identifying the victims and their
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property as well as, to the extent known, the participating militiamen
and Indians. The remaining nearly 130 pages consist of endnotes and a
useful index. The text includes a number of historical photographs of
important personages in the narrative, historical woodcuts portraying
the massacre, photostats of key documents, and some excellent topographical maps and aerial photographs. The endpapers contain a handsome map of the western United States showing the emigrant trail from
northwest Arkansas to Mountain Meadows in southern Utah. The dust
jacket—black with the title and authors’ names in pale pink above a
dark image of the sagebrush and foothills of Mountain Meadows—may
not be to everyone’s tastes, but I found it both handsome and appropriate to the subject matter and tone of the text.
The preface explains the context in which the authors prepared
their book and their purposes in writing it. It also reveals the authors’
framework for analysis, theme, and methodology. Quoting Juanita
Brooks, the author of The Mountain Meadows Massacre (1950), these
authors indicate that the massacre is like “a ghost which will not be
laid” to rest (quoted on p. ix). This was epitomized in an incident at
the 1990 dedication ceremonies of one of the memorials at Mountain
Meadows. Some Latter-day Saints suggested that the massacre should
be viewed by the living as not merely a tragedy but also as an opportunity for mutual understanding and “a willingness to look forward
and not back.” But Roger V. Logan Jr., an Arkansan with family connections to many of the massacre victims, contended that there had to
be some “looking back” (p. x). “Until the church shows more candor
about what its historians actually know about the event, true reconciliation will be elusive.” The authors agree: “Only complete and honest evaluation of the tragedy can bring the trust necessary for lasting
good will. Only then can there be catharsis” (p. x).
Thus thoroughness, candor, and following the evidence to whatever conclusions it might reasonably lead were among their objectives.
They also sought a “fresh approach” that considered “every primary
source [they] could find” (p. x) They also decided that their history
would not be primarily a response to previous historians. This was
almost certainly a correct decision. By taking this tack they have
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avoided the defensiveness that inevitably pervades histories that contest at great length the conclusions of other historians.
They also attempted to be as exhaustive as their resources would
allow in locating relevant source material. They or their associates
scoured the archives and repositories of many states in a quest for
new sources. Closer to hand they combed the church archives and
requested materials from the First Presidency of the church. Here
the sources preserved by former Assistant Church Historian Andrew
Jenson become important. In the 1890s, Jenson was commissioned
by the First Presidency to interview massacre witnesses. The result
was a collection of materials from militiamen and others. Some were
firsthand accounts in the form of letters or affidavits. There were also
third-person accounts, some of which were collected and summarized
by Jenson himself. Some of the “Jenson material” has been consulted
and described before. For example, in Camp Floyd and the Mormons,1
Donald Moorman and Gene Sessions make occasional reference to it,
as does Will Bagley in Blood of the Prophets.2 But much of the Jenson
material is new, particularly that identified in the endnotes as AJ2
(Andrew Jenson 2). The evaluation of new sources that other historians have not yet seen can only be fully accomplished after that material
has been made available to other researchers and, ideally, published.
But there are good reasons to believe that the new sources contain
valuable new information about the massacre and its aftermath.
The wealth of sources eventually led them to conclude that they
had too much material for one volume. Thus the current volume narrates the massacre and analyzes its antecedents, context, causes, and
conditions. A second volume to be completed by Richard Turley will
address the aftermath of the massacre, including the John D. Lee trials
of 1875–76.
The authors note the polarized historiography of the massacre,
with some past writers seeing the perpetrators as demons incarnate
1. Donald R. Moorman and Gene A. Sessions, Camp Floyd and the Mormons: The
Utah War (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1992).
2. Will Bagley, Blood of the Prophets: Brigham Young and the Massacre at Mountain
Meadows (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002).
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while others, mostly within Utah, demonize the victims and attempt
to exculpate the perpetrators. The authors have little sympathy for
either approach. These approaches ignore “how complex human beings
can be” (p. xiii). On the one hand, “nothing the emigrants [made up
mostly of women and children] purportedly did comes close to justifying their murder.” On the other hand, most of the militiamen led
lives of decency except for “a single, nightmarish week in September
1857” (p. xiii).
This fact led them to a “troubling question”: “How could basically
good people commit such a terrible atrocity?” Consulting the growing scholarly literature on mass killings and violence, they found that
such violence, especially against racial, ethnic, or religious minorities,
was all too common in nineteenth-century America. Since the 1960s,
scholars have been probing the regional, national, and transnational
sources of American violence. The research has revealed what the
authors describe as a “familiar step-by-step pattern” to mass killings
and vigilante violence. It also led them to one of the “bitter ironies”
of Mormon history: “Some of the people who had long deplored the
injustice of extralegal violence became [at Mountain Meadows] its
perpetrators” (pp. xiii–xiv).
In consulting the literature on violence and mass killings, the
authors make one of their greatest contributions. Simply stated, they
have developed an analytical framework that makes the massacre
explicable. The process they identify begins with the tendency of one
group to classify another as “the Other” (that is, as wholly and radically different from “our” group). There follows a process of “devaluing and demonizing” in which the members of the Other are stripped
of their humanity and transformed into enemies. Other factors are
an authoritarian atmosphere, ambiguity, peer pressure, fear, and
deprivation (pp. xiv). Results can be particularly catastrophic in times
of moral crisis or war. Rumors spring to life and proliferate wildly.
Threats are misperceived and exaggerated. Predictably, the response is
one of gross overreaction out of all proportion to the threat. Genocide
studies ranging from the Armenian genocide of 1915 to the Holocaust
of the 1940s in Nazi Germany to the Rwandan genocide in 1994 all
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bear the stamp of this process, as do many lesser mass killings. The
same framework is helpful in understanding many tragic episodes
in American history involving the abuse, mistreatment, or murder
of Native Americans, African Americans, Hispanics, Chinese, Irish,
and, we may also note, Mormons.
As important as these concepts of “extralegal violence and . . .
group psychology” are, however, the authors are not so wedded to
“historical patterns or models” as to ignore assessing “institutional
and personal responsibility.” “We believe errors were made by U.S.
President James Buchanan, Brigham Young and other Mormon leaders, some of the Arkansas emigrants, some Paiutes, and most of all by
setters in southern Utah” (p. xiv).
The authors acknowledge that the massacre has sparked a long history of “charge and countercharge” and no small number of conspiracy theories. For that reason they treat in detail the final days leading
to the mass killing. “We hope that readers will see not scapegoats but a
complex event in which many people and forces had a role” (p. xv).
The Early Mormon Experience
After a brief prologue, chapters 1 and 2 establish the background
and context. Deftly they trace the formation of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints in New York and the Mormon leaders’ fateful decision to move west to the edge of the American frontier. There
the Mormons eventually encountered resentment, opposition, and
violence in western Missouri (1833–39) and western Illinois (1844–
46). Although this is a familiar story, the authors’ treatment seems
fresh because of its focus on the initial violence against the Latter-day
Saints and some Mormons’ growing reliance on violence to defend
themselves. After the assassination of Mormon leaders Joseph and
Hyrum Smith and the acquittal of their alleged assassins, many Saints
repressed their pent-up outrage. But in the hearts of many Mormons
this and other injustices festered. Although their hegira to what became
Utah Territory granted them a ten-year reprieve from direct attacks,
conflict began brewing in early 1857, when federal officials reported
what they perceived as abuses in Utah to newly elected President James
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Buchanan. As one of his first presidential acts, Buchanan precipitously
determined to send federal troops to Utah—without conveying a
word to the acting territorial governor in Utah, Brigham Young. The
authors also treat the zeal of the Reformation of 1856–57 in Utah and
the elaboration of Mormon thought about “blood atonement.”
The Mormon practice of polygamy is also treated, although I wonder if it doesn’t deserve greater stress. Polygamy must have been a significant cause of the psychic distance between Mormon settlers and
the Arkansas emigrants who traversed Utah in 1857. To Arkansans’
eyes the Mormon women living in polygamous relationships must
have seemed not much better than prostitutes. One wonders whether
the reports that some Arkansans “abused” Mormon women were due
to their revulsion at seeing polygamy in practice.
The Utah War Crisis
Chapters 3 through 5 narrate the Mormon buildup, militarily and
otherwise, in northern and southern Utah from 24 July to September
1857 to meet the anticipated conflict with the approaching federal
army. In the week after 24 July, Brigham Young and other Mormon
leaders crafted a strategy to prevent or at least delay the Army expeditionary force from entering Utah. In the first week of August these
plans—to save grain, reorganize and train local militias, and reconnoiter the eastern mountains for army scouts or detachments—were
couriered to southern Utah where the regimental commander of the
Iron Military District, Colonel William H. Dame, set about implementing the orders. Colonel Dame relayed the orders to Majors
Isaac C. Haight and John M. Higbee in Cedar City, the heart of southern Utah’s Iron Mission. Haight was also the stake president in Cedar
City, and Higbee was his counselor. Although Dame, Haight, Higbee,
and Cedar City bishop Philip Klingensmith were Americans, the bulk
of the ironworkers in Cedar City were recent working-class European
immigrants—mostly English, Scots, and Irish with a smattering of
Scandinavians.
Apostle George A. Smith, one of the original founders of the
southern Utah settlements, returned to the area in the first week of
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August 1857, and the following week he began a tour of all the southern
settlements. News of “invasion” had arrived in southern Utah ahead
of him, and from Smith we get an important contemporary account
of the “alarm” that gripped southern Utah. Smith himself acknowledged that his preaching bore a martial tone, and an observer characterized one of his addresses as “a regular war sermon” (p. 53). No
doubt Smith’s sermons on preparedness—including an explicit warning that they should be prepared to abandon their homes to the supposed invaders and retreat to the mountains for survival—increased
the sense of alarm verging on panic in southern Utah. Yet it is also
true that some of the alarm came from other sources besides Smith.
For instance, as Smith advanced from Parowan to Cedar City, then on
to Fort Harmony and Washington, it was express riders who advised
his entourage to watch for U.S. troops in the eastern mountains. After
circling to Fort Clara (present-day Santa Clara), Mountain Meadows,
and Pinto, he returned to Cedar City. There he found that rumors
were now circulating about an army detachment approaching Cedar
City through the eastern canyons. This pattern of rumor proliferation
continued as Smith proceeded north to Beaver. The negative impact of
the invasion rumors on the fragile sense of security in southern Utah
cannot be overemphasized. Tragically for the Arkansas emigrant
train, this was the settlers’ agitated psychological state at the time the
roughly 140 men, women, and children entered southern Utah early
that September.
The Arkansas Company
Chapter 6, “The Splendid Train,” narrates the background and
progress of the Arkansas emigrant train. It is chock-full of intriguing
details that the authors’ sleuthing has uncovered. The authors paint
a colorful portrait of John Twitty Baker, generally known as Captain
Jack. Baker was a substantial rancher with a large herd of cattle. Joining
the Baker outfits were the Mitchell and Dunlap families, along with
(unidentified) drovers to drive the herd. Another of the main family
groupings was led by Alexander Fancher. Fancher had a smaller herd
than Baker, but he had already made the round-trip to California at
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least once. His prior trail experience would have been invaluable. He
was joined by immediate and extended family members. Also joining their caravan were members of the Huff, Jones, Tackitt, Poteet,
Campbell, and Cameron families. The Baker and Fancher companies experienced the usual assortment of trail misfortunes and stock
losses. In addition, traveling at close quarters raised tensions that led
to some conflict within the company. The authors also found that some
Missourians joined these Arkansas companies. To many Mormons of
that period, the term Missourian harked back to anti-Mormon persecution and violence.
Chapter 7 treats the atmosphere in Great Salt Lake City in midsummer 1857. The summer months brought a peak in the annual flow
of emigrant trains through the territory. Meanwhile, as Nauvoo Legion
commanders continued their war preparations, Brigham Young
attempted to forge alliances with as many local Native American
tribes as possible. When some tribes ignored these overtures, he dispatched Dimick Huntington, his chief Indian interpreter, to offer further inducements. Eventually Young, through Huntington, offered
cattle bound for California on the northern and southern trails to the
Indians in exchange for closer ties. This was Young’s controversial new
Indian policy, a sign of his desperation to make Indian allies. If that
failed he hoped at least to induce Indians not to ally themselves with
the U.S. Army, whose commanders were also courting their favor.
Chapters 8 and 9 narrate the passage of the Arkansas emigrants
through central Utah. Much of this is familiar, although here too
the authors provide new details about the Fancher and Baker companies; the later emigrant trains of Nicholas Turner, William Dukes,
and Wilson Collins; and the freighters, Sidney Tanner and William
Mathews. They document conflicts in several locales over pasture for
livestock and personality conflicts between some Mormon settlers
and a “Dutchman” traveling with the Arkansas trains (p. 111). But the
authors also document a surprising number of nonconfrontational
encounters between the Arkansans and some Mormons bound for the
south. They also treat at length the encounter at Corn Creek between
the southbound emigrants and George A. Smith’s northbound party.
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A traditional tale told by some Mormon militiamen (but disputed by
others) was that at the Corn Creek encounter on 26 August, the emigrants poisoned an ox that they left for the Indians. The tale has had
an extraordinarily long life, but the authors convincingly argue that
the evidence for poisoning is suspect. The more likely explanation is
that the cattle contracted anthrax, a disease that occasionally flared
up on the overland trail. Yet the poisoning tale developed legs and
soon spread far and wide. For the better part of 150 years it was a common explanation for supposed Native American antipathy toward this
party. That story added weight to the account hatched by some militia
perpetrators that Indians had attacked and slaughtered the emigrant
company to avenge the death of Indians poisoned at Corn Creek.
Yet in the charged atmosphere of 1857, some Mormon settlers
accepted as fact the rumor that the emigrants poisoned the Indians.
In terms of our modern understanding of the motives for mass killings, this alleged behavior was seen as despicable and furthered the
process of “dehumanization of the victims,” a common precursor to
mass killings (p. 128).
The Atmosphere in Cedar City
In chapter 10 the scene shifts to Cedar City, the flower of the new
Iron Mission. By 1857, however, the quest for high-grade iron in Cedar
City had turned “to slag” (p. 129). In the 1850s, the main economic
pursuits in Utah were agriculture and livestock, and life was hard. In
Cedar City, however, it was doubly so. There didn’t seem to be enough
time or manpower to tend crops and cattle, mine iron ore and coal,
and make kilns, coke, and blast furnaces. Things might have been different had they experienced success. But instead they felt the acute
frustration of their repeated failure to produce commercial quality
iron. What resulted was a palpable sense of deprivation and poverty.
Thus the authors give credence to reports that the Cedar City settlers watched enviously as these well-provisioned and well-equipped
Arkansas companies passed by. But the spark that ignited the fatal
conflagration of events was the bitter clash that spontaneously arose
between the two sides. The difficulty in ascertaining the truth about
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this confrontation is compounded by the conflicting hearsay accounts.
Carefully sifting the sources, however, the authors give a credible
account of what unfolded. It was a cluster of irritants involving a dispute over trade, abusive language, fighting words, and resistance to
the authority of Cedar City’s marshal John Higbee.
In ordinary times the fracas would have quickly passed. In Cedar
City, however, many believed implicitly the rumors that U.S. troops
were poised to “invade” their isolated and exposed settlements. These
swirling rumors of imminent invasion, perhaps combined with some
emigrant’s passing threat, led some Cedar City settlers to conclude that
this emigrant train was in league with the hostile U.S. troops. Stake
president and militia major Isaac C. Haight played a leading role in what
ensued. So did Major John D. Lee in the nearby community of Fort
Harmony. Haight’s initial suggestion to Colonel Dame that militiamen
engage in a punitive action against the supposedly insolent emigrants
was rebuffed. Thereafter, Haight, Lee, and others concocted a plan to
use local Indians as surrogates to punish the emigrants. The “Cedar City
plan,” the authors conclude, began as a “harsh response to a minor conflict” but quickly began morphing “into a massacre of men, women, and
children” (p. 143). Citing the literature on mass killings, they explain:
“Perpetrators make many small and great decisions as they
progress along the continuum of destruction,” Ervin Staub
observed, and “extreme destructiveness . . . is usually the last
of many steps along [the] continuum.” According to Staub,
“There is usually a progression of actions. Earlier, less harmful acts cause changes in individual perpetrators, bystanders,
and the whole group that make more harmful acts possible.
The victims are further devalued. The self-concept of the perpetrators changes and allows them to inflict greater harm—
for ‘justifiable’ reasons. Ultimately, there is a commitment to
. . . mass killing.” (p. 143)
Later, writing about Haight and Lee, the authors conclude:
In retrospect their motives made little sense, but the continuum that leads to mass murder is not a rational process. Both
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men were being swept by “powerful forces” into “greater acts
of cruelty, violence, . . . [and] oppression.” Both Haight and Lee
were quick to make judgments and to execute on those decisions—hallmarks of extralegal justice and unchecked power.
(pp. 144–45)
Concurrent with these actions in southern Utah, Brigham Young
and Dimick Huntington were meeting with the chiefs and headmen of
the Utes, Pahvant Utes, and Southern Paiutes from central and southern Utah. In an attempt to cement an alliance with these Indian bands,
Huntington later recorded that he offered them “all the cattle that had
gone to Cal the southe rout” (p. 146). Among those present were the
Paiute headmen, Tutsegavits and Youngwuds. Tutsegavits’s bands gathered seeds and farmed along the lower Santa Clara River near Fort Clara,
while Youngwuds’s bands ranged the region around Fort Harmony.
Based upon Young and Huntington’s offer, the authors state,
[Historian Will] Bagley concluded that when Young “gave
the Paiute chiefs the emigrants’ cattle on the southern road
to California,” he “encouraged his Indian allies to attack the
Fancher party.” (p. 146)
But the authors convincingly show that Tutsegavits and Youngwuds
did not race their ponies back to southern Utah to lead their bands
in an attack on the emigrants. (Indeed, there is little evidence that
Southern Paiutes possessed horses until after the 1850s.) Rather, like
many American Indians before and since, they spent days touring and
exploring the marvels of the white man’s city. There is good contemporary evidence that Tutsegavits was in Great Salt Lake City until at
least 13 September, well after the 11 September massacre.3
3. Some members of Tutsegavits’s and Youngwuds’s Paiute bands did participate in the attacks on the emigrant train, but at the independent instigation of Isaac
Haight, John D. Lee, and others in southern Utah. There is also evidence that Kanosh
and the other Pahvant Ute chiefs and headmen left Salt Lake City ahead of the Paiutes,
Tutsegavits and Youngwuds, to return to their traditional summer lands in central Utah.
But there is no evidence that the Pahvant Utes participated in the attacks or the massacre
at Mountain Meadows. They were involved in the fracas with the Turner, Dukes, and
Collins companies near Beaver. These trains followed several days behind the Arkansas
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The Unfolding Plan to Use Paiute Indians as Surrogates
Meanwhile, in southern Utah, Isaac Haight was presenting his
and Lee’s plan to other church and community leaders. As chapter
11 explains, this occurred in Cedar City on Sunday, 6 September, at
the traditional council meeting held following church services. To
Haight’s surprise and consternation, not all of the community leaders were in accord, and blacksmith Laban Morrill, a flinty Vermont
native, pressed him to promise that he would not act until he had
consulted with President Young. Haight reluctantly agreed but then
delayed until the next day to send couriers. Monday afternoon he sent
an express to Pinto with a message (presumably intended for Lee) to
delay further action. At the same time Haight dispatched Englishman
James Haslam to Great Salt Lake City on an arduous 250-mile ride.
Throughout their ad hoc campaign, however, southern Utahns
were bedeviled by ham-fisted planning and poor communications.
The initial plan was to attack the emigrants after they had drifted farther south into Santa Clara Canyon. But for reasons known only to
John D. Lee, his Indian allies (probably assisted by some whites) made
the attack on Monday morning, 7 September, while the emigrants
were still encamped at the southern end of Mountain Meadows.
The Massacre
What follows in chapters 12 through 14 is the depressingly familiar story of how this ill-conceived and poorly executed punitive action
degenerated into mass slaughter. The narrative is full of new details,
many of them gleaned from new sources, thus giving a fresh view of
the sequence and motivation for key events. According to their interpretation of conflicting sources, it was late Monday when Mormon
scouts encountered two emigrant horsemen who were out retrieving stray cattle. The militiamen shot at both of them, killing one. But
the other—the “Dutchman”—evaded their bullets and raced back to
the wagon circle at the southern end of the Meadows. This incident
company. Ammon, the powerful Ute chief who had attended the powwow with Brigham
Young on 1 September, helped defuse that crisis (pp. 148, 162, 175–78, 265–70).
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would prove fateful. By late Thursday evening a leading faction of the
militiamen—probably including the senior Mormon leaders on-site,
John Higbee, John D. Lee, and Philip Klingensmith—had concluded
that the emigrants were fully aware that Mormons had “interposed”
and had either instigated or were actively assisting the Indians in
their attacks on the company. With the emigrants in front of them
and fearing that the invading U.S. Army was at their rear, the militiamen felt an enormous pressure to silence all witnesses. Otherwise the
California-bound emigrants could raise a militia there and the isolated
southern Utah settlers would face a two-front conflict. In the end, in
their warped and distorted impression of reality, they concluded that
it was imperative to silence all credible witnesses. To save their own
skins, they hatched a deceptive ruse to lure the emigrants from their
defensive wagon circle. Then at the agreed signal, the militiamen and
Indians fell upon the unarmed emigrants. Within minutes they had
killed all the emigrants except seventeen of the very youngest, who
militia leaders supposed would have few credible memories of what
they had witnessed. Several escaping emigrants were also hunted
down and killed on the Nevada desert.
The authors conclude:
The tragedy at Mountain Meadows played out on several levels. The murdered emigrants lost their hopes, their dreams,
their property, and their lives. Some lost their very identity,
their names forever effaced from human memory. The surviving children were robbed of the warmth and support of
parents, brothers, and sisters. Their first sobbing night at
Hamblin’s was just the start of their ordeal. The Paiute participants would bear the brunt of the blame for the massacre, shamelessly used by the white men who lured them to the
Meadows. For the militiamen who carried out the crime—as
well as their families, descendants, and fellow church members—there was another kind of tragedy. It was the gnawing,
long anguish that flows from betrayed ideals. The burdens of
the massacre would linger far beyond what anyone imagined
on the night of September 11, 1857. (p. 209)
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The next morning Colonel Dame and Major Haight, accompanied
by staff members, arrived at the death scene. Dame was aghast at the
number of victims and was heard to exclaim, “I did not think that there
were so many women and children.” Then he and Major Haight fell to
quarreling about how it should be reported. Dame protested that he had
not been informed of the true situation. At one point Haight responded
savagely, “It is too late in the day for you to back water. You know you
ordered it . . . and now you want to back out” (p. 213).
But Haight was to receive his own surprise the following day
when James Haslam returned, exhausted, from his journey to Great
Salt Lake City. Haslam arrived in the wee hours of Sunday morning,
13 September, having made his 500-mile round-trip ride in less than
six days. After grabbing some sleep, he met with Haight. “Haslam
handed Haight the unsealed letter from Young directing him to let
the emigrants ‘go in peace.’ Haight took the letter, read through it,
and broke down. For half an hour, he sobbed ‘like a child’ and could
manage only the words, ‘Too late, too late’” (p. 226).
Evaluation
How well have the authors achieved their stated purposes? What
are the strengths and weaknesses of Massacre at Mountain Meadows?
Walker, Turley, and Leonard’s book is well conceived and well
executed. Its single greatest contribution is its skillful use of the salient
material from more than four decades of study of American violence.
Since the 1960s there has been a flood of scholarship on past and contemporary American violence. Massacre at Mountain Meadows is the
first monograph to incorporate that scholarship into a framework for
viewing the massacre.
Until now many have found the massacre nearly incomprehensible. Yet the studies on violence argue that there is a pattern to many
mass killings. Accumulating detail upon detail, the authors skillfully
show how the evidence fits this pattern. An indicator of their success
is that the farther the 1857 Iron County militia went down the path
of violence, the more likely became the ensuing massacre. From the
standpoint of American historians, Massacre at Mountain Meadows’
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theoretical framework drawn from the findings of violence studies is
its most important contribution.
In the century and a half since the disaster at Mountain Meadows,
many have essentially argued an exceptionalist position with regard
to the massacre. They view the massacre as being in a class of its own.
It is, they claim, so thoroughly unique as to defy meaningful comparison with other mass killings. For them it is sui generis. But the
authors of Massacre at Mountain Meadows, in grounding their study
in the literature on the causes and conditions of American violence,
have implicitly issued a challenge to the exceptionalist position. They
have presented the patterns of mass killings and shown the similarities that Mountain Meadows has with other massacres. Henceforth, it
will not be acceptable for historians to treat the massacre while being
wholly ignorant of the broader literature on mass killings, massacres,
and genocides. In particular, advocates of the exceptionalist position
ignore this scholarly literature at their peril. It also bears mentioning
that given the current philosophy and practice of history, most professional historians view exceptionalist claims with great skepticism.4
Therefore, those claiming that the massacre was sui generis will have
a heavy burden of proof.
Within the Mormon community this book marks a sea change in
attitudes toward the massacre. For Mormons and Mormon watchers,
it is significant that this is a semiofficial acknowledgment of the massacre and a repudiation of the mood, means, and methods that brought
4. Exceptionalism claims that a past event is transcendently good (e.g., Progress, the
rise of the American nation) or evil (e.g., Hitler, Nazism, the Holocaust). For extended
discussions of the challenges to historical objectivity and “metanarratives,” including
American exceptionalism, see Peter Novick, That Noble Dream: The “Objectivity Question”
and the American Historical Profession (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988);
Joyce Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaret Jacob, Telling the Truth about History (New
York: Norton, 1994); Georg G. Iggers, Historiography in the Twentieth Century: From
Scientific Objectivity to the Postmodern Challenge (Hanover: Wesleyan University Press,
1997); Norman J. Wilson, History in Crisis? Recent Directions in Historiography (Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1999); and Alun Munslow, The Routledge Companion
to Historical Studies (London: Routledge, 2000). For rebuttals to these challenges, see
Keith Windschuttle, The Killing of History: How Literary Critics and Social Theorists Are
Murdering Our Past (San Francisco: Encounter Books, 1996); and Richard J. Evans, In
Defense of History (New York: Norton, 1999).
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it about. That this viewpoint has been published in the church’s flagship magazine, the Ensign (that is, in Richard Turley’s article on the
massacre in September 2007), indicates that the church hierarchy has
formally acknowledged the role of Mormons in the massacre. Another
indication is the public apology issued by the First Presidency on
11 September 2007, at the sesquicentennial memorial service. In public addresses since then, Turley has argued against employing the old
discourse of denying, defending, distorting, minimizing, rationalizing, excusing, or “passing the buck” about the massacre. Instead he
has argued that Latter-day Saints should forthrightly acknowledge the
massacre and honor its victims. Coming from the Assistant Church
Historian of the church, that reflects a significant change. There will
undoubtedly be individual Mormons who will continue in defending, excusing, or justifying the massacre. But with this semiofficial
acknowledgment, the church leadership and most of the membership
will begin abandoning the old viewpoint, if they haven’t already.
What are the book’s weaknesses and limitations? I have already
raised the issue of polygamy and whether it is given adequate stress.
Similarly, have the authors sufficiently considered and explained some
of the other unique features of frontier Mormon culture? Juanita Brooks
and others have cited several features of frontier Mormonism as contributory to the massacre. These include the alleged excesses of the
Mormon Reformation of 1856–57, the doctrine of blood atonement,
the so-called oath of vengeance, and sanguinary patriarchal blessings.
More recently, others have charged Brigham Young with “giving” the
livestock of travelers on the overland trail to the Indians and tolerating a climate conducive to extralegal violence. While the authors do
not discuss allegedly sanguinary patriarchal blessings, emphasis on the
importance of this as a contributing factor seems to have waned. As for
the other charges, the authors discuss the Reformation, blood atonement, an alleged oath of vengeance (albeit in a footnote), Young’s Indian
policy of offering Indians cattle on the overland trail, and the occasional
resort to extralegal violence. In a complex event with many contributing
causes, the relative importance of individual causes is controversial, and
judgments about the adequacy of the authors’ responses will vary.
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One area that will require further investigation is extralegal violence. Extralegal violence in territorial Utah is a difficult and controversial topic. Some have exaggerated the scope of the problem with
sweeping claims about widespread “frontier justice” in Utah during
the entire latter half of the nineteenth century. Conversely, many
Mormons reject these charges out of hand. Both positions are wrong.
There was one notably problematic period, and it corresponds to the
time of the Mountain Meadows Massacre during the difficult years
of 1857–58. Early in 1857, the party of John Tobin was attacked in
southern Utah. In March, the Parrish-Potters murders occurred in
Springville. In September, at the outset of the Utah War, the Mountain
Meadows Massacre occurred. The following month, Richard Yates, a
suspected spy, was executed without due process of law, and at end of
the year the Aiken party, also suspected of spying, was killed.5
There were other violent episodes in the 1850s. From our twentyfirst-century perspective, criminal penalties were applied inconsistently during the early frontier period. In a few cases, harsh punishments were applied extralegally. In others, the punishments meted out
seem unusually light. In still others, Mormon leaders failed to punish
their vengeful followers at all, creating the impression that these followers could act with impunity. Such incidents created an impression
of lawlessness that was to dog the Mormons into the twentieth century.
The answer to this broader question is beyond the scope of Massacre
at Mountain Meadows but will require continuing research. The analytical framework used by the authors to understand the Mountain
Meadows Massacre will be useful in understanding the other episodes
in 1857–58. Moreover, I suspect that a comparative approach applied
to Mormons and other Westerners in frontier settings will show many
similarities as well as differences.
A perennial issue in historical writing is the reliability of sources
and their interpretation. Here we should state plainly that the Mountain
Meadows Massacre is one of the most challenging historiographical
5. See generally William P. MacKinnon, ed., At Sword’s Point, Part I: A Documentary
History of the Utah War to 1858 (Norman, OK: Clark, 2008), 77–80 (Tobin), 317–18
(Parrish-Potter), 297–302 (Yates), and 316–19 (Aiken).
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problems in the American West. The technical challenges are daunting, exacerbated by missing documents, hearsay accounts, and false
accounts. Moreover, in some cases perpetrators or their family or
friends were guilty of denying, distorting, or excusing the massacre. In
other cases, perpetrators eventually spoke candidly about their roles,
but their statements were made decades after the massacre. Thus even
when they spoke on topics about which they had no reason to lie, they
frequently contradict one another on simple matters of chronology.
All these issues will have to be addressed with the “new” Andrew
Jenson sources from the 1890s. But the new material contains much
valuable information. Indian interpreters and militiamen Nephi
Johnson and Samuel Knight both made statements included in the
Jenson materials. But they also made various other well-known statements. A comparison of elements from each source will determine
consistent as well as inconsistent elements.
The case of militiaman Ellott Willden presents a different situation. Willden’s only extant written statements are found in the Jenson
material. Made some thirty-five years after the massacre, how reliable are they? A basic rule of interpretation is that statements made
“against interest” are usually reliable, or as historian Louis Gottschalk
said, “when a statement is prejudicial to a witness, his dear ones, or
his causes, it is likely to be truthful.”6 Many of Willden’s statements
are confessions of his significant involvement in the massacre, and
these statements bear these indicia of reliability. For instance, Willden
admits that he and his companions were among the first militiamen
sent to the Meadows and that they were ordered “to find . . . something that would justify the Indians being let loose upon the emigrants” (p. 140). Willden informs us that the initial plan was to attack
the emigrants farther south, and he admits that he and his companions were at Mountain Meadows to get the emigrants to “move on” so
that they might more quickly fall into the trap laid for them (p. 140).
Moreover, while many militia accounts emphasize the misbehavior of
the Arkansas emigrants, Willden concedes that the emigrants “acted
6. Louis Gottschalk, Understanding History: A Primer of Historical Method (New
York: Knopf, 1950, rev. 1969), 161.
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civil” when he visited their camp (p. 152). He also admits that he
and his companions were at the Meadows when they heard the initial attack (p. 159). Finally, Willden informs us that the Lee-inspired
attack at Mountain Meadows was “not part of the plan,” an incidental
detail about which he had no reason to lie and which is also corroborated by other witnesses (p. 159).
This does not mean that all the details are accurate. For example, the sources are inconsistent about the fateful encounter between
Mormon scouts and the emigrant riders who had backtracked toward
Cedar City in search of stray livestock—the encounter in which one or
more was killed but at least one successfully retreated to the safety of
the emigrant wagon circle. When did it occur? Relying on Willden’s
account, the authors place the event on Monday, 7 September, the evening of the first attack. Yet John D. Lee placed the event on Tuesday or
Wednesday evening.7 The authors have accepted Willden’s chronology while I, not having access to the Willden source, had provisionally
accepted Lee’s dating.8 Reviewing the new source material and comparing it with the existing sources will allow historians to continue
the process of evaluating this difficult material.
But differences of opinion are to be expected in interpreting difficult source material. With an evidentiary record as challenging as this
one, we may expect such controversies to endure as long as people have
an interest in the massacre. There are dozens and perhaps hundreds of
examples in which the sources are in conflict over basic chronology or
other details.9 But this problem should not be overemphasized. While
7. Statement of John D. Lee to S. Howard, Salt Lake Daily Tribune, 28 March 1877,
in Robert Kent and Dorothy S. Fielding, The Tribune Reports of the Trials of John D. Lee
(Higganum, CT: Kent’s Books, 2000), 282; John D. Lee, Mormonism Unveiled; or The Life
and Confessions of John D. Lee (St. Louis: Bryan, Brand & Co., 1877), 235; Statement of
John M. Higbee, February 1894, in Juanita Brooks, The Mountain Meadows Massacre
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1950, rev. 1962, 1970), 229–30.
8. Robert H. Briggs, “The Mountain Meadows Massacre: An Analytical Narrative
Based on Participant Confessions,” Utah Historical Quarterly 74/4 (2006): 327–28.
9. In the example I cited of the fateful episode in which one of the emigrant outriders escaped Mormon scouts and returned to the safety of the wagon circle, Ellott Willden
placed the event on the evening of Monday, 7 September. In John D. Lee’s 1877 statement
delivered to federal prosecutor Sumner Howard, Lee said that the incident occurred on
Tuesday evening, 8 September. In Mormonism Unveiled, Lee’s posthumously published
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some of us may quibble about particular details, I believe that the
broad picture the authors have derived from the sources is essentially
correct. The date on which the encounter occurred as described by
Willden, Lee, and others is of minor importance. What is important is
that Mormon sentries attacked a small party of emigrant riders, killing one or more. One escaped and returned to the emigrant camp to
spread the word that the Mormons had “interposed.” This was a fateful event that inexorably led the militiamen, under the delusion that
they were being invaded by the U.S. Army, to conclude that silencing
the party was their only viable option. While the exact chronology
of the event may have been muddled, the significance of it became
crystal clear at the Thursday evening militia council. According to Lee
and others, the discussion in the militia council of the emigrants’ supposed awareness of Mormon involvement played a pivotal role in the
horrible decision to silence them.
This is hands down the most exhaustively researched history of
the massacre since it occurred. Is Massacre at Mountain Meadows an
instant classic? Yes, in the sense that it will be required reading for
every present and future student of the massacre. But is it a classic
in the sense that it has put to rest the controversies concerning the
massacre for the current generation of scholars? No. The massacre’s
hold on the public imagination is great. Like Custer’s Last Stand, it
has entered the historiographical pantheon of the American West.
Many see it as a powerful case study of how religious excess can go
terribly awry. For these it has become a potent mythic symbol of religious fanaticism. Others are both attracted and repelled by its ghastly
violence. Many will be drawn by the challenges of this iconic event to
add their own interpretations.
Thus this is not the final word on the massacre, nor will it silence
debate about many of its details. But in bringing the conclusions of
violence studies to bear on the massacre, Walker, Turley, and Leonard
autobiography, Lee maintained that it occurred on Wednesday evening, 9 September.
Thus, the event happened on Monday evening, Tuesday evening, or Wednesday evening,
depending on which of the sources one chooses to accept. The sources are rife with similar chronological issues.
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have opened a new chapter in the study of Mountain Meadows.
Furthermore, faced with a historical record laced with maddening
contradictions and challenges, the authors of Massacre at Mountain
Meadows have succeeded in interpreting the essentials of the massacre correctly. This may seem like damning with faint praise. But given
the enormous difficulties that historians of the massacre face, the fact
that Walker, Turley, and Leonard got the essential details of the picture right while placing them in such a new and illuminating frame is
high praise indeed.

The Utah War and Its Mountain
Meadows Massacre: Lessons Learned,
Surprises Encountered
William P. MacKinnon

Introduction
For those of you thinking about the substantial differences
between Rick Turley’s1 and my backgrounds, I suppose it would be
natural to wonder if you are about to witness some sort of adversarial
contest on a controversial subject—a hot format in this highly political
season of presidential debates. You know, a sort of Oklahoma versus
Kansas game, but among historians. Let me assure you that this is not
what tonight is about.
This event began with Bishop John Drayton’s invitation for me to
speak about the Utah War of 1857–58, the 150th anniversary of which
is now being commemorated. After I accepted, the thought struck me
that tonight’s session would be all the richer if I could bring with me
Richard E. (Rick) Turley Jr., Assistant Church Historian and Recorder
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, as well as one of
the leading authorities on the Mountain Meadows Massacre, the war’s
principal atrocity. John and then Rick readily agreed to this format,
and so here we are.
What we are now going to do is to chat somewhat informally for
about twenty minutes each, with me dealing with the context of the
1. These remarks are from a presentation given at the LDS stake center in Norman,
Oklahoma, on 17 October 2008. Richard E. Turley Jr. also spoke at this session. A version
of these remarks will also appear in a forthcoming issue of Mormon Historical Studies.
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Utah War and Rick focusing on the massacre. Then we will jointly
field questions from you for the balance of the time available. The style
and tone is not intended to be adversarial but rather will be that of
two friends and colleagues respectfully discussing interrelated events
from somewhat different experiences and perspectives. Our aim is not
to win an argument but to shed light (rather than generate heat) about
what happened 150 years ago, why, and with what consequences. Our
focus will be on the principal lessons we have learned about the Utah
War and its Mountain Meadows Massacre. We will also share with
you some of the surprises encountered along the way—both from our
research and from the dialogue flowing from the public’s reaction to
the books that the two of us have just published.2
For Rick and me, it has been a long journey in quite different
ways. My interest in the Utah War started exactly a half century
ago in New Haven, Connecticut, as an undergraduate surrounded
not only by Gothic architecture, gargoyles, and moats but also by an
extraordinary trove of unexploited manuscripts in the Yale Collection
of Western Americana. In Rick Turley’s case, his journey, rooted in
decades of interest in and responsibility for Mormon history, began in
earnest nearly a decade ago along the Wasatch Front in the Salt Lake
City headquarters of the LDS Church’s Family and Church History
Department. Strange bedfellows? I suppose we are; yet Rick and I
have become close friends as well as collaborators. I suspect that this
relationship flows in part from our differences as well as from a common determination that civility of discourse rather than raw antagonism is what this subject needs after 150 years of conflict. In thinking about the diversity of our experiences, I note that three weeks ago
Rick found himself in northwest Arkansas meeting with descendants
of the Mountain Meadows Massacre victims. On the same day I, a
Presbyterian originally from Upstate New York, found myself afoot
in Utah climbing to the stand of the Mormon Logan Tabernacle to
2. William P. MacKinnon, At Sword’s Point, Part 1: A Documentary History of the
Utah War to 1858 (Norman, OK: Arthur H. Clark, 2008); Ronald W. Walker, Richard E.
Turley Jr., and Glen M. Leonard, Massacre at Mountain Meadows (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2008).
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deliver a lecture in honor of Leonard J. Arrington, late historian of the
LDS Church. And here we are tonight; me in another LDS stake center and Rick Turley, the pride of New York’s Oxford University Press,
hard in the lee of my publisher, the University of Oklahoma Press, and
its venerable Arthur H. Clark Company imprint. What an opportunity! Our cup runneth over.
Lessons Learned and Surprises Encountered
Now on to the Utah War. In thinking about lessons learned from
my fifty years of research, it is a little difficult to separate lessons from
surprises encountered. So perhaps instead of trying to compartmentalize the two rigorously, I will simply deal with them together as I go
along, noting where I encountered something that for me was really
unexpected.
The Utah War: Still Unknown but Emerging
Perhaps the most important lesson that I have learned about the
Utah War is that few Americans have even heard of it, let alone understand it. There is a sort of national amnesia about this part of our history, prompted in part by the overshadowing enormity of the Civil
War that followed four years later and partly by embarrassment over
the conflict in both the Mormon Church and the U.S. Army for different reasons. This lesson came home to me not only during my visit to
Logan, Utah, on September 25 but also on September 20 when I spoke
at a James Buchanan symposium in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. My hope
is that what you hear tonight will prompt you to explore this colorful,
admittedly offbeat subject a bit more.
So what was the Utah War? In one sense it was President James
Buchanan’s effort to replace Brigham Young as governor of Utah
Territory and to install his successor with an army escort of 2,500
troops, a change that Young resisted with guerrilla tactics until a
settlement was reached a year later in 1858. Over the years I have come
to define it more formally as the armed confrontation over power and
authority during 1857–58 between the civil-religious leadership of
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Utah Territory, led by Governor Brigham Young, and the administration of President James Buchanan—a conflict that pitted perhaps the
nation’s largest, most experienced territorial militia (called the Nauvoo
Legion) against an expeditionary force that ultimately grew to involve
almost one-third of the U.S. Army. It was the nation’s most extensive
and expensive military undertaking during the period between the
Mexican-American and Civil wars. In my view, what it was not was
a crusade against Mormonism to eradicate polygamy—the principle
and practice were not illegal in 1857, and President Buchanan, a pretty
good lawyer, went out of his way to make that point. Neither was it a
campaign to suppress a Mormon “rebellion,” a term that Buchanan
used only cautiously and that I never use, although I must say that at
the point at which Governor Young declared martial law, forbade free
transit within and across Utah, and issued orders to kill U.S. Army
officers and their mountaineer guides, it becomes more difficult to
avoid the “R” word.
For those of you unfamiliar with this conflict, I realize that this is
a less-than-complete definition of the war, but hopefully it is enough
to start us along tonight, and I will be happy to answer questions later
either here or by e-mail.3
Labels and Language Matter
When I started down this road in 1958, I used the term “Utah
Expedition” for not only the U.S. Army brigade commanded by
Colonel Albert Sidney Johnston but also for the broader conflict to
which the Buchanan administration committed it. Decades later my
collaborator, the late Professor Richard D. Poll of Provo, led me to
an understanding that the label—“Utah Expedition”—overlooks the
fact that there was a large group of people engaged on the other side
who had nothing to do with the army, specifically Utah Territory’s
Mormon population. So since then I have been using “Utah War” and
have reserved “Utah Expedition” solely for the federal side. The flip
side of this one-sidedness is the use of the term “Johnston’s Army,”
3. MacKBP@msn.com
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an ethnocentric label used primarily in Utah and few other places. To
me it is an understandable but unfortunate term that trivializes and
personalizes the war in much the same way that “Seward’s Folly” was
once used to diminish the federal government’s purchase of Alaska for
$7.2 million. I was surprised to learn that the participants did not even
use the term “Johnston’s Army.” It took root in Mormon Utah only
decades later for political and cultural reasons.
While we are on the subject of labels, I would note that within the
institutional army there is an aversion to using the term “war” for this
conflict. The military prefers to call it a “campaign” or an “expedition.”
The army’s logic is that there was neither a congressional declaration of
war nor pitched battles between massed troops and wholesale bloodletting on the scale of the Civil War battles. Quite true, but I continue
to think that “war” is an appropriate, common-sense term—as with
the way we talk about the “Indian Wars” in this part of the country.
After all, consider that for years Camp Floyd, Utah, near Salt Lake City,
was the nation’s largest army garrison; the confrontation was so costly
that it virtually bankrupted the U.S. Treasury and devastated Utah’s
economy; its financing forced the resignation of the United States
Secretary of War; the war’s move south—an effort to flee the approaching army—put thirty thousand Mormon refugees on the road from
northern Utah to Provo and perhaps beyond; Brigham Young and
scores of others were indicted by a federal grand jury for treason; and
the Mountain Meadows Massacre alone, the conflict’s greatest atrocity,
was the worst incident of organized mass murder of unarmed civilians
in the nation’s history until the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing. So for
me “Utah War” as a working descriptor is good enough.
The War’s Origins and Conclusion
One of my other foundational conclusions is that the war did not
just well up one spring day in 1857 soon after President Buchanan’s
inauguration because of a single critical incident. Neither did it end
when most people think of it as concluding—on June 26, 1858, the day
that Albert Sidney Johnston and his troops marched into and through
Salt Lake City to establish Camp Floyd.
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Instead, the confrontation was nearly ten years in the making,
with Mormon-federal relations—already poor before the 1847 LDS
arrival in the Salt Lake Valley—steadily deteriorating immediately
thereafter. By Buchanan’s inauguration on March 4, 1857, virtually
every interface between the territorial and federal governments had
become a battleground: the selection and performance of mail contractors; relations with and allegiances of Utah’s Indian tribes; matters of land ownership and the accuracy of federal surveys; financial
stewardship of congressional appropriations for the territory; the
administration of Utah’s federal courts and criminal justice system;
and, perhaps most important, the background, competence, and
behavior of appointees to federal office in Utah. In addition to these
administrative or governmental pinch points, there were highly public upsets over other incidents such as the 1852 announcement of the
principle of plural marriage; the uneven treatment of non-Mormon
emigrants passing through Utah to the Pacific Coast; responsibility
for the massacre of the U.S. Army’s Gunnison Expedition in 1853; a
series of other uninvestigated, unprosecuted murders; repeated congressional rejection of statehood for Deseret; and a related controversy over whether Brigham Young was or was not seeking Mormon
independence outside the Union. At the heart of these clashes was the
disconnect implicit in two conflicting philosophies of governance:
Brigham Young’s vision of Utah as a millennially oriented theocracy
operating under his autocratic leadership on the one hand, and on the
other the U.S. government’s view of Utah as just another federal territory intended to function under republican principles and responsive
to Congress through a federally sworn governor whose term of office,
in Brigham Young’s case, had run out in 1854.
It was surprising to me to discover that, despite this background of
seriously deteriorating relations, as Buchanan became president “the
Mormon problem” was not a front-rank issue for the nation, preoccupied as it was with the slavery issue and civil turmoil in Utah’s eastern neighbor, Kansas Territory. Reflecting these priorities, Buchanan’s
inaugural address made no reference to Utah, Mormons, polygamy, or
Brigham Young. For those who would point to the 1856 platform plank
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of the new Republican party—drafted to advocate the eradication of
polygamy and slavery as “the twin relics of barbarism”—as a critical
incident, I would note that as you get into the origins of that plank,
you will discover that it was not the result of an anti-Mormon political groundswell, but rather was the somewhat isolated, even casual,
work of a single California delegate to the Republicans’ Philadelphia
convention. He later confessed that he thought of the polygamy issue
somewhat casually one morning as he strolled to the convention hall.
The Republicans’ 1856 presidential nominee, John C. Fremont, never
used this provocative slogan in his campaigning; Fremont, in fact,
felt that he owed his life and that of his exploring expedition to the
Utah Mormons who came to their aid when they stumbled out of the
mountains in desperate shape during the winter of 1852–53.
With respect to the war’s conclusion, it is fair to say that the “active”
phase ended with the army’s passage through Salt Lake, but on that
same day—with a petition to President Buchanan signed by Brigham
Young and the entire church leadership—the confrontation morphed
or changed shape from a military conflict into a political-cultural
struggle that took decades to run its course. The war unleashed a wide
range of societal forces—political, religious, economic, and even geographic—that, among other things, barred statehood for Utah until
1896. In some cases the issues set in motion by these forces are still
unresolved today. For example, I would say that today’s Sagebrush
Rebellion in the West is in many ways a downstream by-product of
the Utah War. Ask yourself why, in 1996, President Bill Clinton felt it
best to announce his unilateral, highly unpopular creation of Grand
Staircase-Escalante National Monument not in southern Utah—where
the new park was to be located and where local residents muttered to
New York newspaper reporters about “Johnston’s Army”—but rather
from the relative political safety of northern Arizona. Even as I look
at this year’s presidential campaign, I see lingering connections to the
Utah War. My favorite example of this linkage runs to the remarkable
story of a soldier who served on both sides of that conflict, U.S. Army
Private Charles Henry Wilcken. Wilcken enlisted in a federal artillery regiment soon after arriving in New York from Germany during
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the spring of 1857, and by the fall he found himself in the midst of
the army’s Utah Expedition. Near the Mormon trading post of Fort
Bridger, Wilcken deserted, crossed into the Nauvoo Legion’s lines, converted to Mormonism, and eventually became the bodyguard, coachman, nurse, and pallbearer for Presidents John Taylor and Wilford
Woodruff as well as the adopted son of Apostle George Q. Cannon.
Oh, yes . . . Wilcken also became the grandfather of George Wilcken
Romney, who ran for president in 1968, and the great-grandfather of
Mitt Romney, one of this year’s candidates.
It Takes Two to Tango: Leader Accountability and Responsibility
During the course of my research into the papers of Brigham
Young and James Buchanan, I came to realize that the war was
far more complex than the picture that I first encountered of it as
“Buchanan’s Blunder,” a cartoonish, one-dimensional portrayal of
“Old Buck” as a hapless, doddering bachelor cast as a sort of Sheriff of
Nottingham in pursuit of a nimble, much-married Brigham Young’s
Robin Hood. I came to realize that, notwithstanding Buchanan’s multiple misjudgments, this one-sided view of him was largely the result
of a very effective, fascinating Mormon effort to seize the moral high
ground immediately after the war with the national controversy over
Buchanan’s handling of the southern secession crisis and the treasonous decision of his vice president and several cabinet secretaries to
become Confederate generals. By the end of the nineteenth century,
this image campaign had produced a view of the Utah War as what
has come to be called Buchanan’s Blunder, much as, at about the same
time, a group of former Confederate generals worked effectively to
fabricate the “Myth of the Lost Cause.” Under this latter campaign
the Civil War was repackaged by former Confederates as the War
Between the States, a conflict fought not to preserve chattel slavery
but rather for a higher motive—to protect a noble, agrarian way of
life from the onslaught of the grasping, materialistic industrialists of
the North. In the process, the images of both Brigham Young and
Robert E. Lee underwent a radical transformation from what they had
been in 1858 and 1865, respectively. For example, in the case of Lee,
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whose son “Rooney” had dropped out of Harvard in May 1857 to join
the Utah Expedition’s Sixth U.S. Infantry, it was a virtual canonization. Interestingly, for Lee this process involved, among other measures, the expurgation of several unseemly anti-Mormon comments
from his letters before their publication.
If Buchanan had made mistakes aplenty, so too had Brigham
Young. In Buchanan’s case, he knew shockingly little in 1857 about
either conditions in Utah or Brigham Young’s likely reaction to his
removal as governor. Compounding this serious shortfall in intelligence was a series of horrible selection decisions—the appointment of
a homicidal, ham-handed brevet brigadier general, William S. Harney,
as the Utah Expedition’s initial commander and Alfred Cumming,
an inexperienced four-hundred-pound alcoholic, as Young’s successor. These were appointments that bring to mind the old lesson about
nothing being as expensive as bad management.
In Young’s case, the biggest, most costly blunder was the miscalculation by which for years he indulged in hostile, violent rhetoric as governor, behavior that brought down on him and his people
needlessly the full force of the U.S. government. As a result, Utah and
Mormonism changed forever. In the process, as Rick Turley’s and my
books illustrate, the Utah Territory for which Brigham Young was
responsible as governor, U.S. superintendent of Indian affairs, and
militia commander as well as prophet, seer, and revelator took on a
tone in which violence welled up, including the Mountain Meadows
Massacre. This atrocity not only took the lives of 120 innocent children, women, and disarmed men but also stained the reputations of
generations of uninvolved Mormons and their church. It was a tragedy unbelievably costly in multiple ways. As I see it, the move south—
frequently portrayed as a brilliant public relations gambit by Brigham
Young to gain East Coast sympathy—was another huge mistake that
disrupted Utah’s economy for years and required enormous sacrifices
from Mormon families, especially their womenfolk. Whoever later
coined the aphorism that “Texas is hell on horses and women” had not
seen Utah during the summer of 1858.
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So my take is that both leaders—Brigham Young as well as James
Buchanan—blundered and were accountable for the Utah War and
its violence, but in unequal and quite different ways. That is not the
same thing as saying a plague on both the White House and the Lion
House.
One of the principal lessons here is the old one about the impossibility of serving effectively two masters—as in Brigham Young’s case,
when he eagerly sought to serve simultaneously both the federal government, in a myriad of overlapping civil and military roles, as well as
his church as its supreme religious leader. This was a hopeless conflict
of interest, and it all came crashing down with tragic results and byproducts during 1857–58.
Geography Matters: the War’s Impact and Consequences
I mentioned earlier that the Utah War unleashed a series of societal forces, including geography, that in many ways is still playing out
today. Four graphic examples quickly come to mind, all of which are
loaded with surprises.
First, the Utah Territory to which President Buchanan dispatched
troops in 1857 was not today’s familiar, near-rectangular entity but
rather was an enormous, sprawling territory that stretched from
Kansas and the Continental Divide on the east to the California border on the west. Some of Utah’s initial counties were more than six
hundred miles wide. In the decade following the Utah War, partly as a
sort of congressional payback, Utah lost a huge portion of her territory
in six “bites” to form and enlarge Nevada, Colorado, Nebraska, and
Wyoming. James Buchanan’s last official act was to sign the enabling
legislation carving Nevada and Colorado out of a politically vulnerable Utah’s western and eastern flanks. The Utah War had geographic
as well as military consequences.
Second, the U.S. Army’s Ives Expedition of topographical engineers, assigned in 1857 to ascend the Colorado River from the Gulf
of California to determine its head of navigation and whether the
Colorado might be a shorter, less expensive way of injecting troops
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and supplies into southern Utah, stumbled into what we today call the
Grand Canyon. What a discovery and with what consequences!
Third, as the Ives Expedition steamed up the Colorado in December 1857 in support of Albert Sidney Johnston, Russian Tsar Alexander II was worrying in St. Petersburg about rumors afield on the
Pacific Coast. The speculation was that Brigham Young was planning
to lead a mass exodus out of Utah to a refuge on the Pacific Coast, such
as Russian America. Acutely aware of the difficulty of defending this
vast, distant region and conscious of the seizure by other Americans
only a few years earlier of Mexican Texas and Alta California (including Utah), Alexander authorized the beginning of negotiations that
led to the 1867 American purchase of Alaska.
Worried about the same rumors, only concerned that the Mormon
target was Vancouver’s Island rather than Russian America, Queen
Victoria’s government in London took steps to remove its Pacific
Coast possessions from the ineffective administration of the Hudson’s
Bay Company. It then established the more defensible crown colony of
British Columbia in June 1858.
Reflecting these four little vignettes and others, I now appreciate even more one of the principal tenets of the Arthur H. Clark
Company’s Kingdom in the West series of books—that the story of
the Mormon experience on the American frontier is not just one of a
Utah adventure but rather is a story with regional (western) and even
international sweep.
Colorful Characters on Both Sides
Among my most delightful surprises in digging through mounds
of Utah War records was the realization that on both sides of the conflict were dozens of colorful people whose extraordinary later lives
have somehow become disconnected in American history from an
awareness of the impact of their youthful, formative Utah War experiences. I only have time to mention a few of my favorite examples.
First, I want to go back to Robert E. Lee’s son, “Rooney,” whom I
suppose I could call the Harvard dropout. Within a few years he was
no longer a second lieutenant in the Sixth U.S. Infantry in Utah but
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rather was the youngest major general in the Confederate States Army.
When young General Lee’s destiny led to his capture on a Virginia
battlefield by a Union army lieutenant colonel of the Pennsylvania
cavalry, who would that officer have been? It was Samuel P. Spear,
formerly the tough sergeant major of the Second U.S. Dragoons, who
recognized Rooney Lee from their Utah Expedition days. Spear, by
the way, was a man who despite his rough, frontier background went
on to become a brigadier general and, after the Civil War, the leader of
the Fenian invasion of Quebec from Vermont.
On the Mormon side, I was startled to find Ogden resident Jonathan
Browning, one of the West’s premier gunsmiths and paterfamilias of
what would later become America’s most famous firearms dynasty.
In Yale’s Beinecke library I found a fascinating December 1857 letter
in which Jonathan Browning offered the Nauvoo Legion the design
of an innovative aerial torpedo for use in exploding army ammunition wagons. Browning offered this design at roughly the same time
that Brigham Young was writing to the same Legion commander to
advocate the use of medieval longbows and crossbows for mountain
warfare. What a contrast! It is ironic that the company later founded
by Browning’s sons produced or licensed virtually every automatic
weapon used by U.S. armed forces from the late 1800s through World
War II.
From Sergeant Major Samuel Spear’s Second Dragoons also
emerged Private John Jerome (“Johnny”) Healy, who post-war became
the sheriff of Fort Benton, Montana; a founder of Alberta’s notorious, whiskey-soaked “Fort Whoop-Up”; coiner of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police’s unofficial motto (“They always get their man”); a
trading and transportation magnate for Chicago’s Cudahy family
during the Yukon gold rush of the 1890s; the model for a central figure
in Jack London’s first novel, A Daughter of the Snows; and the failed
developer of a subterranean railroad tunnel to connect Siberia and
Alaska beneath the Bering Strait.
Finally, I would mention that there is even an Oklahoma component to these fascinating stories of frontier legends who served in
Utah. I have in mind Private Benjamin Harrison Clark of the Utah
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Expedition’s volunteer battalion. After his Utah service, Clark enlisted
in the Union army, drifted south, married into the Cheyenne tribe,
and learned its language before becoming one of the outstanding army
guides and interpreters out of Fort Sill during the brutal campaigns of
the 1860s on the south plains for Generals Custer, Sherman, Sheridan,
and Miles. When he died in 1913, Ben Clark was the caretaker for
Fort Reno, Oklahoma, a post named to honor the Utah Expedition’s
ordnance chief, Captain Jesse L. Reno, who died in the Civil War as a
major general with brave old Barbara Fritchie’s famous American flag
stuffed in his saddle bags.
We will leave to another day the colorful story of Jenny Goodale, a
Shoshone who was the lone woman to accompany Captain Randolph B.
Marcy on his epic march from Fort Bridger to New Mexico and back
during the winter of 1857–58. She took part in what became the most
arduous winter march in American military history. Jenny Goodale
held up and survived under conditions so brutal that when Marcy’s
starving, exhausted detachment emerged from the New Mexico mountains, one of his sergeants gorged himself to death. What a story!
The Complexities of Messrs. Young and Kane
One of the more important lessons about the Utah War that I
learned was how complex both Brigham Young and his close nonMormon friend Thomas L. Kane were as individuals. From my comments of a moment ago, you will recognize that I came to develop
an understanding of some of the flat spots in Brigham Young’s style
and decision making. At the same time, I also came to realize that
alongside the rough and sometimes brutal side of his behavior there
was also a pastoral, empathetic side to his leadership. If we have time
later, I can go into several examples.4 So too with Kane, about whom I
am to give a lecture at Brigham Young University next month. Kane,
a key figure in settling the Utah War, was not only courageous, noble,
and philanthropic—a man who did more for the church than per4. See MacKinnon, unpublished remarks for Sunday devotional meeting, Mormon
History Association annual conference, Assembly Hall, Temple Square, Salt Lake City, 27
May 2007.
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haps any other nonmember—he was also self-promoting and at times
manipulative and cynical. My favorite example of this darker side of
his psyche runs to Kane’s introduction in April 1858 of the new governor, Alfred Cumming, to Brigham Young, his predecessor. As a good
church historian, George A. Smith recorded that “Col. Kane visited
Gov. Young [and] told him that he had caught the fish, now you can
cook it as he had a mind to.” If Messrs. Young and Kane were not the
odd couple, they were a complex pair whose actions and intent cannot
always be taken at face value by historians, as Alfred Cumming and
James Buchanan also were to learn.
Myth versus Realities
Like all other American military conflicts, the Utah War, both
sides of it, spawned myths and legends—plenty of them. Much to my
surprise, I have come to realize that many of these are true, while still
others are at least partially so. It is a finding that has brought me to
a new respect for oral traditions and folklore. The story of the U.S.
Marine Corps’ Second Lieutenant Robert L. Browning is one of these.
For 150 years the corps’ headquarters at the Washington Navy Yard
has nurtured the unverified story that an unidentified Marine officer had accompanied Albert Sidney Johnston’s Utah Expedition west.
Now we know that the legend was true and that Marine Lieutenant
Browning was the man, a refugee from a court-martial at the Boston
Navy Yard and the wrath of an incompatible skipper. Another legend,
that of the Nauvoo Legion’s use of silver bullets during the Utah War,
falls under the sort-of-true category. There are some folklorists who
believe that this tale even took on a later life to become incorporated
into the story of the Lone Ranger and his silver bullets as it took to the
airwaves in the late 1930s from radio station WXYZ in Detroit. Flatly
untrue was the self-promoting myth that Buffalo Bill Cody invented
in the 1870s to claim that he had participated in the Utah War as an
eleven-year-old assistant teamster protected at Fort Bridger by Wild
Bill Hickok, who in fact was never there.
Finally, one of the strongest—almost universally accepted—myths
of the Utah War was that it was a “bloodless” conflict, an expensive,
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harmless campaign without casualties. This is perhaps the most significant myth of the conflict. Alas, I must report that it is untrue and
that there was a substantial amount of bloodshed during the confrontation. Not on the scale of the Civil War, of course, but roughly on a
par with the loss of life during the mid-to-late 1850s in Utah’s neighbor to the east, a frontier territory that earned the enduring nickname
“Bleeding Kansas.” I found that when it came to bloodshed and setting it in motion, neither the Mormon Nauvoo Legion nor the federal
Utah Expedition had clean hands during 1857–58.

A Sure Foundation

Shirley S. Ricks

Review of Ronald V. Huggins. “Hugh Nibley’s Footnotes.” In Salt Lake City Messenger 110
(May 2008): 9–21.

There is no incentive . . . to question an author/historian, with
whom he or she agrees.1

I

n this article Ronald Huggins2 questions the accuracy and validity
of Hugh Nibley’s use of his sources. He claims that “Nibley’s misuse
of sources goes beyond seeing things in them that aren’t there” and
that he “regularly modifies his quotations to artificially render them
more supportive of the arguments he is trying to make. He sometimes

1. Columbia College Conservative Club, “Bellesiles’s Case Shows Need for Institutional
Reform in Bancroft Committee and Columbia History Department,” 18 December 2002,
www.ocshooters.com/Reports/Arming_America/arming_america.htm#cuprize (accessed
8 September 2008).
2. Ronald Huggins is an associate professor of theological and historical studies at
the Salt Lake Theological Seminary. He also directs the master of arts program in theological studies. However, according to Jessica Ravitz, “Salt Lake Theological Seminary Set
to Close,” Salt Lake Tribune, 28 October 2008, the seminary will be closing at the end of
this academic year due to economic challenges. It is unclear at this point what Huggins’s
professional future will hold. Given the amount of writing he has done in recent issues
of the Salt Lake City Messenger, perhaps he will end up working at the Utah Lighthouse
Ministry. He obtained his doctorate (ThD) from Wycliffe College at the University of
Toronto. His areas of expertise include New Testament (specializing in the synoptic problem and Pauline studies) and church history (specializing in patristics and American religious history). See www.slts.edu/Faculty/huggins.htm (accessed 10 September 2008).
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mistranslates them . . . or else translates them in very strange and
unjustified ways” (p. 10).3
Nature of the Attacks, Arguments, and Allegations
Huggins does not seem to be concerned here with an additional
charge that has been leveled at Nibley’s footnotes—namely, that of
sloppy, botched, or incomplete citations. Anyone who has source
checked Nibley’s footnotes will grant that there is some truth to this
claim. Nibley made just about every kind of error possible in those
citations: wrong page numbers, wrong years, even wrong authors,
incomplete information, lack of article titles, and so forth, but, more
often than not, when a particularly intractable source was finally
located, Nibley’s citation made some sense, with typographical errors
often bearing some blame.
Huggins seems, rather, to be concerned with Nibley’s possible
misquotations or mistranslations: “I use the term ‘misquote’ to mean
3. Huggins’s article was first submitted for publication in Dialogue, but it never
appeared in its pages. Perhaps in response to the peer reviews of that earlier version,
Huggins changed some wording throughout and altered paragraphs (e.g., p. 9). He gives
credit to an early reviewer for correcting the usage of a Greek verb (p. 17 n. 53), so he
did have access to those reviews (whether in full or in summary). He added new material discussing claims of John Gee and Kent Jackson, praising Nibley for inspiring a rising generation of scholars, and also complaining about the difficulty of common people
being able to check Nibley’s obscure sources in languages other than English (when an
English version was available) (pp. 9–11). (Nibley was not very patient with those who had
not “paid their dues” and studied the languages for themselves. “About twenty years ago,
a student named Michael Carter said that he pestered Nibley with questions one day for
about an hour. After that time, Nibley, obviously growing impatient with the continued
questioning, muttered something that Carter could not understand. When Carter asked
what he had said, Nibley responded: ‘Is it my fault you don’t speak Icelandic?’” John Gee,
personal communication, 3 October 2008.) He added some clarifications of his arguments (e.g., pp. 11, 12), including a grammatical explanation (p. 17). Huggins dropped a
page and a half of his discussion of Nibley’s use of passages from Eusebius’s Preparation
for the Gospel (would have been between pp. 15 and 16); a paragraph in his discussion
of the Shepherd of Hermas (would have been on p. 16); and a section on Origen’s First
Principles (would have been on p. 17); and he replaced the three-and-a-half-page conclusion of his original manuscript—in which he suggested further problems with Nibley’s
footnotes—with a new ending entitled “Nibley’s Defenders” (discussing Daniel Peterson
and John Gee) (pp. 19–21).
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to misrepresent in any way, e.g., by adding to or taking away from a
passage, asserting that it means something other than it does, reading things into it, or mistranslating it” (p. 10). Using as a springboard
Martha Beck’s claimed encounter in a supermarket with a “man in
tweed” who informs her that her father made up 90 percent of his
footnotes,4 Huggins claims that Nibley misrepresents various early
Christian sources in his translations.
He also claims that Nibley misquotes several sources at one stroke
in his “The Passing of the Primitive Church.”5 In his discussion of this
article, Huggins quotes R. M. Grant as complaining that “Nibley had
‘not always taken into account the context of the Fathers’ statements
or for that matter their use of homiletical rhetoric’” (p. 16). However,
Huggins neglects to set this complaint in the wider context of scholarly debate that appeared in the pages of Church History following the
appearance of Nibley’s article.6
In a review of the newest volume in the Collected Works of
Hugh Nibley—Eloquent Witness: Nibley on Himself, Others, and the
Temple—Jeff Needle, a non-Mormon, acknowledges:
4. Martha Beck, Leaving the Saints: How I Lost the Mormons and Found My Faith
(New York: Crown, 2005), 164–67. This claim can only be based on Martha’s “source,”
for she personally never could have checked her father’s notes for herself—it took a dozen
checkers about five years to check three-fourths of Nibley’s notes in the Collected Works
of Hugh Nibley. One paragraph that was dropped from the second page of Huggins’s
original manuscript reveals his candid opinion of Nibley’s footnotes: “My conclusions
might as well be stated up front: what Tweedy claims is what I have found to be true
myself. In addition, although Tweedy’s 90% figure may be too high, one does find oneself
encountering problems with Nibley’s use of his sources alarmingly often” (would have
been on p. 9).
5. However, the three pages in the original manuscript detailing how Nibley may have
misused these eight sources have been dropped—perhaps the publishers felt the article was
long enough without that section. Huggins’s claim that these sources may not have all been
relevant reveals something of Nibley’s footnoting practices. Often, Nibley would insert a
footnote with sources for only the final word or phrase of a sentence, not the entire idea.
He would also give as many supplementary sources as he could think of in case anyone
wished to pursue the topic further—since he read so widely, these lists of sources sometimes seemed irrelevant but, I’m sure, were all pertinent in his ordered mind.
6. For the story of this debate, see William A. Clebsch, “History and Salvation: An
Essay in Distinctions,” in The Study of Religion in Colleges and Universities, ed. Paul Ramsey
and John F. Wilson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970), 40–72, esp. 70, where
Clebsch says “the issue was settled—by assertion—according to Nibley’s prediction.”
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I am not unaware of the criticisms that have been hurled
at Dr. Nibley, both before and after his death. . . .
And I know that some have questioned the quality of
Nibley’s scholarship. Did he tend to be sloppy in his research?
Were his footnotes a nightmare to verify? Did he make stuff
up out of whole cloth? All of these charges have been hurled
at him. His defenders ignore the charges. His detractors thrill
at the thought of bringing down this most prominent of
Mormon scholars.7
Showing an awareness of these issues but not responding to them,
Needle goes on to declare that “this volume is not so much about
scholarship, research, or any academic concern,” although they “are
reflected here. But the thrust of this book is to introduce to readers the
man, Hugh Nibley.”
One indication that the issue of the accuracy of Nibley’s footnotes
has been around for some time is the fact that the following question
has been posed and responded to on a FAIR Web site: “I’ve heard that
Hugh Nibley really just faked or distorted most of his footnotes. Is
there any truth to this?” A thoughtful response follows.8
My Approach
I wish here to clarify the purpose of footnotes in scholarly publications and discuss their accuracy in other publications as well as in
Nibley’s writings. I will describe the process used in checking his notes
and share experiences of source checkers with Nibley’s notes. Rather
than resurrect all the material that has previously been brought to bear
on this issue, I will quote from just a few earlier sources but will provide references in notes for interested readers.9 I will present several
7. Jeffrey Needle, review of Eloquent Witness: Nibley on Himself, Others, and the Temple,
www.ldsbooklovers.com/bookreview.asp?rid=199&bid=2298&pid=0 (accessed 26 August 2008).
8. See “Hugh Nibley/Footnotes,” at en.fairmormon.org/Hugh_Nibley:Footnotes
(accessed 8 September 2008). This shows that Needles’s claim that “his defenders ignore
the charges” is not true.
9. See Kent P. Jackson, review of Old Testament and Related Studies, by Hugh Nibley,
BYU Studies 28/4 (1988): 114–19; a rebuttal to Jackson is in Louis Midgley, “Hugh Winder
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new statements that I have gathered and will also turn to Nibley’s own
writings in his defense. As he is not here to defend himself in person,
it seems appropriate to cite relevant passages that he has written.
The Functions of Footnotes
Authors are expected to give information in their footnotes that is
complete, clear, and relevant so a future reader or researcher can find
the original sources and thereby validate (or question) the author’s
claims and perhaps build upon that research in advancing scholarship or improving knowledge. “Any paper based on the writings of
others should acknowledge the sources used. Not only is it common
courtesy and honesty to give credit where credit is due, but it is a sign
of scrupulousness to tell the source of a statement, so that a reader
can judge for himself the evidence it is based on.”10 Modern historians must “perform two complementary tasks. They must examine
all the sources relevant to the solution of a problem and construct a
new narrative or argument from them. The footnote proves that both
tasks have been carried out.”11 The Chicago Manual of Style reminds
us: “Ethics, copyright laws, and courtesy to readers require authors to
identify the sources of direct quotations and of any facts or opinions
not generally known or easily checked.”12 Andy Guess, in an article
evaluating the use and accuracy of footnotes, explains: “Theoretically,
scholarly references serve a dual purpose: They indicate an author’s
Nibley: Bibliography and Register,” in By Study and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of
Hugh W. Nibley on the Occasion of His Eightieth Birthday, 27 March 1990, ed. John
M. Lundquist and Stephen D. Ricks (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990),
1:lxxi–lxxiii; Kent P. Jackson, review of Leaving the Saints: How I Lost the Mormons and
Found My Faith, by Martha Beck, FARMS Review 17/1 (2005): 107–22; Boyd J. Petersen,
“Response to Leaving the Saints,” FARMS Review 17/2 (2005): 217–51, citing e-mail correspondence from Todd Compton, Glen Cooper, John Gee, William Hamblin, and Stephen
Ricks; Robert L. Millet, “‘They Leave It, but They Can’t Leave It Alone’: The Memoir of a
Disaffected Mormon,” Books & Culture 11/4 (July–August 2005): 33.
10. Porter G. Perrin, Writer’s Guide and Index to English, 4th ed. (Chicago: Scott,
Foresman, 1965), 438.
11. Anthony Grafton, The Footnote: A Curious History (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1997), 4–5.
12. Chicago Manual of Style, 15th ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003),
16.1. This volume is the publishing industry’s standard.
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familiarity with established literature and assign credit to previous
work, while from the other direction many would argue they signal
a paper’s relevance and standing within a discipline.”13 Since scholarly publications are intended to build upon previous knowledge
and findings, it is incumbent on academic authors to provide references to works they quote or consult. This is all part of the system in
which scholars present their findings to see if their conclusions will be
accepted, rejected, or adapted.
Accuracy of Footnotes in General
Guess, acknowledging that citations are “far from perfect,”
notes that “researchers tend to cite papers that support their conclusions and downplay or ignore work that calls them into question. . . . Maybe they overlook research written in other languages,
or aren’t familiar with relevant work in a related but different field,
or spelled an author’s name wrong, or listed the wrong journal.”14
Guess refers to work by Malcolm Wright and Scott Armstrong,
who divided problem citations into two categories: “incorrect references” and “quotation errors.” Looking at the medical field, they
determined of the former type that “31 percent of the references in
public health journals contained errors, and three percent of these
were so severe that the referenced material could not be located”;
they also cited studies that “42 percent of references in dental journals were inaccurate—30 percent of these were major errors, such
as incorrect journal titles, article titles, or authors”—and that other
medical journals had 32 to 67 percent error rates. “This problem is
serious even for the most prestigious journals.”15 This seems to be
the sort of botched citation that Huggins is not particularly concerned with in Nibley’s works.
13. Andy Guess, “Cite Check,” Inside Higher Ed, 8 July 2008, www.insidehighered
.com/news/2008/07/08/citation (accessed 8 September 2008). My thanks to John Gee for
leading me to this Web site and related information.
14. Andy Guess, “Cite Check.”
15. Malcolm Wright and J. Scott Armstrong, “The Ombudsman: Verification of
Citations: Fawlty Towers of Knowledge?” Interfaces 38/2 (2008): 126.
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But, as Wright and Armstrong correctly recognize, “more serious
. . . are articles that incorrectly quote a cited paper or, as the authors
put it, ‘misreport findings.’”16 They detail this second type of problem in this same study: “authors’ descriptions of previous studies in
public health journals differed from the original copy in 30 percent
of references; half of these descriptions were unrelated to the quoting
authors’ contentions.”17 Wright and Armstrong believe their findings
in health literature reflect problems in other scientific fields, and this
misreporting is the type that Huggins takes issue with Nibley on.
Generally speaking, authors retain ultimate responsibility for
their citations. Regarding footnote accuracy, I find such statements as
“Please check every footnote to ensure substantive and technical accuracy. Any statement of fact or law should have a footnote.”18 “Confirm
that the list of references has been checked carefully for accuracy
and that each of the references has been read by at least one of the
authors.”19 “Manuscripts will not be accepted for publication unless
all footnotes and citations are in compliance with a Uniform System
of Citation, 18th edition. The author is responsible for compliance
with this system of citation and footnote accuracy.”20 And even our
own style guide for the FARMS Review asks the author to sign the following statement: “I have verified the accuracy of all quotations from
other sources (including scriptures) that I have cited in my review.” I
must admit, however, that having our authors sign such a statement
does not relieve them of the responsibility of providing photocopies
of their sources for us so we can check their citations carefully. Many,
if not most, publishing houses no longer have the resources to provide source-checking services; at the Maxwell Institute, however, we
feel strongly that checking the notes of our publications is something
16. Andy Guess, “Cite Check,” citing Wright and Armstrong, “Verification of Citations,” 126.
17. Wright and Armstrong, “Verification of Citations,” 126.
18. See www.usfca.edu/org/mlj/submissions/index.html for Maritime Law Journal
submissions (accessed 8 September 2008).
19. Andy Guess, “Cite Check.”
20. See www.blackwellpublishing.com/submit.asp?ref=0896-5811 for Journal of
Legal Studies Education submissions (accessed 8 September 2008).
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we owe to our readers (and our authors). And, yes, most submissions
include errors of varying degrees of seriousness, despite the authors’
claims of having verified their citations.
Clearly, these statements placing the responsibility with the authors
reflect the ideal world. Anyone who has even briefly checked the notes
of submitted papers has usually muttered (or worse) about authors who
can’t seem to get it right. Here is a rather amusing comment from a
librarian (at a theological seminary, no less) about citation inaccuracy:
Librarians’ job security grows with citation inaccuracy,
for their expertise, tools, and experience-informed hunches
can yield results when people need to catch and correct errors,
enhance impoverished citations, or identify and locate misquoted, badly cited, and/or elusive sources. At the same time,
a librarian’s keen frustration is the inaccurate citation that
impedes direct retrieval or interlibrary loan. Usually the citation
itself is the problem, not an error by the person seeking help.21
As an editor myself, I identify with the sentiments of this
copyeditor:
Anyone who has spent any time copyediting scholarly manuscripts . . . would not be surprised at all by this information
about the high rate of incorrect citation. At first, as a beginning
editor, I was appalled to find so many mistakes in the footnotes
of senior scholars. . . . Who knows how many scholars have
been spared from embarrassment by their copyeditors working
quietly behind the scenes to repair their flawed writings?22
An Egregious Example of Misusing Sources
I have recently become aware of a published book—Michael A.
Bellesiles’s Arming America: The Origins of a National Gun Culture—
21. James Pakala, library director at Covenant Theological Seminary, 8 July 2008, at
www.insidehighered.com/news/2008/07/08/citation (accessed 8 September 2008).
22. Sandy Thatcher, director, Penn State University Press, 8 July 2008, at www.insidehighered.com/news/2008/07/08/citation (accessed 8 September 2008).
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that was awarded the Bancroft Prize in history in 2001. However,
because other scholars and independent researchers showed Bellesiles’s
research to be inaccurate or even fraudulent, the award was rescinded
in 2002 (the only time this has ever happened) and Bellesiles resigned
from a tenured position at Emory University.23
One of Bellesiles’s early critics, Clayton E. Cramer, noted vast
differences between the author’s conclusions and the literature he
was familiar with on a similar topic from that time period. At first,
Cramer graciously proposed various explanations to account for the
differences: perhaps the sources reflected different regions of America;
perhaps Bellesiles relied more on official sources and government
documents; perhaps he began with a different set of assumptions—
but then Cramer began to find “glaring discrepancies” between
Bellesiles’s “claims and what his sources actually said” and “incorrect
quotations—and consistently incorrect in a direction that supported
his thesis—never the other direction.” He “found quotations taken
so severely out of context that Bellesiles’ use of them had completely
inverted the author’s meaning” and “that his representations of unambiguous primary and secondary sources were often completely the
reverse of what they actually said.”24
Ultimately, Cramer concluded that “the sources that Bellesiles
cites . . . never support [his claim], and usually directly contradict it.
In many cases, the most charitable assumption that can be made is
that Bellesiles copied citations out of secondary works regarding gunpowder storage without bothering to check to see if they applied to
firearms.”25 He said it was possible to “pick a page, any page” and find
severe errors, “sometimes with the very first footnote. . . . It would
appear that many of America’s most prominent historians assumed
23. An account of this affair is found in Peter C. Hoffer, Past Imperfect: Facts, Fictions,
Fraud—American History from Bancroft and Parkman to Ambrose, Bellesiles, Ellis, and
Goodwin (New York: Public Affairs, 2004), 141–71 (“Falsification: The Case of Michael
Bellesiles).
24. Clayton E. Cramer, “Why Footnotes Matter: Checking Arming America’s
Claims,” Plagiary: Cross-Disciplinary Studies in Plagiarism, Fabrication, and Falsification
1/11 (2006): 2.
25. Cramer, “Why Footnotes Matter,” 7.
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that if Professor Bellesiles made an astonishing factual claim, well, he
must have looked it up, because Arming America is full of endnotes
and an impressive sea of citations.”26
Part of the concern over this widely publicized book and its subsequent disgrace arose because of its political implications—gun lobbyists had long claimed that weapons served an important part in colonial life, whereas Bellesiles was attempting to prove just the opposite.27
The reason I bring this incident up is to illustrate that Huggins seems
to echo many of the arguments used against Bellesiles’s book to decry
Nibley’s work. Even so, I don’t believe that Huggins is willing to pour
the baby out with the bathwater—I don’t believe he is proposing that
nothing Nibley has written has merit.
Accuracy of Nibley’s Notes
What this boils down to is the accuracy of Nibley’s notes on two
levels: the botched, incomplete citations and the misrepresentations.
Perhaps here would be an appropriate place to review the sourcechecking process that has been used in attempting to verify Nibley’s
notes.28 According to John W. Welch, who has been instrumental
in the conception and publishing of the Collected Works of Hugh
Nibley:
26. Cramer, “Why Footnotes Matter,” 19–20. Another historical controversy of the
1980s involved the accusation that David Abraham had engaged in scholarship that
“was not just deficient but fraudulent” in his book The Collapse of the Weimar Republic:
Political Economy and Crisis (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981). Peter Novick
details the events of this story in That Noble Dream: The “Objectivity Question” and the
American Historical Profession (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 612–21,
quotation on p. 613. Abraham admitted to having committed careless errors but showed
that “his argument was sustained at least as well by the corrected as by the original versions.” Empiricists were infuriated that this demonstrated “the relative autonomy of the
argument from details of the evidence” (Novick, That Noble Dream, 616–17).
27. For a recent example of a professor/political activist being fired, check details on
the University of Colorado’s Ward Churchill, who was accused of “research misconduct,
including plagiarism, fabrication, and falsification”; see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ward_
Churchill_misconduct_issues (accessed 23 September 2008).
28. See the appendix to this article, pp. 289–91, to review what various introductions
to individual volumes in the Collected Works have said on the matter of source checking
and note accuracy.
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We assigned editors to begin working on each of the first
ten volumes. One of the most important functions was to
source check all of Nibley’s quotes and footnotes. To do this,
each editor made use of a large team of source checkers, who
became known as the “Collected Workers of Hugh Nibley,”
wearing a t-shirt with that name.29 Many of the source checkers were volunteers, but the mainstay of the source-checking
effort were people who were hired as BYU students or friends
of FARMS. . . . We were able to move expeditiously to put
together a large temporary team, and between 1984 and 1989
we brought out nine volumes of the Collected Works, an
unprecedented publishing feat.30
In 1988, Fran Clark joined the project to assist in transcribing,
organizing, and managing the electronic versions of the materials, a
massive task; Welch considers her arrival an answer to prayer. Clark
also worked closely with Nibley himself as he made dictations for the
(still) long-awaited One Eternal Round. As one of Clark’s 1988 journal
entries reveals, Nibley wasn’t always the easiest person to work with:
In time, I learned that if I wanted to make a change (one
I knew would later need to be fixed), I would do it without
consulting him. If it were one he needed to correct—like sentence form or a necessary footnote—I’d say, “I think we need
a reference here,” or “I think I’ve made a mistake.” That way,
he was still in charge, which he had to make clear to me from
day one. After that was settled, he relaxed and we worked well
together.31
29. I hesitate to begin naming names, for surely some will be left out, but some of
the Collected Workers were Glen Cooper, James Fleugel (now deceased), John Gee,
Fran Clark (Hafen), Andrew Hedges, Gary Keeley, Jill Keeley, Darrell Matthews, Daniel
McKinlay, Janet McNeely, Brent McNeely, Tyler Moulton, Shirley Ricks, Stephen Ricks,
Matthew Roper, Morgan Tanner, James Tredway, and John Welch. I should also mention
here that Phyllis Nibley, Hugh’s wife, always reads the manuscripts and makes excellent
suggestions before they are published.
30. John W. Welch, e-mail correspondence, 11 August 2008.
31. Fran Clark (Hafen), journal entry, 7 August 1988, 1.
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About this time James V. Tredway was asked to track the progress
of each volume and keep the project moving along.32 He relates in
remarkable detail some of his experiences in source checking Nibley
materials, which recollections also reveal interesting insights into
Nibley the man:
Once in a while I would get stuck with a recalcitrant footnote that no one else could find and then it was my responsibility to approach Dr. Nibley about its citation information,
which I can honestly say he loathed. He would say to me every
once in a while that I did not have to footnote everything, but
then when he was working on something new he would sometimes stop by Ancient Studies and ask me where a particular
citation was located; . . . he wanted to have it right.
On another occasion when Matt Roper and I were sourcing
his four Ensign articles on the atonement, . . . we came across an
essential quote that neither of us could find, so with some fear
and trepidation we proceeded to Nibley’s little green house. I
knocked on the door, and he answered. I asked him where that
quote was from, and he said, “Any fool knows where that quote
is from!” Taken aback a bit by his abrasiveness and not knowing
what else to say, I said, “Well I must not be a fool ’cause I can’t
find it.” That stopped him dead in his tracks, and he grabbed
the manuscript and went back into the house in a huff.
We stood there for what seemed like an eternity while we
could hear papers rattling and books coming out of his bedside library tossed here and there, and there was a continuous
angry mumbling that played in the background like a cello.
Finally, he returned to the door more sheepishly than I had
ever seen him and said he couldn’t find it and would have to get
back to us. Matt and I were biting our lips by then. I reminded
Nibley that we needed it by the weekend. Before the weekend
32. According to Glen Cooper, personal communication, 8 October 2008, 3, “James
Tredway played a key role as the coordinating editor for a number of volumes for several
years. The work would never have been finished without his bull-headed dedication to the
project and his cantankerous determination.”
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was upon us, the manuscript appeared with the new citation
inserted. Matt and I rushed to the stacks to check, and sure
enough, it was exact. We were flabbergasted, thinking that he
would not be able to find such a quote, but he did.33
This experience demonstrates a couple of facts: When Nibley was alive,
source checkers used every avenue possible to solve a citation problem by themselves, but if they still couldn’t resolve the issues, they did
approach Nibley, who begrudgingly (because it took him away from
whatever he was concentrating on at the moment) directed them to
the source. Phyllis Nibley reports that her husband worried a lot about
his notes and was quite meticulous in formulating them.34
One of the team of source checkers, Janet Carpenter, gives her
recollection of the process:
I can say that I can personally vouch for the accuracy of
the footnotes. We went through with a fine-tooth comb and
verified everything. I remember as we would wrap up a book,
there would be some we couldn’t find that then would be dealt
with, but the number of problems was minuscule compared
to the volume that we did find. Nibley’s accuracy was amazing. When we couldn’t find something, it was always our fault
or a typist’s problem in the original manuscript.35
Mistakes were not always attributable to Nibley, the typists, or the
source checkers. Sometimes editors or publishers seemed to introduce
errors in the notes, as well as in the text. Tredway continues:36
33. James V. Tredway, personal communication, 11 August 2008, 6–7.
34. Phyllis Nibley, personal conversation with Shirley Ricks, 11 September 2008.
35. Janet Carpenter (Hovorka), e-mail correspondence, 16 October 2008. She goes on
to say: “You have to remember the amazing part of this is that it was pre-internet and predatabase. I remember Tyler Moulton and Andrew Hedges slogging for months through
the Journal of Discourses for Brother Brigham Challenges the Saints. It wasn’t very long
before you could just type a search on that into a database. But back then you couldn’t.
And of course when Nibley wrote it, you couldn’t do anything of the sort. That is what is
so amazing. Brother Nibley amassed and congealed the research. We had a tough time
just following it.”
36. John Gee relates two amusing stories about the mistakes that editors have made
with Nibley’s materials. “The first was the editors at the Ensign who, in dealing with
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When we got to doing Tinkling Symbols and Sounding
Brass, it turned out to be very problematic as many of the citations appeared to be wrong. So Matt and I went to Church
headquarters and xeroxed every anti-Mormon book that
Nibley cited. We brought that mass of manuscripts home
and began the daunting task of searching through all those
books for every single quote, going page by page. . . . Thanks
to Matt’s incredible patience and industry, we were able to
locate every single quote and in doing so we discovered that
all the citations were actually there, but they were jumbled.37
Apparently the editor had mixed them all up somehow, and
when the galleys came I guess Hugh never checked to see if
they were kept intact, but rather focused only on the text. I
also learned pretty quickly that Hugh did not like editors at
all. They were forever making little changes that altered his
point without realizing what they had done.38
Additionally, in some of Nibley’s works, few or no references were
given. Source checkers, if they were unable to find the quotations,
would sometimes take off the quotation marks and supply a reference
that seemed to cover the same territory.39 These manufactured notes
Nibley’s piece ‘A Strange Thing in the Land,’ ran across reference to the book of 1 Jeu
and changed it to 1 Jew. The other one is a typist who accidentally changed a word that
she was unfamiliar with. Nibley stated that ‘there is no eschatology without protology,’
which was changed by the typist to ‘there is no eschatology without proctology’; this was
amusingly corrupted further as ‘there is no scatology without proctology.’” Gee, personal
communication, 3 October 2008.
37. According to Matthew Roper, “When I started checking the footnotes for
Mythmakers and Sounding Brass it seemed that about half of the references were incorrect. Upon investigating, however, I found that in most cases the footnotes had either the
correct page number with the wrong title or the correct title with the wrong page number.
Before the updated volume was published, we had been able to correct all but about 2
percent of the references. This exercise, which I enjoyed very much, suggested to me that
Nibley had read through the sources but had been in somewhat of a hurry. Having spent
a lot of time reading and rereading and scouring the words of Ann Eliza, I gained a better
appreciation for Nibley’s wit and humor as well as the patience of Brigham Young.”
38. Tredway, personal communication, 11 August 2008, 7–8.
39. Cooper discusses one of the rules the source checkers developed: “If we searched
for a note or quotation and could not find it after a reasonable length of time, we agreed
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may have been inadequate compared to what Nibley himself might
have provided (had he been persuaded to revisit an earlier project).40
In the following comment, Tredway mentions the (in)famous
Nibley pencil marks in books that source checkers were always
delighted to find (that meant they had found the very book Nibley had
used, which made it easier to locate and verify the quotations). Nibley
often penciled little notations in the margins to emphasize a point (his
notes could be pictures, shorthand symbols, or words and phrases in
any number of languages)—library patrons would be in big trouble
today if they indulged in this habit. Tredway relates:
As far as the thousands upon thousands of footnotes that
we checked, I remember no glaring errors. . . .
. . . I was amazed at the accuracy of his transcriptions as
we checked the sources against them. . . . I can’t imagine how
he read so widely because there were Nibley tracks (notations)
in so many books in the Harold B. Lee Library that it seemed
no one could have read that much, and that was only one
library. When I went to Berkeley to find some of his sources,
I found Nibley tracks scattered all over there too. It had been
rumored that he started on the first floor and went through
every book of interest to him all the way to the top floor of
the library, which was many floors (maybe as many as nine).41
And we got books through Interlibrary Loan from Harvard,
Princeton, Stanford, and a bunch of other universities with
those same tracks. To think that he typed each quote by hand
on a card with that old manual typewriter and indexed them
without any computer was mind boggling.42
to give up and simply remove the quotation marks and the footnote. But in my experience
this was rare. . . . With a bit of sleuthing, the correct reference could be found.” Cooper,
personal communication, 8 October 2008, 2, 1.
40. Thanks to James Tredway for reminding me of this issue.
41. See Hugh Nibley’s description of this phenomenon in “An Intellectual Auto
biography,” in Eloquent Witness: Nibley on Himself, Others, and the Temple (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 2008), 12.
42. Tredway, personal communication, 11 August 2008, 8–9.
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Here we have one clue why some of Nibley’s citations may have been
inaccurate—he read extremely widely and took notes on three-by-fiveinch index cards without the benefit of modern computers or copy
machines. Anyone making that volume of notes by hand is bound to
make some mistakes. Tyler Moulton, one of the Collected Workers,
reports on his experience in source checking Nibley footnotes:
Having spent hundreds of hours poring over thousands
of Nibley’s footnotes, I will agree that Nibley was at times
sloppy. His legendary methodology of keeping his research
notes on 3 x 5 cards in shoeboxes did not always lend itself to
absolute accuracy—either in context or reference. In Brother
Brigham Challenges the Saints, for example, Nibley made frequent use of the Journal of Discourses, among other sources.
Andy Hedges and I were tasked with tracking down as many
of the remaining “mystery footnotes” from this volume as we
could. Our methodology was to work through every variation
of the given footnote numbers until we stumbled upon the
source, and in almost every instance we eventually found the
correct combination. Far from being an example of fabricating sources, the frequent transposition of numbers caused me
to occasionally joke about Nibley’s apparent dyslexia.43
Tredway relates that when he was having difficulty locating some of
the sources for “Paths That Stray,”44 he went in desperation to Nibley’s
house, where he was taken upstairs and shown a huge cardboard box
filled with scraps of articles. He found “in that box every single quote
and every single citation for the entire manuscript. Not a single one of
them was misquoted, out of context, or inappropriately cited.”45
I will include here one more reminiscence from Tredway, which
reveals that what may seem at first to be inaccurate actually turns out
to be correct:
43. Tyler Moulton, personal communication, 25 September 2008, 1. The difficulty in
locating these sources would have been circumvented with current Internet technology.
44. Hugh Nibley, “Paths That Stray: Some Notes on Sophic and Mantic,” in The Ancient
State: The Rulers and the Ruled (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1991), 380–478.
45. Tredway, personal communication, 11 August 2008, 9–10.
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A group of us researchers used to try to find something that
Hugh was off base on. It was kind of a game we played to make
the time pass. On one occasion we found something—I think
it was in the Pearl of Great Price articles, a Masonic symbol
as I recall—and we were sure Hugh had got his description all
wrong. We set out to find everything we could on that topic.
After much work, to our surprise and chagrin it turned out he
was right on target and we were dead wrong. And this happened over and over, and after some time it became the rule
not to prejudge Nibley before you had done your homework
because he turned over every rock on the stream bed before
he put pen to paper.46
John Gee relates a similar experience in discovering Nibley’s
uncanny accuracy:
Nibley, in a throwaway line, compared an Egyptian text with
a passage in the Talmud about alabaster.47 When I checked
the given source, I thought that although the source said what
Nibley said it said, that Nibley was guilty of free association.
Doing research for a graduate seminar that focused on the
same passage in the Talmud, I discovered that there was actually a rather bizarre connection between the two passages,
which I discuss in my article “The Keeper of the Gate.”48
Charge of Fabricated Notes
Those of us who have spent hours tracking down Nibley sources
have become firmly convinced that nothing was made up or fabricated. Even if we were ultimately unable to find a quotation, we always
knew it existed somewhere. Sometimes we serendipitously ran across
46. Tredway, personal communication, 11 August 2008, 10.
47. Hugh Nibley, The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri: An Egyptian Endowment,
2nd ed. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 2005), 201.
48. Gee, personal communication, 3 October 2008; see John Gee, “The Keeper of the
Gate,” in The Temple in Time and Eternity, ed. Donald W. Parry and Stephen D. Ricks
(Provo, UT: FARMS, 1999), 235.
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something that solved a different problem than the one we were
researching. Gee recalls:
I think all the source checkers have stories like this. Some
of the problems were not Nibley’s fault. I remember discovering a recalcitrant source that was cited dozens of times but
which we could not find in the library (Urk. VI). I was looking for another book in the stacks when a book caught my
eye. Pulling it out and looking at it, I discovered that it was
the long-lost source. The library had rebound the book and
mislabeled it on the cover and the spine. Nibley had dutifully
written the correct bibliography in pencil inside the cover.
Another time, we looked everywhere for weeks for
Georgius Cedrenus and Georgius Syncellus without any luck.
On a whim, we looked in the card catalog under “George” and
found that the library had two copies of both authors within
ten feet of where we were working.49
No, Nibley did not fabricate his notes! According to Welch,
Many people also continued to parrot mindlessly the
unfounded criticism that Nibley’s footnotes were all made up
or were not reliable. Our source checkers, quite to the contrary, found Nibley’s sources were, for the most part, very
insightfully interpreted and accurately reflected. Many of the
footnotes were cryptic and incomplete and so a lot of work
was required to make them clear, but to an informed, intelligent reader even the early citations should have been comprehensible and seen as credible.50
Gee reaffirmed this claim in an e-mail correspondence to Huggins:
I still stand by [my] two statements [made earlier] . . . : “I
have never seen any case where Hugh Nibley ever fabricated
or made up a source. After looking up thousands of citations,
49. Gee, personal communication, 3 October 2008.
50. Welch, e-mail correspondence, 11 August 2008.
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I have seen him make just about every mistake I think one
could make, but I have never seen him make up anything.”
“In no case could I determine that any of the errors in the
footnotes were intentional or that any of the footnotes were
fabrications.”51
Moulton asserts that when he was working on the article “Science
Fiction and the Gospel,” several source checkers had been unable to
locate Nibley’s sources (after all, this was given as a talk and probably
didn’t have fleshed-out footnotes).
For days I searched in vain for any evidence of the referenced authors or titles. (This was in the dark era before
the Internet.) In a couple of instances I had found stories
resembling Nibley’s descriptions, but neither author nor title
matched. Not knowing what else to do, I substituted the references I discovered for those given by Nibley. But in most cases
I could find nothing. I was about ready to give up and turn the
manuscript back in when, late one night while perusing the
stacks in the HBLL, I randomly stumbled upon an anthology
of science fiction pieces bearing Nibley’s telltale shorthand
scratchings in the margins. A quick perusal confirmed that
many of the authors and titles I had been searching for were
indeed there, and similar anthologies (with similar chicken
scratches) uncovered the rest. (I discovered that the stories
I had encountered previously were indeed the stories Nibley
had referenced, but as was common at the time, they had been
republished in different places under different pseudonyms
and titles.)52
Moulton makes a good point that “some of the blame for inadequate
or misleading references must fall to us—the compilers, editors, and
source checkers—since it was well known at the time that in a great
51. John Gee, e-mail correspondence to Ronald Huggins, 12 July 2006, referring to
statements of John Gee, e-mail correspondence to Boyd Petersen, 14 March 2005 and 13
January 2005 (p. 20).
52. Moulton, personal communication, 25 September 2008, 1–2.
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many cases Nibley agreed only grudgingly and after serious protestation to the publication of much of this work”—in other words, he
hadn’t written it with publication in mind. Perhaps “what we prepared
for general scholarly consumption was, in more than a few instances,
originally intended only as his latest musings for informal gatherings.
Our insistence on making as much as possible of Nibley’s work available has perhaps brought on the unintended consequence of weakening the perception of his scholarship.”53
For example, Nibley never intended for the book Approaching
Zion to be published.54 Tredway gathered up the various articles and
proposed it as a book to Stephen Ricks, who subsequently sold John
Welch on the idea. Nibley was not fond of that book when it came out
because it was a collection of talks and not as scholarly as some of his
writing—he apparently told his Book of Mormon students not to buy
it. However, it subsequently became a bestseller. A book that he never
wanted published has reportedly changed the lives of countless individuals, while no one has made that claim about his scholarly work in
the Ancient State.
In one recent volume of the Collected Works of Hugh Nibley, we
were faced with the situation of adapting Nibley’s class notes from the
fifties into a book form. We published Apostles and Bishops in Early
Christianity in 2005 with over seventy notes saying tersely, “Source
unidentified.” However, Douglas F. Salmon, working on his own initiative, has located over 60 percent of those sources.55 To reiterate,
Nibley does not fake his sources.
This brings me back to the question posed on the FAIR Web site:
“I’ve heard that Hugh Nibley really just faked or distorted most of
his footnotes. Is there any truth to this?” The summary response
given here says: “There is no question but that Hugh Nibley was an
absolutely brilliant scholar. He was also very creative and sometimes
53. Moulton, personal communication, 25 September 2008, 2. Cooper, personal
communication, 8 October 2008, 2, corroborates this view: “I heard Hugh many times
complain that FARMS had published something of his that embarrassed him because it
represented an earlier perspective that he had surpassed in his scholarly growth.”
54. Hugh Nibley, Approaching Zion (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1989).
55. Douglas F. Salmon, letters to John W. Welch, 22 March 2005 and 15 January 2008.
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overaggressive in his use of sources, and sometimes he was wrong
about things, as are all scholars and indeed all human beings. But the
notion that he just made up his footnotes is simply ridiculous.”56 The
full response includes quotations from a source checker (anonymous),
Boyd J. Petersen (Nibley’s son-in-law and biographer), Kent P. Jackson
(who offered a less-than-positive critique of volume 1 of the Collected
Works), and John Gee (who, along with Stephen Ricks, “has probably
checked as many or more of Nibley’s footnotes than anyone alive”).
Gee’s conclusion is that “the vast majority of his footnotes are correct
and that only a few are questioned; even fewer would be seen as questionable. . . . Those of us checking footnotes spent more of our time
dealing with problems (a correct footnote takes only a minute or so
to check, while fixing a problem may take hours), and that makes us
inclined to vastly overestimate the number of problems.”57
Charge of Misrepresentation
The grievance that Nibley misrepresented his sources or took
things out of context must be examined.58 Because of Nibley’s wide
56. See “Hugh Nibley/Footnotes,” especially all the footnotes that lead to other sources.
57. See John Gee, “Hugh Nibley/Footnotes,” personal communication to FAIR wiki editors, 10 August 2007. Louis Midgley addresses this topic in this issue of the FARMS Review, p.
296, in his review of Eloquent Witness, by Nibley. “There is also a tall tale being circulated that
has become a favorite of one sectarian anti-Mormon zealot. His argument is that Nibley both
roundly distorted the sources he cited and faked his footnotes. . . . I did the source and quotation checking on two of his more complicated essays [“Beyond Politics” and “Treasures in the
Heavens”], and I was eventually able to track everything down. The many problems I had finding the sources he cited, I discovered, were the result of my own ignorance. And whatever tiny
mistakes I found were either transpositions of page numbers or the obvious result of his having
relied on his shorthand notes. This is not, of course, to say that I would put exactly the same
spin on all the passages he cited or quoted. But my mastery of the languages and literature he
consulted and cited is at best rudimentary. Of course, Nibley got some things wrong. And, of
course, subsequent LDS scholarship has not always supported some of his hunches. That is to
be expected. It happens to everyone who ventures away from routine, safe paths. It is time that
critics cease attacking the man and deal, instead, with relevant substantive issues. When some
of Nibley’s critics have tried to do this, they have floundered at times because they lack his command of the relevant languages and cannot match the scope of his learning.”
58. Nibley seems to be in good company here. Regarding his translation of the Bible
into German, Martin Luther was “charged by the enemies of truth that the text has been
modified and even falsified in many places.” In response, Luther wrote an open letter on
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background reading, I believe that he grasped the big picture and could
interpret things in ways that unsettled some of his readers who may
have been unaware of the context in which he wrote. Again, Tredway
renders an opinion:
It seems a bit ironic to me that they would accuse Nibley of
taking things out of context when in many cases such a context did not even exist when he wrote them. Conversely, having said that, I am also not so sure that those so-called scraps
of ideas that seem to be found all over the world are in fact not
related. I think it remains to be seen just how related they turn
out to be. We are constantly finding new connections that we
did not know existed yesterday and if Nibley had any gift at all
it was an uncanny ability to see connections or trends where
most saw nothing but chaos.59
Don Norton, who has edited much of Nibley’s writings, questions
whether Huggins recognizes a proportion between what Nibley got
wrong versus what he got right:
Huggins notes what he thinks are liberties with sources,
but fails to acknowledge where and how overwhelmingly
often Nibley was right. He glibly sets up some sweeping (and
very questionable) allegations, offers a few examples, and then
alleges these are but a drop in the bucket to Nibley’s offenses.
Few scholars could survive such shabby treatment, certainly
not Huggins himself.60
translation in which he makes such statements as “If I, Dr. Luther, had expected that all
the papists together were capable of translating even one chapter of Scripture correctly
and well into German, I would have gathered up enough humility to ask for their aid and
assistance. . . . However, because I knew . . . that not one of them knows how to translate
or speak German, I spared them and myself the trouble. . . . I know quite well how much
skill, hard work, sense and brains are needed for a good translation.” Martin Luther, “Ein
Sendbrief D. M. Luthers. Von Dolmetschen und Fürbit der Heiligenn,” in Dr. Martin
Luthers Werke (Weimar: Böhlhaus, 1909), 30.2.632–46, available online at www.bibleresearcher.com/luther01.html (accessed 7 October 2008).
59. Tredway, personal communication, 11 August 2008, 10–11.
60. Don Norton, personal communication, 13 August 2008, 2. It might be informative to check the footnotes to one of Huggins’s own articles, perhaps even the one under
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Michael Rhodes, who is currently preparing Nibley’s One Eternal Round
manuscript for publication, echoes Norton’s thoughts: “My experience
in checking on thousands of Nibley’s footnotes is that more than 90%
of the time he is completely accurate. In the remaining cases, for the
most part, there is some trivial discrepancy. In rare cases, he does get it
wrong. He was, after all, human like the rest of us and could make mistakes. What is impressive is that his mistakes are so few.”61
Glen Cooper, one of the Collected Workers, describes his experience in checking Nibley’s notes:
I have had extensive experience checking Nibley’s footnote
references in the Graeco-Roman classics and church fathers. . . .
. . . I never found anything that indicated less than integrity on Hugh’s part in reporting others’ work, or in attributing sources. In fact, I was always impressed by his sincerity
in his use of sources, as well as the strength and conviction
of his testimony of the gospel and church. . . . If he had a fault
as a scholar, perhaps it was haste and impatience. He was the
genius with the vision; the work of other scholars had to be
accounted for—that is the scholar’s responsibility after all.62
(Mis)translations
Huggins contends that Nibley manipulates translations to his own
needs, adding things that don’t exist in the Greek63 or creating translations that differ from those of other experts. In his article, Huggins
focuses on translations of early Christian documents, which approach
makes sense, since that is his field of expertise.64 Nibley’s reading and
review.
61. Michael Rhodes, e-mail correspondence, 8 August 2008.
62. Cooper, personal communication, 8 October 2008, 1. (As an undergraduate,
Cooper earned national awards in Greek translation and Latin composition.)
63. On adding a word in German that wasn’t in the original, Luther explains that
“it conveys the sense of the text—if the translation is to be clear and vigorous, it belongs
there.” Luther, “Ein Sendbrief D. M. Luthers.”
64. Even so it is not apparent that Huggins’s readings of the primary sources in the
original language is as extensive as Nibley’s. Huggins criticizes an unusual translation
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writings, however, extend over a much wider range than this narrow
area. Evangelical scholars Carl Mosser and Paul Owen concede that
whatever one may think about Nibley’s conclusions, the breadth
of learning displayed in these lectures [that ultimately appeared
in The World and the Prophets, CWHN 3] is intimidating. In
them he discusses hundreds of texts from Papias, Clement,
Ignatius, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Athanasius,
Augustine, and Chrysostom (among others). In classic Nibley
style, all references are personally translated from Greek
and Latin originals; rarely are translations listed for modern
German, French, or Italian works.65
Huggins, in developing his case against Nibley’s interpretations,
always seems to cite the translations of others in comparison to
Nibley’s and never seems confident enough to translate the primary
sources himself.66 In defending himself and his translation of the
Bible, Martin Luther puts things in perspective:
Yet why should I be concerned about their ranting and
raving? I will not stop them from translating as they want.
But I too shall translate, not as they please but as I please.
And whoever does not like it can just ignore it and keep his
of a Greek phrase by Gee because he was using a different sense of the word than other
commentators or than what one might find in a New Testament Greek dictionary (p. 11 n.
14). Huggins does not translate the phrase independently. He seems to ignore the fact that
Gee knew it was an unusual translation and explained his reasoning. Is not scholarship
presenting one’s point of view and then defending it?
65. See Carl Mosser and Paul Owen, “Mormon Scholarship, Apologetics, and
Evangelical Neglect: Losing the Battle and Not Knowing It?” Trinity Journal, n.s., 19/2
(1998): 196. My thanks to Tredway for reminding me of this source.
66. I am unaware of the languages Huggins may have studied or of what level of competence he may have achieved in them (he does mention having taught Latin in private
Christian schools), but he seems unwilling (or unable) to translate these passages for
himself (see note 58 above). I would think that demonstrating a personal knowledge of
the languages would be essential in making his arguments. Why did Huggins select the
translations he did? “Do they better explain the meaning or experiences of the people of
that time when compared to Nibley’s translation? Translation is a fluid conversion of one
culture to another and is done with many factors in mind.” James V. Tredway, e-mail correspondence, 24 September 2008.
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criticism to himself, for I will neither look at nor listen to it.
They do not have to answer for my translation or bear any
responsibility for it.67
So when Huggins turns to a consensus of experts, does that
establish a claim, or is it possible that “Nibley actually got it right in
contradiction to all the experts”?68 Moulton relates an experience in
checking one of Nibley’s translations:
I will say that in the one instance in which I had the responsibility to check a translation in a language in which I had
personal expertise (Spanish)—a language, moreover, that
Nibley had little experience with—I was surprised by his
translation. I began by consulting the original and making
my own translation, then compared what I had come up with
against Nibley’s. They were wildly different. But as I went back
through it carefully, it quickly became apparent that Nibley’s
understanding of Spanish nuance (based, I assume, on his
command of Latin) far exceeded my own, and his translation,
while unconventional, was far superior to my own, capturing
far more accurately both the tone and the meaning of the
original. From my perspective, Nibley’s skills in translation
were nothing short of prodigious.69
In addition to the possibility that Nibley was a genius with languages, let’s examine some additional potential reasons Nibley’s translations may differ from those of others.
• Nibley is using a more ancient and therefore more accurate
text to translate from.
67. Luther, “Ein Sendbrief D. M. Luthers.” He continues: “I have learned by experience what an art and what a task translating is, so I will not tolerate some papal donkey
or mule acting as my judge or critic. They have not tried it. If anyone does not like my
translations, he can ignore it. . . . If it needs to be criticized, I will do it myself. If I do not
do it, then let them leave my translations in peace. Each of them can do a translation for
himself that suits him—what do I care?” I have a feeling Luther and Nibley would get
along well together.
68. Moulton, personal communication, 25 September 2008, 3.
69. Moulton, personal communication, 25 September 2008, 3.
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• Nibley’s wide reading and understanding of the entire milieu
gives him a better understanding of how the passage should be translated, but this is not common knowledge (broader hermeneutics).
• Nibley had a better grasp of the English language than other
translators did.70
• Nibley did not feel bound by some of the rules that some
translators use that often result in stilted translations.
• Nibley was careless in where he put quotation marks on his
note cards.
• Nibley was not competent in Greek or Hebrew (or any of the
other languages he translated).71
Some of these ideas are more plausible than others. I am willing
to grant all but the last option, but given that Nibley was able to quote
passages at length (from memory) in the original language and then
translate on the fly, one becomes convinced that he was indeed very
competent in these languages and was brilliant in decoding what the
author meant. Kristian Heal, a Syriac expert, comments on Nibley’s
unique translation of the first line of the Hymn of the Pearl as “In my
first primeval childhood.”72
The first line of the Hymn of the Pearl/the Soul is rendered
by the two earliest translators, William Wright (1871) and
A. A. Bevan (1897), as “When I was a little child.” This is an
accurate translation of the Syriac, though “young child” may
be better since the Syriac seems to suggest the innocence and
simplicity of the child.
Nibley’s rendering is obviously highly evocative for Latterday Saints73 and casts the hymn squarely as an allegory of premortal and mortal life. I would characterize it as an elegant,
70. “Hugh was a great stylist in English; his command of the language and skill at
argument will long remain vibrant and powerful even after the content of his scholarship
may have faded, or at worst, become antiquated.” Cooper, personal communication, 8
October 2008, 2–3.
71. Suggestions from James V. Tredway, e-mail correspondence, 20 August 2008, and
Gee, personal communication, 3 October 2008.
72. Nibley, Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri, 488.
73. See “O My Father,” Hymns, no. 292, verse 1.
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poetic, but thoroughly tendentious translation that seeks to
reinforce his interpretation of the poem as a whole. I have no
doubt that Nibley understood the text. To my mind, it would
have been desirable to indicate the more literal rendering in
a footnote.74
Obviously, Nibley’s style of translation in not necessarily literal.75
Here is his own description of the process of translation:
You translate with the book closed. You decide exactly
what the original writer had in mind. Unless you know,
don’t leave his text; stay with him until you decide you know
what he means. Then close the book—never translate with it
open—and put down in your own words what you think the
author had in mind, what you have gotten from the text. No
two people are going to get the same thing.76
In this same article, he also says that “the translation is a commentary—
what the translator thinks the writer had in mind.” He explains that
“every word is a password. Not only is the text loaded, every word is
loaded, and every translation is an interpretation. It is a paradox.”77
So whatever the explanation for the differences in translation between
Nibley and the commentators, did his “mistranslations” (as described
and identified by Huggins) send Nibley’s arguments and conclusions
so far afield that they lost all validity? How has his work stood the test
of time? Norton explores Nibley’s translations further:
Nibley did have two major and often unappreciated
things going for him. First, he simply knew so much! Thus,
in the interest of space, he often translated or cited sources
in a context rarely available to the mostly pedestrian (and
usually far more “prejudiced”) scholarly community. For
74. Kristian Heal, e-mail correspondence, 7 October 2008.
75. Cooper, personal communication, 8 October 2008, 1, admits that “occasionally
he would read a source in an idiosyncratic way, but that’s the scholar’s prerogative.”
76. Hugh Nibley, “Translation,” notes from a presentation, 11 February 1975, Salt
Lake City, Utah, 3.4. In this particular passage, he was referring to translating poetry.
77. Nibley, “Translation,” 3.3–4.
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example, when he cited an early church father, it was in
the context of his having read all the early church fathers,
in their original languages. . . . He also remained mute on
countless views and doctrines—you get only a hint here and
there of all he knew. His knowledge was largely private, the
result of his passion to satisfy his own personal curiosity, as
he used to often say.
Second, he had a reliable frame of reference: the restored
gospel and access to the Spirit.78
I find Norton’s last suggestion very intriguing. Richard Lloyd
Anderson, in an examination of the Olivet Prophecy and Joseph
Smith’s translation of Matthew 24 in the Pearl of Great Price, concluded that Joseph Smith did not work with any original language to
prepare his “translation.” “In fact, Greek variant readings simply do
not exist for most changes made, whether here or elsewhere in the
Inspired Version. Such evidence proves that Joseph Smith worked on
the level of meaning and doctrinal harmonization, not narrow textual
precision. . . . This suggests that the Prophet used his basic document
. . . as a point of departure instead of a translation guide. . . . One may
label this as ‘translation’ only in the broadest sense.”79 Without going
so far as to grant prophethood to Nibley, it does not seem impossible or implausible that he could have relied on the Spirit to aid in his
“translation” efforts. Luther, referring to his own translation of the
Bible into the language of the people, proclaimed: “Ah, translating is
not everyone’s skill as some mad saints imagine. It requires a right,
devout, honest, sincere, God-fearing, Christian, trained, educated,
and experienced heart”—in other words, a person cognizant of and
sensitive to the Spirit (in fact, he holds “that no false Christian or sectarian spirit can be a good translator”).80
78. Norton, personal communication, 13 August 2008, 2.
79. Richard Lloyd Anderson, “Joseph Smith’s Insights into the Olivet Prophecy:
Joseph Smith 1 and Matthew 24,” in Pearl of Great Price Symposium: A Centennial
Presentation (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University, 1976), 50; my thanks to Tredway for
suggesting this source and this idea.
80. Luther, “Ein Sendbrief D. M. Luthers.”
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As I conclude my thoughts on the value and veracity of Nibley’s
footnotes, I wish to quote Norton once more, who reminds us of
Nibley’s opinions of his own writing:
I’ve never done intensive comparison of what Nibley cited
from sources and what the sources actually said. I guess I’ve
just had implicit faith that Nibley was being as responsible
as humanly possible. I am aware that he often quoted from
memory (especially the scriptures) and was not always precise in writing down the exact wording and page numbers of
sources, though virtually always the right meaning. Over the
years, I’ve talked to many who have done source checking,
and they say they have rarely found Nibley taking any liberty
with a source. Quite the contrary. Nibley would be the first to
admit to human error on his part, but his breadth of learning
and sheer genius make such shortcomings seem insignificant.
I don’t think his critics have much of an idea of the competence he brought to his work—but his scholarly peers were
certainly overwhelmed by his knowledge and abilities.81
Scholars have recognized that Nibley was unique in his preparation and his knowledge. Mosser and Owen call him the “father of
Mormon scholarly apologetics,” as they describe his “seemingly endless stream of books and articles covering a vast array of subject matter.
Whether writing on Patristics, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Apocrypha,
the culture of the Ancient Near East, or Mormonism, he demonstrates an impressive command of the original languages, primary
texts, and secondary literature.”82 They go on to recognize that “the
few evangelicals who are aware of Hugh Nibley often dismiss him as
a fraud or pseudo-scholar”; Mosser and Owen recommend that those
who would dismiss his writings should pay heed to Truman Madsen’s
warning: “Ill wishing critics have suspected over the years that Nibley
is wrenching his sources, hiding behind his footnotes, and reading
into antique languages what no responsible scholar would ever read
81. Norton, personal communication, 13 August 2008, 2.
82. Mosser and Owen, “Mormon Scholarship,” 183.
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out. Unfortunately, few have the tools to do the checking.”83 Mosser
and Owen continue in the same vein:
No doubt there are flaws in Nibley’s work, but most
countercultists do not have the tools to uncover them. Few
have tried. . . . Whatever flaws may exist in his methodology,
Nibley is a scholar of high caliber. Many of his more important
essays first appeared in academic journals. . . . Nibley has also
received praise from non-LDS scholars such as Jacob Neusner,
James Charlesworth, Cyrus Gordon, Raphael Patai, and Jacob
Milgrom.84 The former dean of the Harvard Divinity School,
George MacRae, once lamented while hearing him lecture, “It
is obscene for a man to know that much!”85
Nibley on His Own Writings and Publication in General
Last, but not least, I quote some gems, in chronological order,
from the grand master himself:
I refuse to be held responsible for anything I wrote more
than three years ago. For heaven’s sake, I hope we are moving
forward here. After all, the implication that one mistake and
it is all over with—how flattering to think in forty years I have
not made one slip and I am still in business! I would say about
four-fifths of everything I put down has changed, of course.
That is the whole idea; this is an ongoing process.86
83. Mosser and Owen, “Mormon Scholarship,” 183, quoting Truman G. Madsen,
foreword to Nibley on the Timely and the Timeless: Classic Essays of Hugh W. Nibley
(Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1978), xiv.
84. See the contributions by these men in volume 1 of the Festschrift published in Nibley’s
honor, By Study and Also by Faith, as well as a second essay by Neusner in volume 2.
85. Mosser and Owen, “Mormon Scholarship,” 183–84, quoting from Philip L. Barlow,
Mormons and the Bible: The Place of the Latter-day Saints in American Religion (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1991), 147 n. 105. This note also describes “the prolific Hugh
Nibley, whose genius is unquestioned . . . but whose methods remain controversial.”
86. Hugh Nibley, “The Facsimiles of the Book of Abraham: A Response,” Sunstone,
December 1979, 49; to appear in volume 18 of the Collected Works, An Approach to the
Book of Abraham.
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It may seem churlish to cite sources to which the reader
has no access, but the purpose of such is to silence critics who
are eager to call everything into question, and rightly so. If
they want to run the stuff down they are cordially invited to
do so—that is part of the game.87
What I am working on now is far more interesting than
what has gone before. And so I tend to let all the rest of it go.
What is worth saving will probably be saved, but that can’t be
very much, and in this world it is vain to pin one’s hopes on the
survival of anything for long. What belongs to the eternities
will not be lost; the rest does not interest me very much.88
Going back over things I wrote years ago, in taking an
inventory of the garage, I find that some of it is not so bad, and
that time has been very kind to some of my more ambitious
articles. Wherefore, I am now aspiring to produce one thing
which at least will not be very, very bad. For this, I look to the
future, and as far as I am concerned, the past stuff must by its
very nature be inferior, since it came forth in my perpetual
jāhiliyyah (“time of ignorance”).89
I am ashamed to admit how ignorant I was when I got two
doctorate degrees—one, you might know, is honorary—but if
you are alert in the ways of scholarship you should know that
people are to be judged only by what they produce, and that is
to be judged not by the credentials of the author but by your
own estimate of what he says. My efforts are heavily loaded
with footnotes to take the heat off me and shunt the reader
to the sources he should consult. For in the field of ancient
history I regret to say I was not privileged to be present at any
of the events recorded—that is why I must cravenly refer the
reader to others.90
87.
88.
89.
90.

Hugh Nibley, letter to Susie Timko, Provo, Utah, 19 October 1979.
Hugh Nibley, letter to David H. Mulholland, Anaheim, California, 26 June 1981.
Hugh Nibley, letter to Pam Lane, Simi Valley, California, 22 June 1982.
Hugh Nibley, letter to David L. Parkos, Parker, Colorado, 2 December 1983.
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My long delay in answering you is due to the months of
soul-searching to determine, if I could, why on earth anybody
would want to hear from me. I am a crashing bore, and that
is why I plaster everything I write so heavily with footnotes,
turning the conversation over to more interesting people.91
At one juncture in his paper, Huggins mentions that although
“his literary output was enormous, Hugh Nibley seldom published in
scholarly journals outside Utah, and even less in ones dedicated to the
study of ancient Judaism, Christianity, and the Bible.”92 He conjectures that this may partially be a result of Nibley’s “propensity for misquotation” (p. 16). Fortunately, on Nibley’s choice of where to publish
we can turn to his own explanation:
But to be taken seriously one must publish, and I soon found
that publishing in the journals is as easy and mechanical as
getting grades: I sent out articles to a wide variety of prestigious journals, and they were all printed. So I lost interest.
What those people were after is not what I was after. Above
all, I could see no point to going on through the years marshalling an ever-lengthening array of titles to stand at attention some day at the foot of an obituary. That is what they
were all working for, and they were welcome to it. But there
91. Hugh Nibley, letter to Irene Horsley, Kearns, Utah, 22 May 1985.
92. I’m not sure what point Huggins is trying to make here—a quick glance at “Hugh
Winder Nibley: Bibliography and Register,” comp. Louis Midgley, in By Study and Also by
Faith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1990), 1:xv–lxxxvii, reveals that Nibley published in
at least the following periodicals: American Political Science Review, Christianity Today,
Church History, Classical Journal, Concilium: An International Review of Theology,
Historian, Jewish Quarterly Review, Revue de Qumran, Vigiliae Christianae, and Western
Political Quarterly, as well as in Encyclopedia Judaica. He was offered the distinguished
position of departmental editor for the encyclopedia for sections dealing with Christian
Latin biblical exegesis (it sounds to me like they had a pretty high opinion of Nibley’s linguistic talents), but he regretfully declined when he couldn’t clear his busy schedule. See
Boyd J. Petersen, Hugh Nibley: A Consecrated Life (Salt Lake City: Greg Kofford Books,
2002), 299–300. I see listed on Huggins’s own bibliography very few publications in academic journals; the rest of his writing seems to concentrate on criticizing the faith and
teachings of the Latter-day Saints. Is that how someone with a research degree (ThD)
advances from assistant to associate professorship?
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were hints I could not ignore and answers I must seek for my
own peace of mind.93
Ironically, the first rejection of a piece for publication came from the
church-published periodical The Instructor. Nibley must have been
most astonished that the editor, Loren F. Wheelwright, had the audacity to reject a solicited article on “Archaeology and Our Religion” for
a series entitled “I Believe.”94 Since Nibley believed that “archaeological evidences were a particularly shaky form of proof,” he unexpectedly “delineated the overall weaknesses of archaeology as a science.”95
Upon receiving the rejection, Nibley wrote a rather scathing five-page
response in which he said that he, of course, was “beyond all doubt the
world’s foremost authority” on what he believed.96
This last, and quite lengthy, quotation is Nibley’s description
of what is essential in writing and publishing in graduate school.
Here he proposes the ideal circumstances of preparing a paper for
publication.
Question: You have said that a paper must be first of all
authentic. What do you mean by that?
Answer: Two things—but they are really the same: it must
be accurate, and it must be complete. Without the highest
standards of accuracy, even the most ingenious and learned
study may be not only useless—since the work will have to be
done all over again—but actually pernicious, since it will lead
the unwary astray.
93. Nibley, “An Intellectual Autobiography,” 15–16.
94. “This, in fact, is the first article I have ever had rejected, which makes it most
interesting—especially since the rejection is by an LDS publication which requested
it in the first place!” Hugh Nibley, letter to Loren F. Wheelwright, 16 September 1965.
Interestingly, during his years of being in charge of music in the Salt Lake City School
District, Wheelwright was partially responsible for encouraging Phyllis Nibley to take
up the cello in the sixth grade (although he rightly concluded that Louis Midgley had no
future with the violin).
95. Petersen, Hugh Nibley, 300–301. This article was eventually published in Hugh
Nibley, Old Testament and Related Studies (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1986), 21–36.
96. Nibley, letter to Wheelwright, 16 September 1965.
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Question: But isn’t perfect accuracy impossible?
Answer: Yes, slips can be detected in the most careful work, but they are not characteristic of such work—they
are recognizably slips. It is when inaccuracy is due to lack of
familiarity with one’s subject, usually when one has bitten off
more than one can chew, sliding over into related areas with
which one has only limited acquaintance, that inaccuracy
becomes disastrous. Accuracy is actually a much rarer quality than we think. It requires patient and meticulous covering
of all the ground. That is the sort of drudgery with which the
“grand old man” or the “authority” in his field is liable to have
diminishing patience with over the years, and with which the
young student eager for success and recognition may have no
patience at all. The temptation to cheat is very great—who is
going to go to all the trouble of looking up one’s footnotes?
Not even the reviewers. Inaccurate documentation may go
undiscovered for years. Being accurate requires doing a thoroughly thorough job. That is why we say that accuracy and
completeness are really the same thing in research.
Question: If there is no such thing as perfect accuracy,
how complete is complete?
Answer: More complete than you think: where any information at all is lacking, no conclusions can ever be trusted;
how often has just one bit of evidence changed the whole picture? No stone can be left unturned; since there is no way of
knowing what an unexamined source might contain, to leave
any source unexamined is to ignore material that may, and
often does, refute one’s entire thesis.
Question: Do you mean that an ordinary student must
examine every piece of evidence on a subject?
Answer: Yes. Not to use all available evidence is to defeat
the whole purpose of research, which is to add to the fund of
existing knowledge. How can you add to it if you don’t know
what is already there and what is missing? No future progress
is possible where past progress is ignored. What is the advan-
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tage of centuries of writing and research that others have put
into my subject if I intend to consider only ten percent of it?
By what right do I presume to ask others to give my work the
respectful attention which I deny to theirs? We cannot honestly add a word to historical writing until we know what
needs to be added.
Question: Do you mean that an ordinary student must
examine every source in every library in the world before he
considers his work done?
Answer: Exactly. I grant you it isn’t easy (there is no such
thing as an ordinary student, by the way); in the past, it has
been all but impossible, and for that reason real scholars were
few and far between. But today the whole structure of university research activity is based on the assumption that complete research is possible. . . .
Question: Should ten, twenty, or thirty references be
required for a term paper?
Answer: I have heard that question before at the BYU and
hardly believed my ears. On the old Library Committee we
used to discuss by the hour how many titles would be necessary
for the library of a college with five thousand, ten thousand,
or fifteen thousand students. It would make as much sense to
ask how many volumes of an encyclopedia are needed by a
small school, a middle-sized school, or a large school, or how
many ingredients should go into a one-pound, a two-pound,
or a three-pound pudding or cake. The answer is always the
same: no matter how much of a thing you want to make, you
must always put into it all the ingredients its nature requires.
For a given paper one must have all the references necessary
for an honest presentation—whether that means two or two
hundred is entirely beside the point. . . .
Question: Isn’t it both exhausting and discouraging to try
to buck the fierce competition in the scholarly journals?
Answer: There is no competition! The press is large and
hungry—overexpanded, in fact, and the constant complaint of
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editors is that they almost never get anything that is informed,
original, and significant. The editors are pathetically eager to
welcome any good material from any source.97
Based on Nibley’s recommendations, it is likely that few publications meet these rigorous standards. Nibley was one of the few scholars
who could come close to claiming that he had covered “all the ground.”
His incessant and insatiable drive to read and to learn allowed him to
acknowledge that some of what he wrote should be rejected, changed,
or built upon. He was always ready to confess shortcomings, but he
never lost the thrill of gaining and sharing new insights. I have always
pictured him in the hereafter meeting with Abraham or some other
prophet or scholar in earnest conversation: “Tell me how things really
were when you were on the earth,” “Oh, so that’s what really happened,” or “That principle now makes perfect sense.” He would then
promptly debunk, in typical fashion, all he had written in mortality. I
submit, however, that inasmuch as his writings continue to influence
people for good he has not written in vain and that any existing errors
in his corpus do not negate the overall good he has done and continues to do. Nibley, I propose, has built “upon the rock of our Redeemer,
who is Christ, the Son of God.” He realized, along with Helaman, “that
ye must build your foundation; that when the devil shall send forth his
mighty winds, yea, his shafts in the whirlwind, yea, when all his hail
and his mighty storm shall beat upon you, it shall have no power over
you to drag you down to the gulf of misery and endless wo, because of
the rock upon which ye are built, which is a sure foundation, a foundation whereon if men build they cannot fall” (Helaman 5:12).98
97. Hugh Nibley, “Writing and Publication in Graduate School,” 5–6, 10, 11; this
article is slated to appear in a future volume of the Collected Works.
98. Tom Caldwell, who was instrumental in rescuing some of Nibley’s works from
the “underground” and who made services and copy equipment available for the sourcechecking project, describes Nibley’s Sunday School classes: “He always gave us fresh perspective on the scriptures, and he bore testimony of the gospel as one who was a true
witness. This was testimony based on experience, not just on theory and book learning.
We learned that by carefully reading the scriptures we could find the answers to any questions they brought up (usually within the next couple of verses). Nibley paid attention to
the smallest of details, especially when it came to the scriptures. We weren’t just fed from
the scriptures—in his classes, we were served a feast fit for the greatest of kings.” Nibley’s
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Appendix: Introductions to Volumes in the Collected Works of
Hugh Nibley
As John Gee informed Huggins, “The question is whether the
source cited says what the author citing it says that it says. This procedure has been described in several editorial introductions to works
in the Collected Works of Hugh Nibley.”99 I have collated here several
statements drawn from those introductions, as well as an additional
statement made in a review by Todd Compton, that shed light on
Nibley’s footnotes.
The first step in this process of settling the territory
mapped out by Nibley is the extremely welcome and valuable Collected Works of Hugh Nibley. . . . Here, all of Nibley’s
footnotes have been checked for accuracy and relevancy—
so simple errors such as wrong page numbers, confusing or
incorrect bibliographical information, and so on, should be
corrected (though as an editor of a former volume, I know
that one cannot achieve anything approaching perfection in
such a project). . . .
Finally, we may ask how these new editions compare with
the earlier ones. As we have mentioned, the footnotes are significantly improved, standardized, corrected, sometimes with
added bibliographic information (titles of articles and recent
translations of books).100
This volume [The Prophetic Book of Mormon] concludes
the Book of Mormon component of The Collected Works of
Hugh Nibley. The four Book of Mormon volumes in this series
should be seen as a unit in order to understand the inter
related Book of Mormon insights of Nibley’s mind and spirit.
testimony was “From what I’ve seen and heard, the gospel is true. Amen.” Caldwell,
e-mail correspondence, 9 October 2008.
99. Gee, e-mail correspondence to Huggins, 12 July 2006.
100. Todd Compton, review of Lehi in the Desert, The World of the Jaredites, There
Were Jaredites; An Approach to the Book of Mormon; Since Cumorah, by Hugh Nibley,
Review of Books on the Book of Mormon 1 (1989): 116, 117–18.
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These four volumes could not have been collected, checked,
edited, and published without the dedicated work of [list of
names follows].101
Literally thousands of hours have gone into the production of this volume: checking and double-checking references,
typing, editing, consulting, confirming all sorts of details,
and proofreading.102
Many people have assisted with this volume. I am particularly glad to acknowledge their invaluable work, especially
in checking citations and performing various other necessary
editorial labors.103
The source checking for this new edition was carried out
meticulously. We have tried to make the sources accessible to
the interested reader. Unfortunately, some of the sources cited
in the original edition have proved impossible to find, mostly
because the citations were made parenthetically with numbers
that referred to a numbered bibliographic list; typographical
errors in those numbers have made the sources difficult or
impossible to find. In a few cases, we have retained the material without source citation for whatever value it may have for
the reader; in those cases we have indicated in an endnote that
the source was not found.104
Joseph Ponczoch worked on the monumental task of determining the source of each quotation in the text. . . . This
proved truly formidable because fewer than one of every
twenty quotations in the typescript included even minimal
citation information. . . . Because of the condition of the origi101. John W. Welch, in The Prophetic Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book
and FARMS, 1989), x.
102. Don E. Norton, in Approaching Zion, xviii.
103. David J. Whittaker, in Tinkling Cymbals and Sounding Brass (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book and FARMS, 1991), xvii.
104. Gary P. Gillum, in Abraham in Egypt, 2nd ed. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, 2000), xxix.
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nal manuscript and the considerable interval of time since its
composition [class lectures from 1954], we and our assistants
(even with Nibley’s suggestions) have been unable to locate
the sources of all references. . . . Footnotes indicate those quotations that stem from still unidentified sources.105
We have checked all the citations in the more than four
thousand footnotes. I myself have checked over half of them.
Since Nibley made his own translations from all foreign languages except where noted, we have given him wide latitude
in rendering his translations. . . . Except for the education it
has given the source checkers, the process of checking the
footnotes has been, for the most part, unnecessary. Analysis
of a random chapter showed that of its almost seven hundred citations, Nibley was completely accurate 94 percent
of the time, and in more than half of these remaining forty
cases, one could explain the problem as a typographical error.
Nibley is more accurate than most Egyptologists whose footnotes I have checked, and several times I have been amazed at
how his translations of passages have correctly interpreted the
grammar of Egyptian while the standard Egyptological translations have not. In this edition, as in other editions of the
Collected Works of Hugh Nibley, notes have been expanded
to include full bibliographic information. . . . The content has
also been checked and adjusted if necessary. Despite our best
efforts, there may still be mistakes, and in the end Nibley is
responsible for his own footnotes, but readers should expect
to find that the source is where Nibley says it is and that it says
what he said it said.106

105. John F. Hall and John W. Welch, in Apostles and Bishops in Early Christianity
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 2005), ix–x. Note that Douglas F. Salmon has
since identified the majority of the unidentified references.
106. John Gee, in Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri, xx.

The Nibley Legacy

Louis Midgley

Review of Hugh Nibley. Eloquent Witness: Nibley on Himself, Others, and the Temple,
CWHN 17, ed. Stephen D. Ricks. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 2008. xvi + 536
pp., with index of passages and index of subjects. $39.95.

H

ugh Nibley is again testifying of a meaning and hope beyond the
chatter and clutter of contemporary culture. How can this be?
We now have available the seventeenth volume of The Collected Works
of Hugh Nibley. Even with this volume, the series is not yet completed;
there is still more to come. It seems that, despite his detractors, Nibley
will continue to testify.
An Overview
Eloquent Witness consists of thirty-three essays assembled into
six essentially thematic parts, including the following: two autobiographies (pp. 3–20);1 six interviews (pp. 23–90); five book reviews
(pp. 93–107), only one of which was at all negative (see pp. 106–7);
two forewords to books, one which celebrates the Greek language and
the other which urges the search for Zion (pp. 111–17); eleven essays
of various sorts lumped under the label “personal” (pp. 121–268), and

1. “Some Very Vital Statistics” (pp. 3–6) appears to me to be a kind of personal
prelude to a series of essays entitled “The Way of the Church,” which was originally
published in the Improvement Era beginning in January and ending in December 1955;
republished in Mormonism and Early Christianity, CWHN 4 (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book and FARMS, 1987), 209–322.
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seven essays on temples (pp. 271–500). The essays in each part, with
one exception, are placed in chronological order.2 Twelve of the essays
were written in the 1990s, including six on temples. All but one of
the essays on temples has been previously published, the exception
being a talk entitled “The Greatness of Egypt” (pp. 271–311), which
was delivered in Provo in 1986 for the wonderful Ramses II exhibit.
Though I consider myself a kind of Nibley aficionado, I seem to have
both neglected and also not properly appreciated some of these.
Having them assembled in one volume, I believe, allows one to savor
some of Nibley’s passion for the endowment as well as his insights
into the ubiquity of temple imagery spread here and there around the
world and reaching back into antiquity.3
Eight of the essays included in Eloquent Witness appeared in
rather obscure places such as the Deseret News (p. 80), BYU Today
(p. 73), Dialogue (p. 51), Century II: A BYU Student Journal (p. 46),
Sunstone Review (p. 83), Sunstone (p. 252), and the Millennial Star
(p. 121). Nine of the essays in Eloquent Witness have not been previously published.4

2. The lone exception is found in the middle of the essays placed under the label
“Personal.” The first six are in chronological order (pp. 121–227), but then the next five
also begin again in chronological order (pp. 228–68), partially as a function of grouping
like items together.
3. Margaret Barker mentioned in a private conversation with me that her intense
interest with the place of the temple in early Christian faith began when she read Nibley’s
“Christian Envy of the Temple” in the Jewish Quarterly Review 50/2–3 (October 1959;
January 1960): 97–123; 229–40; reprinted in Mormonism and Early Christianity, 391–434.
For another work flowing from Nibley’s interest in temples, see William J. Hamblin and
David Rolph Seely’s Solomon’s Temple: Myth and History (London: Thames and Hudson,
2007), which illustrates efforts to mimic Solomon’s temple. See also the work of others—
John Lundquist, for example—who have published on similar and related themes.
4. These include the following: (1) “Some Very Vital Statistics” (pp. 3–6); (2) “Hugh
Nibley: The Faithful Scholar” (pp. 23–45); (3) “Nobody to Blame (125–41); (4) “The Faith
of an Observer” (pp. 148–76); (5) “The Word of Wisdom: A Commentary on Doctrine and
Covenants 89” (pp. 228–37); (6) “A Commentary on the Gospel of Matthew” (pp. 238–51);
(7) “Tribute to Krešimir Ćosić” (pp. 259–62); (8) “Graveside Service Address for Joel Eric
Myers” (pp. 263–68); and (9) “The Greatness of Egypt” (pp. 271–311).
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Some Complaints
I introduce my all-too-brief foray into the wonders I have seen in
Eloquent Witness with a comment on one of the six interviews with
Nibley included in this volume (pp. 23–45). I was asked in 1974 to
conduct a fully impromptu and spontaneous interview with him in
a BYU forum assembly. This interview was not to be scripted. We
practiced the interview several times prior to and even immediately
before the event. These sessions were spontaneous and simply wonderful. Nibley was a gifted conversationalist in a small-group setting.
But he feared not having either his note cards or a written speech to
read, which he would then spice with many sly and witty asides. It
was genuine spontaneity that we sought in a large setting. But in this
instance there would be no script for him to embellish. He was quite
uncomfortable in that setting. He seemed to resent my effort to drag
him away from his carefully shielded persona. However, even without
a script or notes, during the actual interview he was able to quote lines
from Percy Shelley’s “To a Skylark” (p. 24), a poem by A. E. Housman
(p. 25), lines from Shakespeare’s Hamlet (p. 26), Macbeth (p. 29), and
The Tempest (p. 30)—all this without prior preparation. He also made
one reference to his forthcoming volume entitled Message of the Joseph
Smith Papyri (p. 36).
There is a nasty, self-serving rumor going around that he had a
kind of psychotic episode during this interview, and that this was
somehow the result of his having been ordered by the Brethren to
defend what he knew to be the indefensible Book of Abraham.5 This
is utter rubbish.
Both prior to and during that interview, as well as in the meetings leading up to it, he did not give the slightest indication of being a
bit lugubrious about the Book of Abraham, but just the opposite. He
regaled me (and others) about its wonders. Whatever the medical difficulty that he experienced during the interview, which I immediately
sensed, he was fine when I visited him the next morning. He was sorry
for having made what he considered a fool out of himself. And he was
5. See Martha Beck’s Leaving the Saints (New York: Crown, 2005), 21, 148–49.
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still not pleased at not being able to script his remarks. But he immediately lectured me on the wonders in the Book of Abraham.
There is also a tall tale being circulated that has become a favorite of one sectarian anti-Mormon zealot. His argument is that Nibley
both roundly distorted the sources he cited and faked his footnotes.6
This is also rubbish. Does one who can quote during an interview passages from three Shakespeare plays need to fabricate materials? I did
the source and quotation checking on two of his more complicated
essays, and I was eventually able to track everything down. The many
problems I had finding the sources he cited, I discovered, were the
result of my own ignorance. And whatever tiny mistakes I found were
either transpositions of page numbers or the obvious result of his having relied on his shorthand notes. This is not, of course, to say that I
would put exactly the same spin on all the passages he cited or quoted.
But my mastery of the languages and literature he consulted and cited
is at best rudimentary. Of course, Nibley got some things wrong. And,
of course, subsequent LDS scholarship has not always supported some
of his hunches. That is to be expected. It happens to everyone who ventures away from routine, safe paths. It is time that critics cease attacking the man and deal, instead, with relevant substantive issues. When
some of Nibley’s critics have tried to do this, they have floundered at
times because they lack his command of the relevant languages and
cannot match the scope of his learning.
Stranger Than Fiction
Two of the items not previously published are tributes delivered at
funerals, one of which was for Krešimir Ćosić (pp. 259–62). For those
6. See Ronald V. Huggins, “Hugh Nibley’s Footnotes,” Salt Lake City Messenger 110
(May 2008): 9–22. Huggins teaches at the Salt Lake Theological Seminary. He is a strident
and sectarian anti-Mormon. His tactic is to describe Nibley as “the quintessential LDS
apologist” and then attack the soundness of some of his essays. The idea seems to be
that, if Nibley can be discounted, then Mormonism falls flat, since he is the very best we
have to offer in defense of the faith. Huggins relies heavily on the fictional figure Martha
Beck described as “The Man in Tweed.” She imagines she met this fictional figure in “the
frozen-foods isle at the grocery store” and this eminent but otherwise unidentified Mr.
Tweedy revealed that her “father is a liar.” See Leaving the Saints, 164–67, for this bunk.
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who do not know, Nibley was instrumental in turning Ćosić into a dedicated Latter-day Saint. Ćosić was born in 1948 in Zagreb, Croatia. He
came to BYU in 1970, where he managed to charm the fanatics like me
who follow basketball. He succeeded in doing this far more than anyone
else whom I have seen play the game. The word played is exactly the right
word to describe what Ćosić did. Basketball for him was a mere amusing game that one could and should enjoy to the fullest, which he did.
This illustrious Croatian basketball player, when he arrived at BYU, had
already led Yugoslavia in 1968 to a silver medal in the Olympics. Later
in 1976 he won still another silver and then in 1980 a gold medal. But
the crucial fact about Ćosić was his unlikely encounter with Nibley.
If one had invented a Ćosić and a Hugh and Phyllis Nibley and
placed them together in a work of fiction, the plot would never have
sold—such a combination of personalities would have appeared far too
bizarre even for a work of fiction. But the fact is that the Nibleys were
the occasion for the radical transformation of a fellow fully familiar
with the sybaritic ways of the world. The Holy Spirit was able to transform Ćosić into a humble, devoted, passionate Latter-day Saint. Ćosić
passed away in 1995 of cancer at age 46 while serving his native Croatia
as deputy ambassador to the United States. Nibley’s remarks about his
dear friend provide a tiny glimpse into the otherwise shielded core of
the souls of this pair of friends. I mention this because readers should
be aware of the texture and variety of items included for the first time
in this volume.
With an Edge
One thing, among several, that has made Nibley’s essays attractive
to me is that he was, more than anyone else I have ever known, fully at
home in the English language. He often took advantage of his gift with
words to fashion striking phrases. Early in his career his essays had
an edge; he was impish if not sarcastic, but later he mellowed and that
disposition seemed to melt away. A close look at some of the essays in
Eloquent Witness illustrates this change.
He was also the master of what might be called the “open letter”—
that is, what appears on the surface to be a personal communication
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was actually intended to be widely circulated. And the followers of
Nibley passed these things around and fully enjoyed them. Two of these
appear in Eloquent Witness. The first is a 1960 letter entitled “Nobody
to Blame” (pp. 125–41). In this letter, Nibley claims that what he liked
to call “the BYU” is hostile to genuine faith in God. In his early days
at BYU, religion understood as faith in God was under conscious and
deliberate attack. “But I do not for that reason,” Nibley opined, “hold
my BYU colleagues culpable—they cannot help themselves” (p. 127). He
offered his reasons for holding this opinion. He described the university
as a rival of the church, since its very purpose is to “supply the guiding
light which passed away with the loss of revelation” (p. 127). Could this
happen in so-called religion classes? What followed is both amusing
and insightful, if now quite dated, since some real changes have taken
place. But one can still benefit from his remarks about our dedicated
weakness for slogans and clichés that are drilled into students by those
who, perhaps without knowing it, supplant faith in God with a specious
type of learning that rests on the assumption that everything must be
explained in strictly naturalistic terms.
This “type of thinking,” according to Nibley, “is being so diligently
cultivated by our Mormon intellectuals, who must have their religion
neat and rational, and who balk at anything in the gospel that could
not have sprung from their own minds” (p. 130). He then outlined
“four obvious ways of meeting the challenge[s] of the learned world”:
“We can ignore them,” which is sometimes a good idea, or “we can
run away from them” by addressing only our own people as we sell
what amounts to feel-good mock wisdom for applause and even real
money. Or “we can agree with the world. This has always been the
standard procedure with our Mormon intellectuals” (p. 131)—that is,
those I call cultural Mormons. The fourth way is to “meet the opposition on their own grounds, publishing in their journals” (p. 132).
Nibley also observes that “the two greatest nuisances in the church
are (a) those who think they know enough to disprove the claims of
Joseph Smith, and (b) those who think they know enough to prove
them” (pp. 130–31). In the 1960s, as several items in this collection
demonstrate, he was very pessimistic about the prospects for higher
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education in the church, fearing that the Saints would not tolerate a
serious defense of the faith and the Saints. Why? The reason is that
“when anyone threatens to substitute serious discussion for professional camaraderie,” they are “assailed . . . hysterically,” which was his
own experience when he defended the faith (p. 132).
But have we not made progress? Well, yes and no. “There are,”
Nibley notes, “some very good articles in Sunstone, Dialogue, and other
publications, including Church magazines. But the general feeling in
perusing many of those publications is that of walking on a treadmill: The scenery never changes. There are always legitimate boasts
and grievances” (p. 179). He grants that, for example, the “faults of
one’s leaders can be annoying” (p. 179). But then he explained that
such things should never ever keep one from strict obedience to God’s
commandments, or fidelity to the faith, which does not require faultless leaders or answers to every question.7
The other “open letter” included in this collection was addressed to
“Dear Sterling” McMurrin (pp. 142–47), who back then was the leading
light among cultural Mormons. Nibley concludes this stunning letter
with the following candid comment: “I am stuck,” he says, “with the
gospel. I know perfectly well that it is true; there may be things about
the Church that I find perfectly appalling—but that has nothing to do
with it. I know the gospel is true” (pp. 146–47). Everyone with any sense
knew exactly where Nibley stood on fundamental issues. This freed him
to act as a staunch defender of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon,
as well as an apologist for the gospel of Jesus Christ, but also as a kind of
gadfly pestering both lazy Saints and cultural Mormons alike.
Tranquilized with the Trivial
Nibley held in great disdain the triviality and turmoil of wanton
consumerism. Some of this contempt seeps through in various caustic
7. Nibley loved the FARMS Review. There the scenery does change. The last time I
visited with him, he complained that we were treating him as if he were dead, since he
had not received the latest issue of the Review. At that very moment the postman was at
the door to deliver Nibley’s copy of the Review. He could enjoy signs that his apologetic
endeavors would continue in the future, something he once doubted.
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remarks here and there in his essays. Take the following as an example: “I began this talk” on temples, he pointed out,
with Shakespeare and Bach, and I agree with Spengler that
they represent the high point of our civilization. Now I invite
you to go home from this melancholy meeting and beguile
three hours or so before the tube, so that you may experience one full hour of commercials. This is the final triumph
and total corruption of rhetoric—rude, brief, and wrenching
interruptions, as garish and distracting as possible, as your
attention is jerked from one sales pitch to another, and we sit
there and allow this corrupt practice to inflict the deadly epidemic of the past on our civilization. At this point the only
escape I can think of is the temple. I testify to its sanctity and
power to purify our thoughts and lives. (pp. 499–500)
Nibley was simply appalled at the way people tend to “tranquilize
[themselves] ‘in the trivial’” (p. 193). When they are the least bit prosperous, people forget that they will eventually die and none of their
vaunted worldly success will matter. But to distract themselves from
this fact, they busy themselves with toys and fun and engage in emulation and rivalry. Death is, Nibley argued, the hidden but also the great
fact of life that ends our brief appearance on this little stage before the
great drama is over. He thought that
Joseph Smith had already stated the problem as clearly as anyone
ever has and done what no one else has done in giving us a solution. “What is the object of our coming into existence, then dying
and falling away, to be here no more?. . . [This] is the subject we
ought to study more than any other. We ought to study it day and
night. . . . If we have any claim on our Heavenly Father for anything, it is for knowledge on this important subject.” (p. 193)
Focusing on Crucial Issues
When asked back in 1983 whether he was inclined to study in detail
the textual record of the restoration, Nibley explained that “a lot of other
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people are doing that, making documents available now, for which I
am,” he assured us, “extremely grateful” (p. 90). He noted that
the woods are crawling with people who can do research on
the early Church. I won’t spend time on that. But what excites
me is when Joseph [Smith] starts to give us books of Abraham
and Enoch and Adam and apocryphal writings and reconstructions of the New Testament and inspired translations of
the Bible. Then you can go back to old sources and see if that
is comparative, see if he has a leg to stand on. Once you start
comparing, there is no end, but it gives you such marvelous
control over Joseph Smith and his critics. (p. 90)
Nibley was, of course, pleased to see others collect and publish and
mine the textual materials housed in archives that open to us a better
understanding of Joseph and his immediate environment.
But he was focused on what Joseph Smith—without benefit of
more than the mere rudiments of education, and without either leisure or a library—was somehow able to produce, with the aid of the
Holy Spirit, though he seems not to have known how he was able to
do it. Nibley asked:
Do you have the remotest inkling of an idea . . . how much
sheer mental effort it would take the smartest person to produce
a book of Enoch, or Abraham, or Nephi, or Ether, or Helaman,
or the first section of the Doctrine and Covenants? To lay it all
out in order with the vast sweep and scope of the Book of Moses,
bridging great gaps in the human record? The Pearl of Great
Price putting the whole into a cosmic setting in the manner
of the ancients? The Book of Mormon with its ever-changing
scenes of desert wanderers, luxury and danger in Jerusalem,
migrations, wars, politics, ecology, trade and commerce, law
and lawyers, paramilitary terrorists, youth gangs, strategy
and tactics, natural disasters, organized crime, corrupt courts
and politicians, dangerous opportunists, secret organizations,
vain intellectuals, devout sectaries in the wilderness, prophets as near-death witnesses of the afterlife, great missionaries,
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dynastic feuds, and more, and with all this the doctrines of salvation set forth more fully than anywhere else, and in a setting
not of Joseph Smith’s rural America? (pp. 194–95)
Nibley from a very early age was interested in the possibility that
Joseph Smith had in some strange and wonderful way been able to tap
into ancient streams of wisdom.
Apologia
There is little or nothing in this latest collection of Nibley’s collected works that is a direct response to critics of the faith and the
Saints; it is not in that sense apologetic. And yet virtually every essay
in this collection sets out his often subtle, complex, and compelling
reasons for faith in God; Eloquent Witness is thus apologetic in the
larger sense of that word.
Nibley is known for his efforts to address genuinely foundational
issues. In several essays in this volume he focuses on what he has elsewhere called the “terrible questions,”8 the most decisive of which is
whether there is anything at all beyond death and the grave. Is it possible
to move past an enervating dubium—when we really probe the mysteries of this world—about everything concerning us and our place in it?
Put another way, is there a genuine meaning to our being here on what
Nibley constantly referred to as this strange little stage where we engage
in the routines we acquire by emulating others equally lost in what is,
despite its beauties and momentary distractions, a dreary place? And if
so, what exactly is it? In several of the essays in Eloquent Witness one
can find Nibley’s thoughts on these issues. Even though he passed away
in 2005, he is thus still providing his apologia for the substance and core
of his faith in Jesus Christ and also for his profound awe in the presence
of the mystery of divine things that he found both then and there in the
past as well as here and now in this otherwise disconsolate world. Nibley
was always ready to provide a defense for the hope that was in him.
8. See, for example, his essay entitled “The Terrible Questions,” in Temple and
Cosmos: Beyond the Ignorant Present, CWHN 12 (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, 1992), 336–78.
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Newell G. Bringhurst and Craig L. Foster. The Mormon Quest for
the Presidency. Independence, MO: John Whitmer Books, 2008.
ix + 304 pp., with index. $24.95.

N

ewell Bringhurst and Craig Foster have provided an account of
“Mormons,” very loosely identified, who have made a run for
the presidency of the United States. The authors begin with Joseph
Smith’s 1844 presidential campaign and end with the attempt of Mitt
Romney in 2008 to secure the Republican nomination. They describe
the efforts of nine men and one woman who had at least some connections to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and who have
sought the highest office in the United States. These include, in addition to Joseph Smith, the following: Parley P. Christensen (1920), Ezra
Taft Benson (1968), Eldredge Cleaver (1968), George Romney (1968),
Mo Udall (1976), Sonia Johnson (1984), Bo Gritz (1992), Orrin Hatch
(2000), and Mitt Romney (2008). The relationship of some of them to
the church has been tenuous, ranging from future members to active
or inactive members to former members. Their political affiliations
have also run the length of the political spectrum.
The book has been described as both a fun read and a very interesting history filled with little-known facts about the men and woman
who ran for president. For example, we learn that Joseph Smith was
the first clergyman to run for president and the first presidential candidate to be assassinated; that David O. McKay refused to allow Ezra
Taft Benson, as a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, to
campaign for the presidency or to seek to become a vice-presidential
running mate; that The A Team’s Colonel John “Hannibal” Smith and
Sylvester Stalone’s “Rambo” were both based on Bo Gritz and his wartime and post–Vietnam War adventures; and that after losing in his
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presidential bid, Orrin Hatch faced stiff opposition in his re-election
to the Senate and was even booed by fellow Republicans during the
nominating convention in Utah.
Included in the book are Joseph Smith’s presidential speech, titled
“General Smith’s Views of the Powers and Policies of the Government”;
George Romney’s 1966 speech on religion, “Most Important Is Faith”;
and Mitt Romney’s 2007 religion speech, “Faith In America.” Perhaps
the most interesting appendix in the book is the one concerning the
so-called White Horse Prophecy, which was attributed to Joseph Smith
and has continued to be passed along by rank-and-file members. Even
more disturbing, George Romney, Orrin Hatch, and Mitt Romney
were haunted by this bizarre “prophecy” because it was used during
the campaign by journalists and critics of the Church of Jesus Christ
to question the qualification of a Latter-day Saint for public office in
the United States. The most compelling portion of The Mormon Quest
is the discussion of the spurious origins of the “prophecy.”
While the book reflects the excitement and political interest
engendered by Mitt Romney’s failed 2008 effort to gain the Republican
presidential nomination, the historical information packed into it has
lasting value and makes the book a worthy addition to a Latter-day
Saint’s library.
Craig L. Foster. A Different God? Mitt Romney, the Religious
Right, and the Mormon Question. Salt Lake City: Greg Kofford
Books, 2008. xvi + 328 pp., with index. $70.00 (hardback), $24.95
(paperback).
This is a revealing, hard-hitting look at Mitt Romney’s recent
attempt to secure the presidential nomination. At the heart of this volume is a discussion of the “Mormon Question” raised during his campaign: Because Mormons believe in what most Americans see as alien,
even non-Christian doctrines and strange practices, could a Mormon
president be trusted to preserve, protect, and promote the common
good of the United States?
The book tries to place Romney’s campaign within a historical
and political context by spending two chapters discussing the rise and
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power of the Religious Right as well as the delicate and often strained
relationship Latter-day Saints have with this powerful voting bloc of
the Republican Party. Another chapter gives a brief overview of the
church’s political history.
Naturally, much of the book examines Mitt Romney’s effort to
secure the Republican nomination for president; hence it deals with
the anti-Mormon bias he faced, a bias also manifested by some of
his fellow presidential contenders. Some criticisms came from secular sources, but the primary opposition to Romney was grounded in
intense religious bigotry.
Foster, whose previous publications include works defining and
describing stereotyping and imagery in anti-Mormon literature, discusses themes and methods of attack used by Romney’s critics. The
book also discusses the impact it made not only on the campaign but
also on Latter-day Saints across the country.
A Different God? is a fast-paced but also meticulously researched
and comprehensively documented book that will hold the reader’s
attention. Regarding the book’s potential for controversy, Foster ruefully commented that there will probably be some angry evangelicals.
Whether or not that is the case, the book will surely make an interesting addition to anyone’s collection.
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